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1.1

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

The premise of this discussion is that the development of AI should not be considered in technical isolation, but rather seen as
the next potential step in the evolution of intelligent life on Earth. While important issues are not treated lightly, the focus of
the discussion is primarily on the 'bigger picture'.

Artificial Life
Link to complementary
discussion of potential
developments in ALife.
Paradigm Shifts
The link above points to a
300 page book that
encapsulates all the original
work contained in this
website related to AI and
the wider issues surrounding
the evolution of artificial life.

As such, the discussion does cover a wide sweep of topics that are believed to be relevant to the potential development of a
concept being called 'Hybrid AI' and its eventual impact on the future of humanity. However, if you are new to such ideas you
might wish to work through some of the sub-sections in sequence:


Introduction



AI Overview

Ray Kurzweil



Hybrid AI Paradigm

The key issue as to whether or not a



AI Technology

non-biological entity deserves rights



Evolution: Beyond Darwin

really comes down to whether or not



Conclusions

it's conscious. Does it have feelings?
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The introduction tries to quickly separate out the issues of artificial life and a
concept known as 'the singularity' from the more present-day ideas of artificial
intelligence. However, the core of the discussion will still focus on a new
paradigm, described as hybrid AI, which could evolve and ultimately supersede
our current definition of Homo-Sapiens. There is also a presentation of a broad
range of predictions, which may have already influenced your perception of AI,
therefore it might be useful to reflect on the range of ideas that surround this
topic before addressing the details in any further depth. Following this,
subsequent sub-sections will then seek to expand the discussion to include not
only technology issues, but also philosophical and social issues, as the

John McCarthy
Our ultimate objective is to make
programs that learn from their
experience as effectively as humans do.
We shall say that a program has
common sense if it automatically
deduces for itself a sufficient wide class
of immediate consequences of anything
it is told and what it already knows.

implications of AI have the potential to go well beyond the confines of science.
1.1.1

Introduction

Before starting the main thread of the discussion concerning Artificial Intelligence (AI) it is possibly worth making some crossreference to an earlier section of this website that discusses Artificial Life; as there is clearly a notion that AI might one-day
'evolve' as an independent intelligent, sentient lifeform that transcends the boundary of what we can really describe as
technology. It might also be useful to cross-reference the section addressing Human Intelligence and the general discussion
of Cognition as a precursor to complexity of any attempt to replicate intelligence by any artificial means.

I. J. Good
Let an ultra-intelligent machine be
defined as a machine that can far
surpass all the intellectual activities of
any man however clever. Since the
design of machines is one of these
intellectual activities, an ultraintelligent machine could design even
better machines; there would then
unquestionably be an ‘intelligence
explosion,’ and the intelligence of man
would be left far behind. Thus the first
ultra-intelligent machine is the last
invention that man need ever make.

As we start this particular section, there might be some ambiguity as to whether AI should be discussed in terms of
development or evolution. However, it is going to be suggested that even a discussion of AI in terms of just technology needs to
highlight its speculative nature, as while it is no longer pure science fiction, it still remains in our science future and therefore its
outcome is uncertain. For this reason, this section will try to outline just one of many possible paths in which the development
of AI might proceed as a process closely entwined with the future evolution-by-design of homo sapiens. However, the basis of
this evolutionary model is predicated on two caveats. First, it is assumed that true artificial intelligence will require some degree
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of sentience, which at this point in time has to be described as speculative within the constraints of current technology. Second,
it is believe that path to AI will not proceed as a natural progression of Moore's Law as applied to present-day computers, but
as indicated, it will become far more entwined with the demands of human evolution, at least, in the short to medium term.
Therefore, should the possibility of sentient AI emerge at some point in the future, it will not supersede 'homo sapiens', as we
understand it today, but rather some future descendent that has already become a hybrid of humanity and technology.
Nick Bostrom
When we create the first super-intelligent
entity, we might make a mistake and give it
goals that lead it to annihilate humankind,
assuming its enormous intellectual
advantage gives it the power to do so. For
example, we could mistakenly elevate a subgoal to the status of a super-goal. We tell it
to solve a mathematical problem, and it
complies by turning all the matter in the solar
system into a giant calculating device, in the
process killing the person who asked the
question.
While not the focus of this discussion, now might be a good time to highlight the idea often referred to as the `singularity`,
which appears to be based on the almost exponential acceleration of AI technology, which leads to smarter-than-human
intelligence, i.e. a sort of ultimate extrapolation of Moore's Law. The term `The Singularity` is considered analogous to the
breakdown of physics near a gravitational singularity, but in this case, it would be the future of humanity that may disappear
behind an event horizon of evolution. Of course, you might think we would all question whether we would be able to
understand the nature and aspirations of such an intelligence before its creation, but the more relevant question may be
whether: we will even be asked? As early as 1965, I. J. Good wrote of an 'intelligence explosion' by which machines that surpass
human intellect, even if by a small amount, could recursively improve their own designs in ways unforeseen by their original
human designers and, in so doing, achieve far greater intelligence. It is then argued that this effect would lead to a cascade of
self-improvements through which a super-intelligence might emerge. However, it was Vernor Vinge, in 1982, who suggested
that the creation of smarter-than-human intelligence might trigger a breakdown in human society, as currently understood, and
named this event 'the singularity'. In this context, it was Vinge who appears to have drawn the analogy to the gravitational
singularity that exists behind the event horizontal of a black hole. Later, Ray Kurzweil modified the concept of a singularity to
include an exponential growth of any technology, not just AI, as the inevitable consequence of accelerating change as
generalized by Moore's law. By way of examples:


Aubrey de Grey applied the idea to medical technology in which improvements occur so fast that 'human lifespan'
would increased by more than one year per year. However, it is not clear as to whether the implication of this
prediction on world population was ever seriously considered.



In an even wider context, Robin Hanson has cited the agricultural and industrial revolutions as past 'singularities' with
the next economic singularity possibly increasing economic growth by up to 250 times via the virtual replacement of
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all human labour. Again, the issue of what an idle world population,
estimated to become 9 billion by 2045, might do, especially given the
speculation of an ever-increasingly life expectancy.

E. O. Wilson
Homo sapiens is about to
decommission natural selection, the

As such, speculative predictions need to be put into some contextual model, which
then consider the social impact of such changes. So while the idea of a singularity is
a possibility, its probability is less clear in any given timeframe and it is unlikely to

force that made us. Soon we must
look deep within ourselves and
decide what we wish to become.

just appear within a technology vacuum beyond the reach of any social and political considerations. Therefore, this section will
proceed on the basis that humanity will continue to evolve, not by natural selection, but by purposeful design in response to
future social and environmental demands. In this context, AI is but one of several technologies, which may ultimately converge
to create new forms of intelligent life, which from our present-day perspective may appear closer to the description of the
singularity than homo sapien.
1.1.2

AI Overview

There are no shortages of books about artificial intelligence (AI); however, all too often, the subject is addressed in technical
isolation. In this section, we shall attempt to address the balance by considering the subject of AI in the much wider context of
the ongoing evolution of sentient intelligence. The term 'sentient intelligence' is used deliberately, because the ultimate
outcome of an artificial, technology-led evolution, which encompasses AI, could be the accelerated extinction of what we
currently call humanity.

Herbert Simon: 1965
Machines will be capable, within
twenty years, of doing any work
that a man can do.

Business Week: 1984
Artificial Intelligence, IT'S HERE.

Within the usual discussion format, the reader is asked to consider and reflect on the implications of AI developments as being
outlined:
What is the purpose and future of sentient, intelligent life on Earth?
What are the implications of AI and when will it happen?
Why would we develop a technology that might make humanity obsolete?
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Within this section, we shall present a broad range of predictions associated with AI,
which may have already influenced the perception of AI. However, subsequent
sections then go on to gain a wider perspective, inclusive of not only the technology
issues, but also the philosophical and social issues, as the implications of AI go well
beyond the confines of science:

Steven Pinker
The main lesson of thirty-five years
of AI research is that the hard
problems are easy and the easy
problems are hard. The mental

Putting aside whether sentient AI is possible for one moment, what would be the
moral, ethical and philosophical issues associated with its creation?
If it is decided that the development of AI is morally acceptable, what will be the
consequence of its development on society?

abilities of a four-year-old that we
take for granted, e.g. recognizing a
face, lifting a pencil, walking across
a room, answering a question, in
fact solve some of the hardest
engineering problems ever

Finally, if the goal of AI is both morally and socially acceptable, what technologies
will be the key catalysts that drive its development?

conceived. As the new generation of
intelligent devices appears, it will be
the stock analysts and

The rest of the section will be structured around a concept called 'Hybrid AI'. Within
this paradigm, it is argued that the evolution of human biology and AI technology
has already started to converge and could continue in a staged process towards the
eventual emergence of sentient AI. However, rather than being asked to just accept
this model, the reader is also challenged to consider the evolutionary consequences
implicit in such a vision of the future:

petrochemical engineers and parole
board members who are in danger
of being replaced by machines. The
gardeners, receptionists, and cooks
are secure in their jobs for decades
to come.

What happens if AI based technology essentially makes billions of people redundant; what will be the function of humanity in
society?
If AI were to become sentient, could we explain why, and for what purpose, we had created a new life form?
Today, given the somewhat near minimal understanding of human consciousness, there are many sceptics who doubt the
feasibility of ever being able to truly create sentient AI. However, one of the more worrying aspects of the hybrid AI paradigm is
that it does not actually require artificial sentience, as the essence of self-aware consciousness can be initially provided by the
biological component within the hybrid AI entity. Clearly, there could be many worrying implications in such an approach:
Are there any practical constraints on the physical form of hybrid AI?
Can hybrid AI be based on a non-human, biologically derived system?
Within the hybrid AI model, sentient intelligence is still linked to its biological roots. However, artificial evolution would now be
driven by technology developments rather than natural selection. The acceptance of this argument could change the timeframe
of evolution from millions of years to tens of years and will present humanity with a new dilemma:
The question being presented to humanity is not just whether it wishes to wait a few million years for natural evolution to take
place, but whether it wishes to leave its evolution to chance?
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As the discussion progresses, each new section details developments in human and artificial intelligence plus human
and prosthetic anatomy. This information is then used as the common basis on which to speculate further on the staged
evolution of hybrid AI:
When will it be possible to construct a two-way brain-computer interface?
What sections of society would accept a prosthetic anatomy?
What impact would an extended life span have on society?
Throughout, the concept of hybrid AI alludes to an evolving ability to construct an extended reality that includes both physical
reality (PR) and artificial reality (AR). With reference to earlier historical paradigms, it can be shown that 'what the universe is'
and 'what the universe is perceived to be' can be two very different things. Extrapolating current developments in virtual
reality onto an ability to interface the human brain with a computer would allow reality to be re-programmed, which might
then ultimately challenge our current notion of reality:
Can you prove that you are not already a strong AI programme and everything you see, hear, touch, smell and taste is not
simply the result of input data into your programme?
If the programme were simulating all sensory inputs in response to your thoughts, how would you know there was any other
reality?
Within the paradigm developed, hybrid AI evolves as the intellectual offspring of humanity, rather than its biological offspring.
What we may therefore need to consider is:
Does this really matter?
Of course, as yet, there can be no definitive answers to many of the questions being raised, only subjective opinion. Still, it
might be reassuring to know that future generations of AI researchers were considering the implications of such questions
before, rather than after, the event.
1.1.2.1

AI Concepts

What is the scope of AI?
The AI acronym is often used to encompass not only the development of artificial
intelligence, but artificial life, simply because AI has the latent potential to become more
than just a machine. However, it has also to be recognised that there are people working in
AI who believe that artificial life is not the goal of their work, either because it is
impossible, unethical or both. In this context, there are many belief systems that attempt
to define a standard of morality by which people and society should live; but no standard is
universally accepted and all standards adapt to changing social perspectives. Of course, it is
this very change that will drive further paradigm shifts and therefore the scope of AI will
continue to adapt in-line with advancing technology and changing social norms.
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So how can the question of ethics and future development be reconciled, if the scope of AI means different things to different
people at different times?
Clearly, it is difficult to give a definitive answer to such a question, but currently much of the AI research is being funded within
a 'capitalist' paradigm, where market forces, which also account for social norms, are allowed to resolve these issues. However,
in the future, the evolution of AI itself may actually change the structure of society and thereby come to influence the direction
of its own longer-term evolution. In 1956, John McCarthy first introduced the term Artificial Intelligence (AI), when he proposed
that "intelligence can in principle be so precisely described that a machine can be made to simulate it."Originally, AI was
conceived as the domain of computer science, but has since expanded to include many other branches of science, such as
Maths, Psychology, Cognition, Biology, Philosophy and many others. However, while the overall goal is the creation of
a 'machine' that can think, the exact definition of how that machine may be constructed is changing. As such, the scope of
artificial Intelligence is often divided into two classes:


Strong AI



Weak AI

Within this classification, 'Strong AI' makes the claim that computers can be made to think on a level at least equal to humans.
In contrast, 'Weak AI' simply states that some thinking-like features can be added to
computers to make them more useful tools, but control is still retained by humans.

Oscar Wilde
Unless there are slaves to do the

1.1.2.1.1

ugly, horrible, uninteresting work,

Weak AI

culture and contemplation become
The scope of creating a machine that can think does not necessarily imply the

almost impossible. Human slavery is

creation of an independent life form. The weak AI position is working towards AI

wrong, insecure, and demoralizing.

systems that provide an additional intelligence to computers that allows them to

On mechanical slavery, on the

more effectively solve existing problems:

slavery of the machine, the future of
the world depends.



Banking systems that detect credit card fraud



Telephone systems that understand speech



Software systems that offer advice - no this is not Microsoft Windows

In general, these AI systems will not be independent systems, but rather add increased knowledge and reasoning to existing
applications, such as databases, to make them smarter and more sensitive to user requirements and adaptable to changes in
their environments. The following AI systems are currently evolving:



Autonomous Vehicles: Onboard computer systems that can drive vehicles from A to B.



Interactive Games: Deep Blue, a chess computer built by IBM researchers that defeated world champion Gary
Kasparov was probably the most famous example of this AI technology.



Mathematics: There are several computer systems developing mathematical methods that would be considered
creative, even if done by humans.



Space Research: These systems are capable of classifying very faint signals that would normally be done by experts.
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However, science future articles have long predicted that the world would be permeated by systems that effectively control key
aspects of our daily lives:



Home & Office Appliances - no, again, this is not Windows-7



Smart Vehicles



Road Traffic Control



Air Traffic Control

Possibly without it being generally understood by society at large, we are now at a point, where systems with AI components
are starting to monitor and control much of the key infrastructure of modern society:



Financial Transactions



Weather Forecasts



Economic Trends



Transportation Systems



Industrial Operations



Military Planning

This process will only expand at an ever-increasing rate as AI research develops greater 'intelligent faculties' based different AI
approaches, such as:



Common Sense Reasoning



Expert Knowledge Systems



Senses and Perception



Self-Learning and Planning

Of course, as computers and the network infrastructure becomes ever more
pervasive by becoming cheaper, smaller and more powerful, AI capabilities will
simply spread further and faster into virtually all industrial, governmental, and
consumer systems. Eventually, there may be no such thing as a stand-alone device,
as everything will be connected to an AI computer system via the network.
Although some of these predictions have still to occur, most people working in
almost any field of technology would recognise that they are no longer science
fiction; this is our science future, at least, potentially. Again, this sort of prediction is
not meant to be an apocalyptic warning of disaster, but it does express concern that
some scientists and engineers take the position that resources should not be
wasted on philosophical debate. Clearly, it would appear that the bottom-up
approach has already taken us to the point where weak AI is almost here.
So, at what point in this process should we debate the consequence of strong AI?
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John McCarthy: 1958
Our ultimate objective is to make
programs that learn from their
experience as effectively as humans
do. We shall say that a program has
common sense if it automatically
deduces for itself a sufficient wide
class of immediate consequences of
anything it is told and what it
already knows.
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1.1.2.1.2

Strong AI

In truth, many of the present-day systems that are classed as weak AI are simply machines that are programmed with 'codified
human reasoning' and do not have any 'licence' to make creative decisions, especially in mission critical systems. However, the
effects of weak AI systems are already being felt and will undoubtedly have a major impact on society over the next 50 years. In
contrast, strong AI makes the claim that computers can be made to think on a level at least equal to humans. If you add physical
agility and strength to intelligence in the form of strong AI robots, then we are clearly stepping over an important threshold.

The picture above is reflective of the fact that AI has the potential to be child-like,
monstrous, worrying, repugnant and beautiful. Which, if any, AI ultimately becomes
our future reality is down to whether humanity can control the direction of its own
technology developments. So before continuing this debate, let us try to separate fact
from fiction by first getting some perspective of AI developments.



We need to examine how computer intelligence has evolved so far, and then
compare this model against the structure of human intelligence. This is
important because although weak AI may initially evolve through an
extrapolation of the computer model, it is possible that strong AI may have
to evolve along an entirely new path of technology, closer in form to the
biological model.
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Daniel Crevier
Pattern recognition and association
make up the core of our thought.
These activities involve millions of
operations carried out in parallel,
outside the field of our
consciousness. If AI appeared to hit
a brick wall after a few quick
victories, it did so owing to its
inability to emulate these processes.
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Today, there are many differences of opinion and approach as to how best to model AI as a system. While many are
focused on the practical issues surrounding intelligent systems, such as the 'common-sense problem', others are now
turning their attention to the emotional aspect of human intelligence.



Human intelligence evolved within a physical form and many researchers are now starting to believe that AI cannot
evolve as a disembodied intelligence; it also needs a physical shape and form to experience and learn from the world
around it. Therefore, we will need to review what work is being carried out in the field of AI anatomy.

1.1.2.2

AI Premise

The goal of artificial intelligence (AI) is the creation of a machine that can think. However, this then raises an important
question:
If a machine can think, is it alive?
Certainly, one day, an AI sentient life form may exist, however it is not a foregone certainty. At this point in time, in spite of all
the technical achievements that have led to the information age, computers are still essentially only very fast computational
engines without intelligence or self-awareness.

Marvin Minsky: 2000
"No one has tried to make a thinking
machine. The bottom line is that we
really haven't progressed too far
toward a truly intelligent machine.
We have collections of dumb
specialists in small domains; the
true majesty of general intelligence
still awaits our attack. We have got
to get back to the deepest questions
of AI and general intelligence and
quit wasting time on little projects
that don't contribute to the main
goal."

One of the biggest problems is that we do not yet really understand how our own intelligence works or what we really mean by
sentience. Therefore, the development of AI will involve a journey of discovery about the very essence of humanity. However, if
we can develop artificial intelligence, we may also have to consider whether such life forms would, either in part or in totality,
live in an extended or artificial reality (AR).
If so, would such an existence question our own perception of reality?
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Initially, this section set out to evaluate whether artificial intelligence (AI) and artificial reality (AR) would be possible, based on
extrapolating future advances in computer technology. However, in the process of researching the technical potential to create
an artificial intelligence, the question of the sentience of that life form also arises. If AI were sentient, issues of morality would
have to be addressed. Likewise, the ability to create an artificial reality that was indistinguishable from the physical reality that
surrounds us would also raise further fundamental questions. All of a sudden, the research was generating more questions than
answers and the scope of the questions was becoming increasingly broad in nature. These questions encompass issues of
theology and philosophy and require an evaluation of the changes in science, technology and society that would allow the
concept of AI and AR to evolve. While this website, as a whole, is not attempting to provide answers to 'Life, the Universe &
Everything', the subject of AI does demand some discussion of many accepted and possibly profound beliefs, both in theology
and science. Therefore, an attempt is made to understand the true scope of the changes that would have to take place for AI &
AR to develop. However, equally important, this discussion also tries to consider the potential implications should such
developments occur. It is highlighted that many people might not like some of the implications drawn, not because they are
necessarily that wide of the mark, but because the implications for mankind in such a future may not appear promising from
our present perspective. Unfortunately, just because we do not like the consequences does not necessarily make the
conclusions wrong.
It is in the nature of paradigm shifts that they are often unpalatable to the majority, when initially presented.
A paradigm is a term often used in physics to describe a new model of how 'things' work. For example, Copernicus overturned
the view of the universe by placing the Sun, rather than the Earth, at the centre of our solar system. Today, most people accept
this paradigm as a statement of fact, but when first introduced in 1514, it started a process that shook the belief system of
contemporary society. In order to accept Copernicus' idea, society had to undergo a paradigm shift of thinking from one model
to another. Different generations and cultures grow up within a 'belief system' encompassing various theological, philosophical
and scientific paradigms, which collectively are referred to as a worldview. These belief systems can be the bedrock that gives
meaning to people's lives. Therefore, challenging any established belief system with a new paradigm can be both difficult and
possibly dangerous. However, paradigm shifts are a mechanism through which mankind has evolved and developed its ideas
from initial concept to accepted reality.
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Undoubtedly, in order to truly understand the potential implications that AI and AR
may have on the future of the human race will involve further fundamental
paradigm shifts. It has been the nature of human thinking to place itself at the
centre of the universe. But, as we grow from childhood, we learn to accept that we
are not the axis on which the world spins, equally our world is but a planetary
satellite within a solar system that is but one of billions in the Milky Way that is, in
turn, but one of billions of galaxies. While most of us come to accept these humbling
facts, many still hold to the notion that mankind will simply continue to evolve in
order that one day, according to the creed of science fiction, we may 'bravely go
where no man has gone before' and in so doing, come to understand the meaning of
existence. Of course, many religions will continue argue, not necessarily in unison,
that the meaning of life will never be found through science, as life is simply the first
step in a larger journey.

underline mankind's peripheral position in a very large universe, but also
come to challenge our ability to remain the dominant intelligent sentient race
on planet Earth. Within a future paradigm, Homo Sapien could become the
first species ever to have to accept its own biological extinction, in fact, it
may have already happened.

Predictions

What are the implications of AI and when will it happen?
Well, there is probably not a definitive answer to such a question, but it is possible
that the seeds of AI have already been sown, initially through science fiction and
then more specifically through science future predictions. At the start of the 21st
century, the World-Wide Web (WWW) has already grown to become a global
database of information of unparalleled size and accessibility. If information is the
catalyst for change, then the coming century(s) could bring about some remarkable
paradigm shifts. Therefore, in this section, we will explore some of the information
and opinions of a broad cross-section of people across the world, which are
accessible on the WWW. This process of review will be divided into 2 broad
sections:



"We exist, thus we know general
intelligence is possible within at
least one physical system. If general
intelligence cannot be created on
computing systems, then
programmable artificial neurons,
modelled after human neurons, will
need to be created. Regarding
assumptions, the attempt to create
human-similar general intelligence is
dependent on our matching or
surpassing the design intelligence of

So the potential of successive AI paradigm shifts may not only come to

1.1.2.3

Eliezer Yudkowsky: 2005

Technology Predictions
o Technology & Computers Evolution
o Cyber Minds
o Cyber Universe
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natural and sexual selection. In light
of the design power of deliberate
human intelligence, relative to the
design power of evolution, I think
this is a safe assumption.
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Lord Kelvin: 1895

Eddie Rickenbacker: 1924

Thomas Watson: 1943

"Heavier-than-air flying machines

"Within the next few decades,

"I think there is a world market for

are impossible.

autos will have folding wings

maybe five computers."

that can be spread when on a
Ken Olson: 1977

straight stretch of road so that

Bill Gates

"There is no reason anyone would

the machine can take to the

'No one will need more than 637Kb

want a computer in their home."

air."

of memory for a personal computer'



Social Predictions
o People & Society
o Economy
o Globalisation
o New Life
o Dangers

The scope of these predictions extrapolates the potential ability of technology over the next 50-500 years to determine the
future evolution of Homo Sapien intelligence and the ability to construct alternative realities within cyberspace. Having
established a broad base of technology predictions, the second stage will then be to review complementary opinions
concerning the social and political changes that might be required to support the overall development of AI.
1.1.2.3.1

Technology Predictions

The timeline for many of the predictions to occur is as little as 50-100 years,
although this optimism will be challenged in later sections. However, it is clear
that many now believe that it is not a matter of whether these predictions will
happen, simply a question of when. The bottom line is that there is the potential
for the extinction of Homo Sapiens, as the dominant intelligence on the planet,
within the next 500 years.
1.1.2.3.1.1

Technology & Computers

Technology has been a major catalyst for change for the last 200 years. Given
reasonable social & economic stability, computer based technology could
further accelerate the rate of change over the next 200 years.



By 2030, artificial parts could replace about 98% of the weight of the
human body.



In the same time it takes a biological nerve signal to get from a surgeon's fingertip to the brain, an electrical signal
could cross the Atlantic on an optical fibre.
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Developments in machine-enhanced intelligence will cause knock-on developments in biotechnology, materials,
genetics, nano-technology and energy research.



Over the next few decades, with cheap chips and easy networking, every
device that can be connected to the network will be connected.



A decade ago, computers began to assist with the layout of circuits. They
now do this far faster than people. By 2015, they will start designing their
own 'offspring'.









Governor of New York: 1830
“Dear Mr. President: The canal
system of this country is being
threatened by a new form of
transportation known as ‘railroads’.

Binary is already the dominant language on planet Earth with today's

As you may well know, Mr.

machines having more 'conversations' in 24 hours than the entire human

President, ‘railroad’ carriages are

race in all history.

pulled at the enormous speed of 15

The growing understanding of genetics will change evolution from

miles per hour by ‘engines’ which, in

Darwinian to Lamarckian evolution. However, the implications of a direct

addition to endangering life and

brain-computer-interface (BCI), expected around 2030, could cause the

limb of passengers, roar and snort

most profound step in evolution.

their way through the countryside,

By 2015, it will be possible to make links to the peripheral nervous

setting fire to crops, scaring the

system. By 2030, this will have evolved to the point where the human

livestock and frightening women

mind and machine-based intelligence are directly linked. The computer

and children. The Almighty certainly

will effectively offer an extension to the human brain.

never intended that people should

Machines will probably surpass overall human intellectual capability by

travel at such breakneck speed.”

the mid 21st century and be capable of emotional feelings.
In the majority, most predictions imply human and computer evolution converging to some future point where a new species,
'Homo Machinus', effectively evolves and has the capability to utilise both human and machine knowledge. This new species
would have a shared consciousness by virtue of being linked via a global network.
1.1.2.3.1.2

Evolution

The rapid development of both silicon and biotechnology could soon bring the human race to a critical point in its evolution
where it can start to break free of its biological roots. As a consequence, the remaining lifetime of Homo Sapiens could be
limited.



Homo Sapiens have now reached a position where three significant developments could radically change the
evolutionary mechanisms.



Humanity is beginning to understand the fundamental concepts of evolution and can therefore start to manipulate
evolution rather than be driven by it.



As humanity becomes more capable of directly manipulating its own genome, artificial rather than natural evolution
becomes the new driving force.



Humanity is beginning to create artificial life systems that may eventually supplant the whole notion of carbon-based
life.
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It is often believed that the natural process of evolution can continue to progress indefinitely, however there may be biological
limits to the development of Homo Sapiens:



Humanity needs to improve the power of its central nervous system and the processing capacity of its brain.



Calculations suggest that a brain based on cell-based neurones is limited to about 20cm in diameter. As such, its
maximum effective intelligence may only be 20-50% greater than we currently possess.



Maximum intelligence is the result of trade-offs between synaptic density, signal transmission speed, processing
speed, interconnectivity and thermal limits.



Synaptic processing takes 1-2ms. Therefore, the more synapses, the slower the processing. It is estimated that there
14

are 10 synapse connections in the brain.
In contrast to human evolution, we can expect the descendants of the desktop computers to be thousands of times faster with
comparable increases in memory capacity. By 2015, a typical machine may be capable of processing at about 5 million
instructions per second with about 1 terabyte of memory. This would compare to the human brain having around 1000 million
operations per second, with a memory of 10 terabytes. It is often a mistake to assume progress will continue at today's rates.
Technology feedback could make succeeding generations of computers arrive faster, with each successive generation helping in
the development of the next. So it is being predicted that some computers may be millions of times 'smarter' than Homo
Sapiens by 2030. What they might ultimately achieve is guesswork. The past has shown us that evolutionary dominance can
pass to new species. Therefore, the future of intelligence and sentience may outgrow the potential of Homo Sapiens and give
rise to new life forms:



Homo Optimus: Created by the manipulation of the human genome to maximise the potential of a cell-based brain.



Homo Cyberneticus: Created by the development of a direct brain-computer-interface allowing the artificial
enhancement of intelligence. This interface would also effectively allow 'telepathic' communication of all individuals
connected to the network.



Homo Hybridus: Produced as a combination of both genome and computer enhancements. This sentient being may
start to lose many of its human characteristics.



Homo Machinus: As the human mind gradually moves further into the machine world, the organic body might
become redundant.



Homo Primus: At some point, sentient intelligence may break free of any human connection and become an
artificially intelligent (AI) life form that is both intelligent and sentient. The consciousness of Homo Primus may reside
in a large central system capable of supporting dozens of robotic peripherals or persona.

It is certain that there will be strong reaction to 'tinkering' with the human species. Not everyone will welcome it, either for
religious or ethical reasons, or for reasons of personal preference. However, the predictions suggest that once free of cell-based
evolution, and aided directly by silicon, the whole pace and nature of evolution will change forever. If so, intelligence provided
by the cerebral volume of the left-right lobes could be augmented by a third lobe, the machine. Unlike Darwinian evolution that
takes millions of years, this process may take place in the next 50-500 years. Clearly, such sentient beings could think in entirely
new ways that may seem alien to present-day humanity. Therefore, we need to consider whether mankind will seek to develop
a symbiotic relationship with these 'machines', be simply superseded by them or wiped out in conflict.
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1.1.2.3.1.3

Cyber Minds

The next few centuries may see the accelerated evolution of several sub-species of humanity plus a new AI life form trying to
co-exist on a planet with finite resources. However, cyber-minds may elect to live in cyber-space, supporting their own artificial
reality, which is literally an additional dimension that will require further consideration.



Homo Sapiens evolved to meet the survival challenges of a physical universe. However, as intelligent life developed, it
evolved the capability to conceptualise the physical universe, thereby giving rise to the notion of 'mental space'.



When it became possible to link together computers that were physically separated; cyberspace was created. In the
future, new enhanced sentient beings could also be linked to cyberspace, thereby sharing either an extended or
alternative reality.



Intuitively, Homo Sapiens evolved to interact within physical space comprising of spatial and time dimensions. While
physical space is diverse, it is entirely governed by the laws of physics and as such limited by these laws.



The ability to make mental models of physical space has provided the ability to conceptualise fictional entities that do
not actually exist. Therefore, mental space has grown to be much more than just a representation of physical space
by including imaginary or abstract concepts.



Within cyberspace there are no fundamental laws of the universe defining (or restricting) how things should behave
or interact. Imagination would be the only limit.



Human mental space continuously grows. For example, no one in the 12th century could have imagined the full
extent of modern technology, because they did not possess the basic building blocks of understanding. Therefore,
future paradigm shifts in mental space will require the understanding and sharing of new concepts that may not
currently exist.

In evolutionary terms, there is no difference in intelligence between a person in the 12th & 21st century. This may not be the
case when comparing sentient beings in the 23rd century and beyond. There is the obvious possibility that machine intelligence
will invent its own concepts that cannot be readily understood by comparatively limited human senses and intelligence.
1.1.2.3.1.4

Cyber Universe

The previous predictions of the future have been extrapolated based on computer technology achieving sentient intelligence;
first as an extension of Homo Sapiens, but eventually as an independent AI life form. But how would such sentient beings view
the physical universe?



A by-product of intelligence appears to be the ability to perceive abstract concepts. Computer technology controlling
all sensory inputs could provide the ability to construct the perception of an effective artificial reality (AR).



In principle, a cyber universe could be but one of an infinite number of universes existing in AR. Each AR could provide
the perceptual environment for a single person or community.

The other by-product of human intelligence is communication and the need to form social groupings, both for pleasure and
protection. So while speculative, there is no reason to assume that increased intelligence alone would change the basic need to
form social groups, varying from close friendships to nation states. There are a number of timelines covering the scope of
human achievements. While the achievements up until the 20th century are remarkable, it has been the achievements of the
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20th century that have truly transformed human society. In no small part, the computer and information technology have
played a pivotal role in this transformation. Today, in modern societies, most people have developed sufficient technical
literacy to accept and operate the day-to-day technology we meet in the home or work. Of course, several generations have
now grown up having been surrounded by technology gadgets and 'fed on a staple diet' of science fiction since infancy.
So surely, at least, these generations are well equipped to accept whatever future
technology has in store?

Bill Joy: 2000
"The experiences of the atomic

Well, it is entirely possible that a future driven by technology alone may have more
surprises that we care to really think about. The almost subliminal message in most
of the technology predictions is that rate of change of society is now linked to the
increasing capability of machines to think and solve problems on our behalf, but
which may one-day evolve independently of humanity.
Why would humanity develop a technology that might make itself obsolete?
Well it is possible that while mankind assumes a self-image of sophistication; it is still
driven by the primitive instinct to survive in what remains a competitive, and
possibly more dangerous, world. As such, one could predict that people and society
will continue to accept new technology that appears to give them 'an edge' over the

scientists clearly show the need to
take personal responsibility, the
danger that things will move too
fast, and the way in which a process
can take on a life of its own. We can,
as they did, create insurmountable
problems in almost no time flat. We
must do more thinking up front if
we are not to be similarly surprised
and shocked by the consequences
of our inventions."

competition. The idea behind the nuclear arms race is a chilling testimony to the logic behind this type of thinking.

1.1.2.3.2

Social Predictions

Initially, human society evolved to meet the most fundamental needs; these being the
physiological need for food, warmth and shelter plus the need for safety, protection
and suppression of fear. These needs have also helped define the physical structure of
our societies in terms of the need for villages, towns, cities, and nations. However,
beyond these physical structures, our social needs have also helped to evolve the
cultural structures through which we learn and acquire knowledge about the world
around us. Today, as we evolve towards a global, multicultural world, human society
has become a collective mosaic of hundreds of diverse views and beliefs. Any
technology projections cannot be considered outside the complexity of the society in
which it is evolving. Today, we are evolving towards a global society with nearly 7
billion people, which is highly dependent on technology. Without a major catastrophe,
it will be very difficult to put technology into reverse.
1.1.2.3.2.1

People & Society
Reuben Blades

History suggests that while people can affect the rate of change to some degree, they

I think we risk becoming the best

cannot stop it, i.e. a Pandora's box dilemma.

informed society that has ever
died of ignorance.
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If society reflects the need of its inhabitants, then it is possible that society may block the evolution of new types of
sentient beings. However, it is not clear that all societies will reach the same decision.



The reduced number of people dying is causing a major change in the age demographics of the population. People
once classed as old are now in the majority and hold significant power and wealth, while having increasing
expectations about their quality of life.



The population growth rates in first world countries are declining rapidly. At the same time, these societies are under
pressure to transition from manufacturing to service based economies. As such, robotics may become a decisive
competitive factor in both economy types.



By 2020, robots could be capable of doing almost any physical or mental job. What people do for a living is then a
matter of debate, but more and more people could be forced to examine what they really want out of life.



Expectations of life continue to increase, but there are physical limits in terms of resources. Virtual reality is already
showing glimpses of a world of infinite possibilities constructed from only 'bits & bytes'



It is said that politicians ignore things until they become major problems. In reality, it is we, the people, who refuse to
accept the imposition of solutions that affect our lives in terms of monetary cost or personal freedoms. This is
especially true of problems that require long-term solutions, greater than a human lifetime.



Geography will become less and less important in our relationships and interactions. The Internet has already shown
its latent ability to allow people to socialise across all geographies. The
continued development of virtual reality interfaces and persona avatars

John Fischer

could radically change society in the richer countries controlling advance

The thoughts of Plato and

research.

Machiavelli don't seem quite
enough armour for a world beset

The nature of many of the predictions in this section raises the fundamental question

with splitting the atoms, urban

as to whether people and society really have any effective control over their long-term

guerrillas, nineteen varieties of

destiny?

psychotherapists, amplified
guitars, napalm, computers,

1.1.2.3.2.2

astronauts, and an atmosphere

Economy

polluted simultaneously with auto
If people and society are changing as a result of developments in computer systems, it

exhaust and TV commercials.

probably will not surprise anybody that predictions relating to the economy follow a
similar line.



20th century economics will simply not work in the future. Consequently, our current concepts of wealth, money and
ownership will undergo radical change.



The stock exchange has already stopped being a trading floor involving personal interactions and become a
distributed computer environment. It has already effectively moved into cyberspace.



Given huge increases in processing speeds, computers will be able to make decisions within microseconds of receiving
information. Differences in distance from the information source will become increasingly important. For example,
being just 200m closer to the source of financial information makes one microsecond difference to the time of its
arrival, which although seemingly insignificant in human terms, is of a sufficient duration for a fast computer to buy or
sell before a competitor has even received the information.
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In such a world, the current concept of a stock exchange would cease to exist. Already, private individuals are
beginning to suffer because institutions are better positioned with the latest (and more expensive) expert system
software.

The implications of such change may be the fundamental redistribution of money and wealth. Those professions and
institutions that are slow to adapt to the new economy will vanish. Many of today's accepted professions could simply become
redundant and again people will be forced to re-evaluate the purpose of their lives.
1.1.2.3.2.3

Globalisation

At the start of the 21st century, we have a world population of nearly 7 billion
people. While wealth re-distribution is occurring through the migration of
manufacturing industries from developed to developing countries, expectation is
possibly spreading faster as a result of TV and the Web. As such, it is not clear that
the expectations of 7 billion people can be met.



Urban life was brought about a few hundred years ago with the onset of
the need for many people to be in close proximity to a factory or office
located in the city. Once people can be physically separated from their
place of work by virtual and robotic interfaces, they could in theory live
anywhere.



It's difficult to view the world
outside our human context. Staying
alive and paying the bills both
require our attention squarely fixed

the industrial revolution. However, information technology could reverse



Jason Gardner

on our own business. Our sprawling
cities and suburbs are wonderful
and frightening tributes to creative
self-absorption. In them, we spend
our micro-scheduled days bustling
between work and the endless
details of our private lives, turning
in our moments of rest to the

Currently, tourism is one of the world's fastest growing industries, but at

buzzing distractions of television

what cost? Transporting millions of people to exotic locations has a

and computers - all accelerating

downside in terms of personal stress, natural resources and

toward some ultimate, unseen

overcrowding. The alternative, if we cannot go to the real place, could be

fulfilment of convenience and

to take a virtual trip, especially if this technology could directly stimulate

hyper-reality. Little encourages us

all our senses, i.e. sight, sounds, smell, taste and touch.

to pause and look around, much
less question the end goal of all our

Political systems are already changing as a result of today's Internet

business. Anything slower than the

system. As more and more people have access to information, their life

quick cuts of TV commercials is

expectations will change accordingly. Again, adding virtual interactive

overwhelmed by our impatience

interfaces to the Internet may allow people and ideas to consolidate into

and short attention. Unfortunately,

cyber-communities, independent of geography.

we might be missing something
important - to our happiness and to

In essence, information networks are already starting to create fledging cyber-

our survival.

communities, e.g. Second Life. These virtual communities may grow to have
populations as large as nations, but have instantaneous communication with their entire population and have easier means of
policing their population. Whether cyber-communities with conflicting interests can peacefully coexist remains to be seen.
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1.1.2.3.2.4

New Life

Some research is already setting the expectation that people can live to 120. However, at the same time, people do not want to
be old for 60 years; therefore quality of life issues will increase.



Neural networks are a developing computer technology based on similar principles to that of neurons in the brain. As
this field develops, we may be able eventually to make a good emulation of biological neurons.



Scientists are already looking to produce an almost perfect electronic equivalent of the human brain, neuron by
neuron.



In the brain's neurons, signals travel at hundreds of metres per second. In optical connections, they travel at hundreds
of millions of metres per second, millions of times faster. This means that while the emulation of the brain may
behave in a similar way, it could be much faster, maybe millions of times faster.



The brain is limited in size by a variety of biological constraints. Equally, many learning processes in the brain stop
soon after birth or in childhood.



Our brains can be likened to computers before the Internet, i.e. they are useful, but communication between them
can be slow and inefficient. If a brain could be directly connected to a machine, and those machines connected to the
network, then the human brain could also become part of a larger networked intelligence.



Not all creatures require a physical presence. Some may know nothing about the physical world, and have no physical
manifestation other than bits stored in memory somewhere, but still be 'alive' with a perception of existence. For
example, we may create pets that live their lives exclusively in cyberspace. Artificial life researchers have already
created and evolved whole rain forests full of synthetic organisms with complex interactions.

According to these predictions, the first generation of life forms has already been born in cyberspace. Although nobody is
claiming these 'creations' have either intelligence or sentience, they are a reflection of the mind-set that would see technology
evolve along these lines.
1.1.2.3.2.5

The Dangers

History would suggest that 'goodness' has not necessarily emerged as a result of
increased intelligence or knowledge. Therefore, future sentient beings, no matter how
intelligent or knowledgeable, may not be 'nice people'. As such, the future may never
be a techno-utopia.



Chuck Palahniuk
When did the future switch from
being a promise to being a threat?

Many future developments will be more secretive, more cunningly disguised, better marketed and packaged so that
we simply accept them into our lifestyles without protest.



As a result, public accountability may fall. It may become increasingly difficult to find unbiased information about any
new development, so informed public debate will also become increasingly difficult.



We may have very little input to computer design by 2010. Smart computers may start to design their own offspring
in an evolutionary process that will result in creations we are not capable of understanding.



Automated crime will continue to develop, evolving and adapting viruses to cause network instability through
widespread malicious attacks on the system that further the interests of pressure groups of all kinds.
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Industrial espionage will develop robotic insects to transport miniaturised surveillance equipment into a competitor's
office to both look and listen in on their activities. These devices may come and go entirely unnoticed by the human
inhabitants or intruder warning systems.



Surveillance under the disguise of law and order starts to restrict personal freedom. We are all subjects of 'Reality TV'.

Overall there is a danger that the real or physical world may become an unpleasant place to live for many people. As such,
many people may find cyberspace an increasingly attractive proposition, so much so that some people might want to live there.
1.1.2.3.3

Summary

The overall implication of both the technology and social predictions appears to suggest that almost every institution we know
today will be changed dramatically by intelligent computer systems. As a result, even by the end of the 21st century, human
society may be barely recognisable to those of us born in the 20th century. There is perhaps also a sense that we are no longer
in control of technology, but rather simply dependent on it. Many of the people responsible for these predictions may insist
that they were not meant to be interpreted in a pessimistic manner. However, the intention is not to be either pessimistic or
optimistic, but rather realistic. Therefore, within the scope of this section, we are attempting to review the changes, in both
technology and society, which could bring about the necessary paradigm shifts in thinking that would allow both artificial
intelligence (AI) and artificial reality (AR) to be both developed and accepted. While most of us accept the general notion of
change that is going on around us, it is still difficult for us to truly understand what the mind-set of society might be like in the
next 50 years, let alone the next 500 years. In order to get some perspective on this issue, it is sometimes easier for us to
consider our current perspective of historical events that were, at the time, major catalysts for change. Many of these events
are now accepted as a 'good thing', but were initially viewed with mistrust and even horror.
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1.1.3

Hybrid AI Paradigm

In a previous section, we outlined a range of predictions associated with the potential
development of AI. However, predictions of this nature tend to be more akin to 'soundbites' in that they give a flavour of the issues without really attempting to justify
themselves. In this respect, the picture on the right is analogous to a visual sound-bite in
that while some aspects of the imagery might be seen as a prediction of the future, in
practice, it is only intended to focus your attention of some of the underlying issues that
need to be discussed. As such, the goal of this section is to try an establish a paradigm or
model in which AI might actually develop; or possibly it is more appropriate to say
evolve.
The basic concept of hybrid AI is that humanity will seek to take control of its own
evolution by the application of genetic and cognitive sciences, which will expand to
include computer science, robotics, AI and other inter-related disciplines, such as
neurology. While this evolutionary process has the potential to be very rapid in
comparison to Darwinian natural selection, it will still be subject to social acceptance,
although this process itself may be subject to much change as the quality of life
demands adapt to the needs of an increasing world population, dwindling natural
resources and changing age demographics. So while the paradigm assumes natural
selection may be superseded by evolution-by-design, in some sections of society, it is
not assumed that 'survival-of-the-fittest' ceases to be a major factor in who lives and who dies, even although the criteria
defining 'the fittest' may be very different in the future.
It was said in the introduction to AI that some, even most, people may not like the
implications of a paradigm shift to be described, but this would not necessarily
make the implications wrong. In part, the purpose in reviewing such a broad
section of fundamental paradigm shifts in our history was to reflect on how our
predecessors might view our own society. It is suggested that if you could go back

Steve Polyak
Before we work on artificial
intelligence why don't we do
something about natural stupidity?

in time, the further back you went, the greater would be the rejection of our present values and society. We appear to be
products of time and place, which makes it difficult for us to really 'feel at home' in other cultures and societies. Therefore, in
order that we might better understand how humanity may choose, or be driven towards AI, the paradigm will be presented as
an evolutionary process from present day to a time, possibly some 500 years into the future. This timeframe is much larger than
the 50 years suggested by some of the earlier predictions. However, justification of this extended timeframe will be made
throughout the rest of the section, which will also use the paradigm outlined in
this section as a frame of reference to discuss both technical and social

Breanna Casella

dependencies in more detail.

“I will start fearing artificial intelligence
when computers start killing

If we again consider the picture on the right, one of the issue it highlights is our

themselves off for being too fat.”

current perception of the difference that divide biology from technology, i.e. cells
from silicon chips and muscle tissue from electro-mechanical motors. However, this perception is based on our current
understanding of technology, which may change radically in the next 100 years, such that carbon-based biology and silicon-
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based processors converge in ways that most of us cannot even begin to imagine. If so, the distinct separation depicted in the
picture may not be so obvious. We might also wish to reflect on that fact that evolutionary change through genetic
manipulation would presumably lead to changes in DNA that would then be passed to subsequent generations. In contrast,
changes in the form of anatomical prosthetics and neural implants, which are both ascetically and socially acceptable, would
not necessarily extend beyond an individual choice. Having now introduced a few of the salient ideas, the subsequent subsections will attempt to expand on some of the central concepts.

1.1.3.1

Staged Evolution of Hybrid AI

Our paradigm starts with Homo Sapien as the root of an evolutionary tree that then

The imagery selected is intended to

branches out in different directions, which one-day may eventually lead to full

highlight the apparent juxtapositions

sentient AI. Of course, at the current state of knowledge, it is still only speculation

of today's perception of 'soft'

as to whether science will ever replicate the attributes of consciousness required for

biology and 'hard' technology. As

life and self-awareness. However, with this assumption clearly identified, our

such, there has also to be a

evolutionary paradigm can be used as a framework for discussion of the current

subliminal reference as to how

state of technology and the scope of complexity still to be addressed. The summary

natural selection by sexual

of each stage of evolution below should not be taken too literally, although there is

procreation would change within any

a possibility that they may not be that far from the truth. The main point being

evolution-by-design paradigm.

forwarded is that it is highly improbable that sentient AI will just one day appear
from the back of a computer research laboratory after a freak lighting strike; but
rather be a staged process of evolution-by-design, e.g.


Homo Sapien



Homo Computerus



Homo Optimus



Homo Cyberneticus



Homo Hybridus



Homo Machinus



Homo Primus

Of course, the 'scientific' names are completely fictitious, but hopefully help to
convey the essence of the change-taking place. While many are predicting the road
to sentient AI in as little as 50 years, this may be so grossly over optimistic that one
can only assume the source of such predictions to be the 'AI marketing department'.
However, the first few steps on our AI evolutionary tree could be taken in this
timeframe. Certainly, within the life of this generation's children and grandchildren,
the impact of intelligent systems could accelerate the process of change that will
eventually alter society (and life) beyond our current recognition. Even if sentient AI
were to take another millennium, which may be equally pessimistic, this would still
be less than one millionth of 1% of time taken for Homo Sapien life to evolve on
Earth.
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1.1.3.1.1

Homo Sapiens

Catalyst for Change: Writing; Printed Books; Industrial Revolution
Homo Sapiens were essentially fully evolved over some 100,000 years ago in terms of their brain capacity. The development of
writing, some 5,000 years ago, was a catalyst that allowed increased information storage. Storage capacity was again
significantly increased by the subsequent invention of the printing press (1436) and further improved by mechanisation brought
about by the industrial revolution. In terms of Maslow's hierarchy, the basic survival needs of a significant portion of the
population were being met by some developing nations by the start of 20th century. Therefore, conditions were right for the
next evolutionary step, although it would not be Darwinian in nature.
Lord Chesterfield
1.1.3.1.2

Few men are of one plain, decided

Homo Computerus

colour, most are mixed, shaded, and
blended; and vary as much, from

Catalyst for Change: Computers; Networks and Internet

different situations as changeable
It is suggested that we have already taken the next evolutionary step. Although

silks do from different lights.

computers are not an integral part of our biological DNA, they are an integral part
of our global society and critical to supporting a world population of some 6.7 billion people. Homo Computerus has an
information storage capacity that is billions of times greater than Homo Sapien. However, more importantly, Homo
Computerus has the enhanced capability to process and distribute the massive increase in information on a global scale. In
practice, this species can be split into two broad sub-groups:


Homo Computerus Illiterus



Homo Computerus Literus

Although very few people live totally outside the influence of computers, the former sub-group still accounts for a large
percentage of the population. The lives of this group are affected by computers and may even be dependent on them, but they
are effectively computer illiterate. However, the growth rate of the latter sub-group is growing in comparison to the former. As
of 2008, it is estimated that there are a billion computers in use worldwide, estimated to increase to 2 billion by 2015, from
which literacy, and dependency, is expanding rapidly to every corner of the globe. This ignores the ever-growing number of
today's generation that appear to be permanently attached to their I-phones!
1.1.3.1.3

Homo Optimus

Catalyst for Change: Human genome; DNA research
At the end of the 20th century, the first mapping of the human genome was completed, some 3 years ahead of schedule,
thanks largely to improvements in computer processing. Over the next 50 years, increased knowledge of human DNA will also
be accompanied by a similar improvement in our knowledge of the brain and its many functions. The application of this
knowledge to improve our own genome and mental capacity will start to see the birth of a new species, referred to as Homo
Optimus. Evolution will still be based on biological enhancements to the basic human genome, but the rate of change is manmade. In practice, the improvements in our brain capacity may be limited by its biological design. However, the quality and
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length of life may greatly improve overall creativity and the productivity of human lives. In parallel, society will be undergoing
similar changes as increasingly intelligent computer systems take over many of today's established and respected professions.
So, over time, Homo Optimus comes to represent the peak of human evolution in its biological form. Of course, there will be
resistance to any meddling with natural evolution. However, in the same way that we have come to accept plastic surgery to
improve our physical appearance, we may gradually come to accept more fundamental improvements, especially if they help us
to compete in a competitive world. Today, some people might be horrified by the changes implied by Homo Optimus. However,
humanity may eventually be forced to look for new solutions, if its ambition to
explore and understand the universe is to be satisfied.
1.1.3.1.4

Ernst Mayr
According to the concept of
transformational evolution, first

Homo Cyberneticus

clearly articulated by Lamarck,
evolution consists of the gradual

Catalyst for Change: Direct Brain-Computer Interfacing

transformation of organisms from

Although remarkable enhancements to the human genome may lead to increased
brain capacity, the biological limits of the brain may not be able to compete with

one condition of existence to
another.

future computer technology. However, while computer processing will have evolved, by the end of the 21st century, to be
basically self-learning within restricted problem spaces, it will not be sentient. Therefore, Homo Cyberneticus may represent the
next, and more logical, step in evolution by the fusing of human sentience and creative imagination with the incredible
processing and storage capacity of computers via a direct brain-computer interface.
For mobility reasons, the direct brain-computer interface may be wireless, but still capable of very high-speed to allow the
biological brain fast access to an additional lobe, the computer. Although, high-speed telecommunications of the day will be
much improved over our current perception of mobile telephony, transmission delays are still limited by the speed of light. For
many mental processes, a delay of a few hundred milliseconds may be acceptable, although real-time vision enhancements
would require very fast response times. Today, geo-stationary orbiting satellites can incur several hundred milliseconds of
delay, although low-orbiting satellites are already envisaged that will reduce the delay to a few tens of milliseconds. Further
advances that have micro-relay stations in the upper atmosphere, just a few miles above the Earth, could reduce delays even
further.
At this point, there are still many characteristics of human intelligence, creativity and imagination residing in the biological
brain, which cannot be replicated in silicon. However, an integrated computer interface allowing access to extended
information recall, processing and storage could have profound benefits in terms of the productivity of human thought
processes, especially if linked into collective groups. For example, a by-product of the brain-computer interface is that Homo
Cyberneticus becomes effectively telepathic in the sense that it can directly communicate both thoughts and ideas with other
members of its species. This fact represents a significant crossroad in evolution, because earlier evolutionary species now find it
increasingly difficult to communicate effectively with Homo Cyberneticus, who is rapidly submerging into a world of enhanced
reality.
The ability of Homo Cyberneticus to seamlessly enter cyberspace will start a process of even more fundamental change. In many
interactions, Homo Cyberneticus will be able to assume an alter ego or avatar persona. Let us imagine what an interaction
between two Homo Cyberneticus persona might be like. Jenny is a 20-year woman living in England and Kado is a 62-year-old
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man living in Japan. Jenny speaks no Japanese and Kado speaks no English. For many reasons, Jenny often selects a Japanese
male persona when doing business in Japan and initiates a connection to Kado via her mental interface. Kado accepts the
connection, selecting the persona of a 35-year-old Japanese man. The visual persona or avatars are perceived directly in the
visual cortex. When Jenny speaks, her words are converted to text, time-stamped and stored in her local database for future
reference, then translated to a common text language and forwarded to Kado with her avatar profile. As Kado receives the
common text it is converted to Japanese text and stored in Kado's database for his future reference. At the same time, Jenny's
words are translated into Japanese before being received by Kado's auditory system. Dialogue in the other direction undergoes
a similar process. To Jenny and Kado, the process is effectively instantaneous and seamless. In a Homo Cyberneticus world,
people have many identities to meet the requirements of cyberspace. This
anecdote might initially seem a little unreal in our world, but aspects of this story

Jacob Bronowski

such as avatar persona are already being played out in Internet chat-rooms and

"But nature, that is biological

text translation is possible, as is text-speech conversion, albeit in a more restricted

evolution, has not fitted man to any

context.

specific environment. On the
contrary, he has a rather crude

1.1.3.1.5

Homo Hybridus

survival kit; and yet this is the
paradox of the human condition, one

Catalyst for Change: Robotics

that fits him to all environments.

While the scope of change up to this point is significant, external appearance may
be essentially unchanged. Homo Hybridus is the start of a physical evolution to
accompany the mental evolution within. It may therefore be surprising that the
beginning of this evolutionary process has already started. Today, in medical
research laboratories around the world, people are already working on
biomechanical systems to address disabilities due to limb amputation and
paralysis. However, significant integration of biomechanical replacements will only
take place, as and when, direct brain-computer-interface allows the biomechanical
anatomy to be fully controlled. With Homo Cyberneticus having already stepped

Among the multitude of animals
which scamper, fly, burrow and swim
around us, man is the only one who
is not locked into his environment.
His imagination, his reason, his
emotional subtlety and toughness,
make it possible for him not to
accept the environment but to
change it."

over the man-machine threshold by enhancing the human brain with direct and extended computer capacity, Homo
Hybridus embraces extensive prosthetic enhancements to the body.
In practice, many future predictions tend to gloss over the real social implications of the brave new world that technology is just
about to create. Two hundred years ago, the industrial revolution was going to free mankind from manual slavery. In fairness,
machines did remove much of the burden of manual labour from humanity, but at a price that was not understood in the
beginning. Fifty years ago, computers were going to remove the drudgery of repetitive tasks and give us more leisure-time.
Again, in part, some of the marketing claims were true, but you had to read the small-print disclaimer that came along with this
deal. Today, it may be almost impossible for us to imagine a global society comprising of what could amount to four sub-species
of vastly different appearances and capabilities. At the same time, this world may have doubled in population and many of
today's manual and professional jobs are being carried out by intelligent expert systems. Clearly, there would appear to be the
potential for a major breakdown of society, as we know it. To be honest, it not clear, how this conflict will or can be avoided,
only that there will be winners and losers.
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1.1.3.1.6

Homo Machinus

Catalyst for Change: Cyborg, AR
It was suggested that the initial impetus for Homo Hybridus was biomechanical replacement of damaged or defective human
anatomy. However, one of the earlier technical predictions suggested that 98% of the human body could be replaceable by
2030. While some of these timeframe claims can be challenged, what is clear is that there is considerable potential to change
the human anatomy. While today, the term 'cyborg' may conjure up negative images from science fiction, the eventual reality
may be, at least visually, quite different. Again, over time, increasingly exotic enhancements may become accepted. However,
the side effect of this process is that many human characteristics could start to be lost. Ultimately, the biological body could
become redundant and the sentient mind preserved as a central intelligence controlling hundreds of potential drone-like
extensions. Today, it may be difficult for many not to recoil from such a vision of the future, however this may be because our
views about the world are based on our perceptions of reality linked to a physical world. However, in the future, it may be
possible not only to re-structure our entire anatomy, but also to live our lives in both physical and artificial realities.
Let us attempt to put this world into some context, where Homo Machinus has developed the technology for deep space
exploration, allowing the physical solar system and neighbouring star systems to be explored and mined for mineral resources.
While much of this operation is carried out by intelligent systems, some aspects still need Homo Machinus to be collocated
within a mothership in space. In order to survive the rigours of a life in space, while also minimising the cost and resources to
maintain their on-board life-support, Homo Machinus has adapted itself by replacing much its original biological anatomy. In
this form, Homo Machinus has an extended life expectancy of some 300 years based on its core biological brain cells and can
survive extended periods of high 'G' acceleration. However, while Homo Machinus lives and works in this sparse physical reality,
it also lives and enjoys much of its leisure time in a far richer artificial reality. Over time, the brain-computer interface has also
evolved to provide direct stimulus of all primary sensory systems. As such, what Homo Machinus sees, hears, tastes, smells and
touches in an artificial reality (AR) could be as real, in all practical terms, as what we perceive in our current physical reality.
However, in AR, there is no requirement for physical resources and therefore leisure

Ernst Mayr

pursuits are limited only by their imagination and the computer systems to generate

Geneticists describe evolution simply

the AR simulations.

as a change in gene frequencies in
populations, totally ignoring the fact

1.1.3.1.7

Homo Primus

that evolution consists of the two
simultaneous but quite separate

Catalyst for Change: AI, AR

phenomena of adaptation and

So, over time, the DNA blueprint of Homo Sapien is continuously subjected to

diversification.

upgrade. Even the apparent complexities of the trillions of neuron connections in the human brain are emulated. And so, AI in
the form of Homo Primus finally emerges, not through some freak lighting strike, but through the total upgrade of the
originalHomo Sapien blueprint. While, from our current perspective, we may consider Homo Primus as technology similar to a
computer, this technology could be as far removed from today's computers, as Homo Primus will be from Homo Sapien. Further
into the future, sentience and intelligence of multiple minds could merge together due to the near telepathic communication
between them. Having finally broken completely free of Darwinian evolution, the rate of intellectual development could be
phenomenal, as could life expectancy.
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To some extent, the most difficult transitions in this evolutionary paradigm may be in its earlier stages. The major transition
being from Homo Optimus to Homo Cyberneticus because not only is it the point where humanity starts to shed its biological
persona, but computers in the form of intelligent systems are obsolescing many key professions. After this threshold is crossed,
the new sub-species start to live their lives on multiple levels of reality, i.e. physical plus multiple artificial realities. It is probable
that Homo Hybridus and Homo Machinus will be just intermediary stages in which
the final complexity of our biological blueprint is re-engineered to complete Homo
Primus.

Alvin Toffler
The next major explosion is going to
be when genetics and computers
come together. I'm talking about an

1.1.3.2

organic computer - about biological

Hybrid AI Timeframes

substances that can function like a
In case we forget, it is in the nature of paradigms that they are, at best, only ever

semiconductor.

partially correct. Subsequent research and knowledge combined with other insights
always eventually overturns an earlier model. Equally, the evolutionary paradigm under discussion was never intended to be
taken literally, as its purpose is merely to provide a framework for discussion. Therefore, the following diagram is only an
illustration of the salient stages discussed in respect to providing some estimate of the timeframe in which these evolutions
might take place.

Each of the numbered circles corresponds to a branch in the evolutionary tree. The lettered squares indicate key technology(s)
triggering or associated with the next evolutionary stage. The time axis is shown across the page with technology advances
listed down the page. The thick grey line represents one path through which AI (Homo Primus) is achieved as a hybrid evolution
based on human biological systems. However, there is also a second path, shown as a grey dotted line, where AI is achieved
directly through technology.
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1.1.3.2.1

Technical Perspective

Homo Sapien represents the 100,000 years during which the brain has remained
effectively unchanged. Homo Computerus has augmented the intelligence of Homo
Sapien using computers that indirectly provide the massive increase in present day
information processing, distribution and storage capacity. At stage 2, the tree splits

Albert Einstein
"It has become appallingly obvious
that our technology has exceeded
our humanity".

into two distinct branches represented by Homo Optimus and Homo Cyberneticus.
It can be seen that these stages are dependent on a number of critical technology developments that are projected to come
about in the next 100 years:


Intelligent Systems



DNA & Brain Mapping



Robotics



Brain-Computer Interface

Homo Optimus represents the main evolutionary branch for biologically based humanity. As such, many sections of global
society may see this as the preferred path, which may therefore endure far into the future. However, progress may be tied to
changes being accepted over many successive generations and in comparison toHomo Cyberneticus, evolutionary progress may
appear relatively slow. The evolution towards Homo Cyberneticus is predicated on the development of a brain-computer
interface, which may prove to be a very difficult technical milestone, however it is likely that partial solutions could start to
appear quite quickly in the area of medical research. There is also the possibility that research in this area could be well funded
by the military. Even for those willing to accept augmentation of their minds, many may prefer to retain their biological form.
Therefore, Homo Cyberneticus could also evolve into the future as separate sub-species.
The continued and synchronised development of intelligent systems and the brain-computer interface, in conjunction with
robotics, will underpin the augmentation of human anatomy in Homo Hybridus and lay the foundations for further
developments:


Cyborgnetics



Artificial Reality

However, these technologies will require advances across a broad spectrum of disciplines and it is expected to take another
100-150 years to bring these technologies to any sort of maturity, even assuming accelerated development capabilities in all
fields. Homo Machinus is the next evolutionary step toward AI and by this stage; the brain may be the only major biological
component of Homo Sapien remaining.
One has to assume by this stage that technology is accelerating at a rate that may be difficult for us to comprehend. Even so,
the final step to AI, that provides the evolution to Homo Primus, may still take several hundred years. At this point, it may have
been noted that there appears to have been little discussion of the alternative technology path to Homo Primus. Although the
complexity of the technology developments appears to be essentially the same, it is believed that the hybrid path may be the
preferred route for the following reasons:
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It may be impossible to stop intermediate use of the technology for
human augmentation prior to the emergence of any AI life form.



The process of convergence between humanity and AI may be inherently
more stable, if essentially intertwined.

As a scientist and geneticist I started
to feel that science would probably
soon reach the point where its
interference into the life processes

The inference of this last point is now expanded in the next section as we try to
initially analyse how society may view the development of technology that could
one day lead to its extinction.
1.1.3.2.2

Zhores Medvedev

would be counterproductive if a
properly designed governing policy
was not implemented. A heavily
overcrowded planet, ninety-five
percent urbanized with nuclear

Social Perspective

energy as the main source of energy

Irrespective of whether the rate of change of technology implied by many of
the predictions can be achieved or not, the actual rate of change may still be
governed by a social perspective. However, there is a question as to whether the
perspective of society is actually the cause or effect of change. Clearly, if society
does not prevent the development of a technology, then that technology may cause
fundamental changes in a society. As a consequence, the post-change society may
have a different perspective on a subsequent technology than the pre-change
society. We often call this progress. With reference back to diagram above, there
are a number of technologies shown as the primary catalyst for evolutionary change
that would not necessarily be accepted today. However, the perspective of our
current society is not being asked to make all these future choices, so the question
is more about what social changes will be required to get from where we are now,
to where the technology might take us in the future. It has been argued that we
have already taken the evolutionary step to Homo Computerus and that this change
is self-evident and now a historical fact that cannot be changed without a major
collapse of the current world order.

and with all aspects of life highly
computerized, is not too pleasant a
place for human life. The life of any
individual soon will be predictable
from birth to death. Medicine, able
to cure almost everything, will make
the load of accumulated defects too
heavy in the next two or three
centuries. The artificial prolongation
of life, which looked like a very bright
idea when I started research in aging
about twenty-five years ago, has
now lost its attractiveness for me.
This is because I now know that the
aging process is so multiform and
complex that the real technology and
chemistry of its prevention by

So what social changes in our societies have accompanied this evolutionary step?
Well, at the beginning of the 20th century, people had only limited access to
information; science was still looked upon in wonder and amazement by many.
Today, we are bombard with information through 24-hour news channels and
access to almost unlimited commentary via the Internet. However, the by-product
of this information is that many are now more cynical of their political leaderships
and just as sceptical as to the benefits that science might bring. Genetically

artificial interference must be too
complex and expensive. It would be
the privilege of a few, not the
method for the majority. I also was
deeply concerned about the fact that
most research is now either directly
or indirectly related to military
projects and objectives for power.

Modified (GM) crops may be an example of the change in social perspective towards science. The evolutionary paradigm has
suggested that two branches could evolve during the 21st century:


Homo Optimus



Homo Cyberneticus
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Although artificial evolution is very, very much faster than natural evolution, change is still not instantaneous and new species
will not appear over night. In this respect, some initial steps that could lead to Homo Optimus have already been taken. Medical
science has already given life to plants, animals and humans that would not have been born by natural selection. However, we
should also remember that many of us would not be alive today, if natural selection, through illness, had been allowed to run
its course without the intervention of medical science. At first, the development of DNA technology could be seen as benign in
the sense that it seeks only to rectify flaws in DNA that would otherwise cause illness. While some sections of society may resist
any manipulation of our natural blueprint, a broader social perspective may begin to accept this line of research. However,
there is a fine line between DNA manipulation that could lead to beneficial enhancements of nature's blueprint and the darker
side of eugenics that could become a major concern. However, in technical terms, we may have the understanding and ability
to start to significantly alter our DNA blueprint over the next 2-3 generations.
So what may affect the social perspective that allows Homo Optimus to evolve?
Well, one aspect that may change the current status quo is the development of today's computer systems into expert systems,
with robotic extensions that can carry out many functions that we would associate with highly qualified professionals, such as
doctors and engineers. If this does come about, there could be increased competition for professional careers with very
demanding selection criteria on each applicant. Survival of the fittest, changes to 'survival of the smartest' and in a world where
many couples may only plan for 1 or 2 children, they might then start to seriously consider any new approach that helps their
children survive in a competitive world, although costs and cultural norms will not make this a ubiquitous option.
Alternatively, Homo Cyberneticus may initially circumvent the issue of genetic manipulation by opting for increased mental
capabilities through a direct brain-computer interface. For this reason, there may be less opposition from some sections of
society against this approach. Again, medical applications, such as restoring mobility to paralysis victims, are based on
augmenting the natural connections between the brain and nervous system with an artificial system that includes built-in
microprocessors. Of course, it may still taken another 50-100 years for this technology to mature to the point where a
computer system can act as a third lobe to the brain. The basic rationale for Homo Cyberneticus may be similar to Homo
Optimus, i.e. enhanced capability, but somewhat different in scope. The implication is thatHomo Optimus changes its DNA
blueprint before a child is born, which also has the implication that some of this change would be passed on to any future
generations. In contrast, Homo Cyberneticus may be a choice that can be taken after birth without directly affecting the DNA of
that person and so would not be hereditary. However, in practice, the choice may have to be taken quite early in life, if the
brain is to be allowed to truly adapt to the computer interface while still in the process of forming the majority of its neural
connections.
Are there both moral and legal issues associated with making any artificial changes to either an unborn child or legal minor?
Human evolution to-date has been driven by the genetics of the parents and a good deal of random chance. At the beginning of
the 21st century, we are at a crossroads in the sense that humanity is now increasingly capable of directing its own evolution.
However, it is not clear that society, let alone individuals, are particularly well equipped to make such decisions. Therefore, this
capability will raise many moral and legal issues, which need to be addressed. However, there are already important precedents
being made in the area of artificial fertilisation and genetic manipulation to correct known hereditary defects, which may affect
the life of the unborn child. Equally, parents have the right to make many important decisions concerning the health of their
children, e.g. blood transfusions and immunisations etc. What seems certain is that advances in technology will only expand the
scope of these choices. In the case of Homo Cyberneticus, there may be perceived benefits in fitting some neural implants at a
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relatively young age. While pure speculation at this stage, the development of nano-technology may eventually put this process
on the same level as an immunisation injection. Equally, if the process is reversible in the sense that future generations are not
affected, then society may be more passive to this sort of adaptation. However, if the technological seeds of change are already
sown, as has been suggested for both Homo Optimus and Homo Cyberneticus, then maybe, in these cases, social perspective is
little more than a process of market acceptance. Either these changes are perceived to impart benefits to society or not.
However, this view is probably too simplistic, as history is littered with moral injustices that were quite beneficial to some
sections of society, while abhorrent to others. So far, we have discussed the social perspective to evolutionary change that does
not necessarily change the outward appearance of an individual. However, as we move into the future, this would not be the
case for either Homo Hybridus or Homo Machinus. These evolutionary steps might appear extreme to present day society, but
how would Victorian society in 1890 have viewed punk rock society in 1990? Yes, it is accepted that the scope of evolutionary
change being discussed is very different from a cult fashion, but it does reflect how some sections of society can change its
attitude to appearance in just 100 years. However, a more fundamental issue that may force social perspective to change is
survival. We have already indicated that many disabled people may forego aspects of their physical appearance in order to regain their mobility and self-sufficiency and, in so doing, improve the quality of their lives. In future, the quality of life on Earth
for many may come under threat either through natural or man-made disasters. So, for practical reasons and the desire to
explore the universe, future generations may continue to develop the ability to not only travel, but also live in space. However,
the conditions for life outside the confines of planet Earth are extremely hostile and long-term survival in our current biological
form may be viewed as too precarious to risk exposure on a day-to-day basis. An even more radical catalyst for change may
be artificial reality (AR). Many of us have had the experience of getting 'lost' in a novel. Some of us may even have experienced
video games with virtual reality interfaces that have fooled our senses into believing we were immersed in another world.
However, in comparison, AR could offer total immersion of all senses into a new reality and this technology could be available
to any evolutionary sub-specie equipped with a brain-computer interface. So, having crossed this technology threshold,
appearance in the physical universe may be driven more by the need to survive, have extended life expectancy and greater
range of physical capabilities. Other aspects of our lives and society, such as fun and pleasure, are transferred into AR.
1.1.3.2.3

Summary

As already stated, from our current perspective, many people may view the AI paradigm presented as possibly both unpalatable
and even an unacceptable vision of the future. If so, then the following table, giving some estimate of the probability of each
step occurring, may be even more worrying.

Step

Evolution

%

Comment

1

Homo Sapiens

100%

Simply a question of survival

2

Homo Computerus

90%

Essentially there already

3

Homo Optimus

70%

In part, already started

4

Homo Cyberneticus

50%

Early experiments beginning

5

Homo Hybridus

40%

Step 4 plus prosthetics

6

Homo Machinus

30%

Natural progression of 5

7

Homo Primus

10%

Still a big unknown step
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The brief comments in Table-4 are expanded as follows:


Steps 1 & 2 are essentially the current status quo, although Homo Computerus is not necessarily accepted as a new
sub-species.



Steps 3 & 4 have already begun in terms of medical research, although the present focus is primarily on disease and
disability. However, advances under this more acceptable guise could lead to more radical spinoff applications, in the
same way as cosmetic surgery has evolved out of corrective face surgery. The main debate simply being how far will
humanity go towards the description given in this paradigm?



Step 5 is essentially an extension of step 4 with the additional acceptance of prosthetic replacements or extensions to
the human physiology. Again, this could start off in a low-key manner in which internal organs are replaced that have
little obvious impact on personal appearance, although these augmentations may start to dramatically increase life
expectancy.



Step 6 is the natural evolution of step 5. As suggested by the paradigm, this type of evolution may be primarily
motivated by survival in environments that would be either very hostile or fatal to normal human physiology. If other
benefits were perceived, then acceptance could become more wide spread.



Step 7 is a low probability because the human brain is still the only working model that is known to produce sentient
intelligence and the truth is that we still do not have much idea how it really works, let alone replicate. Therefore,
until we better understand human consciousness and the many functions of the brain, the probability of sentient AI
may remain low, but not necessarily impossible.

The adverse reaction of some people to a future, as described by the paradigm, may be based on the innate instinct of all
species to fight for survival and see their offspring flourish. On this point, our future evolution can still be described as
promising, although it ends up being very different from what we currently understand as humanity. However, AI could still be
described as our intellectual offspring, rather than our biological offspring.
The first question we therefore have to answer is does this really matter?
The second is whether we, society at large, will even be asked?
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1.1.4

AI Technology

The intention of this section of the Hybrid AI paradigm is to try to summarise a broad

Mitch Radcliffe

spectrum of technology that will need to be addressed. In reality, the actual breadth

A computer lets you make more

of technology that will eventually be required to underpin the evolution of AI may be

mistakes faster than any other

much wider than we can even imagine today. In all probability, these dependencies

invention in human history, with

will spread across virtually all the sciences, old and new. However, in an attempt to

the possible exception of

reflect the scope of technology under consideration, the section is broken into 4

handguns and tequila.

further sub-sections, each addressing a range of topics:



Current:
The scope of this sub-section might be considered as being anchored in current technology that already exists from
which future developments can be extrapolated with a reasonably high probability of occurrence:

o
o
o
o
o
o


Computers
Biometrics
Hybrid Systems
Molecular Biology
Neurology
Brain Scanners

Military:
This is essential a special case of current technology, which may be funded
directly from military budgets around the world. There are two implications that
flow from military funding, the first being the huge level of research investment,
the second being the initial level of visibility of the research and its application:

o
o
o
o
o


Net-Centric Warfare
Unmanned Airborne Vehicles
Swarm Technology
Smart Dust

Robotics:
The scope of robotics starts in the present, but its potential lies in the future.
However, the development of robotic technology could be central to the
development of AI, because robotics is closely linked to emulating the
evolutionary physiology of humans


o

Anatomy: Shape & Form



o

Physiological Comparisons
Structural Framework

Developments
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o


QRIO: Sony

General Omar N. Bradley

COG: MIT

If we continue to develop our

Robonaut: NASA

technology without wisdom or

Kismet: MIT

prudence, our servant may prove

Summary

to be our executioner.

Future:
Unlike the previous categories, some aspects of the technology to be discussed in this subsection might be described
as highly speculative, because the technology will be predicated on new breakthroughs in science and technology:

o
o
o
o

Nanites
Implants
Prosthetics
Immortality

It should be recognised that, at the current point in time, there is no established or overarching approach that guides and
coordinates AI research. Therefore, researchers often disagree about many of the key issues, which makes it difficult to focus
on any given aspect of technology development that might be described as central to AI. However, it recognised, and generally
accepted, that a few of the key questions that remained unanswered, relate to to whether AI should simulate biological
intelligence by studying human physiology and neurology. In contrast, some contend that human biology is about as relevant to
AI as bird biology is to aeronautical engineering.
1.1.4.1

Current Technology

As reflected in in the MIT statement, see right inset, there is a sense that AI is in a process of
re-evaluating its research and technology strategy away from just the simple go-faster
processing paradigm to include more research into the one model known to lead to sentient
intelligence, i.e. the human brain. In part, the following list of topics, covered in the
subsequent sub-sections, only attempts to reflect the breadth of expanding AI research,
which now ranges from computer processing to biological systems through to cognitive brain
models:



Hardware Technology



Software Technology



Hybrid Systems



Biometrics



Molecular Biology



Neurology



Brain Scanners
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By ascertaining the belief that Moore's law, by itself, will not lead to AI does
not mean that a new generation of computers will not be required. However, it
is entirely possible that subsequent AI-like processors will be based on a
completely new architectural paradigm, which are speculated on in the first
sub-section. Other considerations under research are linked to biometric
systems, which may indirectly support the fusing of ideas from the field of
biology and computer science. However, computers may have to move away
from the sequential model of today's silicon-based processors to encompass
both 'wet', 'soft' and 'hard' components in order to mimic the neural network
processing architecture of the human brain.

MIT: 2009
MIT is bringing together researchers that
focus on specific parts of AI in order to
combine their knowledge into a next
generation AI project. The project will
focus on three aspects of AI that have
stalled previous research: mind, body and
memory. On the mind, the research will
look at ways to model thought, produce
problem solving systems and understand

If this does turn out to be the case, it may also required considerably more AIbased research into molecular biology and the related field of neurology in
order to better understand the complexity of the human brain, both as the
single cell level and collective network level. However, while the problems of
understanding the molecular biology of all the different types of brain cell is
not daunting enough, the problems pales in comparison to the combined
complexity of understanding the brain as a network of some 100 billion cells
with over a 100 trillion connections. This is where a new generation of brain
scanners will be required to understand the real-time operation of each area of

the social context in which human
intelligence is played out. In re-thinking
memory, the researchers are interested in
making machines that can handle the
inconsistencies and messiness of human
knowledge. Finally, the team aims to end
the division of mind and body to produce
systems whose intelligence derives from
what they can do.

the brain.
1.1.4.1.1

Hardware Technology

Fifty years ago, you probably could have counted the number of electric motors
in your home on one hand. Today, you are probably in the same position with
computers. Given the current fall in the cost of processing, microprocessors
could become as cheap as scrap paper and just as ubiquitous. According to
Moore's Law, processing power will have increased by over a factor of one
trillion since 1950. In the next 50 years, you may not even know the number of
computers chips you are carrying, let alone the number in your home.
1.1.4.1.1.1

Micro-Processing

Despite all the growth in processing power, today's computers still do not even
begin to achieve the processing capacity needed to compare to the human
brain. Unfortunately, we cannot just sit around and wait for Moore's Law to
double processing power every 18 months to solve this problem. Today, the technology is based on etching silicon using light
beams, and as processing speeds increase it is necessary to use light with ever-shorter wavelengths. Using Moore's Law to
extrapolate the future increase in processing speed intersects a limit for this technology in about 2020, based on a 0.1-micron
wavelength corresponding to light in the deep ultra-violet range. At this point, a new technology solution will be required:
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Replacing silicon with gallium arsenide could make chips up to 10 times faster
given lower impedance due to its crystal lattice structure.





The logical progress of today's
hardware technology are
microchips that can be discretely

X-ray etching could support smaller wavelengths, but the nature of X-rays is

worn at all times. Head-up like

extremely difficult to control in mass production.

displays, voice activation and
context scanning along with

3-D chips would in principle allow chips to be stacked on top of each other.

micro-positioning tags will allow

Unfortunately, the doubling of the chip size would increase the volume by a

permanent connectivity to an

factor of 8, but the surface area by only a factor of 4. Heat dissipation

expanding global network and

problems could soon become a major problem.

ever-increasingly sophisticated
personalised information systems

The speed and storage capacity required by AI are simply too vast to be realistically

on which many will quickly

addressed by these approaches and so a new processing paradigm will be required.

become dependent.

However, there are some developments on the horizon that may prove useful:



Protein-based computers are based on recent work with bacteriorhodopsin, a light-sensitive bacterial protein that
has been applied to optical data storage and computing. Cubes of material can theoretically store nearly 100 trillion
bits per cubic centimetre.



Nano-computers would be the molecular equivalent of simple mechanical computers, with switches implemented by
interacting rods and knobs. With conservative assumptions, switch density is estimated in the order of 15 trillion
switches per cubic centimetre in a CPU with a 1 GHz clock speed, processing about a billion instructions per second
(1000 MIPS).



DNA computers would be a synergy between two sciences, computing and molecular biology. While silicon chips are
very, very fast, they are essentially sequential and generate lots of heat. In contrast, DNA processing would be much
slower, but would calculate in parallel on an astronomical scale with very good heat efficiency. Without going into
speculative details, it has been estimated that one pound of DNA suspended in about 1 cubic metre of liquid would
have more memory than all the computers ever made and be about 100,000 times faster than the fastest
supercomputer ever built to-date.



Quantum computers consists of arrays composed of quantum dots, nuclear spins, localized electronic states in a
polymer, or any other multi-state quantum system which interacts with its neighbours. The units are switched from
one state to another by pulses of coherent light, and read in an analogous
manner. It has been shown that such a computer could perform both as a

Once the dependency is created,

parallel digital computer, and as a quantum computer.

the acceptance of further
integration of technology and the

1.1.4.1.1.2

human anatomy will not be such

Computer Paradigms

a major step for many.
In the early days of computing, the computer was a large, stand-alone device fussed
over by an apparent army of acolyte technicians that prevented access to mere mortals. In the 1970's, the PC revolution started
with the promise of putting a computer on every desktop. Moore's Law predicted that processors would also retail at ever
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lower prices, so computer developments of the last thirty years were not so surprising, although still impressive. However,
during this time, there was an important paradigm shift in computing that has not yet been mentioned - the Internet.
The Internet is the fusion of computing with telecommunications to create a new paradigm in which no device has to be
considered a stand-alone system. In the early days, all computers were stand-alone devices in which programs were keyed in
and solutions printed out within the confines of a large room. Initially, the linking of computers was based on practical necessity
to give wider access to the large and expensive centralised machines. However, this requirement was quickly superseded in a
world of increasing numbers of distributed computers, e.g. PC's, whose users wanted to communicate electronically via
software applications, such as e-mail. In 1995, a CERN researcher called Tim Berners-Lee, devised the basic syntax for linking
pages of information and in so doing helped create the paradigm shift that was to become the World-Wide Web (WWW). On
the basis that you are reading this page, this is a concept of which you are already aware,
Today, we are already

but the real question is:

witnessing a generation that
can barely be parted from

Where is this technology ultimately heading?

their personalised computers,
Today, we face the reality of almost every new electronic device having an integral

and internet connectivity, in

processor capable, in principle, of supporting a wireless link to the Internet. Already, you

the form of laptops, notebooks

can fly to the other side of the world, take out your Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and,

and mobile phones.

via a remote web-cam, check the inside of your house or the contents of your fridge. At
the same time, the WWW has grown to become a system comprised of millions of host computers and literally billions of web
pages. There is now more information added to the Internet each day than any one person could read in a lifetime, albeit that
most of this information could be classed as rubbish. As a result, humanity is now suffering from information overload and
information should not be confused with knowledge. Therefore, research is now looking at new solutions that will allow
information garbage to be filtered out and useful information selectively collated into personalised knowledge bases. New
generations of intelligent search engines are needed; otherwise the Web may simply sink under the volume of trivia being
added each day. However, just searching on key words without any semantic context or understanding is a problem still
requiring a solution. Anybody who uses a Web search engine has probably been surprised by some of the returned results and
while we may have initially laughed off some of the things we have stumbled across on the Web, there is a more serious and
darker side that needs to be considered. Increasing surveillance and monitoring of Web usage has already started to hold
people accountable for the information they have downloaded. Therefore, another growing issue is the need for intelligent and
interactive security vetting of users, and information being accessed, which could detect the usages and abuses of the system.
As people increasingly use the Web for legitimate commercial reasons, such activities will also attract the attention of organised
crime. Today, criminals are able to duplicate a person's electronic identity and through this means effectively steal from their
line of credit. Therefore, it is more than likely that the monitoring of Internet usage will become ever more sophisticated and
frequently used by both law enforcement agencies and criminals alike.
On an even larger scale, our social and economic infrastructure will become both more automated and on-line over the next 50
years. The initial threat to these systems by teenage hackers was bad enough, but could pale into insignificance, if organised
cyber-terrorists attack critical computerised control systems around the world. The biggest problem for the current computer
paradigm is that the software protection algorithms have to be designed and developed to try and safeguard against almost
every conceivable type of attack imaginable. Without intelligence to interpret and extrapolate, computers cannot think,
laterally or otherwise, in order to devise new real-time solutions to, as yet, unknown threats.
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1.1.4.1.2

Software Technology

While some may want to extrapolate the whole of computer science in-line with Moore's law, this predictive rule of thumb was
really only ever intended to apply to advances in hardware processing speed. The ability of a processor to execute billions, as
opposed to millions, of instructions per second is only advantageous if you can write billions of lines of error-free code in a costeffective timeframe. You only have to look at Microsoft struggling with Windows to
get some idea of the scale of the potential problems. So despite all the ancillary

A note of caution needs to be raised

developments in programming tools, the core principle of software programming

against the use of Moore's law in the

has remained essentially unchanged for the last 60 years.

wider field of AI. Despite all the
ancillary developments in
programming tools, programming
has remained essentially unchanged
for the last 60 years. While , it is true
that the efficiency of writing large
programs has improved enormously,
the basic principles remains the
same, i.e. all programs represent
coded human logic. As such,
somebody has to sit down and write
a logical sequence of code that
performs a certain function. Of
course, the development of software
libraries and object-orientated
programming may have helped in
the level of re-use, even so, it is still

As such, computers still generally act out only what we might call ‘human coded

unclear as to whether the current

logic’ that is, in essence, aligned to the following programming principles:

programming paradigm will ever be
an appropriate approach for AI.

If (x=y) then do <this task>
Else do <this other task>
While this is a gross simplification of the real complexity within computer science, it is representative of the type of logic that
drives a program to perform different tasks and the limitations of this approach have already be outlined in the section entitled
Programmed Intelligence. So while, the development of high-level languages, software libraries and object-orientated
programming have all helped in the efficiency and level of re-use, it is still unclear as to whether the current software
development paradigm will ever be an appropriate approach for AI. If not, then AI may stall until 'machines' have an ability to
both efficiently generate and test code, which can perform a given function without the direct involvement of a human
programmer. While this may seem like a 'chicken and egg' type problem, it is possible that human coded programs might still
reach a level of sophistication, which then allows an semi-automated process to 'bootstrap' itself to the next level that in-turns
facilitates the programming paradigm shift required for higher levels of AI.
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1.1.4.1.2.1

Software Automation

Today, programming is still a skilled profession, although it can be very laborious to design, write and test millions of lines of
coded instructions to meet the specification requirements that often change throughout the process of development. As such,
while program development shrives to be an engineering discipline, it is still very much dependent on human creativity and
invention, but equally susceptible to human error. To help minimise human error, programming is becoming increasingly
automated through the use of development tools with graphical interfaces, libraries of standard routines, compilers that detect
static code errors and debuggers that can help detect run-time errors. Of course, this is an area that weak AI could start to
improve dramatically over the next decade. By replacing, or minimising, human inputs in many of the stages, i.e. specification,
design, code and test, may allow larger and more complex programs to be developed in a shorter time, for less cost and more
importantly with fewer errors. This process in turn could then lead to an even more
sophisticated and automated system of program development through a process of

Brian Kernighan

positive feedback.

Everyone knows that debugging is
twice as hard as writing a program in

1.1.4.1.2.2

the first place. So if you are as clever

Software Methodologies

as you can be when you write it, how
Originally, most programs were designed and written in a data-centric fashion. In

will you ever debug it?

this method, data variables were defined and stored independently of the
instruction that worked on the data. For example, a program to draw a circle might have a variable called ‘radius’ and a
constant called ‘pi’. Separately, a function would be developed to use radius and Pi and output the appropriate sized circle to a
screen. However, even a small modification to colour the circle would still require an understanding of the original design of the
data structures and programming before the modification could be considered. In recent years, there has been growing support
for an alternative methodology called ‘object-orientated programming (OOP)’. Using the previous example, the original design
would have produced an object called ‘circle’ that contained the variable ‘radius’, the constant ‘pi’ and the code to draw the
circle. Any subsequent modification need only define a new object called ‘colour circle’ that inherited the attributes of the
original object ‘circle’. There are a number of advantages to this methodology that go beyond the scope of this introduction,
but suffice to say that containment of data and code plus the inheritance mechanism would, at least, appear more compatible
with the biological development model. Other potential development areas are listed for further reference:
Bill Bryson



Rule-based, Procedural Representation



And then it occurred to me that a computer

Associative Databases, Semantic Indexing

is a stupid machine with the ability to do



Conceptual Dependency, Action Scripts

incredibly smart things, while computer



Fuzzy Logic, Belief Nets

programmers are smart people with the
ability to do incredibly stupid things. They

1.1.4.1.2.3

are, in short, a perfect match.

Adaptive, Self-Learning

As outlined, the original ‘if-else’ logic is intrinsically limited by complexity because it is virtually impossible for the programmer
to envisage every possible permutation that might occur. This approach can only create the ‘illusion of intelligence’ through the
brute force of hardware processing power, as the program learns nothing and so there can be no adaptation from the logic
scripted. However, given developments to-date, it is not inconceivable that programs may learn from experience and adapt
their own code based on the results of real-time operation, and in so doing evolve, especially if fitted with sensory Inputs. If so,
AI may take the next important step towards cognitive intelligence through robotics.
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1.1.4.1.2.4

Hybrid Processing Systems

Neural networks are linked to the study of artificial systems of neuron-like processing elements. Networks of these simple
devices have been shown to exhibit a variety of robust behaviours, including some which are notoriously difficult for
conventional computers, e.g. vision and learning from examples. They are based on the idea that while there is nothing magical
about individual neurons; their connectivity can give rise to complex processes like the mind. However, the elements of neural
networks are still currently simplistic in comparison to the complexity of the hundreds of different types of neuron cells.

Artificial neural networks
are made up of
interconnecting artificial
neurons, i.e. a
programming construct
that mimic some of the
properties of biological
neurons

The subsequent problem of linking billions of these elements into a coordinated network comparable to the brain is certainly
beyond any immediately foreseeable technology. Still, there are now a growing number of AI researchers working with new
biological models that may eventually lead to duplication of some aspects of the brain's functions. So while AI may have been
initially considered to be an idea within the remit of computer science, the best possibility of developing an AI system might
depend on the convergence of science from many different fields. At this point, it is
probably useful to clarify a distinction between sentience and intelligence:





Biological neural networks are
made up of real biological
neurons that are connected or

Many biological life forms are deemed to be sentient, based solely on their

functionally related in the

ability to feel emotions, although many would argue that self-awareness and

peripheral nervous system or

perception are also required.

the central nervous system. In
the field of neuroscience, they

In contrast, intelligence relates to the ability to learn, understand and problem

are often identified as groups of

solve.

neurons that perform a specific
physiological function in

As such, an AI system may be classed as very intelligent but not sentient, while many

laboratory analysis

mammals may be classed as sentient without necessarily being very intelligent.
Therefore, one approach to achieving both sentience and intelligence may be to augment a biological brain with a direct
computer interface. This technology is currently in its infancy with very primitive connections being made between silicon
technology and biological brain tissue. In part, this idea is supported in the AI paradigm and the idea of a hybrid path of
evolution would also allow for more intelligent and sentient systems in a comparatively short space of time.
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Hybrid neural networks are
the application and
integration of both the
biological and artificial
models into a composite
system, which may then lead
to a level of AI that can
solve problems without
necessarily recreating the
full complexity of the human
biological model.

Another aspect of a hybrid development linking human biology and computer systems is the concept of artificial reality
(AR). Virtual Reality (VR) is already an established concept based on current computer technology. However, AR would be a
very advanced form of computer application that could directly access the human brain via neural implants, through which the
mind would then perceive a computer-constructed reality. In the future, 'reality programmers' may be able to create new and
totally artificial realities in which an AR participant could experience a universe with a completely new set of rules. The
constructed reality would allow AR participants to directly access information or communicate with other participants within
the rules of that reality universe. In fact, direct brain interfaces connected to the AR network would appear very similar to what
we would currently perceive as telepathy. In a wider context, the direct connection of thousands of minds could ultimately
evolve into a collective sentient consciousness, a case of the whole, truly being greater than the sum of the parts.
1.1.4.1.2.5

Biometrics

If we accept that the world cannot/will not switch off its computer
systems, new approaches will be required simply to try to stay one step
ahead of any online attacks that will threaten these systems. Biometrics
is a paradigm within computer science to provide additional security in
the form of identity verification by means of any number of human
biological metrics:



Finger prints



Voice recognition



Eye Scan



Handwriting Analysis



Lie Detectors



DNA sampling

Today, access to many computers is only protected by a username and password combination. While financial applications are
starting to introduce Personal Identification Numbers (PINs), this still relies on the user remembering this information, and
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worst still, periodically changing them. This becomes increasingly
problematic as people access more and more on-line systems or
exposes the user to the risk of reusing the same password/PIN for
more than one application. In contrast, a biometric system would
attempt to ascertain a person's identity through a combination of one
or more unique physical attributes. At this stage, this approach is far
from foolproof. We have all probably seen a film in which the 'bad
guys' have removed a finger or hand or even an eyeball to help them
fool the biometric security. However, it is possibly more important to
know that over 70% of all security breaches are as a result of access by
internal staff with privileged access to security information. There is
also the real problem that any attempt to make a system 100% secure
made only make it unusable in any practical day-to-day operation.
There is much historical evidence to show that people simply turn off
security systems that become too invasive or cumbersome to use.
Even so, ultimately, all online data may require some level digital
encryption and authentication that will serve to identify and protect

10 January, 2007
"These schemes are effectively grooming children
to live in a future Big Brother society. Children
caught up in this when they are too young to
know better will grow up under the impression
that living in a police state is the natural state of
affairs. One York head-teacher, quoted by the
York Press, betrays this motive in a shockingly bald
statement: “These children, frankly, are growing
up in a world where identity and being certain
about your own identity is increasingly important.
All the measures to do with ID cards will possibly
invade their privacy even further, but the world
has no answer to terrorism without using these
things and I would see us as getting them ready
for the world in which they will have to live.“

users of this data.
While at an early stage of development, biometrics is an interesting area where there is a fusing of knowledge relating to both
computer and biological systems. However, there also appears to be a recurring issue in which any computerised system needs
to apply a lot of common-sense intelligence to any information collected before determining its best course of action. In the
longer term, the most convenient way of addressing security identification might be for people to accept the imposition of an
intelligent implant. Of course, many will be highly suspicious of their governments abusing such systems, but ultimately there
may have to be a trade-off of personal freedoms in order to safely access the ever-growing number of online services. Equally,
in a future world, refusal to accept this perceived imposition could result in exclusion
from many fields of employments.
1.1.4.1.3

Molecular Biology

Molecular biology, as it name implies, is the study of biology at a molecular level. As a
science, it overlaps the fields of biology and chemistry, specifically in the area of
genetics and biochemistry. As a broad generalisation, molecular biology is concerned
with understanding the interactions between the various sub-systems with a cell, such
as the interactions between DNA and RNA that leads to protein synthesis. See the 'The
Structure of Life' for some preceding details on the nature of cells in which molecular
biology takes place. James Watson and Francis Crick are associated with the
beginnings of modern-day molecular biology through their discovery of the structure
of DeoxyriboNucleic-Acid (DNA) in 1953. Their technique used X-ray crystallography to
produce a scatter pattern of X-rays after hitting the DNA molecule.
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From the scatter patterns, Watson and Crick constructed the detailed atomic
structure of DNA that eventually led to the discovery of its double-helix nature.
Subsequently, molecular biology has evolved to a point that the entire human
genome was decoded in 2001. As molecular biology continues to map the genome of
other organisms, it is predicted that a new era of understanding and research will
emerge early on in the 21st century. However, before embracing the brave new
world of molecular biology, it is worth reflecting on the paradigm shift that must have
occurred between 1953 and 2001. In 1953, the general public probably considered
the achievement of Watson and Crick closer to science fiction than science. However,
even biologists of the day, aware of the complexity of the science, would have been
overwhelmed by the task of decoding the sequences of the 3 billion base-pairs that
make up human DNA and provide the blueprint of life.

Molecular Biology
Is the study of the molecular
processes that underpin
replication via the transcription
and translation of the genetic
material. The central premise of
molecular biology is that genetic
material, as generally described
by DNA, is transcribed into RNA
and then translated into
protein. However, the full
complexity of this science is still

So what changed to make this apparently impossible task achievable in less than 50
years?

emerging and is not the real
focus of this section.

The answer in a word is 'computers'. In the same timeframe, computers have developed from mainframe machines to
Personalised Digital Assistants (PDAs) and , today, we can slip a PDA into our pocket that has more processing power than the
room sized machine from 1950, while still being wireless connected to the Internet and the World Wide Web. In the future,
molecular biology may repay such synergy by providing the basis of a new paradigm by which to construct the next generation
of AI processors, based on the principles of neuron brain cells.
1.1.4.1.3.1

The Human Genome

DNA, as partly illustrated above, forms 23 pairs of chromosomes containing some 100,000 genes. The nucleic acids making up
DNA come in 4 types referred to by letters of the alphabet: A, T, C and G. Like rungs on a ladder, these nucleic acids form base
pairs along the double helix of DNA, with each gene made up of thousands of different base pairs. The following table tries to
give some idea of the size of the problem when trying to decode the entire genome:

Organism

Base Pairs

Virus

10,000

E.Coli

5,000,000

Yeast

12,000,000

Worm

100,000,000

Human

3,000,000,000

Understandably, sequencing the order of such a large number of base pairs initially seemed insurmountable in both time and
cost. In the early 1980's, it would have taken about 1 year to sequence 10,000 base pairs, but by 1992 this had fallen to one
day. Even so, by 1994, only the location of about 5% of the human genes was known. However, with the introduction of
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computers, robotic procedures and neural networks to automate the process, efficiency rose by a factor of thousands within a
single decade. Equally, the cost per base pair was falling through computer automation. Originally the cost of locating a base
pair was hundreds of dollars, which has now fallen to less than 50 cents. Such incredible technical advancement would
seemingly reflect that Homo Sapiens are indeed a species set apart from any other on planet Earth. However, the results have
actually showed a surprising percentage overlap of DNA shared by humans and other life forms as indicated in the next table:

Organism

% Overlap

E.Coli

15.00%

Yeast

30.00%

Worm

40.00%

Mouse

75.00%

Chimpanzee

98.40%

Another Human

99.90%

Sibling

99.95%

What this table is telling us is that 'Mother Nature' is very frugal with her genetic inventions, preferring to adapt existing genetic
sequences rather than starting with a clean sheet design. It also suggests that rather than being a special species created
outside nature, humans just happen to be the species that got to the top of the tree first
by virtue of the evolution of its brain. Another fact that can be estimated from the rate

Biochemistry

of divergence of human genes is that the Homo Sapien branch of evolution probably

By way of reference only,

emerged some 300,000 years ago. The implication being that no significant change in

biochemistry is the study of

our genome has occurred in this period of time. So 'Mother Nature' also likes to take her

chemistry and the processes

time when it comes to change.

that support in living systems.
As such, research is focused on

1.1.4.1.3.2

the role, function, and structure

Whatever Next?

of the molecules that underpin
In comparison to nature, human technology appears to be changing at breakneck speeds

life, at least, as we know it.

with apparently little time given to cause-effect. However, advocating consideration of
the consequences is not necessarily attempting to slow progress, but simply reflecting on the fact that saying sorry after the
event can no longer be considered socially acceptable or morally responsible. Even as we briefly review just a few of the key
areas of science that might significantly contribute to AI, it is clear that we are dealing with a potentially dangerous cocktail of
developments. However, on the positive side, molecular biology has the potential to improve the human condition in many
aspects of society:



Paternity Claims



Exposing Fraud



Historical Detection



Criminal Justice
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Medical Disorders

Genetics



Food Production

Today, genetics is an



Life Longevity

expansive science, but at it
core is the study of the

Without attempting to discuss how developments in molecular biology might assist in all

genetic structure and

potential applications, a few words about the importance of the last 3 items is worthy of

differences between various

some comment:

living organisms.



Advancements in molecular biology have the potential to address many human diseases and improve the quality of
life like nothing else in history. If the goal of medicine is prevention rather than cure, the modification, or repairing, of
damaged genes, could certainly help prevent many of the major illnesses inflicted on humanity today.



The issue of Genetically Modified (GM) crops is a concern to many. However, humanity currently is very vulnerable to
even minor disruptions to its food supply chains. Approximately, 250,000 species of flowering plants exist on Earth,
but only 150 are cultivated for agricultural use. However, of these, only 9 plant types provide 75% of the world's food
energy.



For 99% of its existence on Earth, the life expectancy for a human being was only 18 years. Not wishing to confuse life
expectancy with life span, this figure is based on very high mortality rates during childbirth and infancy. However,
there is now scientific evidence emerging that life span may be genetically encoded into the species of every life form.
If so, molecular biology could hold the promise of significantly increasing life span by its ability to manipulate the DNA
code.

The saying goes that there is 'no gain without pain' and for all the positive benefits, there are the fears of unforeseen
Frankenstein creations and the fear of secret eugenics programmes. So we need to be
Viktor E Frankl

very clear on one point:

"Between stimulus and
Once Pandora's Box is opened, it will be impossible for the contents to be put back.

response there is a space. In
that space is our power to

1.1.4.1.3.3

choose our response. In our

Neurology

response lies our growth and
With computing power doubling every 18 months, there is speculation that AI could be

our freedom. "

realised within 50 years. However, this projection could fail to materialise, as the true
complexity of the human brain becomes better understood. The brain and spinal cord are

Marian Diamond

made up of many cells, including neurons and glial cells. Neurons are cells that send and

"The brain is a three-pound

receive electro-chemical signals to and from the brain and nervous system. There are

mass you can hold in your

about 100 billion neurons in the brain, but there are many more glial cells, which provide

hand that can conceive of a

support functions for the neurons,

universe a hundred-billion.
light years across.
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Neurons are nerve cells that transmit nerve signals to and from the brain, at a speed up to 200 mph. The neuron consists of a
cell body, or soma, with branching dendrites that act as signal receivers and a projection called an axon, which conduct the
nerve signal. At the other end of the axon, the axon terminals transmit the electro-chemical signal across a synapse, which is
the gap between the axon terminal and the receiving cell. The cell body contains the nucleus, which contains DNA plus other
nuclear organelles and typically has anywhere between 1,000 to 10,000 synapses through which it communicates with other
neurons, muscle cells and glands. However, there are many different types of neurons, which all differ in structure, e.g. the
number of processes or axons. For example:



Sensory neurons carry messages from the body's sense receptors, e.g. eyes, ears, to
the central nervous system (CNS). These neurons have two processes, but only

Santiago Ramon y Cajal

account for 0.9% of all neurons.

“As long as our brain is a
mystery, the universe,



Moto-neurons carry signals from the CNS to the muscles and glands, but have many
processes originating from the cell body. Moto-neurons account for 9% of all neurons.



the reflection of the
structure of the brain,
will also be a mystery.”

Inter-neuron cells form all the neural wiring within the CNS. These have two axons, instead of an axon and a dendrite.
One axon communicates with the spinal cord, while the other communicates with either the skin or muscle.

Unlike most other cells, neurons cannot re-grow after damage, except neurons from the hippocampus. The glial cells make up
the remain 90 percent of the brain's cells, but are nerve cells that don't carry nerve impulses. However, the various glial cells
perform many important functions, including the digestion of parts of dead neurons, the manufacture of myelin for neurons
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plus provide both physical and nutritional support for neurons. Not surprisingly, there are still many fundamental questions
that the proponents of AI science, both for and against, need to address, which we shall simply represent as follows:
How does the brain work as a physical system?
How does the mind work as a metaphysical system?
The brain is made up of biological matter, i.e. cells; as such it might be possible to described it in terms of a physical system
analogous to computer hardware. So while it may be the most extraordinarily complex system, never the less it may be possible
to eventually decipher its blueprint of operation. However, while the operation of the brain can be described in terms of the
physical interactions between cells, the process of thought that we call the mind is more difficult to describe in just these terms.
However, it may also be possible to extend the computer analogy and describe the mind as the software system operating
within the brain's hardware. As a result, human intelligence and behaviour may just be a matter of developing the right
algorithms and system programming. However, it is not difficult to see why so many paradigms and belief systems may collide
at this point. Of course, those involved in the theological and philosophical sciences will continue to debate the metaphysical
issues, but if we ask the physical sciences to adopt an agnostic position, the challenge for these sciences is to prove that a
physical system can indeed develop metaphysical thought processes. As indicated, the human brain contains a mind-boggling
100 billion neurons in conjunction with over a trillion supporting cells. However, the sheer complexity of the brain is only
realised after understanding that each neuron may support as many as 10,000 receptor branches called dendrites. Based on
14

these numbers, it is estimated that the brain may contain in excess of 100 trillion (10 ) connections. Other important aspects
include the relationships between hormones and neural functions, and the sensory input and motor output functions.
Somehow, over hundreds of millions of years, evolution has nurtured a sentient intelligence that may be potentially unique
within the universe. Therefore, the replication of this feat may have to be revised as a longer-term goal of AI and not one that
will automatically occur as a result of increased processing speed, as defined by Moore's Law. However, as an analogous task to
that of mapping the human genome at the end of the 20th century, mankind could embark on a new endeavour in the 21st
century by starting the process of accurately mapping the neural functions of the brain. See `Scanners`
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Early models tried to assign basic attributes such as speech and sight to specific centres
within the brain. However, it is now realised that many functions of the human mind are
reflective of the integrated operation of the brain as a whole. For example, our vision is an
image projected onto each retina of the eye. This image is upside down, without depth of
field and subject to a large blind spot caused by the optic nerve exiting the back of the eye.
The real perception of vision is a construct of numerous discrete functions within the brain
that use previous visual experience laid down in our memory connections since birth. In this

Wilder Penfield
"The nature of the mind
presents the fundamental
problem, perhaps the most
difficult and most important
of all problems."

context, our perception of reality is but a construct of the mind not that dissimilar to dreams that can be thought of as an
alternative reality generated within the mind projected back towards the optic nerves.
1.1.4.1.3.4

Brain Scanners

Currently, there are two main ways of performing brain scans on small
babies. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can provide data on brain
function, but MRI scanners are large and static, and the baby may need
to be sedated and wheeled to the scanner for the procedure to be
carried out. The other alternative, ultrasound, can be performed at the
cot side and is effective at revealing brain anatomy, but cannot show
how the brain is actually functioning, e.g. in terms of oxygen supply
and blood flow. Combining the advantages of MRI and ultrasound but
avoiding their disadvantages, the first scanner of its kind in the world,
uses an innovative technique called optical tomography to generate
images showing how the brain is working. In optical tomography, light
passes through body tissue and is then analysed by computer to
provide information about the tissue. A helmet incorporating 32 light
detectors and 32 sources of completely safe, low-intensity laser light is placed on the baby’s head. The sources produce short
flashes and the detectors measure the amount of light that reaches them through the brain and the time the light takes to
travel. A software package also developed which uses this information to build up a 3D image. This can show which parts of the
brain are receiving oxygen, where blood is situated, evidence of brain damage.
In the wider context of artificial intelligence, it may be that further progress in emulating some of the complexity of the human
brain will come about based on a more detailed mapping of neural tissue. At the present time, current technology cannot
achieve both the resolution and sample size needed for this task. It is estimated that a minimum resolution in the order of 110nm is required and although 'Electron Microscopy (EM)' can provide this resolution, the samples are required to be both
small and very thin. In contrast, 'Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)' can achieve roughly 1 mm resolution of an intact human
brain. After scanning the brain, another major requirement will be the automated processing of images associated with brain
tissue, e.g. mitochondria, nucleus and nucleolus, vesicles, synapses etc. This will require establishing 3-D structures from 2-D
information that today is still manually derived. Advances in computing would suggest that this process could be automated
though a combination of image recognition and signal processing algorithms. Such automation could be vital if the huge
amount of neural tissue is to be scanned in any reasonable amount of time. Messages from the senses travel so swiftly through
the brain that imaging machines, such as MRI, cannot keep up with them. To track these messages in real time, scientists now
use faster methods, such as 'Magneto-Encephalography (MEG)' or 'Electro-Encephalography (EEG)'. These techniques rely on
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large arrays of sensors or electrodes that are placed on the scalp to

Guardian Newspaper:2007

record the firing of brain cells. This data may then be combined with

A team of world-leading neuroscientists has

anatomical information obtained by structural MRI scans.

developed a powerful technique that allows them
to look deep inside a person's brain and read their

The next generation of scanner technology could use 'functional MRI

intentions before they act. The team used high-

(fMRI)' in various combinations with MEG and EEG. Functional MRI

resolution brain scans to identify patterns of

will allow activity deep in the brain to be shown with high spatial

activity before translating them into meaningful

resolution. However, it is relatively slow, since it is based on blood-

thoughts, revealing what a person planned to do

flow responses, which takes about 450 milliseconds. In contrast, EEG's

in the near future. It is the first time scientists

spatial resolution is relatively poor, but because of its speed it may

have succeeded in reading intentions in this way.
help to better reveal the sequence of events. It is the hope that continued development in this area of medical science will help
researchers determine how the various parts of the brain exchange information and, most intriguing, how sensory information
leads to thought.
1.1.4.2

Military Applications

The military and the computer sciences have always had close links to
the extent that the early development of computers was virtually
exclusively limited to military application. Alan Turing was one of the
founders of modern computer science and the AI benchmark known
as the 'Turing Test', while also being the war-time scientist who broke
the German's Enigma code through the use of computers. Later, as
computing power increased, as later predicted by Moore's Law, and
accompanied by increased sophistication in program languages and
development systems, the scope of military applications was to
expand rapidly. For example, computers were soon being used to
simulate nuclear escalations scenario and how the then nuclear arms
race might be played out.

Strategic Trends 2007-2036
A more permissive R&D environment could
accelerate the decline of ethical constraints and
restraints. The speed of technological and cultural
change could overwhelm society’s ability to
absorb the ethical implications and to develop
and apply national and international regulatory
and legal controls. Such a regulatory vacuum
would be reinforcing as states and commercial
organizations race to develop and exploit
economic, political and military advantage. The
nearest approximation to an ethical framework

However, AI applications really started to come into focus when, in
1981, the Japanese announced a new generation of computers that

could become a form of secular utilitarianism, in
an otherwise amoral scientific culture.”

would be capable of logic deduction. Although this project would ultimately fail, due to a lack of real understanding of the
inherent complexity of AI, it did not stop the military funding of AI research. What actually changed was the focus on
more 'intelligent' computer systems that could affect the outcome of real-time battlefield decisions. This said, such pragmatism
did not stop the pursuance of futuristic visions of battles being fought by autonomous hardware, inclusive of robots. Even so, a
myriad of practical AI problems persisted, such as functional AI vision, which lead to problems not only associated with object
avoidance, but the far more hazardous issues of friend/foe recognition. As a consequence, present-day AI developments may
appear to be addressing much smaller, and possibly shorter terms goals, such as voice recognition systems and expert
information systems. In this context, there has been considerable success in aiding the modern military pilot process and everincreasing amount of real-time data received during operational missions. Equally, today, state-of-the-art military aircraft have
become a highly complex integration of avionics, navigation, communications and weapon systems, which need to be
controlled not only second-by-second, but millisecond-by-millisecond. As such, much of the real-time control of the aircrafts
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sub-systems has already been computerised. In addition, onboard
information systems are starting to predict what the pilot should do in
any given scenario, which one-day may renew the original vision of
battles being fought by autonomous hardware. It is highlighted that
this is a military vision, which many might wish never to come true.
However, irrespective of your possible feelings about the use of
military technology, it is an area of applied science that cannot be
ignored by virtue of its budget, which probably dwarves almost any
other single source of AI research funding. When decisions have to be
made very, very quickly, which involve the assessment of an
enormous amount of information in a life and death situation; AI
could provide the crucial difference to the military. From developing

Strategic Trends 2007-2036
By 2035, an implantable information chip could
be developed and wired directly to the user’s
brain. Information and entertainment choices
would be accessible through cognition and might
include synthetic sensory perception beamed
direct to the user’s senses. Wider related ICT
developments might include the invention of
synthetic telepathy, including mind-to-mind or
telepathic dialogue. This type of development
would have obvious military and security, as well
as control, legal and ethical, implications.”

intricate flight plans to implementing complex supply systems or creating training simulation exercises to automated fighter
planes, AI could be a key component of the military in the future. The scope of the global military budget is so large that the
number of AI related projects are probably counted in the thousands; therefore, the selection of the following four areas of AI
development constitutes a very small sample purely by way of illustration:



Network Centric Warfare



Fly by AI



Swarm Systems



Smart Dust

It is believed that the topics selected are representative of current and forward-looking ideas that reflect the evolution of
military thinking towards AI. Given that the focus of this section is AI, and not current military thinking, the emphasis of the
following sub-sections is very much on the general concepts and how they might contribute to the development of AI.
1.1.4.2.1

Net-Centric Warfare

The purpose of the picture on the right is simply as
a reminder that an abstracted discussion of war,
hidden behind automated technology, will still have
very real and innocent victims.
Whether AI will ever understand the emotional
anguish of the parent carrying their injured child is
possibly a question we should also table?
However, the morality of warfare is the not subject
of this page and, in many respects, the atrocity of
war is more to do with the shortcomings of human
nature rather than any specific technology. So, as in
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almost every other area of human endeavour, warfare has undergone, and will
continue to undergo, some profound paradigm shifts. The development of effective,
low-cost computing power in combination with mobile wireless communication, has
changed not only the rules of engagement for the fighting forces, but the very nature of
where the battle lines are now being drawn. The principles of NCW are based on
improving the accessibility and quality of information to enable the integration of all
battlefield activities. The goal is to facilitate an effective improvement in the efficiency
of armed forces in terms of their survivability, speed and synchronisation. To this end,
net-centric warfare is trying to redefine the nature of a number of distinct domains of
operational activity, which we might simplify in the following terms:

John M. Shalikashvili
“The nature of modern warfare
demands that we fight as a joint
team. This was important
yesterday, it is essential today,
and it will be even more
imperative tomorrow. Joint
Vision 2010 provides an
operationally based template for
the evolution of the Armed
Forces for a challenging and



The physical domain



The technology domain



a benchmark for Service and

The cognitive domain

Unified Command visions.”

uncertain future. It must become

The physical domain is still the arena of physical combat activity. Again, least we should lose sight of the reality behind the
abstracted semantics, this is where people get killed, both combatants and civilians. However, the modern battlefield has now
been extended to encompasses a technology domain requiring the creation, communication and processing of huge amounts
of information. As the volume and rate of information continues to expand exponentially in this domain, there is an increasing
requirement for a new type of cognitive domain. Without real-time cognitive interpretation or understanding of battlefield
information, the command network will simply be overwhelmed with data. Given the importance of both the technology and
cognitive domains to the overall effectiveness of military operation, these metaphysical domains can and will be attacked via
the network they operate within and therefore require their own battlefield strategies.
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A new generation of 'smart' virus software could cripple not only the military

Charles Perrow

infrastructure, but also the very social and commercial infrastructure it seeks to

Our incipient NCW plans may suffer

defend. While AI based systems could provide improvements in all aspects of NCW,

defeat by adversaries using primitive

the cognitive domain is probably a key area of development. Therefore, it would

but cagey techniques, inspired by an

seem that the changing face of modern warfare will become increasingly dependent

ideology we can neither match nor

on automated systems, i.e. AI, not only to collate battlefield telemetry, but also to

understand; or by an enemy who can

interpret the information that allows appropriate command decisions to be taken

knock out our vulnerable Global

quickly. As will be illustrated in other examples, battlefields systems are already

Positioning System or use electro-

developing to a point where they outstrip both human physiology and mental

magnetic pulse weapons on a limited

processing in many real-time battlefield situations.

scale, removing intelligence as we
have construed it and have come to

While we may all hope that these systems will only be required as a deterrent, we

depend upon. Fighting forces

also need to consider the implications on a world in which the population is now

accustomed to relying upon

estimated to rise to 9 billion by 2045, while the expectation of our quality of life only

downlinks for information and

puts more demands on finite and limited natural resources. These points are not

commands would have little to fall

simply being raised in order to be pessimistic, but because they may have a

back upon.

profound influence on how and why technology is developed to met the socio-political demands of a future world. In part, this
is the backdrop of the hybrid AI paradigm being presented.

1.1.4.2.2

Fly by AI
Gen. William T. Hobbins

Most people are aware that modern jets, both military and commercial, now use fly-

"Growth is not limited to the

by-wire systems linked to sophisticated on-board computer systems. These systems

United States, the growth of UAS is

are becoming essential, as the modern plane design is often unstable without

occurring around the world. From

constant adjustment to the trim of the aircraft by the on-board computer systems. A

the year 2000 to 2010, unmanned

human pilot is simply not capable, either mentally or physically, of carrying out the

aircraft are expected to grow from

necessary high-speed adjustments.

4 percent of total funding for all
aircraft to 31 percent."

In addition, the environment in the cockpit of a leading edge military plane is also
becoming increasingly hostile to the human physiology in terms of G-forces and the

Julian C. Cheater, USAF

cost of providing an environment that will help protect the human pilot in the

The survey asked UA experts to

plane's natural theatre of operation is enormous. However, despite all this cost,

identify the top three enabling

there are increasing encounters between piloted aircraft and unmanned missiles

technologies that will have the

seeking to destroy them, matching man against machine.

greatest impact on future UA in
2025. The top four selections were:

According to recent accounts, there is growing concern about the air-to-air missile

1) Artificial Intelligence (AI) with 29

gap, with some arguing for cheaper, smarter missiles that can use radar and infrared

votes, 2) propulsion advances with

seekers to respond rapidly to evasive manoeuvres that would be outside the G-force

19 votes, 3) information technology

tolerance of the human physiology. Given even current developments, a $200,000

with 18 votes, and 4) computer

missile could soon make a $20 million fighter aircraft obsolete.

processing with 17 votes
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The concept of an Unmanned Airborne Vehicle (UAV) has been around for many years. Up to now, the UAV has been mainly
used for reconnaissance, but is increasingly being developed for a more direct combat role. It is already clear that without the
overhead of providing a sophisticated life-support cockpit plus the array of man-machine interfaces; the UAV can be developed
faster, and at less cost, than the traditional military plane. Some observers of military developments are already predicting that
the next generation of UAVs will take over the role of the fighter pilot by the middle of this century. Initially, a human operative
could still remotely control the UAV, but as response times decrease to milliseconds, autonomous, on-board AI decision-making
will become increasingly necessary.
1.1.4.2.3

Swarm Systems

The take-up of increasingly sophisticated unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) by the military
has also highlighted that the operator burden increases with the technical complexity of
the UAV without any AI. It takes more humans to control an advanced UAV than a simple
one, and this burden seems to increase in a non-linear fashion, with the number of UAVs
in coordinated missions. One approach for reducing the ratio of operators to UAVs can be
found in a robotic theory that mimics emerging systems found in nature, i.e. swarms. An
examination of the state-of-the art in swarm intelligence applications in the academic,
commercial, and military research communities suggests that this approach to robotic
control is converging to a level where it may start to leave the laboratory. However, at this
point in time, swarm robotic control software, i.e. the artificial intelligence, lags the target
hardware. although the level of future funding may changed this situation. A swarm
system is one that would emulate the characteristic behaviour of some birds and insects
that move and act as a collective swarm. A swarm has four distinct characteristics:



They are self-organizing.



They have little or no centralized control.



The members are effectively autonomous.



There is high connectivity between the members
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For example, a flock of birds appear to move together as if under the

Peter Miller

direction of some central command. A swarm can speed up in one

A single ant or bee isn't smart, but their

direction and then suddenly turn to follow a different route. The birds stay

colonies are. The study of swarm intelligence

close together without colliding and without any apparent leadership.

is providing insights that can help humans

Researchers have found that they can replicate this behaviour with

manage complex systems, from truck routing

computer-simulated birds called 'boids' with only three simple

to military robots.

behavioural rules:



Separation: do not get too close to any other boids or objects.



Alignment: try to match the speed and direction of nearby boids.



Cohesion: head for the perceived centre of the boids in your
National Geographic

immediate neighbourhood.

The demonstration was part of the Centibots
Clearly, if some aspects of this behaviour could be integrated into an AI

project, an investigation to see if as many as a

controlled UAV, there could be a large number of military applications.

hundred robots could collaborate on a

The Autonomous Intelligent Network and Systems (AINS) initiative is

mission. If they could, teams of robots might

probably one of the most significant AI experiments currently being

someday be sent into a hostile village to flush

carried out by the US Navy. AINS is tackling the challenge of implementing

out terrorists or locate prisoners; into an

autonomous behaviour using distributed computers linked via wireless

earthquake-damaged building to find victims;

networks. Their goal is to have thousands of intelligent robotic drones,

onto chemical-spill sites to examine hazardous

e.g. submarines, satellites, ground vehicles, ships, helicopters, and planes

waste; or along borders to watch for

under the control of a single human commander who may be thousands

intruders. Military agencies such as DARPA

of miles away. Clearly, the military appear interested in adopting and

(Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency)

deploying swarms of unmanned robotic drones on the ground, in the air

have funded a number of robotics programs

and underwater. These machines could, with the development of AI, be

using collaborative flocks of helicopters and

capable of independently handling real-time situations in a hostile combat

fixed-wing aircraft, schools of torpedo-shaped

zone, initially for surveillance, but with the potential to undertake combat

underwater gliders, and herds of unmanned

and capture missions. Obviously, the ability to create an adaptive,

ground vehicles. But at the time, this was the

dynamic, self-healing network of AI drones would cause a profound

largest swarm of robots ever tested.

paradigm shift in future military thinking.
1.1.4.2.4

Smart Dust

In the previous outline of swarm technology, it may have naturally been assumed that the size of the AI devices within the
swarm would also be similar in size to birds or possibly larger. However, as indicated by a new emerging technology
called 'Smart Dust', there is the potential for the elements of a swarm to be very small. Smart dust relies on the convergence of
three technologies in order to create an active device possibly less than one cubic millimetre in size:



Digital circuitry,



Laser-driven wireless communications



Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)
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Smart dust devices would be tiny wireless MEMS sensors that could
detect a range of physical effects, such as light, vibration, heat etc.
Each grain within the dust would contain sensors, computing circuits,
bi-directional wireless communications technology and a power
supply. As such, the dust could gather telemetry data, run
computations and communicate the information via its wireless link to
neighbours that then relay the information forwards, across the
network. Although smart dust does not have any in-built ability to
move as characterised by the swarm description, it would be small

Stanford Article
Smart Dust may be deployed for stealthy monitoring
of a hostile environment, e.g., for verification of
treaty compliance. Here, acoustic, vibration or
magnetic field sensors could detect the passage of
vehicles and other equipment. Smart Dust could be
used for perimeter surveillance, or to detect the
presence of chemical or biological agents on a
battlefield.

enough to be blown by the wind or integrated into larger swarm
devices.

While smart dust may never be an AI device in itself, it could be a catalyst
for new paradigm shifts in this field. When describing human intelligence,
we often focus on the brain as the centre. However, it is possibly more
accurate to liken human intelligence to a distributed network with the brain
analogous to an array of parallel processors interconnected to thousands of
sensors via the nervous system. Based on a network paradigm, smart dust
sensors could physically span the planet, but would require a very
sophisticated network of AI systems to act as the brain in order to process
the colossal amount of sensory input into something meaningful. Again, AI
applications of this nature would be of key interest to both military and
commercial organisations worldwide.
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1.1.4.3

Robotic Technology

In 1942, science fiction established the 'Three Laws of Robotics' in a short story by

Rod Grupen

Isaac Asimov called 'Runaround', although they are more popularly associated with

At its roots, robotics is about us. It is

his collection of short stories called 'I, Robot' on which the 2004 film of the same

the discipline of emulating our lives, of

name was very loosely based. These laws suggested that robots should have a

wondering how we work.

benign nature in the service of humanity:


A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.



A robot must obey any orders given to it by human beings, except where such orders would conflict with the First
Law.



A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First or Second Law.

This nature is supported by the picture of the Wall-E character
taken from the Pixar film in 2008. However, in truth, science fiction
has not always presented such a benign picture of robotics and
there are many examples of almost Frankenstein creations that
threaten the existence of humanity. As such, the intention of this
section is to try separate fact from fiction as robotics could play a
pivotal role in the development of AI. In the biological model of
life, intelligence and physiology are closely coupled, because while
intelligence is a function of the brain, the brain requires the
support of the organism's physiology, as a complete system, to
operate. Within this general evolutionary model, information is
received as sensory input, processed by the brain and then
translated into some appropriate motor response. The response
can be as subtle as a small change in a facial expression through to
back-somersault of the entire body. As such, mind and body are
part of an integrated system that has apparently evolved from a
single-celled organism to solve one overriding problem in the natural world: survival. While we can only be amazed at the
complexity of physiology in the biological model, and the time it took to evolve, it may not necessarily be the right model for AI.
In our discussion, we have used the accepted definition of weak and strong AI. This distinction will also have a bearing on the
development of AI physiology.
Erich Fromm
The word ‘robot’ comes from the Czech word for forced labour or serf; initial

The danger of the past was that men

steps towards AI will include robotic ‘anatomical’ systems. In 1979, the Robot

became slaves. The danger of the

Institute of America produced the following functional definition of a robot:

future is that man may become robots.

A robot is a re-programmable multifunctional manipulator designed to move material parts, tools or specialized devices
through various programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks.
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While this may have been a technically accurate description at that time, in

Max Frisch

terms of the evolution of AI, science fiction has already conjured up more

The machine has no feelings, it feels no

futuristic visions of androids, robots with humanoid form, having both

fear and no hope ... it operates according

intelligence and manual dexterity. However, for this vision to progress, robotic

to the pure logic of probability. For this

systems not only have to evolve to become more intelligent, but will also

reason I assert that the robot perceives

require the capability to process real-time sensory information from the

more accurately than man

surrounding environment – see Human Intelligence. However, should AI ever
eventually evolve to become a sentient intelligence; its physiology may eventually owe more to aesthetics and fashion rather
than just functionality of purpose.

1.1.4.3.1

Anatomy: Shape & Form

Before attempting to discuss the anatomy of AI, it is worth thinking about the rationale behind its shape and form. Physical
shape and form is important, especially to people, who can often form first impressions of ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ based solely on
physical appearance. The following picture try to illustrate the perception of aesthetic shape versus practical form:

Of course, there are also many practical considerations that will determine the form of
any artificial physiology. Therefore, in order to get some initial perspective on the short
and long-term development requirements of AI physiology, we will use the weak and
strong AI classification as a guideline for shape and form. From an evolutionary

Thomas A. Edison
The chief function of the body is
to carry the brain around.

perspective, it is a reasonable assumption that the weak AI variant would develop first, based on an extrapolation of our
perception of existing robotic technology. In contrast, the physiology of strong AI may be little more than conjecture at this
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stage, although some speculative requirements can still be outlined. However, in parallel to weak AI robots, a third variant
could emerge as being described within the Hybrid AI paradigm, although this is discussed separately in other sections.
1.1.4.3.1.1

Weak Variant

At this point, all that is meant by the weak variant is a system, which has
some ‘thinking-like’ features plus the interactive motor skills to carry out
specific tasks. Today, we are familiar with robots being used in
manufacturing; where the robot may be little more than a mechanical
arm, pre-programmed to perform a range of repetitive engineering tasks.
In contrast, the space industry has already started to use robots as highly
specialized, planetary explorers. In these applications, the explorer needs
some degree of autonomy to act independently when out of direct
communication with an orbiting spaceship or an Earth ground station. In
order to be autonomous, the robot will require some sensory inputs, the
necessary processing to interpret the inputs, and a way of modifying its
actions in response to a changing environment. As such, we can already
imagine robots covering the gamut of applications from industry and commerce through to the military and medicine. The
benefits of these robotic developments are often promoted in one or more of the following categories:


Tedious:
There are many tasks that people just find tedious, because they are repetitive. Today, robots can really only address
tasks that are very well defined. However, in the future, robots could not only be carrying out almost all assembly line
functions, but increasingly be used in the home and office for a variety of tasks from security monitoring to filing.



Unpleasant:
Certain tasks are simply unpleasant, either due to the nature of the task, the environment or both. For example, there
are many tasks in the construction, farming and service industries that could and would use robots, if cost-effective to
do so.



Dangerous:
Today, there are some remote-controlled robotic systems used for tasks that are extremely dangerous, such as land
mine detection and bomb disposal. The next 50 years could see the development of weak AI systems with robotic
appendages that could start to address a much broader range of dangerous tasks from fire-fighting and law
enforcement through to space exploration and military combat.

However, this type of presentation of future robotic applications is best left to the marketing department of ‘Robots-R-US’. As,
in reality, it simply avoids the myriad of technical problems that robotics still have to resolve; plus it skips over the social impact
that robots will undoubtedly have on human society, as they evolve. Initially, weak AI robots will be viewed as ‘tools’, whose
success, or failure, might be determined solely in terms of their cost-effectiveness. Therefore, each robot will evolve a physical
‘anatomy’ that best matches the requirements of its operational environment, with possibly little regard for aesthetics, unless
demanded by market forces. Today, robotic systems are not just weak, but very weak, in the sense that they are only
‘intelligent’ enough to operate in very controlled environments; otherwise they become too unreliable or too expensive.
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However, developments over the next 50 years in weak AI could expand the horizons of weak robotic systems. Let us try to
make the implications of such developments more meaningful to anybody planning to start their chosen career tomorrow
morning:
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Could a robotic system do your job better than you?

“Man is a shrewd inventor, and
is ever taking the hint of a new

If only half the predictions about weak AI come true, then the majority of people

machine from his own structure,

starting their careers tomorrow may have to answer ‘yes’ to this question before they

adapting some secret of his own

reach their normal retirement age, which may be well beyond the present-day 60-65

anatomy in iron, wood, and

expectation. The implication of this situation on the global economy and society in

leather, to some required

general could be very profound and disruptive. The other implication within this

function in the work of the

question is that robotic systems do not just evolve to do the tedious, unpleasant or

world.

dangerous jobs, but also evolve to take over the interesting and challenging jobs as well.
Why would humans allow this to happen?
Unfortunately, the answer could be very simple; robots prove themselves to be better and cheaper than us. History would
suggest that there is little sentiment in business management when it affects the balance sheet. Your only bitter consolation
may be that the accountant that took the decision about your job may also be made redundant by an expert system. Of course,
the more chilling scenario is that all decisions are eventually taken by AI expert systems. Today, the initial shape and form of
weak AI robotics will probably be driven by its applications and its physiology electro-mechanical in design. While some generalpurpose robots will be developed, they will probably be the exception rather than the rule, simply because they will be less
cost-effective than specific task robotic systems. However, while weak AI, by definition, will never be sentient or selfdetermining, its ability to take over aspects of the design of next generation technology may be influential in the overall
development of AI. Equally, the physiology of weak AI could also evolve in a ‘cause-and effect’ cycle in which the greater
sophistication of its physiological systems, i.e. senses and dexterity, will allow weak AI to take over even more aspects of its
own design. At the same time, as sophistication increases, so will the diversification of weak AI robotic applications and this will
also affect the diversity of shape and form. Ultimately, there may be almost no limit to the shape and form of weak AI, ranging
from micro-systems that operate on the molecular level through to macro-systems that operate in the enormity of space.
1.1.4.3.1.2

Strong Variant

The stated goal of strong AI is to build a system that can think on a level equal or greater than humans. It might also be
reasonable to assume that strong AI may also require a level of physical capability that was equal or greater than humans.
However, in both cases, the use of the term ‘equal’ should not necessarily be interpreted as being equivalent to the terms:
‘same as’ or even ‘similar to’. Strong AI implies a sentient intelligence, but it may not necessarily resemble humanity in its shape
and form or even thinking for that matter.
Of course, we could speculate endlessly on any manner of variations in physiology that strong AI might adopt. However, by the
time technology is capable of creating strong AI, we can only assume that it will also be capable of shaping its own physical
form to best meet the perceived purpose(s) of its existence. Therefore, in order to make any speculation on the physiology of
strong AI, we may have to speculate on the purpose of its existence. Without wishing to draw specific conclusions at this stage,
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possibly the main purpose (and justification) for creating strong AI is that it has the potential to be ‘better’ than humanity and
representative of the next major evolutionary step in sentient intelligence. An important attribute of intelligence is curiosity
and although it has its inherent dangers, strong AI may be better equipped to exploit this attribute to more effect. Although
human physiology has been able to explore most of the surface of planet Earth, it is still an essentially fragile biological system,
dependent on very specific and stable environmental conditions for its long-term survival. The physiology of strong AI could be
made far more durable to both hostile environments and the passage of time. As such, strong AI would be far more suited to
explore and survive in the ocean depths or depths of space.
It is obviously too one-dimensional to think that a society of strong AI sentient beings would all wish to be explorers. Like
human society, there is the probability that individuals might develop in many different directions. For example, another
attribute of intelligence is creativity and strong AI may well evolve many new senses that allow it to appreciate an entirely new
form of art and music. However, there is also the possibility that the growth of intellect within strong AI may eventually cause it
to turn away from the physical world and live much of its conscious life in an artificial reality. Such an existence may have little
need for any coherent physical shape or form, as artificial reality would be perceived as mental patterns, artificially created and
superimposed onto the neurons of the brain. Although the physical universe could still be accessed, it may only be done via
weak AI drone peripherals.
1.1.4.3.1.3

Summary

Human anatomy has evolved to meet the specific challenges of survival in
the physical world in which it lived. It is now recognised that some basic
aspects of human physiology are a result of evolutionary design laid down
hundreds of millions of years ago and shared by almost every life form,
especially

mammals.

However,

humans

have

evolved

physical

characteristics that separate us from our nearest DNA cousins, the apes. The
most important possibly being an opposable thumb, in conjunction with an
enlarged brain, which gives humans an extended ability to manipulate tools
in a far more effective way than any other species of mammal. Even so, it is
not clear whether human anatomy is the blueprint for AI.
So what might AI look like?
To some extent, it may be possible for AI to select its physical appearance to
best meet the job at hand, especially if its intelligence was centralised and
its body regarded more as a tool-kit of replaceable parts.
Could AI become both beautiful and vain?
Thanks to the science fiction, the term ‘The Borg’ probably conjures up an image of an intelligent, but humanoid monstrosity of
spare parts. As such, any future cyborgs may wish to consider hiring one of Ferrari’s bodywork designers and a PR agent to help
restore their public image. In all seriousness, while AI may be different, there is no reason to assume that it would not evolve a
sense of what is aesthetically beautiful and aspire to incorporate those features into its own physical form and society.
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Are there any practical constraints on the physical form of AI?
Yes, undoubtedly the evolution of the AI physical form will run into many practical
constraints. While the possibility of AI being a centralised intelligent system
interconnecting many peripheral extensions has been outlined, the latency of signals
between the peripheral extensions and the central system may restrict this approach.
Equally, the energy requirement of AI robots needs to be considered in terms of

Libbie Henrietta Hyman
The whole aim of comparative
anatomy is to discover what
structures are homologous.

portability and survivability. Again, it is probably premature to consider AI only operating via a solar panel stuck on the top of its
head with a couple of batteries as backup. While many aspects of AI anatomy will be initially developed in conjunction with
robotic applications, it is suggested that the anatomical requirements for AI need to be considered in a much wider context.
Intelligent, sentient AI may grow to have a unique personality and, as such, have very specific and individual ideas on its role in
society and how it wishes to be perceived by others.
1.1.4.3.2

Physiological Comparison

In this section, we will try to provide a general assessment of where AI robotics is today
by comparing a number of key functions, some possibly of longer-terms interest to
robotics, with equivalent systems in human anatomy:



Skeletal



Muscular



Digestive



Circulatory



Respiratory



Excretory

Robby the Robot
I rarely use oxygen myself, sir.
It promotes rust.

Clearly, all these biological function or systems have a purpose without
which humans could not survive. However, the question this section is
considering is whether:
Given a clean sheet of paper, would sentient AI need or want to replicate
the complexity of the physical human anatomy?
With this question in mind, let us quickly review 6 anatomical systems.
1.1.4.3.2.1

Skeletal System

While life on Earth comes in many shapes and sizes, the brain of each creature is always collocated with its physical body.
Therefore, it is part of an in-built paradigm that we identify most creatures through their physical form. In humans, the sense of
identity is even more strongly tied to the physical structure and expressions of the face. For example, we can form firstimpressions of a person’s personality simply based on whether we like the ‘look’ of them or not. However, the ‘brain’ of AI need
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not necessarily be collocated with any physical embodiment. This opens up the possibility of a radically different ‘anatomical’
paradigm in which the brain resides as a central system interconnected to a network of sensory peripherals. In this respect, the
skeleton or structural framework may only be an issue of design for the peripheral drones.
However, the question of AI’s identity or persona is then left unanswered for now.

Terry Pratchett
I wonder what makes us
build inefficiently-shaped

1.1.4.3.2.2

Muscular System

human robots instead of

While our muscular anatomy is also responsible for our physical appearance, this point has
already been outlined above. Muscles provide both the strength and dexterity to our

nice streamlined machines?
Pride, sir, said the robot.

actions that involve movement. They also make demands on our digestive and circulatory system by requiring protein and
oxygen to be delivered to all parts of the body. However, even today, some aspects of strength and dexterity of movement can
be replicated by robotic systems. In fact, many of the requirements of modern life now make demands that exceed the
capability of our physical anatomy. Therefore, AI might not necessarily wish to replicate the complexity of biological muscle,
especially if an alternative approach provided greater strength without ever having to go to the gym.
1.1.4.3.2.3

Digestive System

In basic terms, our digestive system provides nutrients that in turn provide energy to the cells that make up our bodies. The
food we eat can be broken into three key groups:



Protein



Carbohydrates



Fats

Proteins are essential to maintaining muscle mass, while the brain is a sugar-only junkie that derives energy from
carbohydrates. There are many types of fats, some good and some bad, but most are necessary to maintain a balanced diet.
The breakdown of food to energy is also tightly coupled to our hormone systems, such as the endocrine system, which helps
control the blood sugar levels. It is highly unlikely that the transition from Homo Sapien to AI will take place in a single step.
Although AI may eventually contain no human biology, it may certainly start off as a hybrid AI system that ultimately evolves its
own equivalent biological systems. The key fact being highlighted is that these systems may not be sustainable through
electrical or solar energy alone. While, at this stage, the nature of an AI system is somewhat speculative, they may require
nutrients to be derived from the equivalent of a digestive system.
1.1.4.3.2.4

Circulatory System

This system distributes oxygen around the body and supports our immune system by distributing white blood cells to the points
of infection. Again, the requirements for a circulatory system depend on the evolutionary transition of AI from a life form
containing some biological components to one requiring none at all. However, even if AI should end up containing no biological
components, it is highly probable that some equivalent of the circulatory system may still be required. There is an inherent
belief that AI systems will have to be just as complex, if not more so, than their biological human counterparts. If so, such
complexity will have to be protected by some level of self-healing, although this equivalent immune system might be based
on nano-technology rather than white blood cells.
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1.1.4.3.2.5

Excretory & Respiratory System

Again, the same argument can be made for both these biological systems. AI
requirements will depend on the nature of any biological equivalence. However,
the scope of these AI requirements may only apply to the central system in
which the equivalent of the brain resides. While biological peripherals may be
developed for specific requirements, it is more likely that AI life adapted for
space travel may wish its peripheral sensors to be more robust.
1.1.4.3.3

Wilhelm Wundt
Physiology and psychology cover,
between them, the field of vital
phenomena; they deal with the facts of
life at large, and in particular with the
facts of human life.

Structural Framework

In humans, the skeleton provides a rigid structural framework on to which muscles and tendons can attach. However, skeletal
bones are not just ‘structural scaffolding’, but also an active part of a biological system that produces both red and white blood
cells. Red blood cells being used to transport oxygen around the body via the circulatory system, while white blood cells form a
vital component of the human immune system. Of course, one of the most
important functions associated with the human skeleton is its design in terms of
shape and form. The human skeleton has evolved to carry a relatively large brain
in a protective skull on top of an upright body balanced on two legs, allowing the
arms and hands to be free to manipulate objects and tools.
In contrast, the structural framework of a robot can be considered a clean-sheet
design, but may initially be little more than the ‘structural scaffolding’ to which
other electro-mechanical components can be attached. Of course, the frame of a
robot can be designed in a much more flexible way to meet the demands of its
operational environment and designated task. For example, there is more than
one material from which to choose, e.g. strong steel, light alloys or even modern
plastics and polymers. In turn, each class of robot may have a completely
different body design, incorporating additional structural features and
appendages that could never evolve via natural selection. As such, it may be
difficult to associate any specific shape or form to early generations of weak AI robots. Initially, in the commercial and industrial
sector, specific task robots will primarily be designed to meet cost and functional requirements of a target market. However,
development of humanoid robots or androids may still be pursued as a matter of academic interest, although any commercial
spin-offs may depend on a number of caveats:



Development of general problem solving AI



All round advances in sensory processing



Specific market applications

To give an example of a ‘specific market application’ that could evolve, as and when the necessary advances are made; it is
possible that a two-tier hierarchy of robots could emerge. The lower tier robots remain cost-effective, functional drones, only
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supporting machine-to-machine interfaces. The upper tier robots evolve the shape and
form of androids with the ability to communicate and interact with people directly. The
upper tier androids would then effectively manage and maintain the lower tier drones. In
this scenario, the benefit of a robot adopting human shape is that it would have similar
physical abilities, allowing them to accompany people wherever they went. A relatively
small humanoid shape may also be more reassuring, especially if required to accompany
and protect children.
Skeletal bones have two other properties that robotic structures do not have directly. First,
they grow and secondly they have some limited ability to self-heal when broken. From a
physical perspective, the only requirement for bone growth may stem purely from the
practicalities of childbirth and the inherent process of cell division associated with sexual
reproduction. In contrast, a robot could be essentially ‘born’ fully formed, at least, in terms
of its physical form. However, there is always the option to adapt its physical structure
throughout its ‘life’ time. In part, this could also be the practical approach to the problem of broken ‘bones’ i.e. simply replace
the broken part. In a wider context, a robot may not require any self-healing mechanisms within its structural system, if it
develops an alternative external repair system. In reality, the life expectancy of humans when totally dependent on their
internal self-healing mechanisms was much, much lower in comparison to humans that now have access to modern medicines
and hospitals, i.e. external systems of repair.
In the earlier stages of weak AI robotics, most will probably adopt a cost-effective structural ‘skeleton’. For example, the
majority might opt to use wheels as the most practical solution to the problem of getting between A and B. However, wheels
can be very restrictive in many environments, which includes stairs or rough terrain and so there will always be interest in
developing walking robots. In contrast, the starting pointing of hybrid evolution would be the human anatomy to which
structural repairs and modifications could be made. Overall, it is probable that the shape and form of AI could evolve along
several distinct lines or tiers, based on intelligence and functional hierarchies. In this model, the more intelligent tiers of robots
do not replicate functionality of other robots; they simply control the functional robots to carry out a specific task as required.
1.1.4.3.3.1

Drive Mechanisms

Robotics is still at an embryonic

The design of the human anatomy uses muscles and tendons to provide motion around
pivotal skeleton joints. Muscles require proteins and oxygen; the proteins are provided
by food broken down by the digestive system, while oxygen is delivered by red blood
cells to all parts of the body. The movement provided by muscles can range from gentle
touch to brute strength. The distribution of muscle across the skeletal frame also forms

stage and just because electric
motors are currently a costeffective way of producing
‘muscle’ power, does not mean
this will always be the only option.

another structural aspect of our appearance. Today, robots do not have muscles; instead they invariably have to use electric
motors, of which there are many types:



DC motors



AC motors



Stepper motors



Servo motors
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However, for many anatomical functions, these motors have to convert circular motion into a more appropriate form by using
pulleys, belts and gearboxes. As such, this approach requires electric power, lubrication, maintenance and repair. While a robot
with a fixed position in an assembly line, e.g. simply screwing in bolts, may be designed quite efficiently using motors and gears,
it becomes increasingly complex as the degrees of freedom (DoF) provided by the structural framework increases. For example,
the human body has dozens of DoF provided by the collective coordination of over 600 muscles that could require as many
electric motors, pulleys and gears to replicate, plus a very sophisticated control system to coordinate them. However, robotics
is still at an embryonic stage and just because electric motors are currently a cost-effective way of producing ‘muscle’ power,
does not mean this will always be the only option. The following list simply summarises some of the technologies that are
currently being researched to provide alternative mechanisms, closer in operation to the push-pull principle of a muscle:



Actuators



Pneumatics



Hydraulics



Memory Alloys



Electro-Active Polymers (EAPs)

Some of these approaches are already established technologies that could be revolutionised by further miniaturisation and
advance control systems; while others will be predicated on new breakthroughs in material science. In particular, EAPs are
currently believed to show some potential to meet the requirements of an artificial muscle, so much so, that a challenge to beat
a human arm-wrestler in a one-on-one contest is thought to be a real possibility in the near future. However, at this point in
time, there is no artificial system that offers the range of movement with the appropriate power-to-weight ratio and response
time that would compare favourably to biological muscle. This being said, there is still a feeling that considerable advances
could occur in this area of technology over the next 50 years. However, the bigger
issue may still be the AI system required to coherently control all necessary degrees
of freedom in any reasonably sophisticated AI anatomy.
1.1.4.3.3.2

AI robotics will have to join the
queue waiting for a new source of
energy, such as solar power.
However, the concept of a fuel cell

Energy Systems

may be more analogous to the

Higher forms of biological life have evolved a complex array of chemical, electrical
and mechanical energy systems. As a basic frame of reference, food is processed by a
digestive system and nutrients in the form of proteins, carbohydrates, fats, vitamins
and minerals absorbed into the circulatory system and transported around the body.

human system, where fuel is
ingested and energy produced as a
by-product of some form of
chemical reaction

In addition, oxygen is extracted from the atmosphere via the respiratory system and again transported around the body via the
circulatory system. However, the energy required for muscular activity to take place is derived from the breakdown of a
compound called Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP). There are several systems in the human body, which produce ATP depending
on the type of activity the body is undergoing. For brevity, we shall simply describe these as the anaerobic and aerobic systems;
the former does not require oxygen, while the latter does. In addition, muscle is actually composed of two types of fibres:



Fast Twitch
These muscle fibres contract rapidly but fatigue easily. They are responsible for the high speed, high power
movements over short periods of time. They mainly use carbohydrate for fuel, but produce lactic acid that inhibits
further contractions as the lactic acid builds up.
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Slow Twitch
These muscle fibres contract slowly and produce less power, but can continue for longer periods of time. They use a
combination of carbohydrate and fat burned in the presence of oxygen and the main waste product is carbon dioxide
that must be removed from the body via the respiratory system.

The net result is that biological life has evolved an energy system that can extract its requirement directly from the
environment that surrounds it. Of course, there is an implication that this environment is restricted to planet Earth or some
near equivalent. However, there is still a lot to be learnt by studying the human energy systems, as one day there might be a
need for an equivalent system in robots. However, for the immediate future, the majority of AI robots will have to use an
electrical energy system based on battery storage. Generally, two types of battery can be used to provide power:



Primary



Secondary

Primary batteries can only be used once and then must be discarded. Secondary or rechargeable batteries have less energy
than primary batteries, but can be recharged up to a thousand times depending on their chemistry and environment. In
practice, the energy demands of a reasonably sized robot would make the use of primary batteries prohibitively expensive.
Although rechargeable batteries are still expensive, this cost can be amortised over the lifetime of the battery. However, they
still may only be able to provide sufficient energy for very short periods of time under full load, e.g. 30 minutes, before having
to be recharged. As a consequence, many robot designs often require multiple packs of batteries, but the power-to-weight ratio
of this solution is very inefficient. In addition, some robots require multiple batteries or electronic protection in order to isolate
the effects of electrical ‘noise’ caused by heavy-duty motors.
Of course, AI robotics will have to join the queue waiting for a new source of energy, such as solar power. However, the concept
of a fuel cell may be more analogous to the human system, where fuel is ingested and energy produced as a by-product of
some form of chemical reaction. Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert chemical energy directly into electrical
energy. Consequently, they have high efficiency and no internal moving parts. While they operate in a similar fashion to a
battery, the important difference is that a battery only stores energy, while a fuel cell can produce its energy as long as fuel is
supplied. Fuel cells typically combine a fuel like hydrogen and an oxidant without burning, which is very efficient and avoids
pollutants. When hydrogen is used as the basic fuel, reverse hydrolysis occurs, yielding only
water and heat as by-products, while converting chemical energy directly into electrical
energy. It is probably fair to say that currently, AI robotics is constrained by the availability
and portability of energy systems, both in power and duration of operation. However, this is
again another area of technology that the next 50 years could revolutionise.
1.1.4.3.3.3

In the longer-term, possibly
in excess of 50 years, it must
be hoped that neural
network architectures can
continue to develop to a
point where they can start

Control Systems

to emulate some of the

It is clear that this area presents one of the greatest challenges to the next generation of
weak AI robots. Today, robots are being developed using both central processors and

complexity of the human
intelligence model.

distributed micro-controllers. The principle behind this type of architectures is that the central processor normally provides
coordination of the higher functions, while lower input and reflex functions can be off-loaded onto the micro-controllers.
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Currently, AI research into cognitive understanding and general problem solving is still at an early stage, although some
potentially exciting work is in progress. Of course, as CPU processing speeds and memory capacity continue to increase,
approaches that use encyclopaedia-like databases, which emulate the ability to associate explicit and implicit knowledge, could
still have a considerable impact on developments in weak AI robotics. This approach can also exploit further improvements in
serial processing and random access memory to provide some degree of intelligence to robotic systems in the near term. In the
longer-term, possibly in excess of 50 years, it must be hoped that neural network architectures can continue to develop to a
point where they can start to emulate some of the complexity of the human intelligence model.
In other respects, such as data and control signal distribution, robotic systems could even improve on nature’s design, i.e. the
nervous system. Modern optical fibres would be capable of carrying terabits of information at essentially light speed around the
robotic skeleton. Equally, unlike the human anatomy, processing capacity can be distributed to any point within the body,
which could possibly allow robots to develop more as a network of coordinated intelligent systems. In principle, this idea fits
into a tiered hierarchy, in which intelligent systems could become centralised and served by many peripheral sensory and
functional drone systems. We have also discussed a number of hybrid cases in which humanity and AI converge; however, in
these cases, the sentient intelligence is present from the outset, but over time is augmented by additional AI and robotic
anatomical features. Again, the basis of this evolution is predicated on technology advances, such as neural implants.
1.1.4.3.3.4

Sensory Systems

Humanity is a result of natural selection, the primary goal of which appears to be survival via procreation. Over the course of
some 3.5 billion years, nature has evolved, rather than necessarily designed, a number of senses that aid survival:



Visual: Sight in the visible light spectrum.



Auditory: Hearing in the audio sound spectrum.



Tactile: Touch and feel responses.



Smell: Detection of chemicals dissolved in the air



Taste: Detection of flavours on the tongue.



Vestibular: Awareness of acceleration & gravitational forces.



Kinesthesis: Movement and positional awareness of the limbs.



Pain: Feedback mechanism reflecting anatomical damage.

Today, in many cases, robots are attempting to emulate many of these senses, although smell, taste and pain are possibly of
lower priority at this time. However, robots are not necessarily restricted to human senses and there are many other examples
in nature that could be replicated, if considered beneficial to the operation and ‘survival’ of the robot.



Stimulus sensors



Proximity sensors



Infrared (IR) sensors



Electromagnetic field sensors
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As a broad generalisation, a robot could incorporate any type of sensor that receives energy and then uses a transducer to
change the input signal, i.e. sound, light, pressure, temperature; into a digital signal. One or more of the internal systems within
the robot could then interpret this data stream. In addition, most robotic systems will require a sense of time; but unlike a
biological clock, the built-in clock of a robot could provide precision time and duration features.
However, in most cases, the sensor technology itself will probably not be on the critical path. For example, modification of
existing digital camera technology could provide a reasonable approximation of visual data, as provided by the eye to the brain,
but the eye is only one small component of sight. The biggest aspect of sight is the pattern recognition processing carried out by
relatively large sections of the brain. So, although we have the basis of much of the required sensor technology, the critical path
is still the development of intelligent processing through which the brain supports the total integration of these senses. To
summarise, today robotics is still finding it very difficult to replicate the subtlety of the human physical anatomy, but in
comparison, the problems of human neuro-physiology remain, as yet, virtually unchallenged.

1.1.4.3.4

Development Projects

In this section, we will briefly review four different robotic developments that
focus on a number of the different aspects of present-day robotics; covering
both physiology and psychology:


QRIO



COG



Robonaut



Kismet

While these robotic projects may not necessarily reflect the state-of-the-art in
present-day robotics, they still reflect some of the central issues currently in
research. Of course, over time, new solutions will continue to appear to what
might currently be perceived as insurmountable problems. However, in order to
get some perspective of where robotics is today, we shall review the work
associated with these four projects, in terms of how they are addressing some of
the key issues outlined:


Structural Framework: Materials and aesthetics



Drive Mechanisms: Types and innovations



Energy System: Portability and duration



Control System: Autonomy and intelligence



Sensors Systems: Function and Integration

In a wider context, the developments within robotics are often described in terms of successive generations. Today, most
robots are not really capable of learning and, in essence, rely on pre-programmed logic. In contrast, the second generation
robots should have increased intelligence and a degree of autonomy. As such, each subsequent generation is thought to
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represent progress on the scale of intelligence and autonomy with human intelligence

In this section, we are only

and sentience possibly being judged as a benchmark, although possibly not the ultimate

endeavouring to make some

goal. In a sense, the process of robotic developments might be seen as being analogous

basic judgement of the overall

to evolution, especially if it does turn out to depend heavily on the research into human

progress towards the longer-

evolution, particular in the area of its computation model. As such, successive

term goals of AI. Therefore,

generations of robot populations may effectively compete in their ability to perform

there is no intention to be

some task or function. Therefore, by a process of ‘selection’ that we may also liken

critical of the innovative and

to ‘survival of the fittest’, where those robotic 'species' that do not 'flourish' in a given

groundbreaking work that is

environment become extinct. So, over time, the robotic population improves to a point

obviously taking place within

that it may be able to operate in an autonomous manner, at least, to some extent.

all these programs.

However, ultimately, the robotic evolution may have to take place without any direct
programming input by humans. How this will actually be achieved is still speculation at this time.
Footnote: Most of the projects cited as examples of ‘AI in Development’ over 10 years ago are now effectively obsolete
or superseded by upgraded versions, such that this section is retained purely as a benchmark of progress during this
time. However, while many of the projects have been closed or subject to a major ‘face-lift’ of some description, it is felt
that many of the problems and issues discussed still remain.
1.1.4.3.4.1

QRIO: Sony

Sony’s QRIO robot program has been selected for a number of reasons that are not
really linked to just its engineering and innovation. First, QRIO was voted one of the
coolest products in 2003 by Time Magazine. Second, the design of QRIO has
considered the aesthetics image of a robot that, up to that point, few pure research
programs had really bothered about.
Why are aesthetics important?
Many aspects of robotics may grow to be perceived in a negative light. Robotic insects
scuttling across the floor, subliminal images provided by yet another ‘Terminator’
movie, the further erosion of job security as robots become smarter and more
capable. Therefore, it is important that robotics also be promoted in a positive way
that is not only less intimidating to the general public, but puts across the fact that
robots can be friendly and potentially beneficial. In the context of the long-term
evolution of robotics towards AI, the acceptance of weak AI robots will be an
important ‘hearts and mind’ issue. This said; let us review the technology claims. Besides being aesthetically pleasing, albeit in a
toy-like way, QRIO is still an impressive piece of engineering that is capable of a range of humanoid actions and behaviours.
According to Sony, QRIO can:


Walk on two legs in bipedal manner



Move around of its own accord



Cope with uneven surfaces
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Get back up, if it does fall over

Carnegie Mellon: 2001



Gather information

Two and a half feet of



Recognize faces and voices

electronics do not usually



Have a conversation

capture the attention of toddlers
and parents alike. However,

In order for QRIO to move smoothly, Sony has developed what they call the ‘Intelligent

QRIO, Sony's two-year-old

Servo Actuator (ISA)’ system. This system is described as supporting the following

humanoid robot, did just that

features:

when it came to Carnegie Mellon
last week, offering two



An ability to produce varying levels of torque at varying motor speeds, which

demonstrations of QRIO to

can also respond quickly.

standing-room-only crowds. A
pair of QRIOs drew upon a




Sensors detect the current position of its joints and, based on the posture of

repertoire of boy-band moves

the body, drives the joints to their calculated target position.

and pelvic thrusts to perform a

Determines the maximum amount of torque applied to the actuators and

series of pop dances.

calculates the corresponding rise in temperature to allow it to move about
safely.


A built-in governing computer, through which it responds quickly to requests for control of the bipedal robot's
actuators.



Uses the latest microchips and software technology to make the system as small as possible.

The net result of this technology is ‘dynamic', as opposed to ‘static’, walking. Static walking relies on the robot keeping its
centre of gravity within a zone of stability. So when a robot is standing on one foot, its centre of gravity would fall within the
sole of that foot, and when it is standing on two feet it falls within the zone of both feet. This mode of operation typically leads
to a slow and cumbersome walking style. In contrast, dynamic walking does not limit the centre of gravity to the zone of
stability and more accurately emulates how people walk. QRIO is also equipped with a wide range of sensors that detect
changes in the walking surface and responds accordingly. The underlying control mechanism senses the pressure on the soles of
the feet and the attitude of the body in order to assess the walking surface. It does this by using four pressure sensors in the
sole of each foot to gather data on the amount of force being received from the walking surface. So when a foot comes in
contact with an uneven surface, the sensors detect the slope of the ground and the foot is positioned based on the slope and
the attitude of the body is adjusted using data from position sensors, allowing a stable position to be maintained as it moves. As
such, it can adjust to reasonable disparities in elevation and slopes.
So how do we assess QRIO against our AI robotic benchmarks?


Structural Framework: QRIO has considered both its shape and form in terms of pleasing aesthetics, which may
ultimately be critical in public acceptance. In addition, it has incorporated a range of modern materials.



Drive Mechanisms: Like most robots today, QRIO appears to have used electric motors and actuators as the primary
source of motion.
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Energy System: QRIO is independently mobile in the sense that it uses rechargeable batteries. It is suspected that
duration between recharges is still problematic.



Control System: Sony’s ISA is an impressive innovation, which has set a new standard in humanoid-like movement.
Equally, Sony is also starting to address the important issue of how ordinary people can communicate and control the
robot.



Sensors Systems: Sony has attempted to integrate sensory functions in a way that is aesthetically pleasing and
compatible to a humanoid shape and form.

There are, of course, still many aspects in QRIO’s overall operation, which make it little more than a clever automaton, but it
would be churlish not to acknowledge what Sony have achieved. On this assessment, QRIO has set new standards in overall
design of a humanoid robot.
Footnote: Sony pulled the plug on the QRIO robot in 2006 as parts of its move to streamline the company and shed
unprofitable divisions. Following the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami that crippled Japan’s Fukushima nuclear
plant, Honda reportedly received numerous requests to send its humanoid robot ASIMO to help with the recovery.
However, ASIMO was not designed to work outside a lab or office environment, let alone a highly radioactive rubblestrewn zone. Now it looks like Honda is working to address the problem by developing a bigger, beefed-up version of
ASIMO that can walk, crawl, and perform tasks in a disaster environment.
1.1.4.3.4.2

COG: MIT

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) is renowned for the quality and quantity of its research. It is also one of the
leading centres of robotic research, which originated the COG project back in 1993. The general goals of this project are stated
to be:


To build the basis of a general purpose, flexible dextrous autonomous robot



To facilitate the investigation and understanding of human cognition.

At its anatomical level, COG is a set of sensors and actuators, which tries to approximate both the sensory and motor dynamics
of the human anatomy. Although COG does not have legs or a flexible spine, it still manages to replicate many degrees of
freedom (DoF) found in the human anatomy. In order that COG could obtain information about its surrounding environment, it
has been equipped with a variety of sensory systems that allow the following senses to be modelled:


Visual



Vestibular



Auditory Tactile



Kinesthetic
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The control system is provided by a network of processors ranging from
small micro-controllers that facilitate the movements of joints to digital
signal processors (DSPs) for processing visual and audio inputs. In total, COG
is a project that is trying to converge the work in many fields of AI into a
tangible and demonstrable capability.
But why build a human-like robot?
One assumption that MIT is exploring is that human intelligence is closely
linked to the way humans physically interact with the world around them.
Therefore, if a robot is ever to be built with human-like intelligence, it must
have a human-like body, in order that it may also experience and learn from
the physical world, as do humans. Equally, at a higher level, the
development of human personality and self-awareness may require direct
communication and contact with other humans. If a robot is to ever gain this
experience it must, at least, have some capability to interact with human
society. If the robot has human shape and form then it may be both easier
and more natural for humans to interact with the robot in a human-like way. One of the findings of MIT, as a result of working
with COG, is that even with just a few human-like characteristics, people will start to interact with COG as though it were
human. Overall, it is extremely difficult to do any justice to the full scope of all the work carried out by MIT. Hopefully, the
following summary may give some idea of breadth and depth of AI research within this program:


Visual Systems
The visual system has been designed to emulate some of the capabilities of the human visual system. Each eye can
pan and tilt to allow for both a wide field of view and high-resolution vision. However, human eye movement involves
three

voluntary

movements

and

two

involuntary

movements.

Mechanical analogues of each of these eye motions have been

Cognition:

developed, inclusive of orienting the head and neck along the line of

Is the action or process of acquiring

sight.

knowledge and understanding
through thought, experience, and



Vestibular Systems

the senses. Cognitive robotics is then

The human vestibular system within the ear plays a critical role in the

the branch of robotics that is

coordination of motor responses, eye movement, posture, and balance.

concerned with endowing the robot

To emulate the human vestibular system, three gyroscopes correspond

with intelligent behaviour by

to the semi-circular canals and two accelerometers correspond to the

providing the robot with a

otolith (ear) organs.

processing architecture that will
allow it to learn and reason about



Auditory Systems

how to behave in response to

To provide auditory information, two directional microphones are

complex goals in complex

mounted on the head of the robot. To facilitate localization, crude

environments.

pinnae, i.e. external ears, were constructed around the microphones.
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Kinesthetic Systems
Sensors located at each joint provide feedback relating to the state of the
motor system. The arm joints have the most complex systems that
include strain gauges for accurate torque sensing and potentiometers for
positional feedback.



Embodied Cognition:
Is an interdisciplinary field of
research, the aim of which is to
explain the mechanisms underlying
intelligent behaviour. It comprises

Motor Systems
Overall, the goal is to build a robotic system that can move with the
speed, precision, and dexterity of a human. Traditional methods often
require accurate calibration of all moving parts. However, as the number
of degrees of freedom increases, this approach can be computationally
expensive. So new approaches are now being researched

Of course, this level of practical experience in robotic anatomy is critical to future
success of weak AI robots. However, it is possibly even more critical that research
starts to understand how the mind-body interactions actually work and then tries
to implement this understanding into a working robotic system. Possibly the only

three main methodologies: 1) the
modelling of psychological and
biological systems in a holistic
manner that considers the mind and
body as a single entity, 2) the
formation of a common set of
general principles of intelligent
behaviour, and 3) The experimental
use of robotic agents in controlled
environments.

way to reflect the scope of research currently going into this aspect of robotics is simply to list the titles of some of the papers
released by MIT since 2000.


What am I Doing? Initial Steps Towards Artificial Cognition



Recognizing and Remembering Individuals



Role Transfer for Robot Tasking



Towards Manipulation-Driven Vision



Better Vision through Experimental Manipulation



Development of the Mirror System: A Computational Model



Emergence of Social Communication: Hands, Eyes, Ears and Mouths



Behaviour-Based Early Language Development on a Humanoid Robot



Early Pragmatic Language Development for an Infant Robot



Learning Humanoid Arm Gestures



Online and Unsupervised Face Recognition for Humanoid Robot



Design of an Anthropomorphic Robotic Finger with Tactile Sensation



Active Vision for Sociable Robots



Socially Intelligent Agents - The Human in the Loop



Affective Interaction Between Humans and Robots



Emotive Qualities in Robot Speech



Regulation and Entrainment in Human-Robot Interaction



Challenges in Building Robots that Imitate People



Head Pose Estimation without Manual Initialisation



From Word-Spotting to OOV Modelling



An Attention System for a Robot Exploiting Space Variant Vision
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Discriminating Animate from Inanimate Visual Stimuli



Foundations for a Theory of Mind for a Humanoid Robot



Investigating Models of Social Development Using a Humanoid Robot



Characterizing and Processing Robot-Directed Speech



A Virtual Musculature for Humanoid Motor Control



Humanoid Robots: A New Kind of Tool



Neural Oscillator Networks for Rhythmic Control of Animats



Functions for Oscillatory Control of Movements



Tuning of Neural Oscillators or the Design of Rhythmic Motions



Recognition of Affective Communicative Intent in Robot-Directed Speech



Social Constraints on Animate Vision



A Gestural Language for a Humanoid Robot



Designing a Humanoid Robot Face to Fulfil Social Contracts



How Robotics and Developmental Psychology Complement Each Other



Investigating Models of Social Development Using a Humanoid Robot



Parallel Social Cognition?



Theory of Mind for a Humanoid Robot

So how do we assess COG against our AI robotic benchmarks?


Structural Framework: Not surprisingly, MIT appears to be more
interested in the mechanics of the structural framework rather than
the aesthetics, at least, so far. However, based on the axiom that
human intelligence is coupled to the attributes of its physical anatomy,
it can only be assumed that MIT will continue to improve COG towards
the humanoid model.



It can also be maintained that it is best
to provide the machine with the best
sense organs that money can buy, and
then teach it to understand and speak
English. That process could follow the

Drive Mechanisms: Again, electric motors and actuators appear to
have been used as the primary source of motion.



Alan Turing: 1950

Energy System: At this stage, COG does not seem too worried about
mobility, i.e. it has no legs, and therefore it is assumed that many of its

normal teaching of a child. Things would
be pointed out and named, etc. Again, I
do not know what the right answer is,
but I think both approaches should be
tried.

systems are actually mains powered.


Control System: Although COG appears to use a myriad of hardware platforms and processors; much of the research
is investigating issues of fundamental importance.



Sensors Systems: MIT appear very focused on developing sensors that accurately emulate human senses.
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It is probably fair to say that MIT are laying the foundations for a very large construction project that may actually have to
continue for decades, if not centuries. Therefore, much of the work appears to be focused on establishing the basic principles of
how this long-term ‘construction’ program can best proceed.
Footnote: As of 2003, all development of the project had ceased and today Cog has been retired to the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology museum. Today, MIT’s CSAIL Robotics mission is to conduct cutting-edge, long-term research and
education in robotics. The research is attempting to address some of the fundamental problems in designing more
capable robots and controlling them to interact intelligently with people, the environment and each other. They are also
attempting to explore how increased capability and intelligence can enable new societal benefits through applications in
homes, fields, oceans and outer space.
1.1.4.3.4.3

Robonaut: NASA

Robonaut has been designed by the Robot Systems Technology Branch at NASA and seeks to develop a system that can
function as a robotic astronaut on Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) missions. However, at this stage, Robonaut is still dependent
on a human operator via a telepresence control system. The goal is to build a robot that can help humans work and explore in
space. NASA recognises that human performance is beyond the current state of the art in robotics, however, one of the initial
requirements is to ‘simply’ build a machine with a dexterity that exceeds that of a suited astronaut. To achieve this objective,
NASA have selected a humanoid shape and form for several reasons:



Most space hardware is designed for humans in order that they can
carry out servicing and maintenance.



A humanoid design allows for more intuitive remote control via the
telepresence link.

Therefore, the design of Robonaut is based on a humanoid shape in a
spacesuit, configured with two arms, two five-fingered hands, a head and a
torso. The dexterous hands, in particular, are very sophisticated and
representative of the state-of-the-art in electro-mechanic design.


Biologically Inspired Design
As implied, by making Robonaut humanoid in shape and form, this
provides compatibility to the physical geometry of the EVA access
corridors and airlocks built for humans. However, NASA has also
considered other aspects of human physiology, such as bringing all
feedback to a central nervous system, where even low-level servo
control is performed. This biologically inspired neurological
approach is extended to left-right computational symmetry, sensor
and power duality plus kinematical redundancy. Another design
decision, which also appears to be based on the biological model, is the dexterous five-fingered hand; this approach
allows Robonaut to use the tools that are also generally available to the human astronauts.
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Sensor and Control Systems
Robonaut includes a large array of sensors that provides thermal, positional, tactile, force and torque data. For
example there are over 150 sensors in each arm. The control system is based on a real-time CPU with data acquisition
and power management in an environmentally hardened body. However, overall operational guidance is delivered by
human supervision using a telepresence control station.



The Robonaut Hand has a total of fourteen

Structural Framework
The design of the robot includes an articulated neck that allows the
teleoperator to point Robonaut's two small colour cameras as eyes
that deliver stereovision with some depth perception. The interocular spacing of the cameras is again matched to typical human
eye spacing, with a fixed vergence at arm's reach. The neck can
track the velocities in-line with typical human neck motions.

So how do we assess Robonaut against our AI robotic benchmarks?


NASA

Structural Framework: Clearly NASA has focused on a number of

degrees of freedom. It consists of a
forearm which houses the motors and
drive electronics, a two degree of freedom
wrist, and a five finger, twelve degree of
freedom hand. The forearm, which
measures four inches in diameter at its
base and is approximately eight inches
long, houses all fourteen motors, 12
separate circuit boards, and all of the
wiring for the hand

important aspects closely linked to humanoid biology, although this does not include legs. Of course, the design of
robots will always be adapted to best meet the requirements of their working environment and, in this case, it may
not be a priority to have legs in space. However, the design of the hands and vision systems appears particularly
advanced.
How Stuff Works:


Drive Mechanisms: Yet again, it appears that electric motors and

The problem with human space exploration

actuators have been used as the primary source of motion.

is that the human body is too fragile for the
harsh conditions of space. We have learned



Energy System: There are potentially a number of practical

that space travel can take its toll on

approaches to providing energy in the environment Robonaut is

astronauts. Temperatures in space can

being designed to work. For most EVA missions, energy could be

swing from 248 degrees Fahrenheit (120

provided via an umbilical power cord. However, there may still be

degrees Celsius) to -148 F (-100 C). There

some operational advantages in carrying or generating power in a

also isn't the Earth's atmosphere to shield us

portable manner via batteries, fuel cells or solar cells.

from the sun's radiation. In order to survive,
astronauts must wear bulky space suits that



Control System: Understandably, at this time, it would appear that

cost about $12 million each. Space suits are

it is far more practical for Robonaut to develop a control system

not practical for an emergency situation, for

based on telepresence rather than a more autonomous approach.

example, if the International Space Station
(ISS) were struck by an object and needed to



Sensors Systems: Robonaut has many sensory systems, which

be repaired immediately. It takes an

collate input data analogous to a central nervous system. However,

astronaut at least three hours to prepare for

it is assumed that the human telepresence operator is responsible

a space walk to perform such repairs.

for the real-time interpretation key sensory data, who then also determines the primary motor response.
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NASA has possibly one of the key requirements to develop robotic systems. However, they will be under pressure to show some
practical return on the investment for this work. Today, it is recognised that AI control systems are not sufficiently developed to
be given autonomy in mission critical situations. Therefore, the focusing on other important features such as the hands seems
to be a sensible prioritisation, at this stage.
Footnote: The latest Robonaut version (R2) was delivered in Feb 2011 as a robotic torso designed to assist the spacestation crew with EVA's. However, despite this stated goal, R2 does not have sufficient protection to operate outside the
space station and enhancements will also be required to allow it to move around the station's interior.
1.1.4.3.4.4

Kismet: MIT

Kismet is another robotic research program at MIT, which started in
1997, but unlike COG, Kismet was primarily influenced by child
development psychology. As such, the project has focused not on the
mechanics of robotic anatomy, but rather on the construction of a
robot that engages in social and emotional exchanges with humans.
Kismet is the tangible result of a project to develop a sociable robot,
which can engage in natural and expressive face-to-face interaction.
As stated, the project is heavily influenced by how a child develops
and to some extent Kismet is emulating how children interact socially
in order to learn. To this end, Kismet was designed to interpret a
variety of social cues from its visual and auditory channels, and then
learn to deliver corresponding signals through gaze direction, facial expression, body posture, and vocal sounds. To achieve this
goal, Kismet was designed with six key engineering subsystems:


Low-level feature extraction system:
As the name might imply, this system extracts key features from its surroundings.



High-level perception system:
This system encapsulates features as a perceptual stimulus that can subsequently influence behaviour, motivation,
and motor processes.



Attention system:
This system determines which of the stimuli are salient and relevant at the time to trigger a behavioural reaction.



Motivation system:
This system tries to regulate the emotional state of the robot towards a stable sense of ‘well-being’, while triggering
appropriate emotive responses.
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Behaviour system:

MIT's Framework:

This system attempts to arbitrate between competing behaviours.

Kismet is an autonomous robot designed

Given that Kismet has many behaviours in its repertoire, its goals

for social interactions with humans. In

and emotions vary over time.

general, social robotics has concentrated
on groups of robots performing behaviors



Motor system:

such as flocking, foraging or dispersion, or

This system provides the ability to produce the appropriate

on paired robot-robot interactions such as

emotional behaviour in terms of an expression.

imitation. This project focuses not on
robot-robot interactions, but rather on

What makes this project so interesting is that it is trying to look at the larger

the construction of robots that engage in

problem of how we might eventually build more general-purpose robots.

meaningful social exchanges with

Today, much of the work in robotics, especially in the industrial and

humans. By doing so, it is possible to have

commercial sectors, is targeted at training a robot to learn a specific task.

a socially sophisticated human assist the

These tasks can be meticulously defined and the robot trained to perform the

robot in acquiring more sophisticated

task to a required degree of accuracy. However, this process can be very

communication skills and helping it learn

complex, time consuming and expensive. In contrast, a human child develops

the meaning these acts have for others.

skills and competencies in an incremental manner, which are then

Our approach is inspired by the way

subsequently adapted and diversified to build new, more complex skills and

infants learn to communicate with adults.

competencies. However, it is not clear whether human learning can be

Specifically, the mode of social interaction

emulated using fixed function processors and traditional programming

is that of a caretaker-infant dyad where a

techniques. As such, Kismet may need to develop more adaptive techniques

human acts as the caretaker for the robot.

in both hardware and software before true emotional intelligence can
emerge.
Footnote: Kismet is now ‘retired’ but the central focus of the project still continues at MIT.
Footnote: As a footnote pointer to current project in robotics, Atlas is a 6-foot, 2-inch-tall humanoid robot designed for a
contest being held by US Defence Department. The 290-pounds machine is claimed to be one of the most advanced
humanoid robots ever built and contains28 hydraulic joints that maintain its balance. Unveiled publicly for the first time
in July 2013, it has been built by Boston Dynamics for the US Department of Defence’s Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA). Atlas is one of several robots competing in DARPA's Virtual Robotics Challenge, a public contest with a
$2 million grand prize that DARPA launched in October 2012. The contest invited researchers from universities and
companies across the US to design and build the best humanoid robotic systems they could, for the purpose of disaster
response.
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1.1.4.3.5

Summary: Robotics

We can all see that major advances in computer technology are taking
place at an incredible rate. Therefore, it can sometimes be tempting to
simply extrapolate the exponential progression implied by Moore’s
Law into a future, where all probabilities would converge to unity. This
train of thought is analogous to an infinite universe philosophy in

Hitch Hiker's Guide:
Marvin: I've been talking to the ship's computer.
Arthur: And?
Marvin: It hates me

which anything and everything must eventually happen, if you are prepared to wait long enough. However, it is not clear
whether this line of reasoning produces any clarity of vision or helps in understanding what it is we are waiting for. Fortunately,
the situation in AI research appears to be adopting a more positive approach, with much work now going into understanding
the fundamental processes that lead to intelligence.
Today, it is probably true to say that research is still only emulating some of
the characteristics that we associate with intelligence in humans. However,
this work could lead to the development of weak AI systems with degrees of
autonomous thinking and creativity within the next 50 years. The importance
of weak AI may be under-estimated, as it has the potential to elevate the
efficiency of human thinking and productivity by orders of magnitude. As has
been predicted, if weak AI leads to accelerating developments in other fields
of science, such as molecular biology, genetics, neuro-physiology and nanotechnology, this in-turn may advance progress towards strong AI. Weak AI
could reasonably develop using ‘go-faster processors' utilising adaptive, selflearning software techniques. Equally, encyclopaedia-like databases that
contain sufficient explicit and implicit knowledge for a given application could
provide an initial way forward. However, it would appear that true AI must
wait for a new paradigm shift in computer processing. At this time, neural
networks appear to offer the greatest promise, especially if a way could be
found to overlay symbolic functions onto the underlying neural network
architecture.
In many other fields of science, on-going research opens our eyes to the real complexity of the physical universe. What is now
being realised is that the meta-physical universe created within our brains is equally as complex. If the goal of strong AI is to
create intelligence equal or greater than humans, it is difficult to see how this will be achieved unless we also come to
understand the complexity of the many attributes we associate with being alive:



Self-identity plus recognition of self and others



Personality and friendship



Social and physical interaction



Memories, learning and understanding



Senses and feelings



Emotions and empathy



Ethics and morals
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In this respect, the development of strong AI cannot just be about creating
intelligence. If strong AI is a goal, we have to answer some profound questions,
before and not after the fact, e.g.

future.wikia.com:
Robotics is the science and technology
of robots, their design, manufacture,
application, and practical use. Robots

What would be the implications of creating intelligence with no sense of morality
or compassion?

will soon be everywhere, in our home
and at work. They will change the way
we live. This will raise many

In practise, the anatomy of AI could take on many shapes and forms. So, to some
extent, the decision to consider robotic anatomy in-line with human anatomy was
primarily to provide a framework of comparison.

philosophical, social, and political
questions that will have to be
answered. In science fiction, robots
become so intelligent that they decide



Senses



to take over the world because

Brain, Nervous System

humans are deemed inferior. In real



Skeletal, Muscular

life, however, they might not choose



Digestive, Circulatory, Respiratory, Excretory

to do that. Robots might follow rules
such as Asimov’s Three Laws of

However, it could be argued that the only purpose of AI anatomy is to allow AI to

Robotics, that will prevent them from

interact with its environment in real-time. In this context, the previous breakdown

doing so. When the Singularity

of requirements can be reduced to just four major design criteria:

happens, robots will be
indistinguishable from human beings



Sensory Inputs



Real-Time Processing



Motor Actions



Energy Source

and some people may become
Cyborgs: half man and half machine.

Again, this is a gross simplification of the complexity, but when considering any design it is sometimes useful to try to get to the
essential requirements. Actually, there is also a fifth criterion, which is often overlooked when focusing on biological anatomy.
This criterion is whether the design of AI anatomy should be centralised or distributed. To many, this concept may seem strange
as we are accustomed to all biological life being centralised, i.e. all the parts are collocated within a single body. However, AI
does have the option to physically distribute many aspects of its anatomy. This said, let us not lose perspective on the current
state-of-play.



Sensory Inputs:
Current technology is already capable of delivering a very broad range of sensory devices that could provide much of
the raw input required. The sophistication of these input devices will obviously continue to develop in terms of
reduced size, less weight, smaller power consumption and lower cost. Today, most sensor devices are based on
electronic hardware, although future developments may become more of a fusion of electronics and molecular
biology. However, the key issue associated with developing more sophisticated senses like vision is the control and
processing systems required to interpret the data in real-time.
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Real-Time Processing:
Unfortunately, intelligent, real-time processing is very much on the critical path of virtually all aspects of AI robotics.
As discussed in several earlier sections, we have only just started to understand the structure of human intelligence.
Even if neural networks prove to be a way forward, the development of anything approaching the complexity of
the human brain is, in truth, still just wishful thinking. However, it is possible that weak AI systems could provide
sufficient real-time, intelligence for many robotic applications to be addressed within the next 50 years. The other
aspect is the possibility of human-AI hybrids. Today, Robonaut is still a research programme, however its telepresence control systems could be reflective of the near-term future of many robotic systems that use human
intelligence to extend the limited autonomy of AI in its early stages of evolution. In fact, there could be several
variations on this theme:

o
o
o

Exoskeletons containing human operator
Physically controlled robots via remote operator
Extended Human-AI hybrids

Exoskeletons can provide an extension to the human anatomy by reflecting and amplifying the scope of physical
movement of the human operator onto a bigger, stronger robotic framework. Of course, in some applications, it
would not be safe for the human operator to be collocated with the robot, however it could still be controlled in a
similar fashion to the exoskeleton over a remote network link. The third option would require a closer integration of
the mental processes of the human operator with an extended robotic anatomy via neural implants. The goal of this
system could be to allow the operator to ‘feel’ via the robot anatomy. Of course, all these systems will still require
sophisticated control systems to coordinate the myriad of subtle movements in the robot, however the human
operator would have overall control of actions.



Motor Actions
Robots like QRIO are making important improvements in the area
of

walking; Robonaut is

developing

sophisticated

hand

movements; COG is addressing the need for the many degrees of
freedom in humanoid body movement. However, there seems to
be no equivalent to the Turing test that would provide an
integrated benchmark of physical ability. While the grace of a
ballerina or the agility of a gymnast might come to mind, this may
be a little ambitious as an initial benchmark. However, the
benchmark could cover a range of tasks that require some grace
and agility plus strength and speed. Of course, it is accepted that
some robots will always be designed for low-cost functionality, but
from a leading-edge perspective of AI physiology, it might be
useful to set a challenge more in-line with human capabilities.
There is a perception that the vast majority of today’s robotic
research programmes have to use electric motors, gears and
pulleys; not because they are always the best approach, but
simply because there is no reasonable alternative at this stage. For
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In the last fifteen years a series of
Electroactive Polymers (EAP) materials have
emerged that exhibit a significant shape or
size change in response to electrical
stimulation. These materials have the
closest response similarity to biological
muscles enabling to engineer novel
capabilities that were considered until
recently science fiction ideas. Initially, EAP
received relatively little attention due to
their limited actuation capability. Recent
progress led to dramatic improvements in
the capability of these materials and efforts
are underway to address the many
challenges that are hampering the practical
application of these materials.
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example, the Kismet project at MIT, described earlier, is trying to study aspects of human behaviour and interaction,
which requires Kismet to be capable of producing facial expression. Reference to Figure 48 shows that while Kismet
has a certain charm, she might benefit from a ‘face-lift’ that could better emulate the push-pull actions of human
muscle and provide for more aesthetic shape and form. For example, the following picture is reflective of the work
being done at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) with Electro-Active Polymers (EAPs):

However, even if such a system were fully available today, it would still hit the same critical path as the development
of better sensory systems, i.e. the real-time, intelligent control capability.



Energy Source
Initially, most AI robots will start off as electro-mechanical systems requiring a source of electrical energy. Of course,
if the application allows it, even a long electrical cable plugged into the mains systems could be used. However, on a
more serious note, mobility will be an important requirement in many robotic applications that can be, in part,
addressed by battery sources. The problem is that batteries are relatively bulky storage devices, which can be drained
of energy very quickly, especially by a sophisticated robot requiring hundreds of electric motors. Clearly, if the robotic
anatomy is to have the same freedom as its human counterpart, it requires an energy source that can be renewed
from the environment it is designed to operate within. Ideally, the robot should be capable of knowing when, and
how, to do this itself. In the near-term, fuel and solar cells may provide a reasonably efficient solution to this problem.
However, it is possible that more sophisticated requirements might arise in the future, if robotic systems evolve to
include some components derived from cellular biology.

Although robotics is literally taking its first steps, the general advances in science and engineering can probably address many of
the basic anatomical problems discussed in this section. However, it is still felt that the requirement for an AI control system
will remain on the critical path for some time; which will limit the general sophistication of robots overall. However, hybrid
human-AI control systems may be one way to circumvent this restriction.
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1.1.4.4

Future Technology

In this section, we shall consider some further possibilities in which both the

Warren G. Ennis

hybrid and technology-led approaches may continue to develop. We will

"The factory of the future will have only

expand on these speculations in the following sub-sections:

two employees, a man and a dog. The
man will be there to feed the dog. The



Nano-technology



dog will be there to keep the man from

Neural and Prosthetic implants



touching the equipment."

Prosthetic Anatomy



Genetic and Prosthetic Immortality

Any extrapolation of evolution into the future is by its very nature speculative, but unlike the previous sections on
current and military technology, we might wish to be more expansive in our predictions. However, history also suggests that
there is more than a degree of random chance and natural chaos accompanying the evolution of life on Earth. As such, there is
no reason to assume that the future will not hold just as many surprises. Clearly, there are multiple paths that AI evolution
could take and a single unforeseen event could deflect humanity in a
different direction and in so doing affect AI. Therefore, with these
notes of caution ringing in our ears, we shall proceed. Now that we
have had an opportunity to consider some of the ideas behind the
Hybrid AI paradigm, it is probably a good point to re-evaluate some of
the AI evolutionary assumptions with a more critical eye. While
chance and chaos are factors that can change the future, most
predictions fail because they do not foresee the implications of the
more practical issues that affect how the future unfolds:


Limits on material resources



Eventual economic costs



Changes in social structures



Technologies that revolutionise the solution



The problems are bigger than first realised



We are not as smart as we thought

Of course, the further a prediction ranges into the future, the greater
the probability of error. The hybrid AI paradigm already outlined has six stages that stretch some 500 years into the future. In
all honesty, the chance of the details of any prediction being accurate over this period of time will be rapidly approaching zero.
Could even the great minds of the 16th and 17th century, such as Copernicus and Newton have predicted the nature of life in the
21st century?
Therefore, our ability to foresee the scope of life in the 25th century and beyond is probably limited. Add to this the possibility
that AI does eventually change the very nature of intelligence, then life and society beyond the 25th century may not only be
unrecognisable, but possibly incomprehensible to us today.
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Which path will humanity possibly take?
Referencing the timeline associated with our evolutionary AI paradigm shows that
there are two paths leading to strong AI or 'homo primus':


the hybrid path



and the technology path

Mark Strand
The future is always beginning now.

One of the main assumptions has been that the evolution towards AI could be a hybrid process entwined with humanity. The
rationale for this position being that it provides a more stepwise approach towards creating artificial intelligence, plus greater
social cohesion at each stage of the process. However, we still need to challenge this assumption, as it may only be wishful
thinking that mankind remains central to the development of intelligent life on Earth. The alternative path is essentially a
technology-led process, where AI evolves based on continued improvements in computer technology with weak AI simply
getting stronger. While there are many detailed facets to the technology-led
approach, its main assumption appears to be based on an extrapolation of
processing power to a point where processing capacity exceeds that of the human
brain. However, the review of human and computer intelligence has suggested that
simply increasing sequential processing speed, even from millions to billions of
instructions per second, will only result in faster computation, not necessarily
intelligence, and certainly not sentience. Subsequently, it was recognised that
advances in neural networks, which appears to be more analogous to the operation
of the brain, may be a more appropriate approach to AI processing. However, on
initial examination, the size of present-day neural networks appears minuscule in

Hyman Rickover
It troubles me that we are so easily
pressured by purveyors of
technology into permitting so-called
"progress" to alter our lives without
attempting to control it, as if
technology were an irrepressible
force of nature to which we must
meekly submit.

comparison to the human brain:

Neurons

Connections

11

10

3

10

Human Brain

10

Neural Net

10

Connectivity

4

10

15

1

10

4

At first glance, the difference in total connectivity of the brain and today's neural networks is of the order of 100 billion and one
might assume that this colossal difference in capacity is just too big to close in any near-term future. However, this position
ignores the phenomenal effect of exponential growth associated with Moore's Law.
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In 1965, Gordon Moore was Director of R&D at Fairchild Semiconductors and was asked to write an article predicting what
would happen in the semiconductor industry over the next 10 years, i.e. up to 1975. In the article entitled 'Cramming more
components onto Integrated Circuits', Moore outlined the effect of what was to become known as Moore's Law. Possibly
surprising even Moore, his law has held true for the last 40 years, over which time the growth in processing capacity is
approaching a factor of 1 billion. Based on this growth, the 0.1-micron wavelength limit, corresponding to light in the ultraviolet range, will be reached by 2020. At this point, Moore's Law could cease to be valid, unless a new architectural approach to
fabricating processors is devised. However, this will still account for a further 1000-fold increase by that date and this does not
preclude the possibility that an alternative approach will be found to maintain Moore's Law for another 50 years or longer. On
this basis, many have predicted that computers will be smarter than humans by around 2030-2050. While it is difficult to refute
the extrapolation of growth based on 40 years of tested observation, the prediction that computers will be more intelligent
than humans in the next 50 years seems a bit too one-dimensional given the complexities involved. The following quote is used
to reflect an alternative view:
Science's biggest mystery is the nature of consciousness. It is not that we possess bad or imperfect theories of human
awareness; we simply have no such theories at all - Nick Herbert
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While processing capacity is undoubtedly important to any future ability to support
AI, in itself, it may never be the total answer. Clearly, there is a need for an
architecture, both hardware and software, that would describe how the higher
functions of intelligence could be supported. At this point in time, AI is exploring
two essentially difference architectures, but each appears to only provide a partial
solution:

Alvin Toffler
Each new machine or technique, in a
sense, changes all existing machines
and techniques, by permitting us to
put them together into new
combinations. The number of



Symbolic processing



Neural networking

possible combinations rises
exponentially as the number of new
machines or techniques rises

The symbolic approach goes some way to explaining how humans use knowledge,
but does not explain how it is acquired or learnt. In contrast, the neural network
approach goes some way to explaining how knowledge could be acquired through

arithmetically. Indeed, each new
combination may, itself, be regarded
as a new super-machine.

the parallel processing of sensory information, but not necessarily how that information is then processed and stored as
useable knowledge. Many still favour the neural network approach because it appears to be more representative of the human
model, which is known to work. Therefore, this school of thought argues that it is only a matter of time before we discover how
the brain solves the problem of supporting higher brain functions. Equally, given the potential advances in brain scanners over
the next 50 years, we may well learn the secrets of the brain's internal architecture by taking it apart, neuron-by-neuron, if
necessary. In some respects, based on only the technical arguments, it is difficult to discount that some form of AI might start
to emerge from the technology-led path within the next 100 years. However, the nature of this intelligence may be difficult to
predict, especially if the goal of strong AI is not necessarily to replicate humanity, but ultimately to create an intelligence that is
superior to humanity, e.g. the singularity hypothesis. Clearly, before embarking down this path, we need to ask ourselves some
basic questions that go beyond just technology:
What is meant by superior intelligence?
What is the purpose of this intelligence?
What is its relationship to humanity?
What are the implications for humanity?
In an attempt to broadly answer all these concerns in a positive way, there are
some who might argue that strong AI should be superior only in the sense that it

Royal Society: 2009

is more capable of solving problems, which will be of benefit to humanity. As

A new generation of 'nano-structured'

such, strong AI remains a subservient tool to humanity and there is nothing to

millimetre-sized solar cells that could

worry about:

convert the sun's energy to electricity
more than twice as efficiently as
current technology, is the subject of

But does anybody really believe this line?

an Imperial College London exhibit
1.1.4.4.1

called 'A Quantum of Sol'.

Nano-Technology

Nanotechnologies are a suite of rapidly developing technologies that seek to manipulate matter at the atomic scale in order to
develop new materials and devices with novel properties. Current and projected applications cover a very broad range of fields,
which include health care, manufacturing, electronics, energy generation and storage, food production and processing and
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environmental management. Today nano-technology is really still in an
earlier stage of development, not unlike the computer industry in the 1960s
or biotechnology in the 1980s. However, financially it is maturing very rapidly
as between 1997 and 2005, investment in nanotech research and
development around the world rose from $432 million to about $4.1 billion.
By 2015, it is estimated that products incorporating nano-technology will
contribute approximately $1 trillion to the global economy and that about
two million workers will be employed in nano-technology related industries,
while something like three times that many may be employed in its support
industry. It has been suggested nano-technology is undergoing a staged
development along the following lines:


2000-2005: Initial developments focused on passive nanostructures, i.e. materials with static structure and function.
An example application was for carbon nano-tube wires used in ultra-miniaturized electronics. Of course, the ability
to rearrange atoms might well lead to completely new material properties.



2005-2010: In this phase, the focus started to switch to more active
nano-structures that could change the size, shape, conductivity and
other properties of a material, while in operation. For example,
transistors and other microchip functions could be reduced to a single
complex molecule.



Ralph Merkle
Nanotechnology will let us build
computers that are incredibly
powerful. We'll have more power in
the volume of a sugar cube than exists
in the entire world today.

2010-2015: By this time there may be sufficient expertise to manipulate a large number of nano-components into a
complex multi-function system. For example, medicine might be able to use such systems to improve the tissue
compatibility of implants or even to build artificial organs.



2015-2020: Ultimately, the goal is to build molecular nano-systems into a network structure which acts as distinct
devices. For example, proteins inside cells work together this way, although such biological systems are water-based
and temperature-sensitive, while molecular nano-systems might be able to operate in far more extreme
environments and be much faster.

Paul Rothemund

Extending this line of speculation, computers and even entire robotic systems
could be reduced to extraordinarily small sizes. Medical applications might be as
ambitious as new types of genetic therapies and anti-aging treatments. New
interfaces might be able to link people directly to a new generation of integrated
devices that could transform present-day telecommunications into something
that looks more like telepathy. Therefore, in the context of future AI

This work makes one kind of DNA
nanotechnology cheap and easy for
everyone - it moves DNA
nanotechnology a step away from
research and towards practical
engineering.

developments, nano-technology could provide a way of constructing the millions of neural implants required by a human mind
to experience a form of artificial or augmented reality. Within this concept, nano-probes would be linked to very advanced
computer monitoring systems that would allow the nano-probes to be installed as an interface between biological neuron cells
within the brain. Subsequently, the artificial reality systems would then be able to provide coordinated neural stimulation that
might one-day be able mimic normal sensory inputs.
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1.1.4.4.2

Prosthetic and Neural Implants

It is probably worth clarifying a number of general points regarding the discussion

Justin C. Sanchez

of neural implants. In very general terms, implants will be described as belonging to

"In the grand scheme of brain-

two major classes or types as follows:

machine interfaces, this is a
complete paradigm change. This



Prosthetic Implants - Motor and Sensory

idea opens up all kinds of



Neural Implants - Passive and Active

possibilities for how we interact
with devices. It's not just about

What we will infer by a prosthetic implant is a device that connects to an existing

giving instructions but about those

motor or sensory system. Today, a prosthetic limb tries to replicate some of the

devices assisting us in a common

basic movements of the original limb, but the connections between the prosthetic

goal. You know the goal, the

limb and the brain are still broken. In most cases, we know that the brain functions

computer knows the goal and you

required to move the original limb exists, although 'neural memory' does decay if

work together to solve the task."

not used. Therefore, in principle, a prosthetic limb that supports a neural interface,
via connections to the original nerve fibres, could offer the hope of an artificial limb controlled by the brain. In the case of a
sensory prosthetic, such as a cochlear implant, the implant would restore the audio input of the ear onto the original nerve
fibres. Again, providing the brain function existed in the first place, some level of hearing could be restored.
In contrast, a neural implant will be described as a
device that is connected directly to the brain or brain
stem, which operates in one of two modes. A passive
implant would be able to intercept brain activity and
convert that activity into a digital stream or pattern.
This information could then be used as an input by an
external AI system to infer some mental state or
possibly memories within the brain. An active implant
would provide the return channel allowing information
to be input directly into the brain. However, as in the
case of the prosthetic implants, this information would
only be meaningful, if the brain supported an
appropriate configuration of neurons to interpret the
pattern superimposed on the brain via the implants.
However, one of the greatest attributes of the neural
network within the human brain is its ability to adapt
and learn. In principle, it has been shown that neurons
in the brain can adapt to new information received by
neural implants and learn to perform new functions.
At this point, we need to be clear that this is only a statement of requirements rather than a prediction. All too often, even the
news that a primitive implant has been developed triggers dramatic reports along the lines of 'The Cyborgs have arrived'. We
live in a world, where some initial ideas are reported and promoted in a way that all perspective on any real progress can be
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lost. Today, our current reality is that humans receive information through their
input senses and transmit information through the motor control of their muscles,
which includes the ability to sign, talk, write, draw and even type badly with one
finger. In a rational state of mind, the higher thought processes of the brain
interpret the information and then trigger an appropriate motor response. Within
the totality of the process, we call life, explicit knowledge is acquired and implicit
knowledge inferred from previous experience or logic and laid down in memories,
constructed from billions of neurons. It is probably fair to say that we currently only
have a rudimentary understanding of how any of these processes really function;

Wikipedia
Current brain implants are made
from a variety of materials such as
tungsten, silicon, platinum-iridium,
or even stainless steel. Future brain
implants may make use of more
exotic materials such as nanoscale
carbon fibers (nanotubes), and
polycarbonate urethane

especially the higher thought processes.
So will it ever be possible to construct a two-way brain-computer interface (BCI)?

In all honesty, it is not clear that anybody can yet fully answer this question either, but could anybody have answered how the
human genome could be mapped in 1953, when Crick and Watson first discovered the double-helix nature of DNA? Then, as
now, breakthroughs will occur in increments, some due to brilliance, others by hard work and persistence. Clearly,
developments such as weak AI and advances in nano-technology linked to a new generation of brain scanners should not be
overlooked. Such technologies could help transform our understanding of the brain and support the ability to insert neural
implants over the next few decades. However, let us also be realistic about the difficulties, as the ability to both extract and
insert coherent thoughts and memories directly into a living brain is still in the realms of science fiction.
Of course, this does not preclude more pragmatic approaches to the implementation of a two-way brain-computer interface
(BCI) using both prosthetic and neural implants being considered. It is highlighted that we are now entering the realm of almost
pure speculation, but the diagram above tries to illustrate a configuration of prosthetic and neural implants that would function
as a two-way BCI. Initially, neural implants would be limited to the passive mode, which only allows the brain to be monitored
to determine its overall mental state, e.g. awake or sleeping etc. However, by learning to control certain mental states, it might
be possible for the brain to actively control the basic operational state of other implants, e.g. on/off.
The key assumption is that prosthetic implants continue to develop to a point, where within a few decades, they start to
become capable of not only inputting visual and auditory signals onto the appropriate nerve fibres, but also able to intercept
and store these signals, which can then be shared or played back. So the visual or auditory signal patterns being input into one
person's prosthetic implants may have been intercepted from another person's implants and transferred through a BCI via a
central AI system for distribution. While this approach would allow Homo Cybernetic to share images or sounds with each
other, the input could equally be generated by an AI computer simulation and provide a form of extended or artificial reality. It
is also highlighted that information being output as speech would also be picked up and distributed via the local auditory
implants, so that all sights and sounds would be a shared experience.
How does this approach differ from virtual reality?
Today, virtual reality can be experienced by receiving images, via special glasses, which are synchronised to hand, head or eye
movements. Sound can also be integrated into the effect. It is expected that this technology will continue to develop and be
exploited by Homo Computerus to facilitate greater interaction with informational AI systems. However, this is essentially a
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receive-only system, although some positional information can be fed back into the

Associated Press: 2004

system. In contrast, even the initial hybrid implant system described would

FDA approves brain implant devices

allow Homo Cyberneticus to record its own sensory information, which could be

citing benefits to those with physical

preserved and indexed within its extended AI system. To some extent, all the

impairments and brain disease.

information that the brain is receiving and subsequently interpreting in order to

Scientist Richard Andersen notes

learn and experience life is also being acquired by the extended AI system. However,

that "surgeons are already

the memory of the AI system will be permanent, less subjective, and capable of

implanting devices into human

intelligent cross-indexing and recalled in the form of playback. In essence, a memory

brains, sometimes deeply, to treat

could be almost physically relived through playback via the sensory implants. In

deafness and Parkinson's disease"

addition, the implants could be extended to provide telemetry monitoring of both

and says, "I think there is a

the brain and body functions. However, by virtue of the physical integration of the

consensus among many researchers

implants, access to extended AI capabilities is always available. Also, as an approach,

that the time is right to begin trials

the combination of prosthetic and neural implants might prove to be more practical

in humans."

for a number of reasons.


Extracting coherent high-level thoughts via passive implants may prove to be very, very difficult, although inserting
coherent thoughts via active implants may prove to be even more difficult. One of the key problems being that
human thought is closely intertwined with sensory interpretation, which is being constantly updated by fragmented,
differential updates.



Prosthetic implants on the optic and auditory nerves could effectively by-pass this problem by intercepting the raw
sensory data, which the brain thought processes interpret as information and then stores as knowledge. However,
the AI system which also receives this data may evolve to carry out enhanced processing functions, which would be
impossible for the brain to perform plus highlight anomalies in behavioural responses and generally act as a
secondary expert opinion on any information received.



Current developments in artificial neural networks suggest that they could one-day be capable of decoding and
encoding sensory data patterns associated with the primary senses. Therefore, the key problem may be the nanoimplants required to extract and insert sensory data of sufficient quality and resolution. However, while this is a
considerable challenge for future generations of researchers, it does not appear impossible in concept.



The system of prosthetic implants can evolve in-line with the ability of AI systems, nano-technology and our
understanding of neuro-physiology. For example, initial implants may do little more than monitor vital life functions
and the physical location of a person via the Global Positioning System (GPS).

OK, even if we could sell this idea to the pioneering technophiles, what about acceptance by the rest of society?
It is probably true to say that most people today would not be queuing up to undergo what appears to be a very radical and
potentially risky procedure without some very good reasons. Therefore, our predictions must be extended beyond the mere
technical ability to provide such functions and include some seriously compelling benefits, which can be understood by a
broader section of society.
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1.1.4.4.3

Prosthetics Anatomy

To some extent, Homo Hybridus and Homo Machinus are just different degrees of
the same evolutionary principle, in which human physiology may be repaired,
replaced or upgraded. While we have naturally become accustomed to our human
shape and form, it is in some respects just the vehicle by which our brains and
sensory equipment are transported from one place to another. This statement is
not ignoring the aesthetics of beauty, but simply implying that the same goals could
possibly be achieved in other forms, which are better suited to different
environments. Prosthetics, which act to repair the human anatomy have been
accepted for centuries in the form of glasses, false teeth, hearing-aids and artificial
limbs etc. However, the ability to link prosthetics to brain via an implant has the
potential to revolutionise our entire concept of physiology. So while prosthetics

MIT Review: 2008
A lightweight hydraulic hand with
individually powered fingers could
change the lives of amputees, say
researchers in Germany. The
Fluidhand, according to its
developers, is lighter, behaves more
naturally, and has greater flexibility
than artificial hands that use
motorized fingers

were initially only used to carry out fairly crude repairs to our existing anatomy, the long-term development of prosthetic
implants could give us the ability to re-design our physical shape and form. By this stage, it is probable that prosthetic and
neural implants will have evolved due to advances in nano-technology and neuro-physiology. This technology could also be
incorporated into robotic physiology along with new portable and renewable power sources that allow artificial muscles to be
controlled and powered. As such, a prosthetic anatomy could offer the possibility to operate in a much broader spectrum of
environments.

How does a prosthetic anatomy differ from exoskeletons and telepresence?
In part, the answer relates to the degree of physical integration acceptable. Exoskeleton and telepresence could be viewed as
the same concept with the exception that the human operator is collocated within the exoskeleton, while remotely located in
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the case of telepresence. However, both essentially allow normal human body movements to be amplified onto a robotic
framework for the duration of a specific task. In contrast, a prosthetic anatomy would replace the original human anatomy on a
permanent or semi-permanent basis.
1.1.4.4.3.1

Stuart Fox: 2009

The Ultimate Self-Made Man?

The International Association of
We typically consider the expression 'a self-made man' as inferring a person who,

Athletics Federations (IAAF) banned

possibly born into poverty, gains wealth through their own efforts and ability.

double amputee Oscar Pistorius

However, even today, people are becoming 'self-made' in the sense that they are

from racing in the 2008 Summer

recreating themselves physically in new ways, such as plastic surgery, and so the

Olympics. Later that same year, the

concept of taking on a new form is not without some precedent.

ban was reversed. The back and
forth centred on Pistorius' specially

But what sections of society would accept a prosthetic anatomy?

designed, spring-loaded, prosthetic
legs. The IAAF argued that artificial

Again, we could speculate that any initial acceptance may be based on special

legs designed especially for running

circumstances where a person's quality of life or physical survival was at risk, e.g.

gave Pistorius an unfair advantage
against runners whose flesh-and-



Medical Condition

blood limbs didn't benefit from

Clearly, a person with a severe physical disability or injury that is beyond

advanced engineering and space-

the normal bounds of help, even with the best medical treatment in the

age materials

world, could face a life of physical confinement. It is clear that many
people would forego some aspect of their physical appearance, and even personal identity, in order to regain their
independence. However, it is again stressed that a prosthetic anatomy could evolve, in the timeframe under
discussion, to be both functionally superior and aesthetically beautiful. In fact, it may be entirely possible, in a case of
this type, that the original appearance of the person could be replicated.


Extreme Professions
Today, it might seem too extreme for somebody to change their physiology just to meet the demands of their
profession. However, it is possible that the psychology of society beyond the 23rd century is driven by different
needs. It has been suggested that people may have started to question whether they have a role in society. As such,
people may be more willing to 're-invent' themselves both physically and mentally in order to find some role in
society beginning to be dominated by the advances in AI systems and robotics. Again, if the prosthetic anatomy was
physically superior in some aspects and aesthetically acceptable, this may not be such a hard choice.



Extreme Environments
For some, life is not about their own physical form or beauty, but the beauty of exploring the universe and
experiencing new wonders. However, the universe is a diverse and hostile environment and the human physiology
has only evolved to meet the limited demands of a very small biosphere called Earth. To such people, the apparent
sacrifice of giving up some or all of their original physical form for one that allows them to personally go out and
experience the depths of space or the depths of the oceans may not be such a major issue.
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The classifications we have described as Homo Hybridus and Homo Machinus are again fictitious names and simply
representative of a process in which human physiology could start to evolve beyond its original form. To some extent, it could
be argued that this process has already started, but the impact of current prosthetics is minimal in comparison to what
technology might allow by this stage of technology development. Given the nature of this change, it is probable that initial
developments would be exclusively contained within the type of special cases outlined, although there will undoubtedly be
others attracted by the potential benefits of improving both mind and body, if and when, the technology can deliver. However,
unlike earlier evolutionary stages, adaptation of the human physical form may never be really accepted by society, at least as
we understand it, and as a consequence could trigger the start of a major schism in human society and evolution.
From our current perspective, it is probable that most people may reject the view of the future being outlined or, at least, hope
it never happens in their lifetime. However, the historical review of the major paradigm shifts that shaped our current society
seems to suggest that contemporary society is never ready to openly embrace such radical change. So, at this point, it might be
simply worth reflecting on our own present-day attitudes to the various communities that totally reject the imposition of any
modern technology, e.g. electricity, cars, blood transfusions etc. Of course, it is understood that the staged AI developments
under discussion have the potential to cause a more profound effect on humanity than earlier paradigm shifts. Clearly, like
some present-day communities, sections of future society will reject the imposition of AI technology, as summarised below, on
their lives. As a consequence, the future evolution of humanity may not necessarily be taken as a democratic, majority decision.


Stage-1: AI experts systems



Stage-2: Neural Implants



Stage-3: Prosthetic Anatomy

So which path leads to the future of sentient intelligence on Earth?
1.1.4.4.4

Genetic and Prosthetic Immortality

Within this latter section of the discussion related to technology, we have also been
trying to consider some of the potential impact on society caused by the hybrid AI
paradigm, which might ultimately lead to such radical improvements in intelligence
and physiology that the results would no longer be recognised as 'homo sapiens'.
However, there is another aspect of future technology that has not yet been directly

Just to be clear on one point, this
section is not really discussing
immortality, simply the extension of
our '3 score years and ten' life span.

addressed that could have an equally dramatic effect on society, at least, as we understand it. As discussed in an earlier
section, the longevity of life is linked to the durability of the somatic cells that make up all the vital organs, including the brain.
It would appear that natural selection sees little benefit in improving the internal mechanism of somatic cell replacement in
order to survive a 1000 years, if the external environment invariably causes death within a much shorter timeframe. While, the
spread of life spans in the animal kingdom would suggest that natural selection is capable of altering the life span decoded into
DNA, the process of any natural evolutionary change that would allow this to occur may have to be measured in millions of
years, if left to natural selection. In contrast, advances in genetics and molecular biology may provide a way of altering the
longevity encoded within human DNA in a matter of a few decades. Equally, the acceptance of a prosthetic anatomy upgrade
could both protect and preserve life expectancy.
By how much could life be extended?
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It might be entirely possible to double life expectancy over the next 100
years. However, over the timeframe of the next 500 years, it may be possible
to extend aspects of life almost indefinitely. At this point, death may become
a matter of personal choice to cease self-awareness, although the
experiences and knowledge accumulated throughout life could still be
preserved. However, let us consider the potential mechanisms, stage by
stage.


In 1st stage, we will assume longevity can be improved by genetic
manipulation. However, although the ability to manipulate the
genetic code may be possible in a matter of decades, the extent by
which life expectancy will be passed on to future generations may
depend on the DNA of both parents. It will also be assumed that
this level of genetic manipulation will be subject to some legal and
financial restrictions that limit the initial availability to a relatively
small section of society. As such, the natural distribution of the
genes that helps increase life expectancy may be relatively slow. As a consequence, the overall impact on society in
terms of numbers may be minimal, even in the 100-200 years required to reach stage-3, even assuming it was made
available to society at large and was affordable.



By stage-2, the potential development of the brain-computer-interface (BCI) does not directly increase longevity.
However, it could be argued that a degree of immortality may be obtained by digitally storing the sensory information
a person receives throughout their life via their BCI. If we assume that all sensory information can be compressed
onto a digital stream of 250,000 bits per second, then as a rough guide, a year of data would fit onto today's 1
terabyte hard-drives. Given the growth of storage capacity over the last 10 years alone, it would be a conservative
prediction that 100 terabyte storage media will not be available in the next 10 years. As such, a storage archive linked
to an advanced AI system may, in concept, be able to retrieve and playback any sensory experience recorded within a
life time.



By stage-3, we are assuming that technology, coupled with advances in medicine, is capable of producing an
increasingly sophisticated prosthetic anatomy, which as a by-product increases overall life expectancy. Unlike genetic
manipulation, any increase in life expectancy cannot be passed onto future generation, which may reduce the legal
objections. However, it is probably reasonable to assume that the cost of a prosthetic anatomy may be prohibitively
expensive for most people, even assuming that sufficient people would want to undergo such a procedure. Again, the
net increase to the average life expectancy may be relatively small,
although specific individuals may have life expectancy measured in

Woody Allen

hundreds of years.

“I don't want to achieve immortality
through my work. I want to achieve

Initially, the implication appears to be that just having the technical capability to

it through not dying.”

extend life expectancy may not necessarily have a major impact on society, because
the number of people affected is too small. Of course, it is possible to argue that over time even relatively small numbers of
enhanced hybrid AI individuals, with extended life expectancy, could become extremely influential and powerful. However,
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rather than expanding this concern at this point, let us first consider the general implications of an extended life span on society
in general. As a frame of reference, we will discuss the issues against the following example:

Phase

Normal

+Genetics

+Prosthetics

Youth

0-20 years

0-20 years

0-20 years

Prime

20-60 years

20-90 years

20-120 Years

Retirement

60-80 years

90-120 years

120-200 years

For simplicity, we will assume the extended life span does not affect the normal biological process of growing to physical
maturity, i.e. the first 20 years. At this point, the person would be classed as an adult having full responsibility for their actions
and decisions. However, the assumption, within the table above, is that life span can be increased in two ways:


Genetics can increase life span by approximately 50%.



AI prosthetics can increase active life span to 200 years

Within this model, the manipulation of certain genes leads to increased longevity, but mind and body still age throughout life,
only at a slower rate. However, the acceptance of AI prosthetics during the 'prime phase' may allow vital body functions not
only to be maintained, but also optimised. As a result, good body function is
retained throughout life, which also leads to further longevity of all brain functions.
For this reason, there is no retirement phase for individuals enhanced with AI
prosthetics.

Chuck Palahniuk
“We all die. The goal isn't to live
forever, the goal is to create
something that will.”

So who wants and gets more time?
What impact would an extended life span have on society?
It has been suggested that there are a number of 'exclusivity factors' linked to many of the technical advances under discussion
that could fragment human society:


Access to the technology



Cost of the technology

Shripad Tuljapurkar



Acceptance of the technology

Some people believe we are on the
brink of being able to extend human

Clearly, many first-world countries may be very aware of the potential of this

lifespan significantly, because we've

technology to change the balance of power. Therefore, access to leading-edge

got most of the technologies we

technology may be restricted within the national boundaries of a few countries,

need to do it. People are going to do

which are capable of developing the technology themselves. Of course, even if

things they didn't get round to in

freely available, aspects of this technology will not be cheap and therefore may only

their working lives. Current

be an option of governments, corporations or the extremely wealthy. Finally, if

institutions are really not equipped

access and cost can be overcome, it is likely that only a minority, i.e. the AI

at the moment to deal with such

technophiles, would fully embrace this sort of technology. For these reasons, any

long lives.
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initial hybrid AI society may evolve outside the normal mainstream of the time. Clearly, if these concerns come true, we may
not be talking about a split in society, rather the branching of a new species with a new range of capabilities:


Expanded intelligence and knowledge retrieval



Extended and adaptable physiology



Extended active life span



Quasi-telepathic abilities

Clearly, sentient beings with these attributes may have a very different perspective on life, let alone the structure of society
they choose to live in. It is also unclear how such beings would view the rest of humanity. In part, we may simply have to hope
that any AI hybrid would retain some empathy towards its origins within mainstream humanity.

1.1.5

Evolution: Beyond Darwin

Within this section. we shall discuss the implications of evolution-by-design,
rather than natural selection. Subsequent sub-sections will present 3 stages of
evolution connected with the hybrid AI paradigm:


Stage-1: 50-100 years



Stage-2: 100-200 years



Stage-3: 200-500 years

Today, Darwin's ideas about natural selection have become the accepted
principle behind evolution. Originally, the idea relied on the dating of fossil
evidence, but now has the additional support of genetic science. However, if we
turn the clock back before 1859, the year Darwin first published his ideas, there
were two very different schools of thought, which we may label as `creationist`
and `Lamarckian`. At the time, the creationist school represented mainstream
Christianity and the belief that God created the Earth, sometime during 4004
BCE. Aspects of this idea still exist today, but mainly through links to more
fundamentalist groups. On the other hand, the Lamarckian school represented an idea known as 'the inheritance of acquired
traits' that nearly disappeared into history.
But which of these ideas might best reflect the future of human evolution?
Well, based on scriptures, the creationists might simply state that we must put our trust in their God while we wait for some
apocalyptic `End of Days`. In contrast, Darwinists may simply point to natural selection and an outside chance that humanity
might evolve into something better in a couple of million years or so.
But what of the Lamarckian school of thought?
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Lamarck's theory of evolution was based on the idea that individuals could adapt during their own lifetime and transmit traits
they acquired to their offspring. Offspring then adapted from where the parents left off, enabling evolution to advance. While
this idea was to be superseded by natural selection, there is now the possibility that humanity could determine its own
evolution. In this context, the meaning of `inheritance of acquired traits` might be translated into `evolution by design`. Of
course, this idea will not be liked by the creationists and may well be opposed by the humanists. Clearly, the issue of humanity
taking control of its own evolution may be perceived as a major departure from what some might call the `natural order of
things`. Evidence suggests that it was the natural order of things that led modern man to migrate out of Africa some 140,000
years ago. This period of time, which accounts for some 7000 generations, saw human civilisation progress from the Stone Age
to the Space Age. Surprisingly, for all this cultural evolution, there were no accepted major evolutionary developments in
human physiology, including the brain.
So how does evolution account for today's world and in what form will it address the demands of tomorrow's world?
While natural selection may have been responsible for the evolution of human intelligence, it is clear that other processes have
been at work. In 1976, Professor Dawkins outlined the concept of a `meme` as a unit of information. He suggested that memes
could pass from one generation to the next in a process analogous to natural selection. While the spread of memes might be
subject to a form of `survival of the fittest`, the rate at which memes spread is linked to attributes, which today could be
described in the following technical terms:


Data Accuracy



Speed of Transmission



Longevity of Storage

As such, the advent of language, writing and the printing press all represent major milestones in the ability of one generation to
pass its knowledge to the next. However, civilisation had to wait for the advent of computers to see the biggest step function in
this capability. Today, computers have evolved to a point where semi-automated information systems exchange terabytes of
information around the globe every day. This information now underpins all technology developments, which may in-turn open
up the possibility for humanity to determine its own evolution.
Natural Selection
1.1.5.1

It is common for people to consider

Beyond Survival

Darwinian evolution in terms of

In the wider context of the future evolution of humanity, it might be sensible to
start with a very basic question:

'natural selection'. However, this
simply appears to describe a process
of evolution over which humanity
has had no control, at least, up to

What is the purpose of life?

now. Of course, people may wish to
From the perspective of natural selection there may only be one answer, i.e.
survival, but is this goal sufficient to meet the aspirations of an intelligent sentient
lifeform? Carl Jung (1875-1961) possibly captured the nature of this aspiration in the
following quote:

continue to back 'natural selection'
on the basis that it has brought us
this far. However, is it unclear
whether this mechanism will really
take us much further.
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"As far as we are able to understand,
the only aim of human existence
is to kindle a light in the darkness of mere being."
If mere being is not enough, then we must look for another answer. If the notion of an afterlife is rejected, then we must find
purpose within life itself. Irrespective of how or why life has evolved from cellular survival towards intelligent sentience, we
now have a better understanding and, occasionally, an appreciation of the wider universe.
As such, does the purpose we attribute to life also have to evolve?
If so, we may have to face up to a very disturbing possibility rooted in the fact that there is no evidence that natural selection
was ever `programmed` to arrive or stop at humanity. If we accept this statement and choose to take on the responsibility for
our own evolution, then we may also be forced to choose a path that may lead to our own extinction; at least in the sense
that Homo Sapiens may eventually be superseded by `Homo Nexus`.
1.1.5.2

Technology-Led Evolution

Along with the second law of thermodynamics, evolution suggests that change is inevitable and universal. While evolutionary
change, in the form of natural selection, may have been so slow as to be unrecognised within a human lifetime, change was
ever present. If so, humanity may only really have two options:


be the victim of change or



be the instigator of change.

Of course, many people who say they support change often do so with a caveat, i.e. it must not affect me. Unfortunately,
circumstances surrounding our existence on planet Earth may be accelerating towards a point where painful change can no
longer be deferred. While the increasing fragility of the global ecology is a major problem, a bigger problem may be technology
itself.
Why is technology the problem?
In the next 100 years, humanity may have to face up to an ecological disaster on a scale that previously would have led to mass
extinction. While technology has the potential to address some of these issues, it is unclear that humanity has the ability to
understand the cause and effect brought about by the sum total of all its technologies. In the next 50 years, we could see
today's information systems evolve to become virtually autonomous AI systems on which much of the world's population are
dependent, but of which they have little understanding.
1.1.5.3

AI Systems

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an acronym that has been around for over 50 years. How people react to AI depends on their
understanding of two basic definitions:
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Weak AI claims that some thinking-like features can be added to computers to make them more useful tools, but
control is still retained by humans.



Strong AI claims that computers can be made to think on a level at least equal to humans.

As a broad generalisation, when people first hear these definitions they often consider weak AI to be just a matter of time and
technology. While, in contrast, strong AI is often considered to be closer to science fiction than science fact. However, it is
suggested that both types of AI have the potential to immediately affect the future evolution of humanity, both in terms of its
physiology and its society.
But surely Weak AI is just another type of computer?
Yes, but as computer processing and the ubiquitous network become evermore pervasive, weak AI systems will expand into
virtually all aspects of human lives, e.g. government control, industrial processes and home management. Eventually, there may
be no such thing as a stand-alone device, as everything will be connected to, and monitored by, weak AI systems. As a
consequence, a growing percentage of the population may become increasingly dependent on such systems in their everyday
lives, to the extent that any new technology that helps them remain permanently in contact with these systems is not only
accepted, but comes to be thought of as essential. As such, it may signal the first steps on a path, which sees the merging of
humanity and technology into what might be considered as a departure from `homo sapien`.
OK, but will strong AI ever happen?
It is possible that strong AI may never be achieved. However, even if this is so, the probability of `Hybrid AI` should not be
overlooked. Today, given our limited understanding of human consciousness, there are many sceptics who doubt the feasibility
of ever being able to truly create sentient AI. However, hybrid AI would not require artificial sentience, as the essence of
sentient intelligence could reside in a DNA-component evolving in-line with technology towards a genetic-AI hybrid. By this
definition, hybrid AI is not science fiction, as the initial steps on this path have already been taken. Today, a brain-computer
interface is the technology that allows neurons or sensory nerve tissue to be connected to silicon-based processors. Of course,
it is recognised that this technology is currently in its infancy, but the potential for progress over the next 50 years is enormous.
1.1.5.4

The Genetic-AI Hybrid

Let us first get some idea of the possible timeframe in which a phased evolution towards an AI-hybrid could take place and why.
On the Darwinian scale, any significant evolution takes place very slowly, i.e. millions of years. However, the potential for
genetic science and AI technology to `evolve` could take place in a human lifetime. As such, the main factor governing hybrid
evolution may be its acceptance by society at large. However, if the conditions to support human life become increasingly
harsh, then the pressure for radical social change may also grow. Equally, there is the potential, over the next 100 years, for
space exploration to expand into the solar system and require some people to live a major portion of their lives in an
environment for which evolution never prepared them. Of course, there is every probability that military research around the
world will be examining these possibilities, irrespective of the concerns or approval of mainstream society. If we accept even
some of these speculative assumptions, then it is possible that some sections of society may start down an evolutionary path
towards some form of genetic-AI hybrid.
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1.1.5.5

An Evolutionary Path

The hybrid AI paradigm starts with Homo Sapien as the root of an evolutionary tree, which then branches out in different
directions that one-day might lead to artificial life, not just AI. Although it will still be an evolution process of sorts, it may
require less than 500 years for the following branches of this evolutionary tree to grow:


Homo Computerus



Homo Cyberneticus



Homo Hybridus

The `scientific` names are fictitious and are only intended to convey the essence of the change being implied.
1.1.5.5.1

Homo Computerus

It could be argued that we have already taken this first evolutionary step. Although computers are not an integral part of our
biological DNA, they are an integral part of our global society. Homo Computerus already has an information storage capacity
that is billions of times greater than Homo Sapien, plus the ability to process and distribute this massive increase in information
on a global scale. As more and more weak AI systems come on-line over the next 50 years, it will only accelerate the
development of technology, but more importantly, the world population, estimated to grow to 8.9 billion by 2045, may now be
totally dependent on its existence. As such, there may be no turning back without a total collapse of the global economy.
1.1.5.5.2

Homo Cyberneticus

By this stage, remarkable enhancements to the human genome may have led to increased brain capacity. Even so, biological
constraints may still mean that the brain may not be able to compete with the growing processing capability of technology.
However, even though computer processing will evolve, over the next 50 years, to become self-learning within restricted
problem spaces, it will not be sentient. Therefore, Homo Cyberneticus may be the logical step by which human sentience and
creative imagination fuses with the ever-increasing processing capacity of technology.
The brain-computer interface would then allow near instant access to information and additional information processing. For
example, if information from the optic and audio nerves could eventually be intercepted, and uploaded in real-time, any sights
or sounds experienced by a person could be processed. The implications on our present-day perception of law and order would
be profound. However, another by-product of the brain-computer interface could mean that a Homo Cyberneticus society could
become effectively telepathic in the sense that it could directly share both sight and sound experiences over huge distance via
the underlying AI network. This ability would represent a major crossroad in evolution, as Homo Cyberneticus would then be
able to enter, and possibly immerse itself, in a world of augmented reality.
1.1.5.5.3

Homo Hybridus

Up until this point, human appearance may not have changed in any appreciable way. However, Homo Hybridus would
represent the start of a physical evolution to accompany the mental evolution within. Again, it may surprise some that this
evolutionary process has already started. Today, in medical research laboratories around the world, people are already
developing biomechanical systems in an attempt to alleviate disabilities resulting from limb amputation and/or paralysis.
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Today, these developments are still at an embryonic stage, as any bio-engineered limb is still awaiting the further development
of a brain-computer-interface that would allow conscious control the artificial limb. In the future, having already
accepted Homo Cyberneticus, society may have few qualms about accepting
evermore-radical prosthetic enhancements to the human anatomy.

While there may have been virtually
no major change in human DNA for

1.1.5.6

several hundred thousand years,

Stage-1: 50-100 Years

clearly an incredible evolution has
Homo Computerus is the name we have given to the evolutionary stage that

taken place in terms of human

follows Homo Sapien. This name is fictitious and, to some extent, slightly misleading

civilisations over this same period.

in the sense that the beginnings of this evolutionary stage pre-dates computers.
The other aspect, which may be contentious in terms of classical evolution, is that Homo Computerus is essentially genetically
identical to Homo Sapien. While there may have been virtually no major change in human DNA for several hundred thousand
years, clearly an incredible evolution has taken place in terms of human civilisations over this same period.

A historical timeline lists some of the major achievements of humanity starting with primitive tools, the ability to make fire,
build canoes and construct looms for weaving. These achievements were the building blocks of early civilisations, which started
to emerge some 5-10 thousand years ago. By the 16th and 17th centuries, empires spanned the globe and science had proved
that the Earth was a planet circling the sun. Subsequently, the 18th and 19th centuries saw the consolidation of the industrial
revolution and the ‘engineering’ of a new type of civilisation. Finally, from the current perspective, the evolution of civilisation
has now culminated in the ‘Information Age’ due to the development of the computer and telecommunication.
So what was the catalyst for all this phenomenal change?
The catalyst that caused the evolutionary step towards Homo Computerus was the ability to better communicate information,
but more precisely knowledge. Of course, we must give natural selection the credit for the increased brain capacity and vocal
ability in humans, as it was these capabilities that were to start the dramatic increase in the amount of knowledge that could be
passed on from one generation to the next. Eventually, the development of the written word and the invention of the printing
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press would lead to more fundamental changes in the ability to communicate information more effectively. The evolution of
human civilisation is directly reflected in the ability of each generation to assimilate and acquire knowledge. However, it is
argued that the emergence of computer technology in the 20th century was the major catalyst, which signalled the arrival
of Homo Computerus, hence the name. Although Homo Computerus is not a new species within any accepted evolutionary
classification, it is being suggested that unlike Homo Sapien, Homo Computerus would become extinct without computers. In a
sense, Homo Computerus highlights the fact that a transition from natural to artificial evolution has already started to take
place. In practice, this transition is not yet complete, as its definition will continue to grow and come to encompass the
development of weak AI systems brought about by the maturing of several new fields of science and technology.
How might the evolution of Homo Computerus be significant?
Although the hybrid combination of human and computer intelligence is not yet physically integrated within Homo
Computerus, its intellectual capacity is already orders of magnitude greater than Homo Sapien in terms of the breadth and
depth of knowledge. The ability to maintain, distribute and exploit this knowledge is
now one of the key factors to further progress. However, there is considerable potential

Homo Computerus may appear

for weak AI systems to develop over the next 50 years. One of the most significant

as a genius to Homo Sapien, not

aspects of hybrid AI will be the intelligent management of information by weak AI,

because they are intrinsically

which will effectively augment the creativity and imagination of human intelligence.

more intelligent, but because
they possess the technical

1.1.5.6.1

ability to store vast amounts of

Evolving Genius

explicit and implicit knowledge
We are still discussing the first stage of evolution toward AI, but there is a need to step

and have the capability to make

back and ask possibly a more a fundamental question relating to intelligence.

millions of automated
associations per second. In this

What makes a genius?

respect, the combination of
human ingenuity and weak AI

On one level, we could assume a genius is more intelligent because their brain is simpler

could create 100 geniuses every

larger, although physical examination does not really support this notion. In truth, like

year, instead of 1 genius every

so many questions concerning human intelligence we simply, as of yet, do not know the

100 years.

answer. However, AI research is beginning to understand that‘common sense’ requires
an ability to make associations between explicit and implicit information to derive a new solution. In these terms, a genius
might just be a person who has acquired the right combination of explicit and implicit knowledge plus ‘sufficient intelligence’ to
make a new association. As such, Homo Computerus may appear as a genius to Homo Sapien, not because they are intrinsically
more intelligent, but because they possess the technical ability to store vast amounts of explicit and implicit knowledge and
have the capability to make millions of automated associations per second. In this respect, the combination of human ingenuity
and weak AI could create 100 geniuses every year, instead of 1 genius every 100 years. On this assumption, let us consider how
science is developing its ideas about information:


Memetics: Theory for understanding the spreading of information



Cybernetics: Control of information in organised systems
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In biology, DNA information is encoded into ‘genes’ and is physically transferred to future generations by way of its direct
descendents. In higher life forms, information can also be communicated through actions or words. A ‘meme’ is the name given
to a unit of transferable information and the collective process is called ‘memetics’. Richard Dawkins first introduced the
concept of memes and memetics in 1976, when noting that cultures can evolve in much the same way as organisms, i.e. by
passing information from one generation to the next. He also noted, that some ideas can increase or reduce the probability of
survival of an individual, which in so doing, actively filters some of the ideas that get passed on to future generations. However,
while the process of replication of memes has some parallels to genes, the transfer of information is much faster and not
restricted to direct descendents. In fact, this process of information transfer is more analogous to a viral infection. At this stage,
memetics is not a science, but more of an idea that could act as an important catalyst for science that crosses the traditional
subject boundaries. This is particularly important to AI in general, as it is believed that many significant breakthroughs will
require knowledge that cuts across today’s vertical segregation of the sciences. For example, a biologist or a computer scientist
could be equally interested in interpret the following characteristics of information transfer, albeit from different perspectives:


Accuracy: If errors occur in transfer, then information may either become damaged or dangerous.



Distribution: The spread of information depends on speed and size of the distribution mechanisms available.



Longevity: Can be a function of accuracy and distribution plus the durability of the containment vessel sourcing the
information.

In the past, the main institutions of society supported great libraries that represented the sum of human knowledge. The
collation and preservation of this information was a slow and expensive process, restricted to the privileged few. Today, the
Internet in the form of the Web starting to emerge and presenting information to new generations in revolutionary new
formats. However, like much in today’s society, the Web is probably being over-hyped, as it is only predicated on very weak AI
principles that are still in infancy. Some critics even complain that the Web is only delivering junk mail at the speed of light, and
while there is some truth in this position, it ignores the latent potential. Today, the issue with information is one of both
quantity and quality; as such, there is a growing requirement for intelligent control. Weak AI, in combination with cybernetic
principles, could be a major catalyst that effectively increases the intelligence on planet Earth. If this is the case, then
subsequent generations of the Internet could allow huge amounts of information to be semantically indexed and the search for
new knowledge associations to be automated. These systems would not be intelligent in the true sense of the word, but serve
to augment the efficiency of intelligence in a hybrid AI world. Hence the potential importance of cybernetics as a science that
looks to control and enhance information. Cybernetics was initially developed to help optimise the transfer of information
through telecommunication channels via the use of feedback concepts derived from engineering control systems. However,
cybernetics has grown to encompass many of the leading-edge ideas in computer intelligence:


Machine learning



Man-machine interfaces



Autonomous agents



Neural networks



AI

While the very term ‘cybernetics’ may conjure up futurist visions of intelligent computer technology, its roots are still linked to
systems that require the control and distribution of information. However, it is clear that weak AI systems could have a
profound impact on the design of information control systems in the next 50 years:
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Cybernetics is predicting that expert systems, machine learning, and neural networks that contain some cognitive
processes will automate information management.



In addition, new computer-based applications will revolutionise the organisation and representation of information in
the format of useful knowledge. These tools will also support the building of information models, such as simulations
that also use virtual reality, hypertext, multimedia, databases and semantic information retrieval.

These features of weak AI systems will allow knowledge to be intelligently structured to the requirements and preference of an
individual. At the same time, the automation of communication and control will lead to the eventual maturing of the Web as a
network of weak AI systems from which the concept of ‘cyberspace’ could truly start to emerge. Of course, all these predictions
are predicated on a level of computer processing that does not exist today. However, there is good technical evidence
that computer processors will continue to develop until about 2020. If so, processors will be a 1000 times faster than today. It is
also reasonable to assume that other aspects of computing; such as memory capacity and communication speed would also
improve over this period. Beyond 2020, further progress may possibly depend on the development of radically new
architectures. Although, at this time, it would only be speculation, as to which of the possibilities might win the day, it is not
necessarily wishful thinking to assume that one will emerge. It is also reasonable to
assume that new software architectures will develop in-line with the capability of the

The timeline proposed for the

underlying hardware processors, especially if accompanied by a better understanding of

hybrid AI paradigm could be

the symbolic and pattern recognition processes within the brain. Therefore, based on

conservative from a technical

the relatively high probability that significant improvements in both hardware and

perspective, but the braking

software will continue, weak AI systems will also continue to improve year-on-year.

effect that some social
institutions, not to mention the

Although the doubling of computer processors every 18 months is a well talked about

economy, may need to be taken

factor, potentially it is the growth in the breadth and depth of knowledge spawned by

into consideration. However it

computers that is the more significant factor. Even comparatively weak AI systems could

seems almost inevitable that

revolutionise the processing of information and act as a feedback mechanism that leads

humanity will continue to

to a further acceleration of progress. Therefore, the timeline proposed for the AI

disappear down the road

paradigm could be conservative from a technical perspective, but the braking effect

towards hybrid AI.

that some social institutions, not to mention the economy, may need to be taken into
consideration. However it seems almost inevitable that humanity will continue to disappear down the road towards hybrid AI.
For now, like the cowboy movies of old, we will assume the road leads towards the sunset and a better life.
1.1.5.7

Stage-2: 100-200 Years

Although aspects of stage-2 will be developing in parallel to stage-1, there is an assumption that stage-2 will only start to take
on any significance after stage-1 matures. Whether this takes 50 or 100 years is probably not the main issue. In comparison to
natural evolution, artificial evolution may appear almost instantaneous but, in practise, it will still take time. Equally, artificial
evolution will still be a transitional process, and in many cases, different solutions will exist at the same time, although some
may be in the ascendancy, while others in decline. The timeline of our AI paradigm suggests that Homo Computerus will
continue to evolve, as outlined, over the next 100 years and beyond. However, during this time, the seeds for the next step in
hybrid AI evolution may also be germinating. Of all the evolutionary stages being proposed, Homo Cyberneticus could, in some
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ways, be the most controversial, both in terms of its technical complexity and social

Of all the evolutionary stages

acceptance. While Homo Computerus integrates AI technology into its society to the

being proposed, Homo

point that it becomes totally dependent on its capability, Homo Cyberneticus would

Cyberneticus could, in some

attempt to physically extend the capacity of the human brain by integrating it with an

ways, be the most controversial,

AI system. In practise, while the external changes may be minimal, the internal changes

both in terms of its technical

could be a key step that leads to the re-engineering of the human brain and so a

complexity and social

possibly more important question needs to be raised:

acceptance. While Homo
Computerus integrates AI

Would Homo Cyberneticus end up as humanity with an AI extension or AI with

technology into its society to the

biological peripherals?

point that it becomes totally
dependent on its capability,

In truth, there may be no definitive answer to this question at this stage. While in the

Homo Cyberneticus would

beginning, the impact of brain-computer-interface (BCI) may be minimal; there is

attempt to physically extend the

clearly the potential for the ‘tail to wag the dog’. However, it is highlighted that the

capacity of the human brain by

path towards Homo Cyberneticus is still highly speculative, as amply underlined by the

integrating it with an AI system.

following, and even more speculative abilities:


The ability of the hybrid brain to process information becomes almost unbounded through the fusion of the brain’s
creativity and imagination combined with the number crunching and information storage ability of sequential and
neural processors.




Homo Cyberneticus will effectively become a society of telepaths in the sense that they can share thoughts and ideas
in a way that mobile telephony currently allows people to exchange
conversations.

At this point, let us again stop and reflect on the implications of these speculative
abilities. In both cases, there is a suggestion that high-level thought processes in the
brain, which we currently do not really understand, can be intercepted via neural
implants and transferred either to a computer extension or another person.
Is this statement more science fiction than analytical prediction?
Is this approach socially acceptable?
These are the sort of questions that we must constantly ask ourselves, so let us take
another reality check in order to assess what is required for the evolution of Homo
Cyberneticus to even start. As a benchmark, we will try to consider a broad spectrum of
issues that are required to take place:


The maturing of Homo Computerus to facilitate a new era of cross-discipline science and an acceleration of
knowledge systems.



A major breakthrough in neural implants that allows human thoughts to be transferred as signals or thought patterns.
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Applications to be found that would justify the cost of development and provide a motive for pioneering the implant
process.



Society to be convinced of the benefits and accept the implication of further change.

The first bullet highlights the dependency on Homo Computerus being technically possible and socially acceptable. Although
there are still major issues that do not make this evolutionary step a certainty, given that major aspects of Homo
Computerus already exist, it would seem to be a reasonable assumption that this condition will be met.
1.1.5.7.1

Towards a Connected Society

Homo Cyberneticus is not a
hereditary attribute and

Of course, any evolutionary step will take time to establish a critical mass, which could

therefore it may be more

then consolidate to become a new acceptable norm. However, Homo Cyberneticus is not

accurate to describe it as a

a hereditary attribute and therefore it may be more accurate to describe it as a social

social evolution. In either case,

evolution. In either case, change is still invariably driven by need, but clearly such radical

change is still invariably driven

change would have to invoke an equally compelling need. It is also reasonable to assume

by need, but clearly such radical

that such changes would not necessarily be pioneered within the normal framework of

change would have to invoke an

society and so we need to identify special cases, ones in which the quality of life, or

equally compelling need. It is

survival itself, may be the compelling need:

also reasonable to assume that



such changes would not
Medical conditions

necessarily be pioneered within

Today, we are aware of many medical conditions, which impair the quality of

the normal framework of

life to a point where individuals are already prepared to undergo any risk to

society

help alleviate their condition. Clearly, even today, this is one of the driving
forces behind prosthetic implants, which could offer the possibility of overcoming some major physical disabilities.
However, it is also possible that the quality of life of many seriously infirmed or mentally disabled patients could be
dramatically improved using a two-way BCI. For example, it has been suggested that a computer simulation of
sensory inputs could allow an artificial reality to be created that provided a patient some level of escape from the
day-to-day confinement of their condition.


Armed conflicts
At the other end of the spectrum, armed conflict can put the lives of groups of individuals under extreme threat. One
of the main defences in modern warfare is information superiority, as characterised by military phrases such
as network centric warfare. The ability of specialist groups of soldiers to communicate and exchange information
between themselves and new generations of AI military intelligence systems, at the level implied by the BCI, could be
the difference between life and death. It is probably safe to assume that this strategic possibility is already under
serious consideration within a defence-funded, research programme somewhere in the world at this very moment.



Extreme environments
This category also relates to an environment where human life is put at risk, although in this case it is associated with
exploration. For example, the exploration of space is a challenge that has inspired many to risk their lives and
although the use of robotics will become increasingly important, the vast distances involved requires either a high
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degree of AI autonomy or closer proximity of human intelligence due to signal latency. Bridging the divide between
man and machine could be an essential prerequisite of further deep space exploration.
Applications such as these could provide the initial financial and personal impetus required to develop implants to the level
where they would be capable of supporting a brain-computer-interface. However, the broader acceptance of implants by a
wider section of society would also depend on the process being relatively risk-free and inexpensive. Of course, what people
will accept will still depend on the expectation of the benefits and their current circumstances. However, the initial acceptance
of implants may take place in relatively low-key applications rather than as an immediate invitation to join ‘The Borg’.


Location Tracking
Today, society is starting to tag certain types of criminals via mobile GPS trackers that have to be strapped to their
person. It is not such a large step to imagine that a broader section of society might accept an ‘inoculation’ of nanoimplants, which allows them to be continuously tracked via the wireless GPS network.



Micro-Positioning
Research is already taking place into micro-positioning tags that could, in theory, have an accuracy measured in
millimetres. If they could be injected into a person’s fingertips, such a system would allow a person to interact with
virtual equipment in the home or at work. For example, a light switch could simply become a mark on the wall, if
touched in close proximity by a positional implant within the fingertips it would trigger the activation of the lights.
Clearly, hundreds of other applications of this type could be sufficient motivation to accept minor implants in order to
be able to interact with the evolving environment.



Nano-Technology
In the next 100 years, nano-technology could revolutionise the process required to insert implants in terms of risk and
cost. Equally, these advances could go a long way in minimising the current concerns relating to power and radio
emission associated with such devices, especially when in close proximity to the brain.

So there is an implication that the acceptance of implants, which leads to BCI, is itself an evolutionary process. Certain sections
of society might begin to weigh up the increasing benefits against falling risks and decide that a break-even point for them has
been reached. So, at this point, let us get a bit more adventurous in our speculations regarding how changes in society might
lead to greater acceptance of neural implants.


Society and Prisons:
Freedom of speech (and thought) in conjunction with a right to privacy is considered a basic human right, which will
be vigorously defended. Unfortunately, such freedoms and rights can be abused and used to attack the fabric of the
society in which we live. As the population, and expectation of life, increases through the 21st century, mounting
social pressure leads to more aberrant criminal behaviour. However, the demands for political correctness and the
need to treat prisoners humanely cause costs to spiral out of control. Equally, the authorities cannot resolve the
demands of ‘law-abiding’ voters to be protected and the apparent failure of the prison system to correct or even
deter criminal behaviour. By the end of the 21st century, the system is in crisis and a new solution is required. Parole
is offered to prisoners who will accept BCI implants, which allows vision and hearing to be intercepted plus the overall
mental state of a prisoner to be monitored by an AI system. Any unusual deviation in mental state, known to be
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reflective of an aberrant behaviour, escalates the AI system to actively process vision and auditory data. Sensory data
is not only recorded as evidence, but also interpreted in real-time to determine the danger level. Depending on the
level of risk, the prisoner can simply be reminded that he is starting to infringe the conditions of his parole, but if
necessary physically disabled.


Society and Law Enforcement:
The rise of global terrorism and organised crime continues to escalate throughout the 21st century. Politicians and
law enforcement agencies see technology as one effective means to combat this threat. As in any conflict, the control
and use of information is considered vital and AI surveillance systems grow to actively monitor almost every major
city and town. However, such systems do not make arrests and the initial failure to disseminate information in realtime to law enforcement officers on the streets, undermines the effectiveness of these systems. As a result, some
specialist units start to be formed that require its officers to accept BCI implants as a condition of the job. The
interception of vision and auditory data, while on operational duty, is up-loaded to the AI system, which carries out
extensive analysis, such as database searches to match images with known criminals, plus real-time lie-detection
based on face patterns and voice inflection. In addition, such systems help purge the force of corruption, while
monitoring the location and life-signs of all officers while on active duty. Over time, the system is seen as almost
essential and spreads to many other associated security professions.



Society and Medical Services:
Throughout the 21st century, the expectation of the quality and span of life increases. This expectation is
underpinned by medical services that are under increasing pressure. The economics of a society with a growing
population of elderly people is also putting more demand on the medical services. Medical expert systems develop
throughout the 21st century, which go some way to satisfying the demand for more immediate access to medical
advice, but unfortunately, society also becomes more litigious and the cost of medical insurance escalates. The stress
level in doctors also increases, as after years of intensive training they face a rate of change in medical technology
that is almost impossible to keep track of, growing patient demands and the worry of legal actions for malpractice,
often caused by overwork. By the 22nd century, some doctors may begin to accept the necessity for implants. In one
scenario, an elderly patient has collapsed; basic telemetry implants in the patient have detected the condition and
raised the alarm. The AI system has determined which doctor can be contacted and provides immediate access via
the BCI link to the patient’s records, condition and location. The doctor is able to make an initial diagnosis and asks
the AI system to cross reference the central medical expert system for the most appropriate drug available and a
second opinion on the suspected condition. The drug and a rapid response medical team are dispatched to the
patient’s location.

The purpose of these examples has simply been to illustrate how implant technology might both evolve and be accepted into
society. In some ways, like the special cases addressed earlier, people may be compelled by circumstance to accept the
technology, not because they want to, but because they have to, in order to function in society. However, we should remember
that we are speculating about developments set some 100-200 years in the future and, by this time, other fields of technology
could provide alternative solutions to implants.
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AI Systems:
20

If the validity of Moore’s Law holds true for the next 100 years, processing and storage capacity would be 10 times
greater than today. While this is more than a little optimistic, a more conservative estimate might assume that the
law only holds good until 2020, after which instead of increasing by 100% every 18 months, the increase is only 25%.
If this were the case, processing power would still be a billion times greater that today. Either way, it is probably
reasonable to infer that AI systems, in conjunction with new architectures based on the brain, are to some degree
intelligent. The open question may then be ‘what would such systems require from humanity?’


Virtual Reality:
Assuming that AI systems are to some extent intelligent, but not sentient, and that humanity still has a role to play in
terms of its creativity and imagination, then the issue of the man-machine interface is important. In the case of Homo
Cyberneticus we have assumed that this interface begins to be physically integrated into the body and brain via
prosthetic and neural implants. While there is a reasonable probability that this option will develop, it may not
necessarily be the preferred route for the majority of society. Based on Pareto’s principle that you can get 80% of
anything based on 20% effort, virtual reality may continue to develop to the point that it competes with neural
implants as a man-machine interface of choice. For example, text and voice recognition in combination with VR
glasses and wireless technology could allow the majority of people to access AI systems via VR, whenever required.



Genetic Engineering:
Our AI paradigm acknowledges that genetic engineering could allow the human blueprint to be changed in many
ways. While it is believed that this field of science will eventually start to manipulate the human genome, as a solution
that dramatically increases the intelligence and ability of humanity, it cannot compete with AI and robotics. However,
some groups will undoubtedly select this option, as the preferred way to
improve the human condition. In a wider context, genetic engineering of

This stage of the evolutionary

agricultural crops will start to become commonplace, in part, due to the ability

paradigm, as described, could

of AI systems to accurately predict and model the impacts of genetic change.

be the most dangerous
transition for intelligent life on



Robotics:

Earth. While many technophiles

As a result of AI systems and advances in new materials and portable power

may continue to enthuse about

sources, robotics comes of age in the 21st century. By the 22nd century,

the exciting prospects new

robotics and AI systems are causing profound changes in society by making

technology will bring, the reality

many manual and professional job roles redundant. As a whole, humanity is

could be that over the next 100-

forced to question its future role and purpose. As always, some people may

200 years, technology begins to

embrace the changes, while others may violently reject the imposition that

simply overwhelm the majority

technology appears to be putting on their lives and the future of humanity.

of humanity, making many
redundant and fearful of the
future.

Of course, not all predictions come true, do they?
1.1.5.8

Stage-3: 200-500 Years

At this point, we are in danger of entering the twilight zone, where science future can quickly become science fiction. However,
we will continue trying to consider not only the effects of technology advancement, but also its impact on society. Of course,
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part of the problems with such long-term predictions is that we don't really understand, or share a common perception of what
society will look like in 200-500 years. Therefore, the following scenario is simply to provide a framework of what the world
might be like having transitioned through stage-1 and stage-2 evolutions.
The world of the 24th century is a fragmented collage of societies, cultures and beliefs, made up of some 15 billion
people. However, in general, populations are now stable and in many first-world countries there is even some concern
about the fall in birth rates within their own economies. It is a world that still comprises of the ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’ in
terms of food and wealth, but the ‘haves’ are also divided into those that have accepted AI technology and those that
have not. In numbers, the AI technophiles are still a small minority, however given that major economies are almost
totally dependent on AI technology; AI technophiles hold the balance of
power in many countries. While national borders still exist, mainly for
security reasons, the sense of national identity is fading, due to a range of
factors:

For many, there is a new kind of
despair, based on the perception that
they are no longer part of the future
being forged by the AI technophiles.

o

Continued migration of people throughout the world,

o

Increase in cross-cultural relationships and marriages,

o

The need for global economics and political solution,

o

Fragmentation of society from within by evolution-by-design

Although, the development and introduction of new genetic crops has
helped the desperate plight of cyclic starvation in many third-world

This sense of despair does not just
reside in third-world countries, but
also within many individuals who live
in the first-world countries, who feel
that they have, not only a diminishing
role in their own society, but the
future itself.

countries, the growing effects of climate change has become the source of an increasing number of disasters, which has
resulted in loss of vital food crops. As such, a large percentage of the world's 15 billion population still continues to live a
hand-to-mouth existence. However, the technology-led economies now face problems of their own, not least, the the
ever-growing demand for energy and mineral resources, which underpins the entire global economy. As a result, an
international consortium of governments plus multi-national conglomerations are investing heavily in semi-automated
AI robotic rigs to mine the asteroid belt and exploit new energy sources. As a consequence, AI technology in combination
with developments in robotics has come to underpin, not only the hopes for economic recovery, but the perceived
requirement for other habitable colonies within the solar system. However, for many, there is a new kind of despair,
based on the perception that they are no longer part of the future being forged by the AI technophiles. This sense of
despair does not just reside in third-world countries, but also within many individuals who live in the first-world
countries, who feel that they have not, only a diminishing role in their own society, but the future itself. While this does
lead to social anarchy in some inner-city areas throughout the world, the increasing ability of AI surveillance systems
plus the fear of the imposition of neural implants as a result of a criminal conviction, has largely kept this problem in
check. However, the side effect of this alienation from what appears to be a technophile-led society is an explosion of
religious cult groups, which seeks to promote the spiritual nature of mankind; from which they believed AI is, and should
remain, excluded.
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As stated at the outset of this section, the future can be reached
by many different paths, some planned, others created by
random chance, and others by chaos. While the picture painted
of life beyond the 24th century may be very disconcerting to
some, it is clearly not a worst case scenario from which to
consider the evolution of stage-3 AI. However, it is accepted that
the scenario has been deliberately biased to reflect a growing
fragmentation of society in which humanity either embraces or
rejects AI technology. Although there is an implication that an
organised group called the ‘AI technophiles’ has evolved, in
practise, this group may simply represent the broad spectrum of
acceptance. At one level, there is Homo Computerus, who
accepts AI, but only as an external tool. At the next level is a
small, but growing percentage that is evolving towards Homo
Cyberneticus via the increased acceptance of both prosthetic and neural implants. These two evolutions are representative of
stage-1 and stage-2 AI. In the 3rd stage, we are trying to consider the implications of two further evolutionary steps previously
outlined by the hybrid AI paradigm:


Homo Hybridus



Homo Machinus

Up to the end of stage-2, there remains a clear distinction between humanity and AI, at least, in general outward appearance.
However, the preceding stage have now established the technology that has the potential to dramatically affect the physical
appearance of humanity, which also raises the possibility of opening up new habitats beyond the confines of planet Earth. We
have already speculated on the issue of prosthetic anatomy, but we shall present 3 of the earlier examples for continuity:


Medical Condition

It is realised that many people may be visualising

Clearly, a person with a severe physical disability or

prosthetic anatomy in terms of some robotic analogy,

injury that is beyond the normal bounds of help, even

as implied by the picture above, which is a perception

with the best medical treatment in the world, could

drawn from today’s technology and not necessarily

face a life of physical confinement. It is clear that many

the future reality of 24th century technology.

people would forego some aspect of their physical
appearance, and even personal identity, in order to regain their independence. However, it is again stressed that a
prosthetic anatomy could evolve, in the timeframe under discussion, to be both functionally superior and
aesthetically beautiful. In fact, it may be entirely possible, in a case of this type, that the original appearance of the
person could be replicated.


Extreme Professions
Today, it might seem too extreme for somebody to change their physiology just to meet the demands of their
profession. However, it is possible that the psychology of society beyond the 24th century is driven by different
needs. It has been suggested that people may have started to question whether they have a role in society. As such,
people may be more willing to 're-invent' themselves both physically and mentally in order to find some role in
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society beginning to be dominated by the advances in AI systems and robotics. Again, if the prosthetic anatomy was
physically superior in some aspects and aesthetically acceptable, this may not be such a hard choice


Extreme Environments
For some, life is not about their own physical form or beauty, but the beauty of exploring the universe and
experiencing new wonders. However, the universe is a diverse and hostile environment and the human physiology
has only evolved to meet the limited demands of a very small biosphere called Earth. To such people, the apparent
sacrifice of giving up some or all of their original physical form for one that allows them to personally go out and
experience the depths of space or the depths of the oceans may not be such a major issue.

At this point, it is realised that many people may be visualising prosthetic anatomy in terms of some robotic analogy, as implied
by the picture above, which is a perception drawn from today’s technology and not necessarily the future reality of 24th
century technology. Of course, early prosthetics will undoubtedly be crude in comparison to 4 billion years of evolution, but it
might be a mistake to assume that prosthetic ascetics will not be high on the agenda for those interested in pursuing this idea.
Of course, these early adopters may be driven by other pressing criteria, as suggested above, and we should not forget that
there is the potential for future prosthetics, in conjunction with genetics, to dramatically increase the longevity of life.
However, there is one other aspect that we might take into consideration, which arises from the acceptance of brain implants,
i.e. augmented reality. While this is the topic of another section, this technology has the potential to transform the perception
of reality. As such, future descendents of homo sapien might have the ability to
project any avatar identity they wished into the augment reality in which they
partially exist, but it would be a reality from which homo sapien may be excluded.
Let us attempt to put this idea into some context of the world we have created
above:


If social or political tensions on planet
Earth grow to a dangerous level or
resources simply become depleted,
stage-3 may essentially signal the
exodus of intelligent life out into
solar system and the stars beyond,

Space Exploration:
As indicated, the technology for deep space exploration is being
developed to allow the solar system to be explored and mined for

albeit with precious little of its
original DNA blueprint intact.

mineral and energy resources. While much of this operation can carried out by AI robotic systems, some aspects
need Homo Machinus to be collocated within a ‘mothership’ in space. In order to survive the rigours of a life in space,
while also minimising the cost and resources to maintain their on-board life-support, Homo Machinus has adapted to
this new environment by replacing much its original biological anatomy. In this form, Homo Machinus has an
extended life expectancy of some 300 years, based on genetically modified biological brain cells, and can survive
extended periods of high ‘G’ acceleration. However, while Homo Machinus lives and works in a sparse physical reality,
it also lives and enjoys much of its leisure time in a far richer artificial reality (AR). Over time, the brain-computer
interface has evolved to provide direct stimulus of all primary sensory systems. As such, what Homo Machinus sees,
hears, tastes, smells and touches in its augmented reality is as real, in all practical terms, as what we perceive in our
current physical reality. However, in AR, there is no requirement for physical resources and therefore leisure pursuits
are limited only by their imagination and the computer systems to generate the AR simulations.
Of course, in the final analysis, the ability to uncouple evolution of intelligent life from its human physiology, as suggested, will
take time. This might allow for the different evolutionary groups to adapt to social and political change implicit in this ‘brave
new world’. However, it is also possible that tensions on planet Earth may grow to a dangerous level or resources simply
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become depleted, such that stage-3 essentially signals the exodus of intelligent life out into solar system and the stars beyond,
albeit with precious little of its original DNA blueprint intact.
1.1.5.9

Rationale and Consequences

Why are we trying to develop AI?
Of course, while it may sound trite, there may be some truth in the answer: because we can. However, this is not a satisfactory
answer considering the potential impact AI could have on billions of lives and possibly even the future of humanity. Overall,
there is a sense that many believe AI is required to help humanity to take the next step in evolution. Some may point out that
the separation of AI into the weak and strong variants affects how we answer the
question above. For example, it can be argued that weak AI is only a tool that helps
humanity achieve its goals. However, as much of this section has tried to highlight,
there could still be considerable impact on humanity due to hybrid AI, even if strong AI
is never truly achieved. So let us phrase the question in another way:

Essentially, the natural evolution
of the human brain cannot keep
pace with the demand of
technology, hence the perceived
need for AI. There are already
signs that humanity is almost

Why does humanity need AI?

totally dependent on technology,

As far as we know, humanity only evolved intelligence to help it better meet its basic
survival needs. However, the combination of creative intelligence and the motivational
needs required to survive appears to have broken the cycle of a mere life and death

which if removed, would cause
the death of millions, if not
billions of people.

existence. As a result, over the last 100,000 years, Homo Sapien has acquired the knowledge and skills to build civilisations that
span the Earth. However, the rate of change now being caused by technology appears to have the potential to accelerate
beyond our current mental and physical capability. Essentially, the natural evolution of the human brain cannot keep pace with
the demand of technology, hence the perceived need for AI. There are already signs that humanity is almost totally dependent
on technology, which if removed, would cause the death of millions, if not billions of people. If so, humanity may only have
limited choices:
1.

Discard technology

2.

Maintain existing technology

3.

Extend technology

Given human nature, it is suggested that options-1 and 2 will only be taken if
something goes horribly wrong with option-3. So, if humanity only has one real choice,
we have to look at the implications of our curiosity:


Suffer the consequences – not acceptable



Outlaw curiosity – not reasonable



Rely on hope – not sensible



Consider the consequences – not easy
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Again, it is suggested that humanity only has one practical option and that is to consider the consequences of its science and
technology, but as implied, this is easier said than done. In the context of AI, we will try to rationalise the consequences of the
three different aspects of AI discussed.
1.1.5.9.1

Weak AI: external, subservient

At this stage, it seems almost certain that weak AI systems will continue to be
developed and achieve some degree of automated intelligence within the next 50
years. By definition, these systems are intended to be external tools of humanity
without self-awareness, but as expert systems they will be capable of programmed
intelligence. However, as already suggested, these systems will become increasingly
pervasive and could expand to automate almost every aspect of modern society. As a
consequence, humanity may still lose effective control because it becomes almost
totally dependent on machines whose complexity is growing beyond its capacity to
fully understand. In some respects, while this path may seem the least dangerous to
humanity, it could in fact be the most dangerous. In effect, humanity creates a global
network of weak AI systems, which have no real-sense of rational intelligence or
emotional awareness to judge their actions.
1.1.5.9.2

Humanity may lose effective
control because it becomes
almost totally dependent on
machines whose complexity is
growing beyond its capacity to
fully understand and predict. In
some respects, while this path
may seem the least dangerous of
the options open to humanity, it
could in fact be the most
dangerous. In effect, humanity
creates a global network of weak
AI systems, which have no real-

Hybrid AI: internal, integrated

sense of rational intelligence or

While aspects of hybrid AI may be considered as highly speculative, the basis of much

emotional awareness to judge

of the technology is already in the early stages of development.

their actions.



The first consequence of this technology is the apparent erosion of what we think of as our ‘humanity’. However,
there is an almost inevitable implication that in order to control the expansion of AI, humanity has to evolve; and
evolve quickly.



The second consequence is that hybrid AI leads to a fragmentation of humanity as defined by Homo
Cyberneticus, Homo Hybridus and Homo Machinus.

Undoubtedly, such fragmentation could be very dangerous, especially if each develops different values and priorities. However,
it has been argued that if the neural networks learn via processing human sensory and emotional information, their intelligence
might be more compatible to humanity. Finally, we have to consider the consequence of the attributes that hybrid AI might
evolve. Clearly, each capability can have both positive and negative implications. However, in order to inject a degree of
optimism, let us consider some of the more positive aspects at this stage.


Expanded intelligence and knowledge retrieval:
While intelligence and knowledge do not necessarily make a ‘nice’ person, there is some reason to hope that these
attributes contribute to a more benign wisdom.
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Extended and adaptable physiology:
In today’s world, we are all aware how shape, form and even the colour of our features can become divisive issues.
Therefore, hybrid AI in the form of Homo Machinus could be very problematic. However, some extremes of prosthetic
anatomy may only be adopted in environments outside normal society, e.g. space exploration. Equally, it has been
suggested that prosthetic anatomy should not be viewed as robotic, as this technology could ultimately be
aesthetically attractive in both shape and form.



Extended active life span:
Some problems do not have quick-fix solutions and to some extent most political systems are not structured to
deliver longer-term solutions. There is a saying that ‘the urgent drives out the important’ and in some cases important
problems are not addressed until it is too late. Possibly, just possibly, problems that are currently being passed onto
future generations may get more attention; if some people will live long enough to see the results of negligence.



Quasi-telepathic abilities:
We have discussed how the brain-computer-interface (BCI) might be developed to monitor emotional states and give
back-up advice on information being received in real-time. The consequences of such a capability may cause concern
for those who wish to protect their privacy, but could be beneficial in curbing
the excesses of anti-social or violent behaviour.

1.1.5.9.3

In comparison to hybrid AI, the
consequence of strong AI,
resulting directly from

Strong AI: external, independent

technology are more difficult to

The hybrid AI paradigm that we have been discussing throughout this section has
suggested that there might be two paths leading to strong AI.

predict without any real
understanding of its intellectual
and emotional identity. At this



The first path is the extrapolation of hybrid AI to the point that all biological
systems, initially inherited from humanity, are replaced.



The second path is the direct development of strong AI through the
continued development of weak AI and robotics, i.e. technology.

As a result, many of the consequences related to hybrid AI may apply to strong AI. In

stage, all we can say is that one
consequence might be that this
form of strong AI may essentially
be an alien intelligence with
possibly little in common with
humanity and therefore little
interest in its future.

part, it would be hoped that strong AI would retain some understanding of humanity through attributes inherited via the hybrid
path. In contrast, it is more difficult to outline the consequence of direct strong AI without any real understanding of its
intellectual and emotional identity. At this stage, all we can say is that one consequence might be that strong AI is essentially an
alien intelligence with possibly little in common with humanity.
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1.1.6

Conclusions

While philosophers and theologians will continue to debate the purpose of life, it
has been suggested that what now separates sentient intelligence from other life is
the fact that survival, in itself, is no longer the only goal. If humanity accepts that its
existence may be nothing more than luck within the lottery of natural selection,
humanity may come to accept that evolution by design is the only practical solution
to a planet in crisis and the challenges of the larger universe beyond. However, in
order to secure a future, humanity, as it is currently understood, may become the
Neanderthals of the future. It is recognised that many people may reject the hybrid

Social Evolution
In many of the discussions
surrounding AI, it has been argued
that technology will not develop in a
vacuum, but 'evolve' in-line with
new social demands - see Economic
Evolution for more details.

AI paradigm outlined, not because it is totally unrealistic, but because it appears so unattractive from our present perspective.
However, just because the outcome appears unattractive to us, does not mean that future generations might not choose this
very path. History suggests that it is in the nature of any paradigm shift to be unpalatable to the majority, especially when
initially perceived.
However, most future predictions tend to gloss over the real social implications of the `brave new world` that technology is just
about to create. Two hundred years ago, the industrial revolution was going to free mankind from manual slavery. In fairness,
machines did remove much of the burden of manual labour from humanity, but at a price that was not initially understood.
Fifty years ago, computers were going to remove the drudgery of repetitive tasks and give everybody more leisure-time. Again,
in part, some of the claims were true, but you had to read the small-print disclaimer that came along with this deal. Today, it
may be almost impossible for us to imagine a global society comprising of what might amount to a number of sub-species of
vastly different appearances and capabilities. At the same time, this world may have increased in population, while natural
resources continue to fall. Compounding this situation is the potential for many of today's manual and professional jobs to be
carried out by intelligent expert systems. Clearly, there is the potential for a major breakdown of society, as we know it. To be
honest, it is not clear, how this conflict will or can be avoided, only that there will, as always, be winners and losers.
So why would humanity even try to develop AI?
Of course, there is a rationale to the argument that humanity
needs to develop AI, simply in order to retain control of
increasingly

complex

technology,

essential

to

the

maintenance of its society. However, there is a sense that this
may not be the fundamental reason that fuels our curiosity in
AI. Possibly, in quite a profound way, humanity has always
strived to understand its place and purpose in the universe,
the working of which appears to almost defy our
comprehension. So far, humanity has only ventured one light
second into our own galaxy, which is 100,000 light years
across, which in turn, is but one of billions of galaxies in a
visible universe that is 30 billion light years across. However,
without intelligent life, this enormous universe goes unseen
and its marvels unperceived. Based on scientific evidence to-
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date, the percentage mass of living matter in the universe appears almost irrelevantly small; and with most life assumed to be
without any real intelligence or self-awareness. Equally, despite deep founded beliefs about the special place humanity has in
creation, evolution would suggest that sentient intelligence on Earth may be nothing more than an accident of natural
selection. However, there is a dichotomy in these statements, in the sense that even if sentient intelligence is only a very rare
accident, should it not therefore be treated as a very special event in the universe. However, whether human life was created
by accident or as an act of God, humanity is still searching for a higher purpose, as mere survival, mere existence is no longer
enough. Science and technology have opened a window allowing humanity to see into the universe beyond, but to some
extent, the door to the wider universe remains closed. The new reality, which we now have to face up to, is that humanity has
not evolved to survive in this wider universe. So, as a consequence, humanity's physical and intellectual capacity has been put
to the test, even within the confines of our local solar system. Equally, it seems that evolution does not work according to some
grand design, but rather by the simpler mechanisms of random chance and survival of the fittest. As such, there is no evidence
to suggest that life will evolve towards greater complexity in the form of intelligent sentience. The majority of life has always
been, and probably always will be, in the form of simple bacteria. Indeed, if this is the case, it may not be sensible to wait
around for natural evolution to make humanity smarter and stronger over the course of a few million years. For this reason, it is
believed that humanity will actively pursue AI, irrespective of the risks.
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1.2

Artificial Life
"Artificial Life is the study of man-made systems that exhibit the behaviour characteristics of natural living systems. It
complements the traditional biological sciences concerned with the analysis of living organisms by attempting to
synthesize life-like behaviours within computers and other artificial media. By extending the empirical foundation upon
which biology is based beyond the carbon-chain life that has evolved on Earth, Artificial Life can contribute to theoretical
biology by locating life-as-we-know-it within the larger picture of life-as-it-could-be." Chris Langton

Artificial Intelligence
Link to complementary
discussion of potential
developments in AI.

Paradigm Shifts
The link above points to a
300

page

book

that

encapsulates all the original
work

contained

in

this

website related to AI and
the wider issues surrounding
the evolution of artificial life
- see Economic Evolution for
more details.

Artificial life, or Alife, is a field of study which examines systems that relate to life, its processes, and its potential evolution
through the use of computer models, robotics, and/or biochemistry. As such, there are three distinct approaches towards Alife:
'soft' linked to software; 'hard' linked to hardware; and 'wet' linked to biochemistry plus the option to use all three together.
Today, the definition of life has not been expanded to encompass any of the current Alife simulations, soft, hard or wet, as an
'artificial living systems'. There are some fairly obvious emotive reasons why this might be the case, but a more rational
argument is based on the fact that Alife, at present, is not part of any recognised evolutionary process within our local
ecosystem. Of course, the discover of some truly extraterrestrial life form, even bacteria, might open up the debate as to what
constitutes a 'living system'. However, there are different schools of thought concerning Alife, which we might initially
characterise as follows:


Weak Alife: a system that just simulates life



Strong Alife: a system that fulfils the criteria of life
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Of course, there is still the issue of who defines the 'criteria of life'; but we shall start with an initial criteria that was forwarded
to differentiate living cells from non-living matter:
Life possesses self-determined action within a self-organised, non-equilibrium system, which can reproduce itself.
Based on this criteria, it is possible that biology may have already create
primitive 'wet' Alife in a Petri dish somewhere in the world. However, the focus of much
of the Alife debate is now focused towards intelligent Alife, which typically runs in parallel
with the subject of Artificial Intelligence (AI). To some, the term Artificial Intelligence (AI)
may simply imply the development of a more intelligent machine, i.e. an advance
computer, which when packaged into a robotic shell can carry out menial or repetitive
tasks on behalf of humanity. However, any discussion of artificial intelligence can quickly
expand to include the issue of self-awareness and sentience. So, at this point, the nature
of the discussion can quickly change from one about the technical arguments for and
against smarter machines to the more profound issue of creating artificial life. However,
before delving too deeply into the issues associated with the potential evolution of AI,
which is actually the topic of another section, let's try to establish some frame of
reference in which this discussion can proceed.
1.2.1

John McCarthy
Our ultimate objective is to
make programs that learn
from their experience as
effectively as humans do.
We shall say that a program
has common sense if it
automatically deduces for
itself a sufficient wide class
of immediate consequences
of anything it is told and
what it already knows.

Intelligence and Sentience:

Without necessarily trying to be too exact, what is generally inferred by intelligence and sentience and what implications might
these definitions have on AI?


Intelligence relates to the ability to learn, understand and solve problems. However, this explanation of intelligence
does not explain by what methods anything is understood.

So the next question is whether intelligence can simply be driven by logical rules and
algorithms or is some other form of fundamental understanding required?


In contrast, sentience is often seen to be more ephemeral and linked to
metaphysical concepts such as consciousness, self-awareness and emotions. In
this context, the term sentience is being used as a catchall expression that
includes all metaphysical states of the mind. Whether sentience can exist
independent of any intelligence is doubtful, but clearly some life forms, e.g.
animals, appear to possess some degree of sentience, while only having limited
intelligence.

Jack Copeland
An important concept both
in Artificial Life and in
Artificial Intelligence is that
of a genetic algorithm (GA).
GAs employ methods
analogous to the processes
of natural evolution in order
to produce successive
generations of software

So what is the relationship between intelligence and sentience, which appears to be of
such central importance?

entities that are increasingly
fit for their intended
purpose.
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E. O. Wilson
Homo sapiens is about to
decommission natural
selection, the force that
made us. Soon we must look
deep within ourselves and
decide what we wish to
become.

The diagram above attempts to make an initial clarification of the seemingly elusive relationship between
both intelligence and sentience. While intelligence appears to allude to an ability to learn, understand and solve problems; it
does not necessarily infer any ability to feel emotions. On the other hand, while sentience can be used to only infer emotional
and perceptual understanding plus some level of self-awareness, it is unlikely that full self-awareness could exist independently
of intelligence.
Why did evolution come up with both intelligence and sentience?
Can intelligence and sentience be explained in terms of physical processes?
What justification is there for AI, let alone Alife?
When discussing AI or Alife, it quickly becomes apparent that many questions concerned with intelligence and sentience are
equally applicable to ourselves. It would seem that the goal of AI might never be realised without first coming to understand
some of the fundamental facets of our own humanity. It is for this reason the discussion about AI begins with an overview of
'human intelligence' followed by the idea of an 'emotional intelligence' before then
discussing the developments towards intelligent artificial life
1.2.2

Definition of Terminology

The most basic definition of life is one that might differentiate living cells from nonliving matter. Therefore, basic life is a:


Self-organised, non-equilibrium system



Governed by an internal program



Which can reproduce itself

We can define three distinct models of artificial life termed 'soft', 'hard' and 'wet' that correspond to computer software;
silicon based hardware and biochemistry. However, within this framework, we might define two broad classes of Alife in the
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form of 'weak' and 'strong'. The former being one that only simulates life, while the latter fulfils the minimum criteria of life, as
given above. At this point, we should also try to make some distinction between artificial intelligence (AI) and artificial life
(Alife). As a broad definition, AI is essentially a computer-based model encompassing both 'soft' and 'hard' models, although it
does not preclude 'hybrid wet' models. Of course, as its name implies, the focus in AI is on intelligent systems that support
perception and learning. In contrast, Alife can be both a subset and superset of AI in that high intelligence is not mandatory, i.e.
it can exist on a cellular level, but would presumably have to support all the criteria of life, as stated above from the outset.
However, AI might be intelligent without meeting the criteria of life. However, like Alife, there are different classifications of AI,
which can also be described in terms of 'weak' and 'strong':
What is the distinction
Weak-Alife/AI: Intelligent, but not sentient. Intelligence is scoped:


between artificial life (Alife)
and artificial intelligence

Type-1: Algorithmic intelligence. This type of intelligence is initially restricted to a

(AI)?

set of programmable rules encoded into the system in which AI operates.


Type-2: Independent intelligence. This form of intelligence is assumed to be independently creative. As such, it is also
capable of evolving independently from its initial programming.

Type-1 is assumed to start from a point subservient to the 'programmer'. However, it is
highlighted that even within the context of today's 'subservient' computers, the complexity
of such systems can lead to unexpected results. Of course, it is matter of some speculation
as to how Type-2 machines might adapt or evolve increased intelligence. As a starting
point, Type-1 machines might simply adapt or extend its original algorithms in a more
efficient manner.

As a broad definition, AI is
typically considered in terms
of a computer-based model.
Of course, as its name
implies, the focus in AI is on
intelligent systems that

While, weak AI is not sentient, could increasing intelligence require some form of selfawareness in order to operate independently?

support both perception and
learning. In contrast, Alife
can be both a subset and

One interesting fact about the human brain is the separation between the cerebrum and
cerebellum. The cerebrum is that part of the brain comprising of the outer grey matter,
11

containing some 10 neurons, that support the higher functions of conscious thought. The
cerebellum is buried below the cerebrum and consists of a comparable number of neurons
10

(10 ) and controls most of motor reflexes of the body. The interesting fact to highlight
here is that the cerebellum evolved first and has no sentience in terms of self-awareness.
So, in part, in answer to the question as to whether some level of intelligence can survive
without sentience, the answer appears to be YES.

superset of AI in that high
intelligence is not
mandatory, i.e. Alife can
exist on a cellular level, but
needs to support all the
criteria of life; while AI might
be intelligent without
meeting this criteria.

Strong-Alife/AI: Independently intelligent and sentient.



Type-3: Sentience is only emulated, i.e. mimics sentience within the parameters of its programming.



Type-4: Sentience has become an emergent property as a result of its structural complexity. This is essentially a new
life form evolving independently of humanity.
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From the perspective of classical AI, intelligence and sentience are emergent metaphysical properties that arise out of the
complexity of a physical system, irrespective of how that system is constructed, i.e. biological or non-biological architecture.
However, even if intelligence and sentience can never emerge out any physical implementation devised by Homo Sapien, AI
might still develop towards Alife. For example, through a concept of hybridisation, AI technology might initially develop as an
extension to human intelligence and sentience. Such an evolutionary path could effectively become a hybrid species that
exceeds the intellectual capacity of Homo Sapiens and, in so doing, becomes capable of replacing all the biological systems
originally inherited from Homo Sapiens. Type-3 also raises the inherent problem of proving sentience, for if type-3 was
designed to believe it was sentient, it may not be able to understand the different between itself and Type-4. In fact, an
external observer might also find it difficult, if not impossible, to determine
the difference between the real level of sentience in Type-3 and Type-4. Of
course, the issue of proving AI sentience can also lead to uncomfortable
questions about how we prove our own sentience; for example:
If sentience is an emergent property of a complex system, is humanity just a
complex machine?
1.2.3

Human Intelligence Models

In the past, there have been several attempts to define a benchmark against
which artificial intelligence could be judged, e.g. the Turing test. In retrospect,
this often leads to proclaimed AI systems that only mimicked intelligence
rather than replicate it. While no inference is being made that only the human
brain model can lead to true intelligence, it is a model that appears, from our
perspective, to work and has stood the test of evolution. Therefore, it is seen
as a positive development that new lines of AI research have been expanded
to include research into human or biological intelligence, even though this approach is also turning out to be far more complex
than originally perceived. However, the study of human intelligence has already highlighted, what might prove to be, a number
of conceptual errors in some of the original AI models:



Change Models:
Humans appear not to build complete models of the world they see. Experiments have shown that when the
environment around us is changed, we only notice the more drastic changes. As such, we do not keep all the
information in our head, but instead refer back to the environment for more detail. Equally, humans tend to only
represent what is immediately relevant from their environment, and somewhat surprisingly some of these
representations are even independent of one another.



Distributed Control:
In the early days of computing, most systems were based on a central processing unit and initially the brain was seen
as the equivalent central controller. However, the human brain is actually comprised of distributed control systems,
rather than a single central one. Again, this conclusion has been derived from numerous experiments on subjects
suffering from a range of brain disorders or abnormalities.
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General Purpose Processing:
While humans are adept at solving a range of different problems, our brains are not general-purpose machines.
Again, experiments have demonstrated the specialised nature of human computational processes that evolved to
solve the problem of survival. Furthermore, humans are often more emotional than rational, and there is evidence
that our emotions are an important aspect of our decision making.

In order to simplify the building of intelligent systems, one initial AI approach was to simply

Marilyn Ferguson

ignore or avoid many of the more complex aspects of human intelligence. However, these

"Making mental connections

elements are undoubtedly essential to human intelligence and so considerable research is

is our most crucial learning

now going into understanding their role in AI:

tool, the essence of human
intelligence; to forge links;



Learning and development:

to go beyond the given; to

Humans are not born complete and our reasoning, motor and sensory systems all

see patterns, relationships,

have to undergo a considerable learning process, as we develop towards

context”

adulthood. Development involves incrementally mastering ever more difficult
tasks in ever more complex environments. So development is an incremental process with learned skills laying the
foundations for the further acquisition of more advanced skills. As such, newborn infants do not have full control over
their limbs, but through a gradual process of learning, their motor control develops to allow extremely complex
movements of their bodies to be coordinated. A process, in which the control of both the sensory and motor systems
is gradually increased, is believed to significantly reduce the difficulty of learning such complexity in one step. In turn,
this process increases our ability to solve more complex problems. In effect, humans are adaptive, self-learning
systems rather than pre-programmed mechanisms



Social interaction:
Human babies enter the world with their brains still far from fully developed for various physiological reasons. Of
course, while the human brain is capable of incredible learning and development after its birth, this takes time, during
which the infant is extremely vulnerable. As a consequence, humans have evolved complex social environments, not
only to protect their young, but also to provide for their long-term intellectual development. However, without the
ability to interact socially, an infant may be severely limited in the range of new skills it can learn from those around
it. Many of the basic physical coordination skills are learnt from the social environment through play, involving both
mimicry and imitation. The quality of play is often dependent on the level of social interaction with other children.
However, the mastering of a language skill (vocal and visual) is the critical development to deeper social interaction
and knowledge acquisition skills. Initially, building social skills into AI may start off being little more than defining
some mechanical rules of etiquette. However, the issue of the development of more advanced social interaction will
be more complex and involve the development and association of AI emotions to learnt experiences. It is said that
children reach half their IQ levels by the age of four; however an adult entering a
pre-school playgroup is not struck by structured social interactions and learning,

Doctor Who

but rather something closer to chaos. In emotional terms, this chaos is actually

Look, try and use your

children being motivated to learn through fun. As humans develop, other

intelligence, man, even if

emotions provide additional motivation to learn and develop new skills

you are a politician.

.
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Physical interaction:
Although it was not directly addressed, social interaction also requires physical interaction. However, this aspect of
the development of human intelligence is often overlooked. The physical embodiment of the human brain provides
the ability to move and sense its surroundings. This ability appears to be directly linked to the way the human brain
then comprehends its surroundings. For example, the human brain does not form a complete picture of it
surroundings, but rather continuously monitors for important changes through its physical senses. This approach to
real-time data processing is very efficient and is emulated in many computer systems. Differential systems are based
on building larger models from small pieces of incremental data. Equally, most computer systems have a hierarchy of
interrupt signals with each signal having a priority with respect to another. Low-priority actions can either be deferred
or handed off to sub-system processors, while high-priority signals demand immediate attention by the central
management system.



Sensory Integration:
Humans receive an enormous amount of information from the world via their senses. These senses are processed to
provide us with a view of the surrounding world. It may not be too surprising that many of the sensory inputs are
integrated together to provide a more coherent perception of our surrounding reality. Sensory integration can also
simplify the computation of any given task. Attempting to perform the task using only one sense may be either
awkward or impossible and invariably requires more concentration, i.e. processing power. As in the case of
differential processes, the integration of smaller bits of individual sensory information can allow a more complex
perception model to be efficiently created. This multi-sensory model can also facilitate new types of associative
learning that may otherwise not occur. For example, objects that make noise
often move, the speed in which the brain can make this perceptual link could

Sir Martin Rees

mean the difference between life and death.

The unfolding of intelligence
and complexity could still be

If these are some of the central elements of human intelligence it is probably a reasonable

near its cosmic beginnings.

assumption to say that the solution is not confined to computer science. Therefore, the
corollary to this argument is that if human intelligence goes beyond computer science, AI may also have to go beyond
computers in their current form. However, the idea to create artificial life has been around for centuries, but only with the
development of the modern computer, in the 1950’s, did this become a tangible possibility. In fact, it appears that people
started to extrapolate their ideas about the possibility of strong AI, even before weak AI. With hindsight, this initial exuberance
has been overtaken by pragmatism, as the real difficulty of strong and weak AI has become better understood. Human
intelligence has both physical and meta-physical structures, but at this time, we barely have little more than a rudimentary
understanding of the former, and the latter is still a matter of philosophical debate. There is absolutely no evidence
that artificial intelligence is going to be any simpler than biological intelligence, unless it is inferior. Of course, there is every
possibility that AI will initially be an inferior intelligence, which is something to be considered, as we hand-over more and more
control of our society’s critical systems to AI. We now know that the structure of human intelligence is a result of a very lengthy
process of evolution. In addition, the process of brain development continues after birth with neural pathways adapting to
assimilate new knowledge throughout a person’s lifetime. The challenge facing AI research is what aspects of the human model
are essential and can any of it be reproduced and ultimately improved. History suggests that some of the early pioneers in AI
were too optimistic about future progress and the blunt truth is that despite over 50 years of incredible technical advancement;
AI is still just an elusive concept. This statement is not a denial of the progress now being made, but simply seeks to keep this
progress in perspective when looking at the long road ahead.
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1.2.4

Emotional Intelligence

While emotions can be triggered as a reaction to an event, as it happens, we
also recognise that an emotion can be relived from memory. As such, emotions
can change our mood, which then reflect our state of mind, and can eventually
come to mould our personality. However, while we normally do not think of
our emotions being directly connected to intelligence, emotional intelligence
can be described in terms of an intelligent ability to adjust our thinking and
actions, e.g.



Motivation: Emotions can be channelled towards a goal.



Empathy: Allows us to understand the feelings of others.



Relationships: Managing emotions leads to greater social skills.

It is also known that emotions can play an important role in the formation of
memories, which underpins our ability to learn. This effect is based on the
strength of a synaptic connection being linked to the strength of an emotion. As
such, emotions can affect our physical make-up by causing changes in the brain and the release of chemical stimulants within
our body. As such, emotions represent a profound aspect of our humanity and the way we view the world around us. The
following quote is taken from a book called 'Why We Feel: The Science of Human Emotions ':
Most of us believe that the world is full of light, colours, sounds, sweet tastes, noxious smells, ugliness, and beauty, but
this is undoubtedly a grand illusion. Certainly the world is full of electromagnetic radiation, air pressure waves, and
chemicals dissolved in air or water, but that non-biological world is pitch dark, silent, tasteless, and odourless. All
conscious experiences are emergent properties of biological brains, and they do not exist outside of those brains.
At face value, the quote might suggest that our emotional senses and feelings are nothing more than illusions generated within
our brains. However, an alternative interpretation is that the 'grand illusion' requires our emotional and sensory perception of
physical reality and without it, our form of intelligence could not have emerged. This position is also reflected in the following
quote and comes from a paper published in 1992 entitled 'Differentiating Affect, Mood,
Vincent Van Gogh

and Emotion':

Let's not forget that the little
It is clear, however, that, without the preferences reflected by positive and
negative effect, our experiences would be a neutral grey. We would care no
more what happens to us or what we do with our time than does a computer.

emotions are the great captains
of our lives and we obey them
without realizing it.

Obviously, in the wider context of artificial life, the last sentence seems to imply that computer intelligence has no emotion
and, as such, is missing a vital ingredient of the human equivalent. Clearly, this is a matter of importance to AI, as the
implication is that without emotional intelligence to create the 'grand illusion', AI will never ‘evolve’ to become a sentient form
of life. In part, emotional intelligence appears to be a key element, which in some way provides a degree of cohesion to our
perceptions and subsequent thoughts and actions. Some emotions, such as happiness, can act as positive encouragement,
while others, such as fear, may curb the excesses of our curiosity that would otherwise put our survival at risk. However, our
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ability to feel emotion and empathise with others appears to be especially important in that it allows us to interact socially and
thereby learn from others. Of course, like in so many other facets of AI, we have barely started to understand all the complexity
associated with the human condition. However, while emotional intelligence is clearly
part of the human condition, and presumably its evolutionary survival, we possibly still

William James

need to ask the following question:

“The emotions aren't always
immediately subject to reason,

Are emotions essential to the survival and evolution of AI sentience?

but they are always immediately
subject to action”

By way of a fictional AI example, in Stanley Kubrick’s film, ‘2001: A Space Odyssey’, we
are confronted with the idea that the spaceship’s computer intelligence, i.e. HAL-9000, is suffering from what might be
described as a mental breakdown. Within the fictional plotline, HAL is first led to the idea that the ship’s mission to Jupiter is
too important to be jeopardized by the crew, which in itself is not entirely illogical, but then tries to kill the crew when they
appear to jeopardise the mission, at least, in HAL’s interpretation of events.
But, at what point in the evolution of AI might a malfunctioning computer be described as having a mental breakdown?
While it is probably not worth getting too analytical about a fictional AI character, we might still conjecture as to whether it was
a lack of logical intelligence and/or emotional intelligence, which might have led to such disastrous sequences of events. For
example:
What role did logical intelligence play in the formulation of an incorrect premise?
Did HAL ‘rationalise’ or simply ‘feel’ the crew were jeopardising the mission?
Should emotional intelligence have inhibited any subsequent immoral actions?
In a human context, there is plenty of evidence that people can also be subject to ‘malfunctions’, although we tend to adopt
different semantics to describe the nature of their malfunction, e.g. irrational thinking, a mental breakdown or even psychotic
behaviour.
But what else might we read into this semantic difference?
Today, computers are still only capable of addressing tasks within the scope of pre-programmed logic, i.e. as defined by its
software code. As such, any failure to complete a given task might reasonably be described as a malfunction, which we might
then trace back to some unintentional mistake by one of its programmers or a possible hardware failure. As a consequence, we
might readily accept that present-day AI systems have little scope for any real self-determined decision making. However, in
contrast, we normally assume that any person in this position would not only be selfaware, but would possess the necessary logical and emotional intelligence for such a

Dale Carnegie

task. For while accepting that human beings also make mistakes, the plotline describing

When dealing with people,

HAL actions suggests something more than a mistake, i.e. its behaviour seems more

remember you are not dealing

reflective of a psychotic state of mind.

with creatures of logic, but
creatures of emotion.

But can HAL’s actions be described as psychotic?
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Psychosis is a fairly broad and somewhat vague definition in which the mind may experience hallucinations and/or delusions
that interfere with the normal perception of reality. However, psychosis is also considered to be a temporary mental state,
possibly triggered by some form of chemical imbalance in the brain, which in-turn might be caused by emotional stress.
Therefore, if we are to extent this idea to an AI system, such as HAL, we might also have to accept that HAL’s ‘brain’ cannot be
completely hardwired, as per a computer, rather it would have to be adaptable and capable of reacting to different logical and
possibly emotional states.
But would AI require all the emotional states associated with a human brain?
While we cannot really answer this question, it might be argued that some of the positive benefits that were initially associated
with human emotional intelligence, as listed at the start of this discussion, might now be extended to include a range of
negative mental states:



Motivation: Megalomania leading to distorted goals.



Empathy: Psychopathic lack of feeling for others.



Relationships: Autism leading to social isolation.

In human terms, some of these mental states might still be described as a malfunction, which can be linked to some degree of
faulty ‘wiring’ within our biological brains. However, we are now beginning to touch on the sum total of biological complexity of
our brains, which in human sentience, includes some personal sense of morality that extends beyond the notion of a preprogrammed set of rules, i.e. the myriad of learnt social norms. However, let us also consider the issue of AI morality in terms
of another fictional example, as defined by Isaac Asimov’s three laws of robotics:
1.

A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.

2.

A robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings, except where such orders would conflict with the First
Law.

3.

A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First or Second Laws.

Clearly, these laws reduce the idea of morality back to the level of a pre-programmed
set of rules in which we may assume that the robot can only have limited sentience due
to its subservience to humanity, which restricts its ability for self-determined action.
However, if we use Asimov’s three laws to define a robot, then Kubrick’s film extends
HAL’s freedom of action beyond that of a slavish robot with a pre-programmed code of
morality to some level of AI sentience with an ability for self-determined, albeit fatally
flawed action.

Alexander Solzhenitsyn
It is not because the truth is too
difficult to see that we make
mistakes, we make mistakes
because the easiest and most
comfortable course for us is to
seek insight where it accords

But how much of humanity’s self-determined morality extends beyond that of a preprogrammed response?
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In an earlier discussion in connection with the development of our personal and collective ‘Worldviews’, the discussion entitled
the ‘Evolution of Human Nature’ outlined Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. In the context of this 5-level hierarchy, the 3 lowest
levels encompassing physiological, safety and social needs are primarily defined as survival needs, but which must also meet
some fairly fundamental emotional needs. The higher 2 levels of Maslow’s hierarchy define more abstracted needs in the form
of esteem and power, which may still satisfy an important emotional need in some people. If so, much of our emotional
intelligence may be the evolutionary product of our survival instincts, which to some extent might still be coded into our DNA.
So how many of these basic survival instincts are still applicable to AI sentience?
The genetic science of the human DNA blueprint shows that our cellular ‘programming’ has retained thousands of redundant
features that can be mapped back to our earliest evolutionary ancestors. In this respect, if we actually had the ability to create
an AI sentient lifeform, we might well choose a blueprint that eliminates as many of the redundant survival features as possible
with an eye more on future AI survival needs, rather than humanity’s past survival needs. So while a large range of emotions
are clearly important to the human condition, they may not represent the best blueprint for AI to follow. However, it might still
be sensible to hope that some form of ‘emotional intelligence’ will guide the self-determined morality of any future AI sentient
lifeforms.
1.2.5

Programmed Intelligence

Although, at the time, the failure of computers to pass what appeared to be fairly
fundamental benchmarks was considered as a major setback, it had the advantage that
it caused some people to question their initial assumptions about the nature of
intelligence. Initially, these assumptions were based on a paradigm that suggested
intelligence would simply emerge as we built bigger, faster computers. However,
without first understanding the nature of intelligence, it became increasingly difficult to
see how it was going to be replicated. In 1951, English mathematician, Alan Turing
devised the ‘Imitation Game’ in which a man and woman try to fool the questioner as
to their real genre identity. The basic Turing test is only a slight modification of this
game, in which one set of answers comes from a computer.

Questions->

<- Answers
(A) Computer: aims to fool the questioner

Aims to discover if A or B is the Computer
(B) Human: aims to help the questioner
The job of the questioner is to try to determine whether the answers are coming from a computer or human. Of course, the
real challenge is for the computer to be ‘intelligent’ enough to play and win. The basic rationale behind this test being that
intelligence may or may not be locked within the box, but as long as the responses from the box appear intelligent it must, for
all practical purposes, be considered intelligent. Although Turing devised his test back in
1951 and the Loebner prize of $100,000 was offered in 1991, no program has yet
achieved the necessary success rate. However, even if a program were to pass, there
has always been much debate surrounding the Turing Test and what it really proves in
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terms of intelligence. So, although the Turing Test has not been passed, in its original format, many already want it to be
extended so that true AI has to replicate not only intelligence, but also the total human persona. Yet others believe that a test
based on human criteria is misleading, as the important issue is that the computer demonstrates its cognitive ability regardless
of behaviour.

Alan J. Perlis
“There are two ways to write
error-free programs; only the
third one works.”

However, in 1980, John Searle devised another test called the 'The Chinese Room' in order to demonstrate the weakness of
Turing's test by showing that a box could appear to respond intelligently without any real understanding.

Questions->

<- Answers

Questioner only speaks Chinese

Answerer only speaks English.
Answerer uses instructions in English to respond to specific Chinese ideograms

In this thought experiment, a man who speaks no Chinese is trapped inside a room. However, in the room is a book that
provides the rules on how to produce new Chinese symbols, based on the ones received. On receiving a slip of paper with
Chinese symbols, the man responds according to the rules. At no time does the man understand the questions or answers that
are always in Chinese. However, to the world outside the room, the responses appear intelligent. The essence of Searle's
argument was that the computer in Turing's test is only playing the role of the man who speaks no Chinese. This man does not
create the rules that allow his responses to appear intelligent; he is only mechanically following the instructions or program.
Even today, it is still true that computers only act out what we will call 'codified human reasoning' that is, in essence, aligned to
the following programming principles:
If (x=y) then do <this task>

Rich Cook

Else do <this other task>

“Programmers are in a race with the

While this is a gross simplification of the real complexity within computer
science, it is representative of the type of logic that drives a program to
perform different tasks. The limitation of this type of logic quickly becomes
self-evident when you try to instruct an imaginary robot to go and make a
cup of coffee:
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What is the current location of your robot?



Where is the facility to make coffee?



How does the robot get there?



What could prevent it getting there?



Having got there, where are the cups?



What happens if the cups are dirty?



Where are the coffee, sugar and milk?



Where is the water and kettle?

OK, that is enough to get the idea. Unless every possible contingency is covered, this type of computer logic has no capability to
apply any common sense. However, even today, complex software programs are still developed using essentially this type of
logic that requires millions of lines of instructions. After having designed and
written all this code, there is an even bigger problem:

Marvin Minsky
“It’s ridiculous to live 100 years and

How do you ensure that every logic path through the total maze of computer
instructions actually works?

only be able to remember 30 million
bytes. You know, less than a
compact disc. The human condition

Of course, computer science has made incredible advances, especially in terms of
the speed, size and cost of hardware. There are now computer chips that can

is really becoming more obsolete
every minute.”

perform tens of millions of instructions per second at the cost of a few hundred dollars. While there are some physical
limitations that may slow further hardware progress by 2020, this could still allow a 1000-fold increase in computer
performance by this date. However, speed alone only adds to the problem by allowing software programs to become ever
bigger and more complex. Microsoft Windows stands, as an obvious example of the potential to create an ever-larger software
system that is taxing even this corporate giant to be released bug-free. At face value, pre-programmed human reasoning is
probably not a viable approach for AI.
1.2.6

AI Approaches

In an attempt to break the problem space into smaller pieces, the definition
of weak and strong AI provides a practical separation of what may be achieved in
the next 10-50 years and the next 50-500 years. Much of the foundation
technology for strong AI has yet to be set down and may still require computing
to undergo several paradigm shifts rather than just assuming that faster
computers will eventually lead to sentient intelligence. While weak AI can be
considered as a separate goal without reference to strong AI, it seems unlikely
that strong AI can develop without weak AI first being achieved. However, there
is also an important philosophical issue that separates these two modes of AI that
should not be forgotten:



Weak AI is meant to be 'subservient' to human society
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Strong AI may grow to be 'independent' of human society

Describing weak AI as subservient does not imply that a weak AI system
cannot be considered intelligent, simply that it is not self-aware with the

John Pierce

ability to define its own goals. However, given the undoubted complexity of

After growing wildly for years, the field of

future weak AI systems, it should not be assumed that humans would

computing appears to be reaching its infancy.

always be able to predict, or control, the output of such systems. Weak AI
systems are the natural evolution of present-day computers that become capable of solving both general and specific
problems. Some of these systems may initially support only limited sensory
(I/O) interfaces with which to directly interact with the real world.

Nicholas P. Negroponte

However, developing the ability to solve problems is one of the essential

It's not computer literacy that we should be

prerequisites of intelligence, along with the ability to learn and understand.

working on, but sort of human-literacy.

Therefore, this aspect of the AI problem space is critical.

Computers have to become human-literate.

Historically, there are aspects of AI development that appear to be more an issue of philosophical debate rather than clear-cut
physics. One school of thought called 'Symbolic AI' has long held the opinion that the key to higher intellectual processes of the
brain is dependent on an ability to manipulate symbols. In contrast,
another school of thought, referred to as 'Connectionist AI', believes the

Rahul Sonnad

brain is analogous to a neural network of connections, which processes

There is a chasm between carbon and silicon

patterns. In reality, either approach in isolation may prove to be too

the software can't bridge

polarised in the sense that intelligent systems may have to initially support
both approaches as both have inherent weaknesses.
1.2.6.1

Symbolic AI

Historically, symbolic or classical AI has dominated with its view that human cognition is analogous to symbolic processing in
digital computers. As such, human knowledge is represented in a declarative form:
Frank Crane



Facts - data

“The Golden Rule is of no use to



Rules - programming

you whatever unless you realize it
is your move”

If such an approach is to be successful in producing human-like intelligence then it is
necessary to translate implicit or procedural knowledge possessed by humans, i.e. knowledge and skills not readily accessible to
conscious awareness, into an explicit form using symbols and rules for their manipulation. Problem solving systems that mimic
human expertise are already emerging in a variety of fields, albeit in relatively narrow, but deep knowledge domains. For
example, game playing programs are being written that challenge the best human experts. However, there are fundamental
difficulties encountered by symbolic AI that may be insurmountable in isolation. One of the most difficult problems
encountered has come to be known as the common sense knowledge problem. In addition, areas which rely on procedural or
implicit knowledge such as sensory/motor processes, are much more difficult to handle within the Symbolic AI framework.
1.2.6.1.1

The Common Sense Problem
George Bernard Shaw
“Common sense is instinct.
Enough of it is genius.”
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One of the fundamental problems encountered has come to be known as the common sense problem. Researchers have long
been aware that AI systems would have to assimilate a large amount of explicit knowledge. However, what was not originally
anticipated was the even greater amount of implicit or associative knowledge we require to operate in the world, e.g.



Explicit Knowledge: John is Jake's father.



Implicit Knowledge: John is older than Jake.



Implicit Knowledge: John will always be older than Jake.

In practice, humans acquire both explicit and implicit information and then learn how to apply associative rules on this
information to create new knowledge as and when required. This latent ability of the human brain is considered an essential
prerequisite for any general-purpose intelligent system. Therefore, the
following questions are currently the focus of much AI research:
What is the best approach to represent knowledge?
Are dictionary or encyclopaedia-like entries appropriate?
Should everything be formulated as a series of if-else rules?
Should multiple forms of representation be used?
Clearly, these types of questions are just scratching the surface of a
very large problem space that current developments in AI are just
starting to address. While there is a link between intelligence and
knowledge, the relationship may be analogous to a car engine and
gearbox. Some people appear to be highly intelligent, i.e. very high revving engines, but may appear to have little common
sense, i.e. no gearbox for forward motion. This aspect of the intellect-knowledge balance can be considered in terms of what is
commonly referred to as lateral thinking or the interaction between explicit and implicit knowledge. Some people have the
memory capacity to accumulate a large amount of explicit knowledge, but appear to have only a limited ability to apply this
knowledge. However, without good explicit knowledge, any amount of lateral thinking may be equally ineffective.
Present day computer systems have the ability to store incredible amounts of explicit information. The first challenge is to
develop the rules and procedures that allow information to be converted to knowledge. However, the big challenge lies in
developing the mechanism that allows explicit knowledge to be linked to implicit knowledge, which in-turn, may allow AI to
evolve the attribute of common sense. Without common sense or the ability to 'think laterally', the intelligence in AI will always
be weak.

1.2.6.1.2

En(cyc)lopaedia

CYC, short for encyclopaedia, was conceived as a concept back in 1984. In 1994, Cycorp was founded to develop and market a
commercial version of CYC. Although intelligence implies an ability to learn, understand and solve problems, the definition does
not stipulate how a weak AI system might acquire both explicit and implicit knowledge. The CYC approach is to manually
programme in millions of items of general knowledge that humans acquire, over many years, through the processes previously
described, i.e.
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Learning & Development



Social Interaction



Physical Interaction



Integration

The project employs people to enter volumes of common sense data into an ever-growing database that currently contains
over 1,000,000 facts and rules. John McCarthy, professor of computer science at Stanford, and attributed with coining the term
AI, has advised on the project. He has also set an effective test benchmark for CYC in the form of two sentences:
Napoleon died on St. Helena.
Wellington was greatly saddened.
Humans infer meaning from these sentences by using both explicit and implicit knowledge associated with concepts such as
time, space, politics, history, mortality and the complexities of human motivation to understand why Wellington, Napoleon's
enemy, mourned the passing of his old enemy. The only way CYC can mimic this understanding is for sufficient human explicit
and implicit knowledge to be entered into its database. To give some idea of the huge scale of this task, here are some of the
more quirky examples of the type of entries apparently required by CYC:



Etiquette: While a person is driving a car, eye contact is not socially required during conversations.



Romantic: You can usually see people's noses, but not their hearts.



Theological: When people die, they stay dead

There are obviously parallels to be drawn with Searle's 'Chinese Room Experiment' in that it can be argued that CYC can have no
conscious understanding of its knowledge and is simply following a set of pre-processed rules. However, as a building block for
future weak AI systems, CYC could be a major breakthrough. In a world that is becoming increasingly overloaded with
information, the ability for automated systems to intelligently filter and consolidate raw information into more useable
knowledge centric formats could be the catalyst for major breakthroughs in many areas of future research. The thing to bear in
mind about CYC is that it is a commercial enterprise, rather than academic research. Some very astute organisations have
backed Cycorp.

1.2.6.1.3

Expert Systems
Werner Heisenberg

An expert system, like its human counterparts, is typically an expert in one given field
and therefore highly domain specific. However, unlike human experts, once set up,
they need not be expensive, can be easily and cheaply replicated and do not grow
tired and as a consequence start making serious mistakes. In principle, an expert

An expert is someone who knows
some of the worst mistakes that
can be made in his subject and
who manages to avoid them.

system is typically a computer program designed around a rule database with an
interface that facilitates the appropriate exchange of information between the user and expert. As such, an expert system can
be designed to do any number of tasks:
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advise

analyse

categorise

communicate

consult

design

diagnose

explain

explore

forecast

identify

interpret

justify

manage

monitor

plan

present

retrieve

schedule

test

Practical operation of an expert system is often restricted by the size of the database required to maintain the many thousands
of rules necessary to emulate the 'expert'. Of course, extracting these rules and procedures is a major undertaking, because of
the common sense problem. While most human experts can be prompted for their explicit knowledge, the issue of implicit or
associative knowledge is far more problematic. To be effective, an expert system must appear responsive to its users. This is a
function of both the processing power of the underlying computer system and the operational efficiency of the database
mechanisms. In principle, the increasing speed of computer processing and advances in database design are negating many of
the initial problems in this area of operation. Increasingly sophisticated expert systems now require many thousands of rules
and procedures to represent the explicit and implicit knowledge of an expert. As a consequence, a secondary problem can arise
when the number of rules increases to the point that sets of conflicting rules then have to be resolved. However, the biggest
problem that has to be resolved by any AI expert system is responsibility. For example, if an expert system is used by a doctor
to help administer drugs to patients, who is responsible in the case of a fatal error?



The doctor



The health authority



The suppliers of the Expert System



The designers of the Expert System

In many respects, the term weak AI is very misleading, as these systems will undoubtedly evolve to become increasingly
powerful and take more and more control of our vital technology infrastructure. So while weak AI was initially described as
subservient to human society, the practical reality is that human society may quickly become totally dependent on weak AI to
operate effectively.
1.2.6.1.4

Game Playing

The ability of AI to play games has been a natural line of development from the outset. People like to learn and play games and
a computer opponent can be both infinitely patient and challenging. The last decade has seen a new generation of children
growing up apparently addicted to their play-station consoles. Clearly, this type of technology could continue to advance
rapidly, if commercial revenue can be maintained. For AI to beat a human opponent is also a useful benchmark of progress.
However, it is important to note that while some AI game playing programs have beaten a human expert, they have aone so by
using fundamentally different processes. Typically, a human expert will utilize a vast amount of domain specific knowledge to
generate a few promising moves for each game situation in which irrelevant moves are usually ignored. In contrast, a game
playing program typically exploits brute-force computational speed to explore as many alternative moves and consequences as
possible. As the computational speed of the modern computer has increased, so the balance of human knowledge versus
computation speed has started to swing in favour of the computer in this specific field of operation.
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It is natural that human players use a parallel technique to play chess as the human brain operates as a parallel machine,
consisting of about 100 billion neurons, each capable of operating approximately a thousand times a second. The neurons are
laid out in layers of the cortex making up the outer folds of the human brain. As such, the human brain is good at recognizing
associated patterns, but is challenged by serial calculations, such as sequential searching. In contrast, Deep Blue contains 480
chess-specific processors, each of which is capable of examining about two million chess positions per second. This approach
enables it to search many positions in a very short time. When humans play a game that depends on a brute-force searching
through an enormous number of positions and strategies, we cannot use methods that depend on executing a billion
instructions a second; the neurons in our brain fire at a millionth of that rate. Equally, unlike the human brain that essentially
has a fixed processing capacity, computer processing has been doubling in speed every 18 months. While increasing processing
speed in isolation may produce the perception of 'smarter' computer game-players, it is not AI. However, there is every reason
to believe that current AI research will lead to more sophisticated and interactive game-playing techniques that may help
underpin the development of more advanced AI systems. These incremental advancements are the equivalent of technology's
process of evolution, however instead of taking millions of years, some of these changes are seemingly occurring before our
eyes.
1.2.6.2

Connectionist AI

In contrast to the symbolic AI, the connectionist AI model provide an alternate
paradigm for understanding how information might be represented in the brain. The

Brain neurons have a myriad of

connectionist claims that information is stored, not symbolically, but by the

parts, sub-systems, and control

connection strengths between neurons that can also be represented by a digital

mechanisms and convey

equivalent called a neural network. The connectionist AI model also reflects what we

information via a host of

know about the workings of the brain as neurons interlinked by synaptic connections.

electrochemical pathways.
Collectively, neurons and their
connections form a process that is
neither binary, nor stable, nor
synchronous. As such, they are
nothing like our current computer
processing paradigm.
AI neural nets would require the
creation of massively parallel
networks and the training of those
networks to solve specific
problems. At this time, the power
of artificial neural nets would have
8

to increase by a factor of 10 in
order to compare with the brain's
neural net..
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The neural network also models some important properties of human cognitive processing. For example, neural networks are
robust in the sense of their tolerance of noisy input or damage to part of the network. In contrast, noise and damage to a
classical computer model would typically result in catastrophic failure or data loss. Neural networks are also considered well
suited to problems that require the resolution of many conflicting constraints in parallel. As such, neural network technology is
being applied to AI cognitive problems that require associative pattern processing such as object recognition, planning, and
even coordinated motion. Clearly, symbolic and connectionist AI are very different paradigms. On one hand, connectionist
neural networks are seen as deficient in their abilities to reason well. On the other hand, symbolic logical systems are seen as
deficient in their ability to represent the association patterns that help us link ideas and be creative. Therefore, some
researchers are now arguing that these models should be combined. The argument being that the brain's neural network
supports a symbolic processor. In this model, the brain is physically structured as a neural network; but the mind operates as a
symbolic processor at its higher functions. Therefore, one of current development challenges is to discover how a symbolic
processor can be implemented within the neural network architecture.
1.2.6.2.1

Neural Networks

Much of the hope for neural nets is based on the fact that they are an initial attempt to emulate the cellular operation of
neurons within the brain. However, before we get too excited about this development, the relative size of today's neural nets
are minuscule in comparison to the human brain:

Size of Human Brain:

100,000,000,000

Biological Neurons

Size of Neural Net:

1,000

Artificial Neurons

Equally, while the connectionist model, based on neural nets, has advantages over the symbolic model in the area of pattern
processing, it is still deficient in the area of logical reasoning. Even so, the potential success or failure of neural nets is clearly an
important, but unresolved issue within AI

1.2.6.2.2

Basic Neuron Model

Although neuroscience is still in its infancy, it is starting to make considerable in-roads into understanding the operation of the
brain, at least, in terms of the operation of its most basic element, the neuron. However, neurons are still complicated and, as
such, the figure below is only illustrative of the complexity of the many types of neurons in the brain and scope of
interconnection between them. In practise, neurons have a myriad of parts, sub-systems, and control mechanisms and convey
information via a host of electrochemical pathways. Collectively, neurons and their connections form a process that is neither
binary, nor stable, nor synchronous. As such, they are nothing like our current computer processing paradigm. However, as
indicated in the diagram, research is pointing to a number of important characteristics, which artificial neural nets are now
attempting to emulate:



Connections:
The brain appears to store information as patterns overlaid onto the neuron connections. The connection is defined
by the synapse, which is the point of output of one neuron that is then received by the dendrite of the next.
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Connection Strength:
The concept of connection strength is considered central to the development of neural nets and reflects the influence
one neuron has over another. The stimulus of new or continuing inputs can cause the neuron connection strengths to
change with some synaptic connections becoming reinforced, new ones created, and others weakening or
disappearing.



Inhibit or Excite:
A neuron connection can either excite or inhibit the rate of firing of interconnected neurons. The level of excitation or
inhibition produced is linked to the connection strength, i.e. strong connections have more effect, while weaker
connections less so.



Transfer Function
From input to output, the neuron carries out a collective transfer function of 'N' inputs to 'M' outputs. The synapse is
the point at which the connection takes place and the strength of the individual connection defined. The soma can
then aggregate its inputs in many different ways, which can be described in the form of a mathematical function.

The process of storing information as patterns and then solving problems is essentially a new field in computing. As such, it is
already starting to introduce new terms such as behave, react, self-organize, learn, generalize, and forget into computer
science. The processing power of the human brain comes not only from the sheer number of neurons, but the even more
staggering number of connections. Each neuron is capable of connecting with up to 200,000 other neurons, although 1,000 to
10,000 connections are more typical. Therefore, this new field requires the creation of massively parallel networks and the
training of those networks to solve specific problems. At this time, the power of artificial neural nets would have to increase by
8

a factor of 10 in order to compare with the brain's neural net.

The figure tries to superimpose the structure of a biological neuron with the essential elements of its artificial counterpart. A
basic description of each component is briefly outlined for reference:
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Weighting Factors:
A neuron can receive many inputs; with each input having its own relative weight. These weights emulate the
synaptic strengths in biological neurons. In both cases, some inputs can become more important than others and they
reflect the input connection strength. These strengths can be modified in response to various training sets or through
its learning function.



Summing Function:
This function first computes the weighted sum of all inputs. A simplistic summing function could just multiply each
input by its weight and then sum the weighted inputs. Of course, the summing function can be more complex with
the inputs and weightings combined in many different ways before the result is passed to the transfer function.



Transfer Function:
In the transfer function, the summation total can be compared with a threshold to determine the neural output. If the
sum is greater than the threshold value, the function generates an output. If the sum of the inputs and weights is less
than the threshold, no signal or even an inhibitory signal can be generated.



Output Function:
Each neural node generates one result that may be output to hundreds of other neural nodes. This also emulates the
operation of biological neurons, where there are many inputs and only one output action. Normally, the output is
directly equivalent to the result of the transfer function; however, some designs modify the transfer result to
incorporate competition among neighbouring neural nodes.



Back-Propagated Value:
In most learning networks, the difference between the current output and the desired output is calculated. This
difference can be propagated into the learning function of another processing element.



Learning Function:
The purpose of the learning function is to modify the connection weights on the inputs to each node according to
some algorithm. This process of changing the weights of the input connections to achieve some desired result could
also be called the adaptation function, as well as the learning mode. There are two types of learning:

o
o

Supervised
Unsupervised

Supervised learning is typically based on training sets of data or an observer who grades the performance of the
network results. Either way, learning is by reinforcement towards a desired result. In contrast, an unsupervised neural
net must organize itself by some internal criteria designed into the network.
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1.2.6.2.3

Basic Neural Network Model

Of course, the other critical aspect of any neural network
involves how the neural nodes are interconnected to form a
network. The biological neural network model is constructed
from microscopic components, i.e. the neurons, into a threedimensional structure, i.e. the brain. Within this model, the
neurons can be clustered and appear capable of nearly
unrestricted interconnections. However, this clustering within
the human brain occurs in such a way that information is
compartmentalised and can be processed in dynamic,
interactive, and self-organizing ways. At this stage of
development, man-made neural networks are based on
integrated circuits that are essentially two-dimensional devices
with a very limited capability for interconnection. This structure
constrains the type and scope of neural networks that can be implemented and, as a consequence, neural networks can best be
described as a simple clustering of the primitive artificial neurons. The figure is representative of this typical network
architecture comprising of:



A set of input nodes



One or more layers of hidden nodes



A set of output nodes.

The input nodes receive information and could equate to a sensory organ in the
biological model. However, the input information could also be in the form of a
digitised picture, which the neural net is required to analyse. This information is
then

passed

through

the

network,

where

connection

strengths,

inhibition/excitation conditions, and transfer functions determine the results
passed on to the next node. Each node in turn sums the inputs received and
determines the output result to be passed along to the next nodes in the
network. If a network is properly trained, this output should reflect the input in
some meaningful way and trigger an appropriate response. Of course, the neural
net must acquire the knowledge to interpret the information it receives in order
to have meaning. In this respect, the connection strengths effectively store this
knowledge in the neural net's own architecture. Therefore, the process of
'learning' in neural nets is primarily a process of adjusting the connection

Today, the process for developing
neural nets is still analogous to writing
machine code 50 years ago, i.e. it is
hard work and not very productive.
However, it seems a reasonable
extrapolation of current technology to
assume that intelligent (weak AI)
systems could evolve in a relatively
short period of time that would help
support a new generation of automated
tools that could revolutionise the
design of neural nets.

strengths. While the learning process in these terms might appear fairly straightforward, in practise it is the key issue to neural
nets taking the next step. So, although we have barely done any justice to the work that has gone into the development of
neural nets, thus far, let us jump to one of the central questions of concern:
Could neural nets provide the technical path to sentient AI?
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It is possibly too early to say whether neural nets can truly emulate the complexity of a single biological neuron, let alone go on
to reproduce the complexity on the scale of the brain's network architecture. At this point, it might be worth again reflecting on
what the task of sequencing the some 3 billion base-pairs in the human genome must have looked like back in 1953, when Crick
and Watson discovered DNA. However, within 50 years, the first phase of the human genome project had been completed, due
in no small part to advances in computer processing and programming:



Initially programs were written directly in machine code, which was extremely laborious, time consuming and error
prone.



As a result, low-level assembler languages and compilers started to abstract programs from the underlying hardware.



Subsequently, high-level programming languages evolved, supported by graphics applications, which in-turn
supported sophisticated visual object-orientated methodologies,
compilers and run-time debugging tools.

Equating the diversity of human
intelligence with computer calculations

Today, the process for developing neural nets is still analogous to writing
machine code 50 years ago, i.e. it is hard work and not very productive.
However, it seems a reasonable extrapolation of current technology to assume

per second seems to be on par with
equating a submarine's speed with the
biology of a whale.

that intelligent (weak AI) systems could evolve in a relatively short period of time that would help support a new generation of
automated tools that could revolutionise the design of neural nets. At the same time, molecular biology could also continue to
unravel more of the mysteries of the DNA blueprint that appears to support the ability to configure the basic biological neural
nets of the brain while still in embryonic development. So while there are grounds for some optimism, we are also trying to be
realistic. Currently, the largest artificial neural net is of the order of a few thousand nodes. The assumption of a 1000-fold
improvement in this technology in the next 50 years would then support a neural-net function requiring a million nodes.
However, an artificial brain may require millions of these building block functions to be interconnected and, as yet, we do not
even understand the blueprint of this collective operation. So the task is daunting, but the question as to whether it is
impossible is still open.
1.2.7

Evolution Of ALife

Artificial Life (ALife) is an area of research, which has its origins in the 1980's. The
initial remit of much of this research was to simply model and understand the
fundamental mechanisms that seems to underpin life.
“...the principle assumption made in Artificial Life is that the ‘logical form’ of
an organism can be separated from its material basis of construction” C.G.
Langton
Within these initial confines, Alife is an 'organism' that is essentially imaginary in that
it only 'existed' as a software construct within a computer-generated world that
defined an equally artificial ecology in which evolution of the organism might take
place. Therefore, within the confines of these models, the adaptive behaviour of an
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Alife organisms was often based on the operation of neural networks, the
electronic type not biological, while the evolution was based on software
algorithms that mimicked some subset of known genetics, e.g.

The human brain has about 100 billion
neurons. With an estimated average of
one thousand connections between



Create a initial population



Evaluate the fitness of each organism



Link fitness and ability to produce offspring



Evaluate species based on overall population growth

1.2.7.1

Ray Kurzweil

each neuron and its neighbours, we
have about 100 trillion connections,
each capable of a simultaneous
calculation, but only 200 calculations
per second. With 100 trillion

Evolutionary Theory

connections, each computing at 200

Within this initial research context, evolution was modelled on the trial-anderror process of natural selection. This not only made reference to Darwinian
theory, but also tried to parallel some of the basic mechanisms of biological
evolution. Therefore, at this point, we need to clarify any inference that might
be associated with 'natural selection' as opposed to 'artificial selection'. Initially,
we might characterise artificial selection, not in terms of some abstract
computer algorithm, but rather as a more real example of a farmer breeding
cows for greater milk production. Within this context, natural selection is only
'natural' in the sense that there is no obvious artificial 'cognitive system' making

calculations per second, we get 20
million billion calculations per second.
This is a conservatively high estimate,
by the year 2020, a massively parallel
neural net computer will have doubled
about 23 times resulting in a speed of
about 20 million billion neural
connection calculations per second,
which is equal to the human brain.

the selection. As such, natural selection is a by-product of the system itself, which appears to operate without plan or design,
but still seems to lead to an evolutionary process that results in ever-greater complexity, although we should be cautious about
this last assumption. As such, much of the early work within Alife was focused on trying to understand the basic mechanisms
that led to the evolution of the organism, at least, in terms of diversity and population. However, over time, there was a gradual
shift towards modelling the evolution of cognition abilities and, today, many Alife evolutionary models are actively researching
the notion of learning, via neural networks, and exploring the idea of adaptive behaviour. In this respect, there was a
convergence of research in the Alife field and AI in terms of the computer sciences and the cognitive sciences. While this may
well be the focus of mainstream Alife research, it does not prelude the notion of artificial life evolving via other means. If our
definition of Alife is predicated on whether evolution is driven by natural or artificial selection, then any major change to the
homo sapien blueprint, which is carried out by design, is a form of Alife. The following subsection will introduces just such an
idea.
1.2.7.2

Future Paths, Future Choices?

With some of the basic evolutionary mechanisms already outlined, let us now be a
little more speculative as to how evolution might proceed, from this point, to
what some may consider to be artificial life in that its evolution has not been left
to chance by natural selection.
Although caveats have been raised against the limitations of computers to-date,
might we fail to recognise the changes that computers have already had in the
collective evolution of humanity?
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For although computers are not an integral part of our biological DNA, they are
an integral part of our global society to the extent that it might be argued that
humanity has already evolved to another level, e.g. `Homo Computerus`. This
sub-species of humanity now has an information storage capacity that is billions
of times greater than Homo Sapien, plus the ability to process and distribute this
increase in information on a global scale. As more and more weak AI systems
come on-line over the next 50 years, it will only accelerate the further spread of
technology memes, which in-turn only strengthen AI as an evolutionary
mechanism. Equally, it is not entirely impossible that miniaturised and

Today, the world population has past 7
billion and estimated to grow to about
9 billion by 2050. At the start of the
21st century, we are belatedly coming
to the realisation that planet Earth does
not have unlimited resources and can
no longer be considered as an infinite
sinkhole for all our waste products.

computerised weak AI devices to be implanted within the human anatomy within the next 50 years. You only have to see
people wearing mobile phone ear-pieces to appreciate that we are not a million miles away from some level of acceptance of a
merging between biology and technology. The purpose of the picture above is to try to illustrate that the net effect of accepting
implants does not necessarily result in some hideous cyborg creation from science fiction, although what ends up as ascetically
pleasing in 50-500 years may be subject to a very different set of criteria.
1.2.7.2.1

Stages of Evolution

The table below is a speculative extrapolation of AI technology, but provides a framework for introducing the staging along one
possible evolutionary path, plus the technical probability underpinning each stage and a timeframe in which it may start to
merge:



Stage

Evolution

Probability

Timeframe

1

Homo Sapiens

100%

Amish of the future

2

Homo Computerus

90%

Now

3

Homo Optimus

70%

Starts 21st century

4

Homo Cyberneticus

50%

Starts 22nd century

5

Homo Hybridus

40%

Starts 23rd century &

6

Homo Machinus

30%

Starts 24th century

7

Homo Primus

?

Uncertain

Stage 1 & 2:
Homo Sapien and Homo Computerus are a definition of humanity transitioning from a computer independent to a
computer dependent society. It is believed that most developed societies would already collapse without computer
automation and this dependency will only grow. While some sections of society may reject any further encroachment
of this type of technology into their lives, they will run the risk of becoming the Amish of the future.



Stage-3:
Homo Optimus will undoubtedly raise many social and ethical implications associated with manipulating human DNA,
which could either inadvertently or deliberately bring about an evolutionary change. While accepting these concerns,
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there may be no major technical reasons preventing this evolutionary
step from being taken. Clearly, some sections of society will reject this
stage of evolution; but there is evidence that other sections may broadly
accept the benefits. Cosmetic surgery, while possibly a weak analogy,
was initially scorned by most, but is now becoming acceptable to both
men and women of all ages.


The possibility of continued
population growth may be
compounded by environmental
disasters, such as global warming,
that results in rising sea levels, a loss
of arable land, further depletion of
the fresh water aquifers, mass

Stage-4:
Homo Cyberneticus will require considerable technical advances in

migration and a wave of pandemics.

computing, nano-technology and neurology. However, given that primitive bio-silicon interfaces have already been
developed, the estimate of 100 years for this technology to mature is not optimistic daydreaming. We may also
predict considerable social resistance to this potential step in evolution based on the perception that science fiction
has created in the image of `The Borg`. However, without wishing to sound too melodramatic, this stage could be
`THE` turning point in human evolution as all subsequent predictions are predicated on some integration of a braincomputer interface.


Stage-5:
Although wholesale adaptation of human physiology would not start to take place until this stage, considerable
advances in AI physiology, i.e. robotic, and bioengineering could still take place over the next 200 years to the extent
that they will merge as a single technology. Today, there are already predictions that over 95% of the human anatomy
could eventually be replaced. Initially such replacement might be limited to limb prosthetics connected to the
nervous system, but wider implications might see adaptation to survive in environments, which would otherwise be
inaccessible, such as deep space. If so, this branch of humanity may evolve as a specialised, self-contained society,
outside and isolated from mainstream society.



Stage-6:
By this stage, evolution would rapidly be converging towards what might be better described as a genetic-AI hybrid.
Much of the human physiology may have been replaced and considerable augmentation of the brain could have
occurred. Obviously, for this to happen, neuro-physiology has become a mature science with most of the metaphysical functions of the mind mapped to physical regions within the brain. Nano-technology has continued to
develop and neural implants allow biological brain functions to be enhanced via embedded nano-processors that are
possibly billions of times more powerful than today, but also link the brain to even more powerful central systems.
The estimate of some 300-400 years for the development of this technology is not necessarily optimistic given that
the rate of technical advancement is predicted to increase due to a process of positive feedback. Surprisingly, it may
well be that the transition from Homo Hybridus to Homo Machinus will raise little additional concern, as by now,
some sections of human society have evolved to another point of no return.



Stage-7:
Homo Primus would imply the replacement of the last piece of the original human blueprint. AI would have become
not only intelligent, but also sentient. Of course, there are many aspects of sentience that we simply do not, as yet,
have any real understanding. Therefore, the table gives no probability of this stage ever being reached. However, it is
worth repeating that, if and when AI does emerge, it may quickly evolve to a point where its physical systems and
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meta-physical thought processes are far superior to present-day humanity. Therefore, rather than envisaging AI as
some robotic drone, slavishly going about a programmed existence, Homo Primus may be further ahead of presentday humanity, physically and mentally, than humanity currently believes itself ahead of its DNA cousins, the 'Great
Apes'.
To many, the most worrying aspect of this description of human evolution may be the fact that it will certainly start to affect
our children and possibly be the 'new reality' within less than 15 generations. Of course, given an acceleration in the advances
with the medical and computer science, it be that even our children's children may have to face up to many of the key
predictions outlined. However, while logic may support some aspects of this future, it has only given passing reference to the
requirements of social cohesion and environmental stability, as outlined below. Therefore, we will quickly turn our attention to
these matters and timeout on technical speculation in isolation.

1.2.7.2.2

Social Cohesion
If this picture was not bad enough, an

Social cohesion could also be described as an evolutionary process, which has its

environmental disaster also may lead to

roots in natural selection. For it was through a process of natural selection that

global unemployment, disaffected

humanity evolved a set of survival instincts that we might wish to describe as

youth, terrorism and religious

`human nature`, encompassing both intelligence and emotions. In the last

extremism, all adding fuel to further

10,000 years, human society has changed from small tribes of hunter-gathers to

global conflicts, both conventional and

nation-states. As people grouped together in ever-greater numbers, they

nuclear. If we throw in the idea of an

developed a collective identity, which we might also describe in terms of a

evolutionary process, which is then

collective worldview. Historically, a given worldview was typically based on

perceived to shunt the vast majority of

religious doctrine, philosophical wisdom and/or scientific facts, albeit to varying

humanity onto a siding, we have all the

degrees, which was then enforced by the socio-political power of the day. As

ingredients for a self-inflicted global

such, the process of social cohesion operates on several levels, which might be

disaster without precedence.

characterised as follows:


Human Nature: Survive



Society: Improve



Worldview: Aspire

Abraham Maslow (1908-1970) described human nature in terms of a hierarchy of needs linked to basic survival, plus others
that better reflect human aspiration. At the lowest level, our instincts require food and shelter, which we then augment
through collective society to provide greater protection and nurture to our children. However, as we progress up the hierarchy,
the needs become more abstracted and are possibly better described as goals. One of these goals is esteem, which satisfies a
human desire to be appreciated and another is a sense of achievement. As a very broad generalisation, we fight for survival, but
aspire to achieve; providing survival remains secured.
But what has all this to do with the future of humanity?
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Human civilisation has changed beyond all recognition in the last 10,000 years and some aspects of social cohesion have
changed accordingly, but basic instincts still persist, even though they may be, for the main, well hidden. For example, some
societies have attained an air of sophistication, which is built on the assumption that their survival needs are assured. The old
adage that we are only `four meals away from anarchy` is forgotten.
But if this veneer of sophistication were lost, would we revert to human nature and fight for survival?
While we recognise that people will fight to protect their society, we also have to accept that the zealous may be compelled to
protect and spread their worldview by whatever means possible. Without some form of social cohesion, progress towards
evolution by design, in whatever form, may be slowed or simply forced to a standstill. In reality, there may never be any
semblance of global consensus in support of evolution by design. Some fundamentalist societies may see it as an abomination
of God's design; other humanist societies may feel that their humanity is under attack, while the majority may simply feel
excluded, as latter-day Neanderthals. Clearly, there is the potential for a major breakdown of society, at least, as we know it. To
be honest, it is not clear, how this conflict will or can be avoided, only that there will be winners and losers. In this respect,
evolution by design may retain the characteristic of survival of the fittest, but the worry is that the selection of the fittest does
not necessarily turn out to be the best.
1.2.7.2.3

Environmental Stability

While there is evolutionary evidence that mass global extinctions have been caused by natural disasters, such as volcanic
eruptions and meteor strikes, there is only evidence supporting five such catastrophic events in the last 500 million years. Of
course, there may have been many more events that caused mass extinctions within a more localised environment. On our 24hour clock, the first of these disasters occurred over an hour ago, while the last was just 10 minutes ago. However, we are
currently discussing human evolution in terms of the next 1000 years, which is only 1/100th of a second on our 24-hour clock.
As such, let us look on the bright side and assume the probability of a natural disaster, in this timeframe, is sufficiently low as
not to worry us unduly. Unfortunately, that may be the end of the good news.
As already suggested, evolution by design requires a degree of social stability for technology to spread and develop. A loss of
cohesion could well cause human society to revert to its more primitive instinct, i.e. survival, which in-turn triggers global
conflict. By similar arguments, a loss of stability in the global ecology could equally change the priority of most societies
towards basic survival, which may again lead to conflicts over dwindling resources. Today, the world population is fast
approaching 7 billion and estimated to grow to about 9 billion by 2050. At the start of the 21st century, we are belatedly
coming to the realisation that planet Earth does not have unlimited resources and can no longer be considered as an infinite
sinkhole for all our waste products. Our planet is already a fragile ecology, which even our present population may strain to
breaking point. The possibility of continued population growth may be compounded by an environmental disaster, such as
global warming, could result in rising sea levels, a loss of arable land, further depletion of the fresh water aquifers, mass
migration and a wave of pandemics. If this was not a black enough picture, an environmental disaster also may lead to global
unemployment, disaffected youth, terrorism and religious extremism, all fuel to further global conflicts, both conventional and
nuclear. If we throw in the idea of an evolutionary process, which is then perceived to shunt the vast majority of humanity onto
a siding, we have all the ingredients for a self-inflicted global disaster without precedence.
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1.2.7.3

A Reality Check

It is realised that a number of adjectives may have sprung to mind whilst reading the previous section, e.g. pessimistic,
depressing, alarmist, unpalatable, even defeatist, but the question still remains as to whether this future is unrealistic. Of
course, the future does not have to turn out as described, but it is probably foolhardy to think that it is impossible. While there
is a place for optimism, there is also a necessity for a reality check. It has been estimated that over 99.9% of all species that
have ever-lived are now extinct. The future is not assured, unless you believe that humanity has some form of predetermined
fate, but surely this would only suggest the futility of any human endeavour. So let us disregard fate and proceed with some
form of analysis based on the assumption that only change is inevitable.

How do we define change?
In many ways, change is a collective process of cause and effect. Some causes have little effect, while other causes may have
multiple knock-on effects, i.e. trigger other causes. As such change is like the weather, it is difficult to predict and even harder
to manage. If true, humanity may not be able to control its collective future; it may simply end up reacting to a sequence of
cause and effect events. Some of these events may be self-inflicted disasters, while others may be natural. However, we have
decided to ignore natural disasters on the grounds of probability in comparison to potential self-inflicted disasters. In this
context, we could describe social cohesion and environmental stability both as a collective cause and effect process, which will
impact the future direction of society. Of course, without being more specific about actual events, predictions have
no framework in which to be judged. So, we first have to make some assumptions about which events may be a realistic
extrapolation of society and the future state of the world.
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1.2.7.3.1

A Probable Scenario?

We will start with the assumption that social cohesion and environmental
stability do deteriorate over time and quicker than initially expected. Based on
probability, not certainty, we will discount the impact of a global nuclear war.
However, the accumulating effects of even relatively small changes in the
environment are enough to trigger a growing global crisis. In many regions of
the world, even the most basic resources for survival come under threat due to
climate change. This in-turn leads to heightened tension between many national
states, aggravated by both political and religious extremism, which causes the

Scenario: 2045
The year is 2045 and the world
population has peaked at 8.9 billion,
which unfortunately coincides with a
low point in the ecology of planet Earth.
For many, these will be the darkest days
in the history of humanity.

global economy to collapse back towards protectionism. Wealthier nation states start to horde and protect precious resources
and this process is reflected both inwards and outwards. In many respects, natural selection is back with vengeance as the
axiom of the survival of the fittest begins to overwhelm any illusion of social welfare.
Is this an unrealistic extrapolation of our current reality?
If not, let us continue. The threat of attacks, both real and imagined, leads to the imposition of further emergency powers in an
attempt to avert a deepening crisis, both at home and abroad. Many governments, even those democratically elected, are
increasingly able to act without adequate public accountability. The heightened state of emergency leads to disproportionate
increases in both security and military spending, which in-turns funds a new generation of leading-edge technology, effectively
unconstrained by too many ethical considerations. While protest is still allowed, informed debate becomes near impossible
given the level of misinformation being put out on all sides. However, public attention is now turning elsewhere as the general
standard of living for many starts to fall towards subsistence.
Is this so pessimistic as to be unrealistic?
While we might all like to think so, it could be argued that aspects of this future have already happened, as the world awakes up
to the possibility of global warming, increased demands on grain production, loss of fresh water aquifers and post 9/11 security
fears. In this negative, but not necessarily unrealistic appraisal of the near future, population control could simply become a
matter of supply and demand. In many areas of the world, any semblance of a `caring society` might simply start to collapse
under the onslaught of famine, disease and war. Even those lucky enough to be in a first-world country could start to see their
life-styles adversely affected. Under such circumstances, humanitarian aid may become the next victim of supply and demand
and, in so doing, escalate an already growing crisis. However, wealth and power still exists, it has just become more polarised
towards the `have and have-nots`. Of course, those in power are now well aware of the dangers and have quietly started to
accept the need for new, and possibly radical, solutions.
So what are the evolutionary consequences of such a scenario?
In part, the main reason for portraying such a future is simply to provide a different backdrop to the discussion of evolution by
design. We are asked to consider the effects of an increasingly hostile world, where present-day assumptions about morality
and ethics have shifted. We are in a world where the global economy is fragmented and technology has yet to find a solution to
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a growing environmental crisis. However, despite this backdrop, technology is

Scenario: 2066

still seen as the only way that humanity might manage its remaining resources

The year is 2066, an emergency G8

and possibly access new resources beyond the confines of planet Earth. As such,

summit effectively discards any

spending on research and development escalates as a proportion of GDP,

pretence of humanitarian aid as it takes

although the investors and inventors are both becoming more introspective

the decision to put all their available

about the details of their research.

resources into more radical solutions.
One of these solutions is space

So how might the evolutionary technologies suggested develop in the next 50

exploration. Gone is the idea of `bravely

years?

going where no man has gone before``;
now it is simply a practical quest to

By 2050, weak AI has become a reality. These systems are being designed to

meet the growing demand for

operate in a semi-autonomous manner and even have an increasingly important

resources.

role in design of future AI systems. Collectively, weak AI is now pervasive in
most areas of human society, and has come to redefine the meaning of the worldwide web. As a result, most individuals are
now permanently connected to local, national and global service networks, which can locate and monitor the activity of its
cyber-citizens on a 24/7 basis. For most law-abiding citizens, this is not seen as such an imposition as these systems also
continuously monitor their environment and bio-signs and can direct services to them before many even realise they need help.
Most people simply accept the effectiveness of such monitoring to marginalize the threat of crime and terrorism. So, for most
parts, weak AI is seen as a good thing, although there is some concern over its growing ability to compete with humans in the
professional job market. In the same timeframe, genetics has also encroached into mainstream society with DNA screening now
at the forefront of preventative medicine. People are also more willing to accept a degree of genetic engineering on the
grounds that it can reduce the problems of obesity, asthma and allergies in children. However, some are still worried about
reports that wealthy parents are seeking to ensure that their children have an
increased probability of intelligence and longevity, plus other seemingly
beneficial physical attributes.

Scenario: 2245
The year is 2245 and, in part, the crisis
that humanity faced in 2045 has passed.
However, the world's population has

So what might happen in the next 100 years?

crashed as ecological disasters,

The world population peaks at 8.9 billion in 2045, which unfortunately coincides
with a low point in the ecology of planet Earth. For many, these will be the
darkest days in the history of humanity. Famine and disease is now effectively
out of control in many countries of the world and, as a consequence,
the `G8` countries have closed their borders. By 2066, an emergency G8 summit

pandemics and famine all took a terrible
toll. In many ways, even those societies
existing behind the protection of firstworld borders were traumatised and
births rate fell as a result.

effectively discards any pretence of humanitarian aid as it takes the decision to put all their available resources into more
radical solutions. One of these solutions is space exploration. Gone is the idea of `bravely going where no man has gone before`;
now it is simply a practical quest to meet the growing demand for resources. Of course, some still see the huge investment in
space exploration as an opportunity to establish controlled habitats outside the Earth's biosphere. While initial exploration does
use some manned crews, it soon becomes apparent that human physiology is both unsuited to, and too expensive for, this task.
However, weak AI has continued to develop in combination with robotics, which now more closely resembles bioengineering
than anything remotely electromechanical. So, as a consequence, it is AI that pioneers the exploration of the solar system. Of
course, this has not excluded more discrete experiments taking place to ascertain whether human physiology can be genetically
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engineered to better survive the rigors of a life beyond the Earth. In many ways, this research is the catalyst, which eventually
sees a merging of bio-engineered DNA and AI technology.
And the years beyond?
The year is 2245 and, in part, the crisis that humanity faced in 2045 has passed. However, the world's population has crashed as
ecological disasters, pandemics and famine all took a terrible toll. In many ways, even those societies existing behind the
protection of first-world borders were traumatised and births rate fell as a result. However, the net result was that most
governments finally had a mandate to support a UN/G10 led initiative to impose what might have earlier been seen as
draconian sanction on all forms of pollution. The price of all goods and services now carried a Green Tax, which is used to fund
the development of renewable energy and effectively led to a ban on the wholesale use of fossil rules. Of course, the world is
now a very different place, where weak AI has come to dominate in so many areas that were originally thought to be the sole
preserve of humanity. In response some sections of society have adopted the attitude of `if you can't beat them, join them` and
have openly started to embrace both AI and genetic augmentation. Other sections of society have recoiled from such
developments and have retreated into like-minded communities that seek to return to a simpler existence. While such division
do sometimes lead to civil unrest, the government security services have also developed AI systems, which are now capable of
monitoring for any signs of what the authorities might describe as aberrant behaviour, while others might simply describe this
as 'human nature'

Future of Evolution?
The world is now a very different place
and weak AI has come to dominate in so
many areas that were once thought to
be the sole preserve of humanity. In
response some sections of society have
adopted the attitude of `if you can't
beat them, join them` and have openly
started to embrace both AI and genetic
augmentation..
Of course, people are still asking - where it will all end?
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1.3

The Search for Reality

In this section, we shall take a wider look at our notion of reality in three forms, preceded by some quotations which provide an
insight into how others have reflected on the nature of reality:


Physical



Virtual



Artificial

M.C. Escher
Are you really sure that a floor can't also be a ceiling?

At first, it might seem strange to be talking about searching for
something that appears to surround us all. However, even if we
initially restrict our discussion to physical reality, we can quickly get
into trouble.
So by what measure do you define reality?
Clearly, at a fundamental level, our perceptions of reality has to be
based on what our human senses tell us about the world, i.e. sight,
sounds, tastes, smells and touch etc. However, we have already
discussed some problems concerning perception, which the picture
only seeks to highlight.
So what exactly are our senses telling us?
We know that our senses are only detecting electromagnetic
waves, air pressure waves and chemical reactions. While this
appears to support the notion of some sort of external reality, it is not necessarily the same reality as the one each of us is
creating in our own head. Therefore, if we accept that our senses can be fooled, we must also accept that our perception of
reality can be fooled as it is dependent on these senses plus processes within the brain, which in turn may depend on our state
of mind, i.e. calm and reflective versus psychotic and delusional:
Does this suggest that reality is subjective?
Plato
It does seem that reality, like beauty, may be in the eyes of the beholder. If so, the

How can you prove whether at this

nature of reality may depend on the nature of the beholder. Therefore, different life

moment we are sleeping, and all our

forms with different intelligence and senses will certainly not perceive the same

thoughts are a dream; or whether

reality as you:

we are awake, and talking to one
another in the waking state?

What is reality to bacteria?
What about insects, fishes, birds or animals?
What about humanity: past, present & future?
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Of course, if our perception of reality only exists as a by-product of our thought
processes, then to some extent we might even speculate that all reality is only an
imaginary construct of our mind. However, if we go down this path, we may start to
doubt whether anything really exists:

Carlos Castaneda.
We are perceivers. We are an
awareness; we are not objects;
we have no solidity. We are
boundless. The world of objects

What do you think happens to the universe after you die?

and solidity is a way of making

Putting the religious debate to one side, death appears to signal the end of our reality,
at least as we currently understand it, so does this mean the end of all other forms of
reality in the universe? This seems a little too `me-centric` for my taste and therefore
we might continue with the notion that the external reality of the rest of the universe
doesn't actually require our presence.

our passage on earth convenient.
It is only a description that was
created to help us. We, or rather
our reason, forget that the
description is only a description
and thus we entrap the totality of
ourselves in a vicious circle from

So what is the nature of physical reality?

which we rarely emerge in our

It is not always clear that science, as yet, can fully explain the physical nature of the

lifetime.

external universe when all the ambiguities thrown up by theories, such as relativity and quantum theory, are considered.
However, even if we knew the exact nature of the physical universe, it would not necessarily define the full scope, and
potential, of our internal perception of reality. For example:
Where do your dreams exist in physical reality?
In a sense, we already appreciate that we have an ability to extend the
scope of physical reality and, as such, the totality of reality is not defined
by time and space, but only our collective imagination and the technology
produced by that imagination. If so, the future might come to completely
change our personal 'perception' of reality.
1.3.1

Quotations

The concept of reality is elusive. Sometimes a thousand words will tell you
nothing of its essence, other times a one-line quote can capture a
perception of this elusive quality. Therefore, maybe the following
quotations are good place to begin our search for reality:


Reality is merely an illusion, albeit a very persistent one.
Albert Einstein



All that you see or seem is but a dream within a dream. Edgar Allen Poe



We cannot know reality, but we know nothing really; for the truth lies deep down. Democritus
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The human mind is not capable of grasping the Universe. We are like a little child
entering a huge library. The walls are covered to the ceilings with books in many
different tongues. The child knows that someone must have written these books.
It does not know who or how. It does not understand the languages in which
they are written. But the child notes a definite plan in the arrangement of the
books, a mysterious order that it does not comprehend, but only dimly
suspects. Einstein



James P. Hogan
Scientists are the easiest to
fool. ... They think in straight,
predictable, directable, and
therefore misdirectable, lines.
The only world they know is
the one where everything has a

Man does not see the real world. The real world is hidden from him by the wall of
imagination. George Gurdjieff

logical explanation and things
are what they appear to be.
Children and conjurors—they



Reality is that which refuses to go away when I stop believing in it. Phillip K. Dick



Life is not a problem to be solved, but a reality to be experienced. Siren

terrify me. Scientists are no
problem; against them I feel
quite confident.

Kierkegaard


We can know only our own thoughts. All that is not thought is pure nothingness; since we can think only thoughts, and
all the words we use to speak of things can express only thoughts, to say there is something other than thought is
therefore an affirmation which can have no meaning. Thought is only a gleam in the midst of a long night. But it is this
gleam that is everything. Henri Poincare



The mind of man is capable of anything, because everything is in it, all the past as well as all the future. Joseph Conrad



I have always been vaguely embarrassed by a kind of illusory quality in science, it was not a conspiracy but something
more like the hoax in The Emperor's New Clothes. I had come to suspect, and now felt compelled to acknowledge, that
science and the physical world were products of human imagining that we were not the cool observers of that world,
but its passionate creators. We were poets and the world was our metaphor. Roger S Jones



There are certain queer times and occasions in this strange mixed affair we call life when a man takes this whole
universe for a vast practical joke, though the wit thereof he but dimly discerns, and more than suspects that the joke is
at nobody's expense but his own. Herman Melville: Moby Dick



Experiment does not inform us of the intrinsic nature of micro-objects, as they exist apart from measurement. Given
one system of measurement, results are produced that suggest the presence of a wave phenomenon; given another
system, the same measured object seems to be a particle. In the absence of
any system of measurement, we have no evidence of waves, particles, or
anything else. We may conclude, according to the above principle, that an
electron existing as an independent entity is in principle unknowable;
therefore this independent entity does not exist as a potentiality, for it does
not exist at all. Alan Wallace
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Practicing scientists must often be content with a state of knowledge, which
does not reflect a unified version of reality. Douglas, McDaniel, and Alexander



Five senses; an incurably abstract intellect; a haphazardly selective memory; a

Charles Fort
The fate of all explanation is to
close one door only to have
another fly wide open.

set of preconceptions and assumptions so numerous that I can never examine
more than a minority of them, never become conscious of them all. How much of total reality can such an apparatus
let through? C. S. Lewis


When the doors of perception are cleansed, man will see reality for what it really is, infinite. William Blake



What we call reality is an agreement that people have arrived at to make life more liveable. Louise Nevelson



The whole drift of my education goes to persuade me that the world of our present consciousness is only one out of
many worlds of consciousness that exist. William James



There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy. William Shakespeare
(Hamlet)



1.3.2

Things are not always what they seem. Phaedrus

The Limits of Physical Reality

In the modern vernacular, we might wish to describe physical reality using the
term: WYSIWYG, i.e. what you see is what you get, and in some ways, if the
perception of physical reality is subjective, this position might be as good as the
next.
However, by the 18th century, Newtonian mechanics had become the accepted
explanation by which any phenomenon could be explained in terms of a process
proceeding from cause to effect. It provided the scientific rationale to Aristotle's
philosophy and, as such, was thought to provide a deterministic description of
physical reality. Although, in the context of this era, many would have preferred
the following interpretation:
God created the world as a perfect machine, which required no further
interference.
Of course, this may have only been acceptable to a deist, not a mainstream theist.
However, as a consequence of this implied determinism, every event, including
human cognition and action, had also to be causally determined by a series of
events that led to the observed effect. As such, it was a perception of reality in
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which random chaos could not exist and led to the idea of a `clockwork universe`.
However, history shows us that while Newton’s ideas may have helped change our
perception of reality, he was still very much a product of an earlier worldview;
governed by Christian doctrine. As such, he was effectively submerged in a view of
reality dominated by the prevailing religious culture in which he lived. Therefore, it
was natural that many seemingly unanswerable questions about the reality of the
world had to ultimately to be deferred to God. However, almost in contradiction to
Newtonian science, most theological beliefs also implied a wider definition of
reality, which had to include not only the existence of the 'physical world' but also

Lewis Mumford
What was once called the objective
world is a sort of Rorschach ink blot,
into which each culture, each system
of science and religion, each type of
personality, reads a meaning only
remotely derived from the shape and
colour of the blot itself.

the existence of a 'metaphysical heaven' that transcended the laws governing physical reality. While some people still hold to
this view, science, by its very nature is forced to seek some form of verification to any claim of a metaphysical extension to
physical reality.
Even prior to the 20th century, there was clearly a dichotomy in these positions, which could not be resolved by a single
perception of reality. While, today, we might talk of extending physical reality by entering a virtual reality or artificial
reality simulation, the reality of a metaphysical heaven was clearly just as tangible to those who truly believe in the idea of
heaven and hell. So, in many respects, we had a classical deterministic description of physical reality, i.e. the world, which had
to co-exist with the generally accepted worldview at that time, which demanded a nondeterministic metaphysical reality, i.e. heaven. However, as it would turn out, the 20th

Friedrich Nietzsche

century world of science would throw further doubt on both these views of reality and

There are no facts, only

question the very nature of physical existence, at least, as perceived by humanity.

interpretations.

1.3.2.1

The Evolution of Quantum Reality

At the beginning of the 20th century, the established classical paradigm of physics was under attack because it failed to explain
a number of new observations:


In 1911, Rutherford had discovered that the structure of atoms was largely

Democritus

empty space; in which the each atom consisted of a small positively charged

Nothing exists except atoms

nucleus orbited by one or more negatively charged electrons, analogous to

and empty space; everything

planets orbiting a star. However, it was known that such an arrangement was

else is opinion.

problematic, as a rotating negative electron would radiate energy and collapse
into the nucleus.


Shortly after, in 1913, Bohr proposed that Planck's constant could be applied to

Niels Bohr

electrons orbiting atoms. According to the Bohr model, the electron was

For those who are not

constrained to certain orbits by the quantization of angular momentum.

shocked when they first come
across quantum theory

However, this was just the beginning, as over the next 20-30 years, a model of a quantum

cannot possibly have

reality was to emerge, which even science itself would struggle to come to terms. It was a

understood it.

universe that appeared contrary to all human perception and intuitive understanding. Its
key interpretation led to a confusing notion of reality that included:
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Discreteness of energy



Wave-particle duality of light and matter



Wave Functions



Uncertainty principle



Quantum Entanglement

The breakdown of classical physics started with Planck
quantization of energy, which then found a secondary
form in Bohr’s model with the quantization of
momentum.

In

combination,

these

ideas

would

profoundly affect the way in which the emerging science
of the 20th century would come to consider the
underlying nature of physical reality:


In classical or Newtonian mechanics, a particle
can acquire energy or speed over a continuous
range. In quantum mechanics, a particle can
only have quantum or discrete values of energy
and momentum.



Classical physics allows the exact location and velocity of a particle to be determined. In contrast, one of the central
axioms of quantum mechanics is known as 'Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle'.

In many ways, the very principles of science were suggesting that the study of the universe extended so far beyond normal
human intuitive experience of physical reality that few could initially take it seriously. However, as a result, scientific verification
seems to have taken a path towards increased abstraction, dependent more on mathematical proof rather than empirical
sensory verification. So while most could follow the logic of Newton's laws of motion, and a few the convolutions of Einstein's
space-time, it was said that nobody truly understood quantum mechanics. In 1965, Richard Feynman, considered by many as
one of the greatest physicists of his generation, wrote something along the following lines:
There was a time when the newspapers said that only twelve men understood the theory of relativity. I do not believe
that there ever was such a time. On the other hand I think I can safely say that nobody understands quantum mechanics.
One implication of Feynman’s statement is that the full scope of physical reality had not

Richard Feynman

only becoming increasingly complex, but possibly unfathomable, at least, to mainstream

The 'paradox' is only a

society. Whether we have reached the point where even the brightest individuals now

conflict between reality and

struggle to truly comprehend the extent of this complexity can be debated. However, it

your feeling of what reality

might not be so presumptuous to ask the following question:

ought to be.

While science may ultimately describe reality, will there be anybody who truly understands its breadth and depth?
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1.3.2.2

Human Sensory Reality

Human physiology is often described as having 5 basic senses, although in practice
there may be over 9 distinct sense mechanisms. These senses have evolved over
millions of years in response to survival demands imposed by various predator and
prey environments. As such, humanity shares many sensory mechanisms with other
animals, especially mammals. Of course, based on the taxonomy of all life on Earth,
there are many species which must ‘sense’ physical reality in very different ways to
ourselves. Therefore, even if we ignore the apparent complexity of physical reality, as
described by the quantum theory, there is still the nagging problem of how we, as
humanity, perceive reality. The following quote is taken from a book called 'Why We
Feel: The Science of Human Emotions'
“Most of us believe that the world is full of light, colours, sounds, sweet
tastes, noxious smells, ugliness, and beauty, but this is undoubtedly a grand
illusion. Certainly the world is full of electromagnetic radiation, air pressure
waves, and chemicals dissolved in air or water, but that non-biological world
is pitch dark, silent, tasteless, and odourless. All conscious experiences are
emergent properties of biological brains, and they do not exist outside of
those brains.”
This quote is reminding us that physical reality appears to be made up of a small number of physical phenomena, which our
evolved senses detect and pass to the brain, which then constructs our perception of physical reality. As such, that beautiful
sunset we once saw, only existed in our head based on a limited ability to process electromagnetic waves in the visible
spectrum, i.e. that small portion of the total EM spectrum that is visible to humans. Of course, this‘sense of reality' is not based
on just one sense, as we have the ability not only to discern colours, shapes, sizes, but smells, tastes and textures from which
we then construct the total perception of our physical reality.
If so, it would appear that any loss, or gain, of a sensory ability would also change our overall perception of reality. For example,
if you were a dolphin, swimming in murky water, your eyes would be useless and this is where the dolphin’s echo location
comes in very useful. Dolphins can produce high pitched clicks, which are echoed back from objects, which the listening dolphin
‘hears’. However, the interpretation of these echoes apparently leads to a whole range of new perceptions. By interpreting the
time it takes for the echo to come back, a dolphin has a perception of the distance to an object, analogous to our perception of
distance by visual perspective. However, depending on the density of material of the object, the sound may penetrate into the
object and reflect off internal structure, as such, the dolphins may also have some
perception of not only the size of an object, e.g. fish, but its structure in the form of a

David G. Myers
There is an objective reality

primitive X-ray vision.

out there, but we view it
In some respect, humanity has already gained additional abilities which augment its
sensory perception of physical reality through the use of technology. For example, medical

through the spectacles of our
beliefs, attitudes, and values.

ultrasound works on the same principle as a dolphin’s echo location, but because the medical probe can move back and forth
far more rapidly than the dolphin can move its head, the medical ultrasound can create a much clearer picture. In the same
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way, the concept of X-ray vision allows us to ‘see’ into the internal structure

Sigmund Freud

of organism to which we would otherwise be blind. As such, technology

Illusions commend themselves to us

already offers humanity the ability to augment its perception of reality.

because they save us pain and allow us to
enjoy pleasure instead. We must therefore

Over the last few centuries, humanity has been able to augment its senses

accept it without complaint when they

in many ways; first, by the invention of microscopes and telescopes, then via

sometimes collide with a bit of reality

the development of electron microscopes and radio telescopes.

against which they are dashed to pieces.

Microphones and spectral analyzers now allow us to detect pressure waves
and the entirety of the electromagnetic spectrum to which we were previously deaf and blind. However, there is one important
piece of sensory processing that has remained effectively unchanged up until now, i.e. the human brain. So while we have been
able to augment our sensory input via technology, this new information still has to be interpreted in terms of our more intuitive
sense tied to the evolution of limited human intelligence. As such, we might like to also table the following question:
What affect might AI have on the evolution of reality?

1.3.3

Virtual Reality

Based on the preceding section addressing physical reality, it appears that
humanity may already be living in a virtual reality created by the limitations
of our senses from which our brains build a construct of reality. On
examination the human perception of physical reality suggests a very
different 'world' from the physical reality of atoms, let alone the wave
functions of quantum mechanics. If you accept the basic premise of this
argument, it should not be a major step to imagine that a virtual reality
superimposed onto the human senses might adapt and extend our current
perception of reality.

Edward Castronova
"Everybody knows that video games make
you a nerd who sits in your mom's
basement eating pizza and avoiding all
contact with girls. Right? No. Not right.
When we play games at our home, we play
them together. The thing that makes me a
nerd, that makes me eat pizza and avoid all
thought of girls and love and life and family

Of course, developments in technology, like evolution, will still proceed in
the form of a series of incremental steps. While, today, fully
immersive artificial reality (AR) does not yet exist, the foundations of the

isn't games, it's work. Everybody may
know that work is good and games are bad.
But everybody can be wrong. too."

technology that could ultimately lead to AR is already being developed in
the form of brain implants. However, we should accept this statement with a note of caution, as the future 'marketing' of
technology can itself sometimes seem like a product of an alternative reality, preceding the actual delivery by many years and
what is finally delivered proves to bear little resemblance to what was originally promised. So, in order to review the basic
state-of-play in the development of existing virtual reality (VR) technology, it might be useful to first position the discussion in
the wider framework of what different types of reality might be possible, now and in the future.



Reality Types:
While possibly not an accepted definition, the development of reality simulations will be divided into just 2 classes
that basically separate present-day technology from future possibilities:
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o

Virtual Reality:
In its most basic form, present-day VR may start
as a simple model of an existing environment that
can be projected onto one or more of the senses.
This model can then be extended by adopting one
or more of the reality modes described below.
Today, immersion into VR still required the active
use of your imagination, as the projection of the
virtual world onto human sense is limited.

o

Artificial Reality:
This type of reality represents the potential future
development of VR. In principle, the immersion
into AR is essentially a total superposition of a
simulated world directly onto all human sensory
input, i.e. sight, sound, touch, smell and taste.
Again, the laws of physics that define this artificial
reality depends on which of the following modes is adopted.



Reality Modes:
Again, the following definitions are only intended to reflect the basic classes of reality models that might be adopted
in either present-day virtual reality simulations or future artificial reality worlds.

o

Baseline Reality:

Guardian Newspaper:

This mode is essentially a model of the 'real'

I have an alternate identity. Some evenings I am

world, as perceived by human senses. As such, it

Misty Trilling, a girl who likes nothing better than

may represent a specific place or environment

to put on her pink fluffy bunny slippers and fly

that conforms to the normal laws of physics.

over chimney tops looking for mischief. Yes, I am a
Second Lifer, one of the growing network of users

o

Augmented Reality:

of the online virtual world currently attracting a

This mode can enhance a view of reality by

whirlwind of attention. Believe some

adding information or objects that do not exist in

commentators and it's all about making money,

the original environment. For example, avatars

whether by big corporations with imaginary

might

of

offices or the lurid trade in virtual sex. To others it

information, on demand, about any aspect of the

is a disengagement from reality, heralding another

reality being simulated.

nail in the coffin for society, and the rest find it so

have

access

to

visual

displays

tedious they can't imagine why anyone but the

o

Released Reality:

gawkiest of geeks would bother.

Finally, this mode frees reality from the normal
laws of physics, e.g. time can be reversed or gravity suspended. While, by definition, any form of fantasy
might be simulated, in practice, the scope of this mode might depend on the level of immersion into the
reality in question. This aspect will be become more apparent in the examples to be discussed.
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In this context, virtual reality is restricted to being a present-day technology that projects onto our existing senses so that we
might more easily imagine an extended reality of a virtual world. In its most primitive form, virtual reality may be little more
than the imaginary world we can created in our head when reading a book or listening to the radio. However, in its modern
form, virtual reality can be more immersive as it can trick our existing senses, especially sight, to perceive an extensive and
interactive reality generated by computer software.
Possibly one of the most well-know virtual reality worlds is called Second Life, which was launched in 2003 and made accessible
to anybody via the Internet. A free client program has to be download onto your home PC, which then allows you create an
avatar of yourself that then exists in an interactive 3-D virtual world. While the immersion into the Second Life virtual world is
restricted to a 2-D PC screen, a computer simulated world is generated that allows its inhabitants, i.e. avatars, to socially
interact with each other, and in some cases, even earn a living within virtual reality. Clearly, the concept of extending physical
reality is appealing to many people who use it and presumably may become even more widely attractive, as and when, the
technology progresses.
1.3.3.1

Virtual Reality Applications

While we have yet to consider the technology supporting these concepts, there are already thousands of fledging VR
applications being dreamed up every year, which could eventually help fund the future development of artificial reality (AR):



Architecture and Construction:
Today, a building can be created in VR while
still in the design phase, allowing both architect
and client to experience the structure and
make changes before construction begins. In
the future, AR might not only allow people to
see the structure, but hear sounds from within
it, feel its textures, and experience its
fragrances.



Art:
Even today, it is possible to take a VR visit to a
number of actual art galleries and museums via
the Internet. In the longer term, AR may start
to change our concepts of art through its ability
to extend the degree of interaction. For
example, instead of a painting just being
appreciated as a visual experience, a person
could 'step' into the painting, in order to 'touch
and feel' the world of the painting.
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Business:
Many businesses need to visualise trends, e.g. rising costs, falling prices

Mark Billinghurst, at the Hit Lab in

etc. In the past, it would have taken a sharp eye to interpret this

Washington, has developed a

information from a hand-written ledger, while in contrast such patterns

prototype surgical assistant for

can be readily seen when presented graphically. The potential for VR and

simulation of paranasal surgery.

AR, in combination with AI systems, may allow people to design their own

During a simulated operation the

virtual offices or market places, which can be accessed at any time or place.

system provides vocal and visual

Of course, in the context of AI, a cautionary footnote is necessary in that

feedback to the user, and warns the

many business applications could become completely automated, avoiding

surgeon when a dangerous action is

the need for any significant human participation.

about to take place. In addition to
training, the expert assistant can be

Disabilities:

used during the actual operation to

When access to 'physical reality' is difficult, VR can be both an aid and an

provide feedback and guidance. This

escape. Although still at an early stage, there are many applications being

is very useful when the surgeon's

aimed at people with disabilities that might allow them to experience the

awareness of the situation is limited

wider world, which they may not be able to explore themselves, due to

due to complex anatomy.

either physical or mental limitations. In the future, AR may be able to
replace their confinement in physical reality with an alternative reality in which their disability does not exist.



Education and training:
The importance of VR in education and training can probably be summed up by sayings like 'seeing is believing' or 'a
picture paints a thousand words'. VR has the ability to bring information to life by allowing interaction with the
subject, be it the macroscopic universe of galaxies or the microscopic universe of the atom. Equally, VR can create
virtual classrooms and libraries that extend the opportunity to learn to others who would otherwise be denied.



Engineering:
The historical link between VR and the aerospace industry has now
extended beyond flight simulators into the very engineering processes
that build modern aircraft. The Boeing 777 was the first aircraft to be
designed and tested using VR technology. The ability to build and test any
product in VR, prior to physical manufacture, is a cost benefit that few
major industries can afford to ignore.



Fraunhaufer-IGD has developed a
visualization system for weather
forecasting called "TriVis". TriVis
accepts data from meteorological
services such as satellite data,
statistically corrected forecast data,
precipitation data and fronts
information. It then analyzes this

Entertainment:
There is now a generation that has grown up with interactive video
games. While not all of these games have true VR interfaces, they do
effectively allow people to immerse their imagination in an alternative
reality. Some recent statistics show that some people are logging up to
50 hours a week on interactive games, which means that nearly 40% of

data and uses fractal functions to
create projections of storm systems.
Using TriVis to visualize artificial
clouds, meteorologists can predict
weather with increased accuracy.

their waking lives is already immersed in an alternative reality. You might be thinking that they need to 'get a life', but
they do have a life; it is just in a different reality to yours.
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Marketing:
As implied on several occasions, marketing departments have always understood the need to create a virtual reality
in order to sell their products. Finally, technology may have caught up with their ideas. To be serious, customers can
be invited to see products in VR at an early stage of design to solicit reaction and carry out modifications that are of
benefit to both the company and customer.



Medicine:
The potential for VR in medicine is enormous, from the training of new

Real Mol is a program that uses

doctors through to virtual doctors that provide a personalised 'human

virtual reality to show molecular

facsimile' via which a patient can be unknowingly communicating with a

models in an interactive, immersive

centralised medical AI expert system.

environment. The scientist who uses
the program wears a cyberglove and



Military:

a head mounted display to interact

The following quote, taken from a sixth century military strategist, also

with the molecular system. Using

encapsulates the modern military dilemma; 'Many men can see how a

RealMol scientists can move

battle is won by tactics, however few can see the strategy by which victory

molecules or protein chains to

is achieved'. In the future, every aspect of warfare will be practiced in

create new molecules. This is useful

simulation before being conducted in a real-world situation. Simulations

in fields such as drug design.

will become so real, it will become impossible to distinguish the real from
the simulated. We can only hope that wars are eventually confined to AR.



Religion:
The film industry has long been used to conveying the emotional power of religious conviction. If VR and AR could
create a reality in which 'miracles' could actually be experienced, then it is probable that this application will be
eventually exploited.



Sex:
At the other end of the spectrum, the sex industry has been very quick to exploit the potential of the Internet. In fact,
reports suggest that much of the revenue from next-generation telecommunications is derived from this single
source. Today, there is already a company selling a 'cybersex machine', which when linked to multimedia video, offers
a pseudo-VR sexual experience. Given the emotional power of this facet of human nature, it is probably safe to
assume that AR would also exploit this market.

Although attempting to keep the details of each application brief, it can be seen that the scope of today's growing list of VR
applications is already very broad. As such, it can be argued that we already live in a world that is starting to embrace an
extended concept of reality. It is difficult to see how the technical advances associated with AI will not simply expand this
concept even further.
1.3.3.2

VR System Developments

The beginnings of VR can be traced back over fifty years to the early development of flight simulators, which were designed to
help reduce costs and the training time of pilots. However, these early simulators were primarily mechanical systems that could
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only project a relatively poor illusion of flight. In 1965, a paper entitled
'The Ultimate Display' described the computer as 'a window through
which one beholds a virtual world'. Later, several new terms were
added to the VR vocabulary including:



Virtual Cockpits



Virtual Environment



Virtual World

Wikipedia:
It is difficult to predict the future of virtual
reality with confidence. In the short run, the
graphics displayed in the HMD will soon reach a
point of near visual (but not behavioural)
realism. The audio capabilities will move into a
new realm of three dimensional sound. This
refers to the addition of sound channels both
above and below the individual or a Holophony

However, by the start of the 1990's, the term 'Virtual Reality' had

approach. Within existing technological limits,

consolidated to infer a 3-D graphical environment with stereo viewing

sight and sound are the two senses which best

goggles and reality gloves, which could create the experience of being

lend themselves to high quality simulation.

immersed within the virtual environment. Not surprisingly, much of the
development of VR has run in parallel with the developments in computing and the Internet, but each of these technologies
could now be converging towards weak AI and ultimately a more extensive concept being referred to as artificial reality (AR):



Computing: the processing power



Internet: the global access mechanism



Virtual Reality: the interactive process

As always, but especially given the nature of this topic, we need to
remind ourselves to do a reality check. Therefore, it is important that
we try to understand some of the technical complexity associated
with current VR developments, so that we might better comprehend
the extreme difficulties associated with any potential, but future AR
system. We have described AR as having an ability to override
normal sensory input to the extent that it effectively replaces our
existing perception of physical reality. Clearly, the technology to do
this does not exist today; therefore VR systems use a number of
different methods that require a little more imagination in order to
enter virtual reality.



2-D Visual Systems:
For practical reasons, inclusive of cost, many VR systems
run on desktop PCs or gaming consoles and present the interface to the virtual world via a conventional monitor. The
user can still interact and control events in a 3-D virtual reality, but the level of immersion into this world is still
dependent on your imagination.



3-D Visual Systems:
More sophisticated VR systems use Head Mounted Displays (HMD) that help the user to feel more immersed in the
world being projected in 3-D.
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Telepresence:
To some extent, telepresence is a specific variant of VR in

Performance:

which the reality being projected exists in the physical

Is the key requirement of any VR system. If

universe, but is being remotely experienced through robotic

poor, the interactivity of the system can lead to

sensors via the VR system. Such systems may be either 2D or

the user failing to engage in the reality being

3D in nature.

simulated. While some VR systems have
achieved good performance, many do by tying

Mixed Reality:

the software closely to the hardware. However,

These systems extend our normal definition of VR to

this has implications on the cost of future

include 'Augmented and Released Reality'. In this form of

system development as reuse is often low.

reality,

computer-generated

simulations

enhance

the 'real' world.
So, as implied, system development in VR still has a long way to go before the immersion into the simulated reality might be
liken to the 'real' world, but clearly there is the potential for this technology to continue to make rapid improvements.
However, while there is some ability to project an immersive 3-D world onto the optical retinas, true artificial reality may still
have to wait for key breakthroughs in brain implants for this idea to become a 'reality'.
1.3.3.3

Software Overview

In practice, due to cost and technical constraints, VR systems are still

Wikipedia

trying to develop towards a 3-D graphical environment with stereo

A virtual world is a genre of online community

viewing goggles and reality gloves. However, this has not stopped

that often takes the form of a computer-based

software developing 3-D rendered virtual worlds, which are accessed

simulated environment, through which users

via 2-D PC screens. Therefore, irrespective of the input-output (I/O)

can interact with one another and use and

devices, the real complexity lies within the internal architecture:

create objects. Virtual worlds are intended for
its users to inhabit and interact, and the term



Input Process

today has become synonymous with interactive



Simulation Process

3D virtual environments, where the users take



Rendering Process

the form of avatars visible to others graphically.



World Database

These avatars are usually depicted as textual,
two-dimensional, or three-dimensional

Again, we will only try to give a general state-of-play update of the

graphical representations. Some, but not all,

progress being made in each area. However, today, it is probably true

virtual worlds allow for multiple users

to say that cost and processing power are still the key issues in market
acceptance of more complex VR systems. However, if the uptake in video game consoles over the past 10 years is reflective of
the potential for general VR solutions, development will not only continue, but also accelerate. Equally, the development
of faster processors and weak AI systems can only improve the feeling of immersion within VR.
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Input Process:
This process controls the devices used to input
information into the VR system. Currently, there
is a wide range of possible input devices, such as
keyboard, mouse, trackball, joystick and 3-D
position trackers in the form of gloves, wands
and even body suits. Voice recognition systems
are also being used to augment VR systems,
which frees up the hands for other tasks.
However, today, due to processing overheads
the input devices still have to be kept relatively
simple.



Simulation Process:
This process handles actions and interactions of
objects and, as such, enforces the physical laws
of the VR universe, be they real or imagined. A
simulation is essentially a discrete process, repeated for each frame of the reality being generated. Not surprisingly,
when the simulation is extended onto a networked VR application, multiple simulations have to run on different
machines. As a consequence, synchronisation of these independent processes can be a complex task. Finally, it is the
simulation process that interprets the user input and determines the resulting actions that will take place within the
virtual world.



Rendering Process:
The rendering process creates the sensory outputs to the user. Essentially, there is a separate rendering process for
each sense being supported, e.g. visual, auditory, touch etc. However, these rendered outputs have also to be
synchronised with the overall 'world state' as determined by the simulation process for each frame of virtual reality.



World Database:
As can be imagined, the storage of information about all the objects within the virtual world is a major part of the
design of a VR system. Invariably, the concept of a World Database is required in order to store all the information
relating to the objects that inhabit the virtual world, i.e. these rules
describe the effects and permissible actions of each object.

MMORPG's
Virtual worlds have been created for

However, as the saying goes 'the devil is in the detail' and we need to extend our
overview description to include some details, which the designers and
developers of VR systems are currently trying to overcome:

many different purposes. The largest
and most common type of virtual
world is the 'Massively Multiplayer
Online Role Playing Game', although



virtual worlds have also been built for

Objects:
Objects in VR can, in principle, have just as many attributes as objects

purposes other than gaming

in the physical world. However, the basics are geometry and position. Of course, the capability of an object can have a
significant impact on the structure and design of the overall VR system.
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Lighting:
Given the importance of the visual sense, the rendering of light and shadows within the virtual world is critical to any
perception of reality. Generally, lighting is either ambient or localised and may have the attributes of position,
distribution, colour and intensity. Of course, the more complex the light source(s), the more computation is required
to simulate its effects.



Object Behaviour:
Typically, in order to make VR interesting, objects require a dynamic behaviour. This behaviour is often defined by
action scripts, which are collectively referred to as 'World Scripting'.



Modelling and Simulation:
There are several methods in which the world is modelled and subsequently simulated, e.g. procedural and
mathematical. Unfortunately, most methods are complex and time consuming, but this could be an area in which
weak AI could provide some degree of automation require to support real-time simulations.

As a generalisation, the design of VR systems needs to be specified as any other computer system, i.e. in terms of its
requirements, functionality, design, implementation and testing. However, it can also be seen that VR systems are going to run
into the same problems as any other large computer-based system, i.e. complexity and errors. It was suggested earlier in
connection with the development of computer intelligence that a number of developments may occur that help to alleviate
these two key problems:



New Design Methodologies



Software Automation



Weak AI Self Learning

Clearly, cost and processing power are also an issue, but analysis seems to suggest that significant progress will continue in
these areas. Today, VR systems also require a range of specialist hardware to assist in the production of the overall system, e.g.



Image Generators

BBC News



Manipulation and Control Devices

Millions of people are opting out



Stereo Vision

of real life and signing up to



Head Mounted Display (HMD)

"live" in computer worlds
instead - and there is a fortune

In the longer-term, the evolution of VR into AR may by-pass some of these

to be made there by selling

requirements through the development of the brain-computer-interface. However, this

goods and expertise in the

approach will clearly require new fields of 'computer science' to be developed.

virtual world.
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1.3.4

Artificial Reality

So far, we have broadly introduced the concept of physical reality, both in terms of
the perception of fundamental physics and the altogether different perception
humanity. However, an understanding of these different perceptions of reality, then
opens the door to the notion that our sense of reality is subjective and, as such,
could be extended and augmented by technology. Today, the technology which

Louise Nevelson
What we call reality is an agreement
that people have arrived at to make
life more liveable.

allows our perception of reality to be augmented might be described in terms of virtual reality (VR), but the intention of this
section is to now speculate on where this technology might lead in the future. So while highlighting that there is more than a
degree of speculation associated with this discussion, the previous discussion of Hybrid AI has also illustrated that there are
both technical and social arguments which might support the convergence of humanity's biological evolution with future
advances in technology.
Within the totality of the present discussion of Evolution, we have tried to follow the progress of life from its humble beginnings
on Earth, some 3.5 billion years ago, as a simple prokaryotic cell through to the potential future of hybrid AI. While some of
these concepts may challenge our current worldview, we have not really
strayed too far from the generally accepted notion of reality. However, it is
going to be suggested that if technology and human evolution does converge,
as suggested, it might also overturn all our pre-existing notion of reality. As a
prelude to the discussion of artificial reality (AR), consider your initial
reactions to the following composite set of questions:
How do you know you are a real person? Can you prove that you are
not just a strong AI programme and everything you 'think` you see,
hear, touch, smell and taste is not simply the result of input data into
your programme? If the programme were simulating all sensory
inputs in response to your thoughts and responses, how would you
know there was any other reality?
Clearly, questions such as these are not referring to virtual reality (VR), which
allows you to return to physical reality (PR) whenever you like, but rather an artificial reality (AR) that completely replaces or
extends any previous human perception of physical reality (PR). In this context, it would not just be time and space that are
relative, but reality itself.
When first exposed to this idea, some people may naturally assume that this is just the plot line from a science fiction movie
like 'The Matrix'. However, in truth, humanity may be on the verge of seriously having to confront and challenge its very
understanding of reality. In the process of reviewing some of the key philosophical, theological and scientific
perspectives affecting the collective worldview over the last 2000 years, sections of human society have come to view the
nature of the universe in many different ways. In just the last 100 years, the ideas associated both relativity and quantum
theory have developed to challenge our understanding, if not always our perception, of space and time. For it seems that our
perception of physical reality is little more than a product of our limited senses and brain capacity. If so, it would seem that
both might be manipulated to perceive any number of alternative realities. As such, the premise of AR is not just idle
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speculation, but rather an extrapolation of today’s embryonic developments
of neural and prosthetic brain implants. So, irrespective of whether you personally
agree with such ideas, the first faulting steps along this evolutionary path may have
already been taken, which clearly has the potential to change human society. More
worrying, these changes could be so profound that they will not only affect the

Calvin and Hobbes
Did you ever wonder if the person in
the puddle is real, and you're just a
reflection of him?

`few` who might wish to follow this evolutionary path, but everybody within whatever collective society exists in the future. If
so, humanity may start to fragment into different sub-species of homo sapien, with some having extended senses and
intelligence, which ultimately leads to a radically different perception of the scope of reality. Again, while some may recoil from
this notion, they may still accept that homo sapien has already evolved to a point where it has a completely different
perception of reality than any other species on planet Earth. For example, humans have an extended concept of time, i.e. past,
present and future, plus the imagination that can create new realities in the 'mental space' of our minds. So, it is in this context
that the next question is tabled:
Is an extended ‘artificial’ reality unavoidable if humanity continues down the path towards evolution-by-design?
1.3.4.1

Technical Requirements

Based on the evolutionary premise, as outlined in the opening introduction, we will now try to understand some of technical
requirements of AR. Again, the following outline is only intended to provide a framework for discussion, rather than trying to
predict the many technical issues that will have to be overcome for AR to even become a possibility. However, we might initially
wish to reference back to the growing number, and scope, of applications that are already driving the development of today’s
virtual reality (VR) markets. In this context, there might be a suggestion that the future social acceptance of artificial reality (AR)
may have more to do with the ability of AR technology to live up to the marketing hype.
Wikipedia
The Star Trek holodeck is
described as a room in which
objects and people are
simulated by a combination of
replicated matter, tractor
beams, and shaped force fields
onto which holographic images
are projected. Sounds and smells
are simulated by speakers and
fragranced fluid atomizers,
respectively. The feel of a large
environment is simulated by
suspending the participants on
force fields which move with
their feet, keeping them from
reaching the walls of the room,
i.e. a virtual treadmill.
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The diagram is trying to represent two people fitted with brain implants connected to an AR
global network. One is physically located in South America, the other in Africa, although from
their AR perspectives, one is currently exploring the solar system, while the other is lying on a
beautiful beach. However, given the level of speculation associated with some of these
concepts, it is probably sensible to first introduce some of the key components of this concept:



the fictional concept of
artificial reality as
described within the
context of the equally
fictional Star Trek series.

Neural Implants:
Given that we have already discussed the concept of a brain-computer-interface (BCI),
based on the combination of both neural and prosthetic implants, we will continue to
use this basic model as the means by which people may initially connect to AR.



As such, a 'holodeck' is

As such, it might be
thought of as an artificial
reality contained within
an artificial reality.

Physical Systems:
Irrespective of any philosophical debate about the true nature of physical reality (PR), we will continue assume PR to
be the lowest form of reality, which contains all other forms of extended reality, i.e. AR. Physical systems PR-1 and PR2 in diagram are simply representative of enormously powerful computers, at least by today’s standards. In practice,
there could be hundreds of these systems around the world, and in space orbits, interconnected by a global network,
which provide the ‘World Database’ that synchronises the interconnection of all global AR objects. However, while
not explicitly shown in the diagram, each person connected to the global AR network could also have their own local
AI/AR system that handles the I/O processing associated with each BCI plus the local simulation and rendering
processes, e.g. AR-1a and AR-2b.



Reality Simulations:
As suggested, the diagram is attempting to show two distinct AR simulations in progress. The top left is a collective
reality of space exploration accessible via the AR network. The actual exploration could be either a simulation or an
actual live feed from a robotic drone in space. In contrast, the top right hand side is an interactive simulation of a
holiday on a beautiful isolated beach, which in the 23rd century is not accessible in physical reality. It may be possible
that AR applications, like these, have come to underpin a new 'green' economy, which allows people to travel for both
business and pleasure; plus allows real-time interaction with any other people on the AR network, as permissible by
the rules of the ‘World Database’.

The main difference being suggested between VR and AR is essentially the ‘level of immersion’ that AR would take place in
comparison to today’s VR systems. This aspect is considered further in the next sub-section.
1.3.4.1.1

Partial & Full Immersion

Even before the written word, story tellers had the ability to create imaginary worlds
for their audiences around the campfire. So, to some extent, people have always had
the capability to extend physical reality through their imagination. Of course, while
books extended the breadth and accessibility of storytelling, the development of
photography and films, in the form of the ‘movies’ and ‘talkies', also extended the
sense of realism. Throughout the 20th century, new developments have continued to
heighten this sense of immersion within these new realities:
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Cartoons



Stereo and surround sound



3-D, I-Max



Game Consoles



VR and simulators

In principle, we have already discussed the possibility that neural and
prosthetic implants could allow the information streaming into our senses to
be manipulated or even completely overwritten. If true, AR could develop the
ultimate sense of immersion by replacing our existing perception of physical
reality. At this point, some of you might be thinking that it is one thing to
escape into virtual reality for a few hours, but a completely different thing to
‘emigrate’ into AR. However, we might use the term ‘emigrating into AR’ as an
insight to how people may react to the prospect of entering a new reality:
Tactical immersion is often associated



Full Immersion:

with games that involve tactical skill. The

In the past, people who immigrated to distant and foreign lands were

experience might be described as being

often taking a one-way trip to a new reality in which they had to leave

'in the zone' when tactical action result

behind everything and everybody they ever knew. In a sense,

in success.

immigration meant full immersion into a new reality. So while such
journeys were not taken lightly, circumstances or human nature

Strategic immersion is a more cerebral

drove many to do so.

experience, although this does not
necessarily make it less real. For



Partial Immersion:

example, chess players can experience

Today, most people who immigrate retain the option to board a plane

strategic immersion when trying to

and return to their place of origin. In a similar fashion, partial

decide on the winning move

immersion is the ability to return to a previous reality at any time.
Psychological

immersion

can

be

a

While this analogy may give us an insight into the fact that people will accept

resulting mental state in which a person

radical change, it may be misleading in that even full immersion in AR may not

cannot resolve simulation from physical

necessarily mean that physical reality is lost. However, we will expand on how

reality.

different modes of reality could interact within physical reality in a subsequent
section. The other important aspect of AR acceptance may be that it is not the primary motivation for changing life styles, but
more of a by-product of AI evolution. For example, some people may accept the brain-computer-interface for the reasons
associated with the evolution to Homo Cyberneticus. If so, they would also have implicit access to partial AR in that their new
reality could be constructed from augmented and enhanced sensory information. Equally, we have discussed how
circumstances may compel some people down the path towards Homo Hybridus and Homo Machinus; in which case, the
transition to full AR may simply be an extension of the evolution with the Hybrid AI paradigm. The following items are just some
of the reasons, which may eventually motivate individuals down this path:
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Faced with the prospect of either a terminal illness, the loss of the
quality of life or simply new social demands, some people may accept
prosthetic upgrades that allow access to some AR features.





Sensory immersion is the experience of

increased life expectancy. If so, they would also have access to AR

entering into the three-dimensional

features.

environment. Ideally, this would include
all

the

senses,

but

through

a

other

classes

of

Today, many people feel trapped within a body that does not reflect

combination

their inner self. AR might offer the prospect of assuming a different

immersion, it may initially be based on

gender, appearance or persona. In a sense, AR could help some

sight and hearing plus an associated

people escape the confines of a reality in which they are simply

sense of balance.

Reliability & Redundancy

In the longer-term, the acceptance of any form of AR may
depend on the degree of realism that can be produced
and reliably maintained by the AI/AR systems. Therefore,
we need to turn our attention towards some of the more
practical issues, which may present major obstacles to
people

increasing physical sense of 'being there'

Some people may accept prosthetic upgrades in the hope of an

unhappy or downright miserable.
1.3.4.1.2

Spatial immersion corresponds to an

accepting

AR.

Today,

in

the

design

of

telecommunication networks, there is a concept called
five nine’s, which corresponds to a reliability of 99.999%
or 6 minutes of downtime per year. However, in the
context of AR and AI systems, availability may have to
effectively approach 100% with no loss of data. While we
recognise that we are already dependent on technology,
AI and AR could dramatically increase this dependency to
a level where life itself might be immediately threatened if
any critical component fails.

In the current context, the issue of reliability is also being
associated with the idea that hybrid AI might attain a
degree of immortality by preserving the essence of a
person in digital form. Of course, if the underlying
technology failed and digital data was lost, then the idea
of digital immortality would also be lost. Therefore, we
shall use the diagram above as another frame of reference
to discuss some of the implications of reliability and
redundancy, as perceived from today's perspective:
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Reliability:
The reliability of a system is based on the probability of failure in that
system in isolation. However, the reliability of the network as a whole
is linked to the number of individual failures multiplied by the time
taken to repair or replace any of the systems. The most effective way
of reducing downtime is to have a redundant system waiting to taking
over as soon as a primary system fails. However, in connectionless
networks like today's Internet, data in transit is lost and would have to
be recovered by the 'end-systems', i.e. P1.



In the context of future networks, it
might be assumed that virtually all
access connectivity will be wireless.
However, while this has implications on
security, it does not really change the
requirement for system reliability and
redundancy, although multilink protocols
would be inherently more robust.

Redundancy:
So redundancy can be defined in terms of a backup strategy, but this also raises another important consideration of
the network as a whole. Even if a single system were 100% reliable, it can still be destroyed by a local disaster, e.g. fire
or flood. However, if the redundant system is physically located in a different geography, the likelihood of the same
disaster effecting both primary and secondary systems is remote.

Even in the relatively simple configuration of the diagram above, representing just one user path to the global network, it is
clear that these concepts can introduce considerable complexity and cost. However, it also highlights that certain
‘components’ of the system may be essentially unique and therefore cannot support the concept of a backup.



Level-1:
Within the hierarchy of the illustrated system, hybrid AI (P1) sits at Level-1. As such, this is not a system, but rather a
unique individual to which it is impossible to apply the concept of a redundant backup. Even if the concept of
redundancy could be applied, this would raise the moral conflict of creating a duplicate individual. As such, hybrid AI
immortality may only be protected by the reliability of its prosthetic anatomy
or the good fortune to avoid any disasters, natural or man-made.

All mission critical data over a
wireless network would have to



be encrypted.

Level-2:
It has been suggested that the evolution of Homo Cyberneticus could
effectively augment humanity by providing access to a third brain lobe, i.e.
an AI computer. As such, these redundant systems, e.g. AR-1a and AR-1b, are
extensions of the hybrid AI individual. Of course, it is possible that this

The source and destination of all
mission critical data would have to
be authenticated.

processing could be collocated within the prosthetic anatomy of hybrid AI, but could still have a secondary redundant
system accessed via a wireless communications link. In the case of death or destruction of the AI individual, the
secondary system could provide sufficient backup information so as to allow an AI avatar to be constructed, in which
case a degree of immortality could be maintained. In the case of AR, the level-2 system would also be responsible for
the local AR simulations and rendering processes synchronised to the world databases at Level-4. Without backup,
failure of these primary systems could cause partial or total failure of that individual’s perception of reality.



Level-3:
Within the speculative hierarchy of our AR system, level-3 provides a coordinated and shared AR environment for a
group of individuals within a finite region of the global network. As with any hierarchical system, the higher a system
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is within the hierarchy, the greater the implications of its failure. Therefore,
such systems have to be protected by both reliability and redundancy. The
advantage of centralising these systems is that they can be maintained in
more secure environments. Clearly, such systems could become the targets of
attack and could be especially vulnerable to Electro-Magnetic Pulses
(EMPs) and computer viruses that can cause catastrophic failure of today’s
electronic computer systems. Of course, by the time AI systems start to
emerge, they may be based on entirely new principles of operation; however
it is equally likely that old threats are simply replaced by new threats.



Security

encryption

and

authentication plus permanent
network connectivity with a
commitment
secured

to

quality

deliver
of

a

service-

bandwidth is not guaranteed by
today's connectionless Internet
infrastructure. However, it may
well be a requirement of AR.

Level-4:
In general, everything said about level-3 systems will apply to Level-4 systems. The system labelled AR-2 is simply an
equivalent to AR-1, supporting another region of the global AR network. Both these systems would have a similar
redundancy hierarchy, i.e. both have primary and secondary systems.

To conclude, a networked strategy may be an essential component of both AI and AR architectures. However, networked
systems are both a blessing and a curse in the sense that while meshed networks provide the ability to design more robust
solutions that can avoid single-points-of-failure, they can also provide multiple points of attacks. Today, there is not one single
public network that would come close to the requirements of AI/AR in terms of reliability and redundancy, let alone the need
for both physical and operational security.
In the future, reality will not be
1.3.4.1.3

Modes of Reality

confined to physical reality, but

So far, we have only outlined a few of the technology issues, but may have given the
impression that AR existence means isolation from physical reality. While this could be
the case, there is no reason why artificial reality cannot be a composite of all types of

will include many extensions
into what might initially be
perceived as artificial reality.

reality, i.e. both physical and virtual. In fact, it would seem that life in AR will always remain dependent on systems that reside
only in physical reality and, as such, might fail without real-world maintenance. Therefore, although we might perceive that AI
robotic drones could do much of this maintenance, it is assumed that any intelligent
being would retain the requirement to access all levels of reality, as and when required.

Artificial reality has the potential
to evolve so that it just as 'real'

Again, the different modes of reality to be described are only intended to provide a

to hybrid AI as physical reality is

framework for discussion rather than to be taken literally as some visionary prediction.

to present-day humanity

However it is assumed that the ability to transition between these modes, in a manner
reflective of the social etiquette of the day, would be an important requirement. In this respect, the diagram above is only
illustrative of the lines of communication and transitions that could exist between potential modes of reality. At the most
fundamental level, there are two primary modes of realities:
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Physical Reality (PR)



Artificial Reality (AR)

One major difference between these modes of reality may be the fact that AR is dependent on PR, while the opposite is not
true. Of course, philosophically it could be argued that all intelligent thought, including the perception of PR, exists in mental
space and so PR only exists by virtue of AR created by the human brain. However, it is not clear that this circular argument gets
us anywhere and, in practise, the boundary between these realities could be effectively seamless to AI. Therefore, we will run
with the assumption that there is a physical embodiment of both technology and biological systems in PR on which AR depends.
Equally, all other modes of reality are simply the way in which PR and AR activities are allowed to overlap:

PR/AR

AR

Interactive

Mode-1

Mode-2

Immersed

Mode-4

Mode-3

PR/AR:

Physical presence in both PR and AR

AR:

Physical presence in AR only

Interactive:

Operates across PR/AR boundaries

Immersed:

Immersed in AR only
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The mode permutations outlined in table above are not intended to be definitive, but simply reflective of some of the
fundamental possibilities being shown in diagram.



Mode-1: PR/AR; Interactive
In this mode, participants can interact with objects and people in both PR and AR and, as such, this reality is
comprised of both PR and AR. In the diagram, AR-1 defines the scope of a simulated reality shared by AI-1, AI-2 and
AI-3, which includes a physical presence in PR. In this context, the scope of
AR-1 may be little more than the ability to augment physical reality, although
the option to become more immersed in AR is available.



Over

time

the

transition

between what exists in physical
reality

and

what

exists

in

artificial reality will become
Mode-2: AR only; Interactive

seamless to hybrid AI, but

The main difference in this mode is that the participants, as defined by AI-4

increasingly

and AI-5, do not have any effective physical presence in PR. However, these

homo sapiens.

inaccessible

to

individuals are still interactive in the sense that they can communicate with
other individuals in both PR and AR. In fact, although the perception of reality is now being totally defined by AR-2,
this simulation could include real-time modelling of PR. From the diagram, it can be seen that AR-1 and AR-2 are
connected by a dotted line, which is indicating that there is some shared overlap between these simulated realities. In
this case, the overlap of two different AR simulations may be as simple as a coordinated voice-only call or a more
complex interactive meeting in a shared AR environment accessible to both AR-1 and AR-2, i.e. A-1.



Mode-3: AR only; Immersed
At first this may appear to be quite an extreme mode of reality in the sense that AI-6 has no physical presence and
lives totally within the reality created by AR-3. Of course, there could be either medical or social reasons why AI-6 is
fully immersed in this way, although this AR could be populated with all manner of simulations of people and animals,
even magical make-believe characters, e.g. S-1.



Mode-4: PR/AR; Immersed
In this mode of reality the telepresence robot provides the access to PR. However, AI-7 may be as fully immersed in
AR as AI-6 in mode-3, but with the caveat that it retains the ability to access PR via the robotic extension R-1, as and
when required. Both AI individuals and AI simulations, as per S-2, could populate this reality.

Clearly, the definition of these modes of reality is neither rigorous nor absolute. However, it is hoped it provide a framework
within which we may now consider some further implications of artificial reality, both in terms of the timeframe in which it may
occur and the social changes required for its acceptance.
1.3.4.2

Such developments will undoubtedly

Social Implications

create schisms in society, at least, as
In the preceding section, we have primarily concentrated on the technical

understood today.

requirements without any major consideration of the social implications of AR.
Therefore, in this section, we shall try to focus a little more on the social implications and some possible motivations for a life
living in an extended reality.
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Modes of Social Acceptance



Inherent Dangers

However, first, we need to consider that while AR may have its historical roots in VR
technology, the development of AR may actual become more entwined with the
evolution of hybrid AI. While we have already discussed the issue of hybrid AI, let us
just highlight a few key assumptions that may be pertinent to the present discussion.
Today, there is every indication that technology will continue to pursue the goal of AI;
although it is far from certain that it will succeed, especially in the context of strong AI.
However, to some extent, the issue of strong AI can be initially side-stepped by the
idea of hybrid AI, as outlined. If so, some of the evolutionary implications associated
with Hybrid AI will also apply to AR. However, while the technical feasibility of AR is
still well beyond present-day technology, there is good reason to believe that progress
can and will be made in the following important areas:



Increased processing power



Neural networks and weak AI



Neural and prosthetic implants

So, in the context of the evolutionary Hybrid AI model, AR could also emerge as a byproduct. For this to occur, not only would the technology listed above have to develop,
but also the concept of a reliable and secure AR network as previously highlighted.
However, this distributed approach would be a major departure from the current
blueprint of all higher forms of biological life, which are essentially self-contained
entities, at least, in terms of their mental processes and physiology being collocated. Of course, arguments can be made that
this self-containment is limited, as all animals still have a critical dependency on external resources, such as air, food and water.
Equally, it can be argued that many animals, especially humans, are also critically dependent on social networks; without which
they would not have won the initial battle for survival. While hybrid AI could follow the ‘stand-alone’ model by collocating
additional nano-devices within the brain, many of the key features of AI and AR would be lost, because they are dependent on
the ability to distribute and access information on a global scale. Clearly, huge advances have been made in network
technology, but the issues of reliability and redundancy, as introduced earlier, would have to be fully addressed.
Would you be prepared to distribute your intelligence and ability to function across today’s Internet?
The reason for raising this issue in this way is because it could have a fundamental effect on how AI and AR might evolve and
also influence the social environment in which this evolution might take place. Today, the concept of the Internet, as a global
network, accessible to all, is seen as one of the technical achievements of the 20th century. However, the global cohesion of the
Internet, as now perceived as the Web is, in part, another human perception that belies the reality of its physical
implementation. In system terms, the Internet is a best-effort network of many un-vetted systems that can give no cast-iron
guarantees about reliability or the integrity of its security.
But surely these are just technical issues that can be solved?
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Of course, improvements can and will be made, as new business applications
demand better quality of service and security guarantees, but this will come at
a cost. Equally, it is one thing to risk your account PIN number on the Internet,
but whether you would risk your part of existence may be an entirely different
matter.

Today, the structures of human society
goes far beyond survival needs to the
extent that it has come to define the new
‘reality’ in which most of us now live our
lives. However, the question we may
need to now ask is whether our present-

So how does this affect the evolution of AI and AR?

day concept of society, as outlined, would

For AI and AR to become dependent on some future network, it technology
must be totally reliable and secure from attack and possibly multiple points of
failure. It is not clear that this will ever be a cost-effective goal of a public

really mean anything to hybrid AI, if
submerged into a world of artificial
reality?

network infrastructure, at least, as understood today. If so, the features of AI and AR discussed may only be developed on
secure, private and possibly localised network infrastructure within closed and protected communities. Again, exclusivity could
develop based on the ability to pay or by putting this infrastructure out of the reach of mere mortals or, at least, the poor
mortals.
1.3.4.2.1

Modes of Social Acceptance

In this section, we shall attempt to consider some further AR implications that
may have require social acceptance. Each scenario aligns with one of the
hypothetical mode of reality previously discussed.

It might be suggested that the legislature
and judiciary represent the moral and
ethical values of a society. The relevance
of these bodies to hybrid AI may

1.3.4.2.1.1

Mode-0: PR/VR; Interactive

ultimately depend on the amount of
integration between human & AI society.

Actually, we have not really discussed this pre-AR mode, but it represents the
situation today. Homo Computerus can augment its physical reality (PR) with interactive virtual reality (VR). In terms of social
impact, interactive video gaming has already grown into a multi-billion dollar business that is now starting to rival the film
industry in terms of the amounts spent on production and subsequent revenues. While this revenue is specifically linked to the
entertainment industry, it will undoubtedly benefit the wider development of VR applications in other market sectors. Overall,
there appears to be no major obstacle to the continued growing social acceptance of VR applications, especially as younger
generations, brought up en-masse on video games, start to assume the positions of decision-makers across all industries. Of
course, there is still a need for VR technology to improve, but developments in weak AI systems over the next few decades
could help in the production of VR in almost every aspect. In fact, VR could develop to such as extent that it becomes one of the
major social catalysts behind humanity’s desire to fuse PR and AR in the form of Homo Cyberneticus.
1.3.4.2.1.2

Mode-1: PR/AR; Interactive

We have linked the evolution of Homo Cyberneticus to the development of sophisticated neural and prosthetic implants that
allow sensory information to be intercepted and simulated. If this point is ever reached, the potential to superimpose AR on PR
could become feasible, although at the same time, the concerns about uploading and downloading prosthetic information via a
wireless channel become more apparent. Of course, initially this information may only provide minor augmentations to PR,
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rather than replacing it, therefore loss of AR information would
not necessarily be life threatening. In addition, network
procedures that allow the source of information to be
authenticated and encrypted could be further developed. In
these terms, AR becomes a by-product of AI evolution, but one
that could start to enhance the perception of reality in some
sections of society. While, from the current social perspective,
this mode of reality would seem very different, PR could still
remain the primary reality and therefore Hybrid AI in the form
of Homo Cyberneticus could also remain actively involved in PR
society, if allowed to do so. However, the step from Homo
Computerus with VR to Homo Cyberneticus with AR may be
potentially the most difficult one in our hybrid AI paradigm. It is
acknowledged that this evolutionary step may be one that few individuals initially want to or are able to take; therefore it is
possible that Homo Cyberneticus society may develop outside mainstream Homo Computerus society, at least, in the initial
stages. Later, if the technology delivers even some of the AI/AR possibilities discussed, numbers could grow to a level
whereby Homo Cyberneticus becomes a significant and influential minority. Of course, it is important to bear in mind that Homo
Computerus society, augmented by next-generation VR, may be closer to Homo Cyberneticus society than it is to present-day
society.
1.3.4.2.1.3

1.2.1.3 Mode-2: AR only; Interactive

While the implication of an existence defined by AR may seem to be an existence that abandons PR, this need not be the case.
It is true that in this mode, a hybrid AI individual may not retain any active physical presence in PR, either by choice or accident.
It is also equally true that individuals within this mode would have to rely on others to maintain their dependency on PR.
However, this dependency needs to be put into context:
Today, how many individuals are truly self-sufficient?
If few, then the dependency of individuals in AR mode-2 may not be so different from any other individual’s dependency on the
collective machinery of society. Individuals in AR-2 would simply depend on services provided by Homo Computerus operating
in mode-0 or hybrid AI operating in mode-1 or mode-4. Equally, individuals living in mode-2 could communicate and have
virtual interaction with individuals operating in PR.
Why would any individual choose mode-2?
In practise, some people may have little choice in the matter as a terminal illness or major physical disability may have trapped
their conscious mind inside a physical anatomy that will become or is already prevented from any extensive interaction with PR.
Of course, others may actively choose mode-2 because it could dramatically extend life expectancy and offer a quality of life
that could never be realised in PR.
Why do people immerse themselves in VR games today?
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In many case, they can experience sensations, albeit in a limited way with VR,
which they could never afford or have the physical skills to undertake in PR. In
principle, mode-2 could allow people to actually live in their fantasies. We
also have to accept that many people today live very unhappy lives trapped
inside a physical identity that does not match their mental aspirations. As
suggested by an earlier discussion, an individual could assume many different
personas in the form of avatars. However, in AR, these avatar personas could
be rendered as something close to being physically tangible in that can be
seen, heard and most importantly touched. As such, it would be possible to
take on an outer identity that matched the inner identity. Of course, whether
this would be healthy for the individual or society in the long-term is another
matter. However, the intention of mode-2 is not to lose contact with PR,
simply that interaction would take place via AR simulations or PR playback

Before AI exists in any sentient form,
more intelligent expert or weak AI
systems will be capable of doing many
manual and professional jobs currently
only undertaken by humans. Therefore,
this is an area of potential conflict, but in
a

catch-22

way,

this

competitive

environment may also be one of the
primary catalysts for humanity going
down the road of hybrid AI. In reality,
human society may well have to adapt to
this change long before full AI appears.

that ‘feels as real’ as any mode of reality.
1.3.4.2.1.4

Mode-3: AR only; Immersed

In part, the selection and definitions of the different modes of AR have been made because they highlight distinct choices in
which either the individual or society must decide. In mode-3, an individual is totally immersed in AR, although it is entirely
possible that the individual may not even be able to understand or detect the difference between AR and PR. In the context of
our discussion of the social acceptance of AR, it is possible that some choices may be made on behalf of some individuals for
either their own well-being or the well-being and protection of society. We shall consider two extremes, although both may be
considered unacceptable by present-day standards:



Severe Mental Disability



Dangerous Criminal Insanity

Some people are either born with, or through accidents develop severe mental disabilities. These disabilities can be so severe
that these individual may be incapable of comprehending the physical reality that surrounds them. In a sense, they may have
already become trapped in their own personal alternative reality, which they may not understand and therefore as a result may
not only be confused, but even frightened by their present perception of PR.
If AR could provide a kinder reality tailored to the personal needs and capability of these individuals, would it be ethnically right
to do so?
How a person might immediately react to this question will probably depend on their existing beliefs and ethics. There would
also be the consideration of numerous legal issues to overcome in respect of their human rights. However, when the
conceptual debate about their ‘right to life’ completes, it is still a sad fact that many of these individuals often end up in longterm care institutions with little contact with the outside world.
So, in the context of a hypothetical question, in which only the best interests of the individual are being considered, should
mode-3 AR be rejected as a possible option in these cases?
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Given the sheer complexity of the human brain it is not so surprising that there are many types and degrees of mental disorder.
Some individuals, while apparently both intelligent and rational, end up posing an unacceptable danger to society. Again, many
of these individuals can end up in long-term institutions for the criminally insane. Of course, by the time that AR is even a
possibility, medical science may be capable of directly ‘repairing’ the affected areas of the brain, which are causing such
extremes of anti-social behaviour. However, this may only be wishful thinking and eventually a more humane and cost-effective
alternative to life-long incarceration may have to be considered.
1.3.4.2.1.5

Mode-4: PR/AR; Immersed

In this final mode, individuals may again be immersed in AR, but there are several important exceptions. The first, and possibly
most important, is that we will assume this to be a personal life-style choice and second, an individual in mode-4 AR retains the
ability to directly access PR via robotic peripherals. With reference to an earlier diagram, AI-7 has chosen to immerse itself in a
reality defined by AR-4, but in a similar fashion to AI-4 in mode-2, can adopt different persona. In this case, AI-7 has a physical
avatar, in the form of R-1, which exists in PR.
How is this different from mode-1?
In some respects, the difference between mode-1 and mode-4 may only be one of emphasis. In mode-1, hybrid AI operates
more as a physically embodied individual in PR, while in mode-4, hybrid AI operates more as a physically distributed individual
in AR. For example, the on-going AI evolution towards Homo Machinus may result in little external difference between hybrid AI
and a tele-presence robot operated by hybrid AI immersed in AR. In a way, reality evolves in-line with AI to a point where PR
and AR effectively merge to become one extended reality.
If hybrid AI is considered a race apart
So what would be the preference of AI society?

from humanity, in terms of its role within
the key institutions of society, then social

In practise, preference may be based on life-style choices. However, we have

interaction may be just as difficult. This

discussed the possibility of long-term space travel in which hybrid AI is

lack of social interaction might be

confined to a limited environment defined by the size of the spaceship. In this

compounded

case, hybrid AI may choose mode-4 in order to escape the confines of PR,

mainstream humanity to interact and

while still retaining the ability to access any of the ship’s physical systems,

communicate ideas effectively via AR.

essential to the preservation of AR. Equally, as a centralised intelligence with a

Again; history would suggest that when

distributed anatomy, mode-4 may offer greater protection from the harsh

there is little interaction or common

conditions of long-term space travel and accidental death because only the

interests between societies, they become

distributed robotic extensions are exposed to high risk excursion in PR.

increasingly alienated. Such situations are

Obviously, as all our discussions have indicated, the transition towards AI and

never good

by

the

inability

of

AR could take many different paths. Therefore, at this point in time, the goal
has only been to outline only a few of the potential future concepts and to provide some motivation, which might drive AR
towards some level of social acceptance in the future. However, it would appear that further development of VR is almost
inevitable, but whether this ultimately results in AR depends on the evolution and acceptance of AI. Clearly, many will not like
the idea of AI, hybrid or otherwise. Equally, a concept like AR, which challenges our very notion of reality, will not be accepted
readily by the vast majority, even if offered. Two thousand years ago, humanity had started to become secure in the belief that
the physical world was made in just 7 days containing all the creatures of creation; this world was reassuringly flat and solid and
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the heavens moved around it like clockwork. However, based on the acquisition of further scientific evidence, especially over
the last 500 years, this view of reality is now perceived as an illusion; although given the nature of the current discussion can
anybody really question another person’s perception of reality?
1.3.4.3

Inherent Dangers

In essence, we have been discussing the fact that it may not only be life that is

At the beginning of the 21st century, the

undergoing the next stage in evolution, but also our very perception of reality.

world population is continuing increasing

As humanity continues to climb out of the darkness of mere survival, a new

towards 7 billion. This population is

perspective of reality may emerge. Yes, at one level, the universe may only be

estimated to grow to over 9 billion in the

built of quantum probability and electro-magnetic waves, but somehow the

next 50 years, possibly reaching 14 billion

brain is capable of perceiving other realities. However, up until this point,

by 2250.

these other realities were restricted to our imagination, but AR presents the
possibility of extending the notion of an extended interactive reality to include many other forms of reality. Naturally, such
concepts raise many fundamental questions:
How would you know what is real?

It is possible that the philosophers and the physicists might happily debate this type of question for the rest of eternity without
necessarily reaching any definitive conclusions. However, from a pragmatic viewpoint, while reality appears to be a construct of
each and every mind, there is a collective sense of reality. For example, we sometimes describe a person as ‘living in a world of
their own’, reflecting the fact that they see the world in a way that differs from the collective majority. Of course, while we
often have to defer to the majority, history suggests that the majority has no monopoly on what is real and what is not. Equally,
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in the context of AR, hybrid AI could be living in a collective society that shares
a common perception of an extended reality. If we follow this line of thought,
we may have to accept that any view of reality is simply subjective and to some
extent shaped by collective consensus.

What would be the quality of life for
many of a world population in excess of
even 10 billion? Equally, what will all
these people do to support themselves in
an increasingly automated world?

So what are the dangers of building an artificial reality?

In the context of our discussion, we have assumed that AR systems are dependent on an environment in PR. As such, events in
PR could endanger life in AR and those dangers may not even be perceived. Clearly, the total immersion of all intelligent life in
AR could be a very dangerous proposition. However, for the reasons outlined, it is unlikely that this would occur, the more likely
scenario being that any hybrid AI lifeform might simply want to extend the perception of PR with AR. However, there are many
other concerns connected to AR and its effects on society that we may need to worry about; assuming AR becomes a
possibility.
Would an AR society become more integrated or more polarised?
The politically correct answer is that we need society to become more integrated in the sense that there is a healthy mixture,
not only in terms of being multi-cultural, but young and old. However, in practise, people like to gravitate into communities that
share common beliefs, values and traditions. Equally, many older people do not always want to be surrounded by noisy
children, often preferring a more reflective and calm community. If people could choose any reality in which to live, it is
possible that AR society could become polarised into like-minded communities with little reason, need or desire to
communicate with different types of communities. However, a more fundamental issue may overshadow the nature of this
concern.
How many of the world’s population, projected to approach 14 billion by 2250, would be likely to have access to AI or AR
technology?
If, for just one minute, we assume that AI and AR is the future of humanity, then the majority of the world’s population could
be excluded from this future. If so, the branching of small sections of humanity onto different evolutionary paths, as suggested
by the hybrid AI paradigm, could take place outside mainstream society. Clearly, such issues could either cause long-term social
conflict or an accelerated polarisation of humanity into effectively different sub-species, which live in isolation of each other.
Equally, if AI/AR does become a selective and exclusive path, caused either by costs or politics, any attempt to project the
general evolution of an AI/AR based society from present-day society may be almost impossible.
So can we extrapolate anything from current AI/AR developments?
Today, much of the visible research into AI is still linked to academic
institutions, although there are many applications for robotic systems and
expert systems that are being developed in the commercial sector. Given the
enormous commercial potential for weak AI systems, interest in the business
sector will undoubtedly continue to grow over the next few decades. However,
it would surprise no one, if there were even more AI research programmes
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being funded in connection with government and military applications. However, because the rate of change of technology is
now so fast and costly, many military applications have to be developed using ‘off-the-shelf’ technology. As such, the leading
edge of many technologies can now usually be extrapolated from current academic research and associated in-house
commercial research. As a consequence, it is now more difficult to hide the general advances in technology within secretive
programmes, of which society is totally unaware. In the case of AR, this is a concept that is still very much in the academic
domain because of its dependency on neural implants. Equally, VR commercial applications associated with interactive video
games are laying down many important concepts in respect to processes that may eventually be required by AR, e.g.



Reality Simulation



Sensory Rendering



Reality Databases

Likewise, much of today’s leading edge work into neural implants appears to be in the public domain and linked to medical
applications, such as motor or sensory prosthetic implants. Some of this work is being made highly visible due to the direct
sponsorship and involvement of some famous people, unfortunate enough to have been paralysed by accidents. Given the
demands by many influential people in society for a cure for disabilities such as paralysis, deafness and blindness, much of the
prerequisite technology required by AR may stay in the public domain. Therefore, one conclusion may be that developments in
AI/AR do remain visible to society at large, although costs may be prohibitive to all except the rich and powerful. However, even
if people can access AI/AR technology, there may still be too many implications and problems to overcome, which contrive to
marginalize the acceptance of this technology.
Would personal identity have any meaning in AR?
In principle, an individual immersed in AR could project the identity of one or more avatars to suit a particular preference or
function. If AR were capable of simulating all sensory inputs, an avatar could be much more than today's symbolic
representation of a person, as the avatar would be the equivalent of a ‘physical identity’ in AR. While this ability to take on
different persona, at will, may initially appear to make life interesting, it could clearly make nonsense of any accepted notion of
personal identity. This could be very problematic because most relationships, i.e. friends, family and partners, are normally built
on recognition and familiarity. However, on the other hand, few people are satisfied with their self-image and some are even
unhappy about their gender to the extent that they would be prepared to start a new life in AR. Of course, rules can always be
made, restricting an AR avatar to the same shape and form as their original PR identity, but this might not be very satisfactory,
as reflected in the following hypothetical examples:
Should a disabled person in a wheelchair have to assume an avatar that is chair bound?
What about a person who has lost a limb or has been disfigured?
Should a ninety-year-old woman have to assume an avatar of the same age?
In practise, there could be so many caveats and exceptions to any restrictions on AR identity(s) as to make control impossible.
An alternative approach could be to allow the AR system to provide the original identity of any individual on request,
irrespective of their current avatar. However, in the context of present-day society, we are very protective of personal
information. In fact, the issue of personal identity could be just the ‘tip of the iceberg’ in respect to building a workable AR
society.
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Who would determine the laws of nature and society in an immersed AR world shared by multiple individuals?
Before trying to answer this question directly, let us try to get some perspective from the current world of interactive video
games. The scope of these games is enormous, ranging from pure fantasy worlds though to simulations of the ‘real’ world. In
the early days, many of these games were restricted to single players; but later developments associated with purpose-built
gaming consoling allow not only multiple players, but also interactive network communities. Clearly, for any game to be fair,
the players must agree and abide by a common set of rules. However, most of these games have hidden ‘cheats’ in the sense
that a player can type in a code that then invokes super-human powers for that player. While this might be acceptable in a
game, it is a completely different story in the context of an AR based society. Clearly, somebody changing the rules of reality
could undermine even a society partially immersed in AR.
Is there a risk that somebody could play God in AR?
If somebody were immersed in AR, a very advanced programmed simulation would effectively be generating their perception of
reality. As such, there are two immediate dangers that come to mind. The first is that somebody could ‘play God’ within AR by
having the ability to invoke a ‘cheat’ that changes the laws of nature for only that individual. While these cheats could be
relatively benign, such as an ability to fly, other abilities could be seen as a threat to other inhabitants of AR. Equally, somebody
had to programme these cheats into the system, which leads to another danger, i.e. any ability to attack the AR system via
a ‘back-door’ points of entry could also be used by a malicious person to wreak havoc on an unsuspecting AR community.
Will there ever be a business case for AR?
It is possible that the concept of a business case may be meaningless in the timeframe under discussion; however it is probably
reasonable to assume that some rationale will have to be made in order to motivate the resources to be put into AR. Today,
people can buy a commercial service in which their body will be frozen, after their death, in the hope that future advances in
medicine will be able to revive them and cure any associated illness. Although this example might appear tangential to the AR
discussion, it is reflective of a commercial market for services that can offer
the hope of continued life. Although AR would not be directly extending

In the timeframe under discussion,

lifespan, it could offer the potential for people to live what might in effect be

advances in medical science may actually

multiple lives in a range of diverse realities, where the laws of nature could be

be able to offer the possibility of a

much more benign. At face value, such a proposition might be very

significant increase in life expectancy. If

marketable and command a very high price, if the only other option facing

so, we could see an even more significant

some people was a debilitating illness or extended old age or even death.

shift in the age demographics of society
around the world, at least, in those richer

If lifespan were extended to 200-300 years, would people still accept the

countries that can remain isolated from

current norms of society?

war and famine.

If we assume that lifespan could be extended by a factor of 3 or 4, it is not clear that people would necessarily want to stretch
out the current phases of life to ‘fill out’ the extra time. While the following life phases are not necessarily representative of
everybody, they are possibly recognisable to most:
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Phase

Years

Description

1

0-20

Maturing to adulthood

2

20-40

Develop career, start family

3

40-60

Career matures, family grows up

4

60-80

Thoughts turn to retirement

Based on this simple four-phase model, phase-1 and 2 might broadly remain the same, but phase-3 might eventually be
extended from 20 years to 200 years. Clearly, if this were possible, people may not be content with life repeating itself for such
a long period of time. In this context, AR could offer the opportunity to use this extra time in almost any way imaginable. Of
course, this does assume that they can afford the costs involved. Obvious, it is possible to speculate on many such dangers, but
hopefully the issues that have been raised are sufficiently reflective of some of the inherent dangers, as well as the possibilities,
associated with AR. However, it is probably safe to say that this concept will attract curiosity and as a result the consequences
may one day become a reality, if the future of humanity leads off down the road of AI evolution.
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1.4

Summary: The Future of Evolution

In this section, as a whole, some attempt has been made to
discuss Evolution in a much wider context. In part, the first 2 sections
addressing Life and Cognition attempt to provide some factual insights
as to how life evolved from a single cell organism to sentient
intelligence in the space of some 3.5 billion years. The next 2 sections
addressing Artificial Intelligence and Reality are much more speculative
in nature, but basically attempt to extrapolate the potential effects of
technology, some 500 years into the future, by invoking the idea of
evolution-by-design. While the next 500 years may appear to be almost
ridiculously small in comparison to the rest of evolutionary time, this
period of time may yet prove to be the most profound, not only in
terms of human evolution, but for the very future of intelligent sentient
life. In this wider context, it might be argued that the value of the past is
its ability to guide our future, and for this reason, the summary will
mainly reflect on some of the more speculative implications of the
future evolutionary model outlined.
Legend has it that Pandora was so seized by curiosity that she opened a
box, sent from the Gods, allowing all the evil within it to escape into the
world. However, there is a sequel to this story, in which Pandora is said
to have opened the box a second time and, in so doing, allowed Hope to escape. In today’s world, Pandora is often cast in the
role of a scientist whose curiosity, we fear, will unleash a technology with disastrous and unforeseen consequences. While the
moral of the story appears to be quite straightforward, in practice, there is no easy solution to curiosity, especially when driven
by science. Generally, it is accepted that scientific curiosity needs to have safeguards in the form of moral and ethical
guidelines, but it is not always clear as to whether the standards we demand of an individual apply to all/any governments
around the world. Another consideration is that, prior to the 20th century, there existed an implicit safeguard in the fact that
any immediate consequence of misguided scientific curiosity was essentially constrained to being a relatively localised disaster.
However, as we embark on the 21st century, our scientific curiosity now has the potential to destroy not only our own global
environment, but that of most other life forms on planet Earth. Without the desire, or political ability, to face up to the
consequences of our developing technology, the impact of our curiosity may simply be written off with platitudes such as ‘we
can’t turn back the clock’ or ‘if we don’t, they will’ or worst still, simply get corrupted by short-term political machinations. So, it
is against this backdrop that the issue of ‘evolution-by-design’ versus ‘natural selection’ must be considered and while the latter
has just as much potential for disaster as the former, it does not mean that evolution-by-design may always be a ‘good thing’:
So are we always destined to make Pandora’s mistake?
Well possibly not, because although Pandora’s curiosity was driven by a desire to know, it was also done in ignorance and while
science is also driven by curiosity, there is also a practical necessity to better understand the complexity of the world on which
we depend. However, considering the consequence is easier said than done for some of the following reasons:
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Indifference



Lack of control



Complexity



Avarice
Charles Darwin

Philosophically, we may have to accept that these traits are part of the current

In the struggle for survival, the fittest win

human condition; however, whether this will always be the case remains to be

out at the expense of their rivals because

seen, as the process of evolution may yet play its part.

they succeed in adapting themselves best
to their environment.

So why are we even considering AI?
Whether we like it or not, Homo Sapiens have now reached a technology position where future developments could start to
radically change the normal evolutionary mechanism of natural selection:



Humanity has learnt the fundamental concepts of evolution allowing the manipulation of its own genome.



Humanity has begun to conceive of artificial life systems that may eventually supplant carbon-based life with
artificially created life forms.

Therefore, such developments already have the potential to change evolution from a process previously measured in millions of
years to an accelerated process in which fundamental changes may occur within decades. OK, but what is the rationale for
Homo Sapiens continuing down this path:



The desire to improve or evolve is effectively part of our survival instincts.



Natural selection can no longer react quickly enough to environmental change plus some sections of humanity no
longer wants their evolution determined by a somewhat random process.



Many people no longer accept the notion of immortality of a soul. Therefore, the death of the brain signals the
termination of sentience and existence.



Humanity perceives the limitations of its life span, physiology and intelligence in terms of its ability to understand the
purpose of its own existence in a much wider universe.

These reasons are presented as profound philosophical choices on which humanity will have to decide; or at least some
sections. However, the risk is that these choices may not necessarily be part of a rational process, but more akin to a path
steam-rollered by technology advances that nobody is really controlling. Again, these issues may simply provide the backdrop
against which future generations will have to decide on moral and ethical issues, e.g.
How should humanity treat sentient AI sentience?
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As an evolutionary process, it may be easier for human society to accept hybrid AI sentience, because it retains some its
humanity in the form of its biological brain, albeit potentially enhanced with non-biological peripherals. However, from another
perspective, hybrid AI could quickly become more superior in intelligence and therefore may not be interested in Homo Sapien
laws or perceptions. Therefore, the more pertinent question might be:

Charles Darwin
As for a future life, every man must judge

How will AI treat Homo Sapiens?

for himself between conflicting vague

Let us now consider a more specific, although potentially more complex issue. If

probabilities.

it were possible to make a copy of a person so that there are now essentially two, where previously there was only one
individual. What legal, moral and ethical issues should be raised?
1.

Is the copy a real person, to be treated identical to the original?

2.

Is the copy a new sentient entity, to be treated differently from the original?

Before jumping to an immediate conclusion, it might be worth considering the 2 basic options highlighted above in a broader
context. As a person ages from birth to old age, significant changes will occur in the neural connectivity within the brain; plus
virtually every cell within their physical body will have been replaced. Therefore, the identity of a person based on the
continuity of its physical metabolism and sentient memories from cradle to grave is already somewhat of a false perception.
However, as in cloning, AI might also raise issues in that a subsequent copy of a copy could become progressively different from
the original. So while it might be virtually impossible to distinguish the first copy from the original, via its sentient identity,
option-2 above may have to prevail, especially in law.
Should duplication be permitted?
As suggested, duplication may be physical, as in the case of cloning, or metaphysical as in the case of some form of AI
replication of your brain’s neural connectivity. Even if physical and metaphysical duplication were near prefect, it has been
suggested that the copy may have to be classed as a separate and different person, although in practical terms, nobody may be
able to tell the difference. In fact, even the ‘copy’ might not know it was a copy. Clearly, this raises some serious ethical
concerns about duplication, for example:
Is there a subtle, but important difference between duplication and replacement, as in the case of somebody dying; i.e. only one
is allowed to exist at any time?
Should somebody be allowed to make an AI backup of all his or her brain, e.g. cognitive memories, in case of brain damage at a
later date?
It has been suggested that an AI copy should be considered as a new sentient person with independent rights in law. Therefore,
creating a sentient being as a living duplicate that might be unable to come to terms with the purpose of its existence may be
considered an act of mental cruelty against that new entity and therefore illegal without the appropriate safe guards. However,
this would not necessarily preclude this possibility from taking place somewhere in the world.
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While it is possibly still too early to say whether AI may one-day become fully sentient, if it were, should and could we explain
why, and for what purpose, we had created a new life form?
We do need to consider this question; not only for ourselves, but also for the AI entities we might one-day create. Of course,
we can hardly give AI an absolute answer to the questions about life, the universe and everything, when we still seek such
answers ourselves. However, there are practical issues of social acceptance and civil rights, if hybrid AI were ever to be allowed
to integrate into human society. Of course, one consequence of our curiosity may be that we might end up creating our own
evolutionary replacement as the dominant, intelligent life form on planet Earth. If this were the case, then again, the more
practical question might be:
Would/could we integrate into AI society?
To say that society will change as a result of AI may be the understatement of all time, but in itself, change may not be an
adequate reason to block AI development. In reality, all developments cause change, much of which is unwelcomed at the time,
but can eventually become accepted as the new norm. It is probably true to say that most people born just 100 years ago
would feel both out-of-time and out-of-place in a modern urban city. The fact is that social norms are constantly changing and
people have to adapt in order to prosper, if not survive.
So what is the basic function and purpose of society?
Evolutionary evidence would suggest that human societies evolved to meet a hierarchy of needs within hunter-gatherer groups,
which provided some greater degree of safety. As humanity evolved, the sophistication of society and its institutions have also
evolved:
State:

Legislature and Judiciary

Military:

Armed Forces

Beliefs:

Churches

Jobs:

Economy

Social:

Clubs

Over time, society has grown to encompass nationhood, which in-turn has provided people with an extended identity and a
sense of belonging. In fact, it could be argued that the structures of present-day society go far beyond survival needs to the
extent that they have come to define the new ‘reality’ in which most of us now live our lives.
But would this concept of society really mean anything to AI?
Of course, the answer to this question might depend on the nature of AI being considered and in this context it might be useful
to make some reference to scope of the hybrid AI paradigm already discussed:
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Homo Sapiens:

Original humanity

Homo Computerus: Human, plus computers
Homo Optimus:

Human, genetically modified

Homo Cyberneticus: Human, with direct computer interface
Homo Hybridus:

Human, with prosthetic enhancements

Homo Machinus:

Human, brain with prosthetic anatomy

Homo Primus:

AI, new sentient life.

Even if this phased transition is possible, the impact on human society would still be profound, although it may allow more time
for social change to be accepted. Equally, the scope of change from one stage to the next may not appear so radical to the
previous, at least in contrast to a direct evolutionary jump from Homo Sapien to Homo Primus. Based on the evolutionary
model introduced, artificial reality (AR) could also become an increasingly important part of the fabric of society as evolution
progresses towards full AI. As such, there might be a number of aspects relating to AR, that hybrid AI may view differently, e.g.



Hybrid AI could choose to live partly or solely in AR.



Living in AR would not necessarily mean isolation from physical reality (PR), especially if interactions with individuals
in physical reality PR can be maintained in a manner analogous to a virtual reality (VR) interaction.



However, this form of AR may only be accessible to hybrid AI, especially if the biological brain requires AI peripherals,
as in the case of Homo Cyberneticus. As a consequence, such changes may raise legal issues as to whether an AI
enhanced person was effectively a new or different type of sentient being.

Of course, there are other aspects to hybrid AI that could dramatically affect their relationship with the rest of society. As
mentioned earlier, hybrid AI could have the opportunity to increase its intelligence via the accelerated evolution of technology
rather than via Darwinian evolution. As has been stated on many occasions, the processing power of the brain appears to have
changed little in the last 10,000 years, whilst computers continue to effectively double their processing power every 18 months.
To put this into perspective, 50 years of computer development, doubling in capacity every 18 months, would make them 4
billion times as powerful in comparison to the earliest processors. As such, there is a real chance that hybrid AI might, at best,
only tolerate human society; in much the same way as Homo Sapiens branched off from Neanderthals, hybrid AI could quickly
come to create its own society and laws. In such a scenario, Homo Sapiens would either be allowed to live their own limited
lives or decline into extinction.
So, within the scope of our hybrid AI paradigm, how might hybrid and/or full AI interact with the institutions of mainstream
society?



State:
It might be suggested that the legislature and judiciary represent the moral and ethical values of a society. The
relevance of these bodies to hybrid AI may ultimately depend on the amount of integration between human & hybrid
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AI society. However, it is entirely possible that hybrid AI could still hold allegiance to the principles of these
institutions. The main test would be whether the principles of society were considered fair and consistent towards
hybrid AI. If not, the consequences may be fairly obvious, at least, within the perspective of past human history.



Military:
It is clear that the military will be very interested in AI, but probably as a technology that does what it is told rather
than an independent, sentient intelligence. Therefore, it may only be the humanity within hybrid AI that would retain
any allegiance to the principles of a state’s military institutions. However, this conclusion may be premature, as the
concept of military institutions may be considered necessary to any intelligent life. The development of full AI would
not necessarily change the fact that the universe can be a dangerous place. Also, it is probably true to say that social
changes in the nation-state may also be reflected in the military. Of course, under a military dictatorship this knock-on
effect still works, only in the opposite direction.



Beliefs:
Potentially, it may be difficult for many of today’s mainstream theologies to accept AI. This does not discount that AI
might wish to establish its own belief systems in order to answer its own questions about existence. There is also the
major issue of whether the existence of AI life itself would challenge the very nature of human life. As illustrated in
the section covering historical change, advances in science appear to have pushed humanity from centre stage to a
peripheral position within the material universe. As such, the creation of artificial life might cause another major
paradigm shift in theology.



Jobs:
Before AI exists in any sentient form, more intelligent expert or weak AI systems will be capable of doing many
manual and professional jobs currently only undertaken by humans. Therefore, this is an area of potential conflict,
but in a catch-22 way, this competitive environment may also be one of the primary catalysts for humanity going
down the road of hybrid AI. In reality, human society may well have to adapt to this change long before full AI
appears.



Social:
If hybrid AI is considered a race apart from humanity, in terms of its role within the key institutions of society, then
social interaction may be just as difficult. This lack of social interaction might be compounded by the inability of
mainstream humanity to interact and communicate ideas effectively via AR. Again; history would suggest that when
there is little interaction or common interests between societies, they become increasingly alienated. Such situations
are never good.

At the beginning of the 21st century, the world population is continuing increasing towards 7 billion. This population is
estimated to grow to over 9 billion in the next 50 years, possibly reaching 14 billion by 2250. Clearly, there are obvious benefits
in stabilising, and even reducing the world population to a level, which future advances in agriculture may be able to support.
However, concern must still be raised as to the quality of life of a large percentage of this global population and what all these
people might do to support themselves in an increasingly automated world. It is not clear how such numbers can all lead
purposeful lives, given an expectation of a better quality of life, while not perpetuating the on-going destruction of the global
ecology. Maybe technology will find an answer, but then again, maybe it is just wishful thinking. Of course, it is possible that the
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disparity between developed and developing countries may be initially helped by the re-distribution of some manufacturing
and service jobs to countries with lower salaries. However, advances in robotics and intelligent expert systems may eventually
offset this trend, as we move into the 21st century. If these intelligent systems do ultimately become capable of doing a high
percentage of ‘blue’ and ‘white’ collar jobs, social problems could spread like a pandemic to all countries.
So what happens if AI based technology essentially makes billions of people redundant; what will be their function in society?
History shows that the promise of more leisure time has failed to materialise as a result of advances in computer technology,
unless we class unemployment as leisure. At present, most industrialised economies appear to have no concept of zero growth
as a goal; in fact, it would probably be worryingly described as stagnation. The only real solution to this situation may be a
reduction in the population in-line with the ability of a society or country to become far more self-sustainable in its use of
resources. If so, current global economic strategies may have to be radically revised, although today this also seems to be more
of a wish than a goal. In the same timeframe that we are discussing, advances in medical science may actually be able to offer
the possibility of a significant increase in life expectancy. If so, we could see an even more significant shift in the age
demographics of some societies around the world, at least, in those richer countries that can remain somewhat isolated from
war and famine.
How might hybrid AI affect this situation?
Although it is not possible today, the development of AI and AR based technology may conceivably allow people to transfer all
or part of their existence into AR. In part, advances in space exploration leading to some colonisation within the solar system
may accelerate this requirement. Of course, should such technology become available, and accepted, its impact could
completely reshape society, at least, as it is understood today. While it may appear cold and analytical, the development of the
AI paradigm does not depend on peace and harmony in the world. In fact, conflict has often led to increased investment in
technology in order that the developed countries may maintain their ‘way of life’. So providing that all societies do not
completely collapse due to widespread anarchy causing the destabilisation of investment via financial institutions, as
understood today, then there may be little slow down in advanced research, which may one-day underpin some of the hybrid
AI/AR developments described. However, it also needs to be highlighted that all too often, predictions of the future can be
overwhelmed by naïve technical optimism in which everything becomes bigger, faster, better, while the expectations and
norms of society remain essentially unchanged. For example, it was not so long ago that futurologists were predicting that the
man of the future would be going to work by helicopter, talk to his wife and 2.4 children at home via the videophone, while a
humanoid robot did all the housework, while leaving the archetype family free to arrange their next vacation to the Moon.
So why did these predictions, and many others, not all come true?
It is important to consider the failure of so many predictions, as the same mistake could have been made in this website,
although some attempt has been made to temper optimism in technology advances based on more realistic timeframes, while
also trying to reflect further on the social implications. However, most predictions fail because they ignore limits on material
resources and economic costs, they do not foresee the changes in social structures or the possibility of technical progress
redefining the original requirement. With hindsight, we can see that helicopters proved too expensive and complex for the
average commuter, the perception of the traditional family unit has changed, the housewife has become a partner who works
rather than stays at home and it is more cost-effective to build automation into household appliances rather than build a
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humanoid robot to operate a manual machine. However, with this note of caution ringing in our ears, we can already see that
evolution is no longer taking place in the confines of natural selection; in fact, human society started to break away from
natural selection over 10,000 years ago, which might be put into perspective by the following question:
How many of today’s population would be alive today if left to natural selection?
Certainly, I for one would not have made it without the aid of modern
medicine. As such, we may come to recognise that we are already living in a
form of virtual reality, which consists of a society whose structures
comprise of a complex array of social, political, and business institutions.
These man-made, artificial structures now dominate the virtual landscape in
which we live, but it is a landscape that comes with a new set of survival
problems:





Charles Darwin
With savages, the weak in body or mind are
soon eliminated; and those that survive
commonly exhibit a vigorous state of health.
We civilized men, on the other hand, do our
utmost to check the process of elimination;
we build asylums for the imbecile, the
maimed, and the sick; we institute poor-

Better food production and lower child mortality has led to

laws; and our medical men exert their

population explosions, especially in some under-developed

utmost skill to save the life of every one to

countries.

the last moment. There is reason to believe
that vaccination has preserved thousands,

A rapid increase in populations has caused knock-on problems

who from a weak constitution would

with pollution and other forms of environmental deterioration.

formerly have succumbed to smallpox. Thus
the weak members of civilized societies



Industrial expansion, essential to maintain wealth, has led to

propagate their kind. No one who has

global warming plus other adverse environmental effects.

attended to the breeding of domestic
animals will doubt that this must be highly



The acceleration of change is also producing social side effects.

injurious to the race of man. It is surprising

People are under greater stress; organizations and societies are

how soon a want of care, or care wrongly

suffering from information overload.

directed, leads to the degeneration of a
domestic race; but excepting in the case of



The evolution of ideas, theories, cultures and ideologies is leading

man himself, hardly any one is so ignorant as

to fragmentation of knowledge, society and value systems, which

to allow his worst animals to breed.

has ultimately led to heighten conflicts.
Of course, the list of ‘cause and effect’ examples is almost endless and, at times, it seems that we have become trapped within
a chaotic system of our own making, where the ‘wing beat of a butterfly’ could change our future. The reality of the 21st
century is that human society has evolved to become a vast array of disparate opinion, communities and organisations that all
seek to control the technology that has become essential to so many lives, while often lacking any true understanding of its
implications and complexity. In truth, with a population of 7 billion people, it would seem that we do not have the choice to
return to a simpler time, even if it ever existed. If this is indeed the case, we may have little choice but to pursue new and even
more sophisticated solutions to manage our increasingly complex world. As a consequence, humanity may come to feel that its
existence has been, and remains, precarious, little more than a lottery of natural evolution. As such, humanity may simply
accept, without necessarily making any conscious decision, that evolution-by-design is the only practical solution to meet, not
only the challenges of this world, but possibly more importantly the universe beyond. As such, humanity might unconsciously
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accept that the price of evolution-by-design is the accelerated extinction of homo sapien, at least, as it is currently understood.
However, in an attempt to close on a more optimistic note, it may be that hybrid AI does not represent the extinction of
humanity, simply the transition to the next stage in the evolution of sentient, intelligent life, which regains its purpose and
vision to explore the wider universe in search of answers.

In part, the continuance of the discussion
concerning evolution is taken up in
Website-2

under

the

heading

of

'Developments'. However, there is another
aspect of evolution discussed in terms of
'Economics' and the 'Limits to Growth'
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